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Case o. 3AN-06-05630 CI

DEFENDANT ELI LI LLY
AND COMPANY'S MOTIO FOR

SUMMARY JUDGME 'T AND
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPOIH

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY.

COMES OW Defendant Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly"), by and through counsel

of record, Lane Powell LLC, pursuant to Rule 56(b) and moves this Court for an order

granting summary judgment to Lilly on all claims brought by the State of Alaska.

$OI~rtlai~
DEi 1ltItliI0/s'RJc

C10 2001 r

THE UPERIOR COVRT FORTHESTATEOFAL~

TIilRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT CHORAGE """'"

TATE OF ALASKA.

DoclOrs in Alaska regularly prescribe Zyprexa to mentally ill patients. The State or

Alaska's Medicaid program reimburses Zyprexa prescriptions, without restriction. The State

has never communicated to Alaska prescribers that there is anything wrong with Zyprexa, or

urged them to stop or reduce prescriptions. Ncvertheless, the State plans to ask the jury in

the first phase of the trial of this matter to find that Zyprexa is a defective product-that

alternative antipsychotic medications are safer and equally effective for all mentally ill

patients.

In order to prevail on that claim, the State needs an expert to say that alternative

medications are safer than, and equally effective as, Zyprexa. But no expert for the State has

offered that opinion, and none would be expected to, as it is well recognized that mentally ill

patients respond differently to different antipsychotic medications, and that Zyprexa is the

most effective treatment for some patients, just as other medications are for other patients.
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I Exhibit A,ln Re Rezulin Prods. Liab. Lilig., No. 00 Civ. 2843 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 26, 2007).

prescription drugs. A new federal court decision, arising in virtually identical circumstances

to this case, explains why this form of proof is inadequate to meet the State's burden.' This

new decision confinns that the State's proof is inadequate to support a liability verdict for the

State's strict liability and negligent failure to warn claims, and its Unfair Trade Practice Act

(UTPA) claim for actual damages.

Finally, Lilly moves to dismiss the State's UTPA claim on the basis that the State

has not described what the alleged violations are, much less offered evidence that could

satisfy the State's burden of proof for that claim. At this juncture in the case, with trial less

than three months away, Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure 56 requires the State to move

beyond allegations, and show that it has admissible evidence to support its claims. It has

manifestly failed this burden, warranting dismissal of its UTPA claim.

Indeed, one of the State's experts has testified that Zyprexa would be his first choice for

some patients. The State also lacks evidence necessary to satisfy the ordinary expectation

test for design defect.

The State also claims that Lilly failed to warn physicians of the dangers associated

with Zyprexa use. But, as the Court is well aware, the State does not intend to introduce any

evidence from the allegedly misled physicians. Although it has never clearly described its

proofs on the issue of physician reliance, the State apparently plans to submit only

undifferentiated, aggregate evidence about how prescribers responded to the allegedly

misleading warnings and marketing. The State's aggregate evidence depends on the "fraud

on-the-market" theory developed in securities litigation, which cannot be applied to

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Sum
Slate ofAlaska It Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3A~~Z~~~§C~)t and Memorandum in Support



Coun has held thaI the plaintiff must prove "that the product's design proximately caused
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The Iale has alleged Ihal Zyprexa is a defeclive product. Ihal is dangerous for its

eilizens 10 consume. and less effeelive than other medications for mental illnesses.' But it

has taken none of the aClions thaI would be expected if il actually believed this to be true,

such as imposing restrictions on the reimbursement of Zyprexa prescriptions, even though it

to it and has used them for other medications,) or warninghas such PO\\ ers available

prescribers in the Slale aboul Ihe alleged dangcr.' Nor has it found any expert who will

leslify that Zyprexa is defective under the risk-benefit or physician expectation lests sct forth

in Shanks v. UpJohn Co.. 835 P.2d 1189 (Alaska 1992), requiring dismissal of the claim,s

tate Cannot ati fv Ihe Prima Facie Elements of Its Design Defect Claim.

I. The Slate lacks the necessary proof 10 meet the risk-benefit lest for design
defect.

To establish existence of a defecI under Ihe risk-benefit test, the Alaska Supreme

injury and the defendant fails to prove, in light of the relevant factors, that on balance the

'Compl., 36; Phfs Memorandum on Claims and Proofs at 18.

3 As of OClober 4. 2007. all atypical antipsychotics, including Zyprexa, were available
Ihrough Alaskas Medicaid program wilh no restriction, as atypical antipsychotics have not
been included on Alaskas Preferred Drug List. See hup:llhss.Slale.ak.usldhcsIPDU
dewu" docsldrugsIOO./07.pdf, see also Exhibil B, Campana Dep. 191:19 to 192:18,208:17
10211: 15. Sept. 19,2007.

, See Exhibil C, Plft's Responses 10 Defs Second Sel of Requests for Production of
Documents. No. 40.

, In mOSI states, a prescription drug manufacturer can only be held strictly liable for failure to
warn, nOI deSIgn defect,for the reasons set forth in comment k to Restatement (Second) Tons
§ 402a. ThaI approach IS the. only reasonable one for medications like anlipsycholics, which
have vanable. efficacy and sIde effects for dIfferent patients, and Lilly urges the Court to
adopl It for thIS case.

001465

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Summary Jud ment and M .
Slate ofAlaska \\ Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN-06-05638 Cr) emorandum In Support



basis).

or could the State win a barrie of the experts on the issue of whether on balance
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affecting efficacy of the drug, (4) the harm to the consumer in terms of reduced efficacy and

(2) the likelihood that such side effecls or reactions would occur, (3) the feasibility of an

detenninalion are: (I) the seriousness of the side effects or reactions posed by the drug,

the benefits of Zyprexa's design outweigh the risks. The factors that are relevant to this

alternative design which would eliminate or reduce the side effects or reactions without

benefits of the challenged design outweigh Ihe risk of danger inherent in such design.,,6 By

its lerms, the risk-benefit design defeel lest set forth in Shanks requires in the first instance

that the medication proximately caused injury. The jury assigned to decide design defect

liability will not bear any evidence aboUl whether Zyprexa did or did not proximately cause

injury to Alaska Medicaid recipients (whether assessed individually or on an aggregate

any new side effects or reactions that would result from an alternative design.'

The State has been explicit thaI it is not contending that there is a way for Lilly to

redesign the molecule that comprises Zyprexa. Instead, the "alternative design" that it

proposes are the other medications on the market.8 But the experts on both sides of the case

agree that a blanket statement that a different medication could provide the same efficacy

001466

6 Shanks, 835 P.2d at 1194.

7 1d. al 1196-97.

8 Pltfs Memorandum on Claims and Proofs al 18.

De(tndant Eli Lilt), and Company's MOlian for S
Slale ofAlaska ,t Eli lilly and Company (Case No. ~~~20~§~Qnl and Memorandum in Support
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o. if I understand what you're saying.
populations respond differently to these drugs.

Exactly right.
And which partially explains why there are a number of
different antipsychotics in this class, because they aren't
really all duplicatcs of each other.

You may not know how one individual may respond to one
particular drug versus another particular drug until yOll

have tried them on that particular drug.

They are - for an individual paticnt, they are definitely not
fungible. to use one of your words.

And so there is a class of patients or at least people who
may present to you for whom you would prescribe Zyprexa
as SOrt of the first line treatment. Is that correct?

Sure"

ide effects for the entire population of severely mentally ill patients is incorrect,

This point is dcmonstrated

Question:

Question:

Answer:
Question:

Answer:

Answer: Absolutely.

Question: Different individual patients respond differently to these
drugs.

00/467

Question:

Answer:

\\ith fc\\cr

as Zyprexa i the most effecti\ e drug for many patients.

dramatically b) the deposition testimony ofplaintifTs expert. William C. Wirshing:

different

Dr. Wirshing also testified about Zyprexa's superior efficacy, as demonstrated by

numerous studies. In testifying on the efficacy of Zyprexa demonstrated in studies,

• Exhibit 0, Deposition of William C. Wirshing, M.D. at 160, 162.

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Summar J d
Slale ofAlaska )~ Eli Lilly and Compa"y (Case No. 3AN-oloS~3§~~)t and Memorandum in Support



b· d' that you know, olanzapine
Dr. Wirshing stated, "[T]here's a couple of pretty Ig stu les ,

[Zyprexa] turns out to be superior:"·

Lilly's experts are in agreement with Dr, Wirshing's testimony on the efficacy of

r ' d"d I atients I' As Dr David Kahn a psychiatrist with years of expcrienceZyprexa lor In tVI ua p . . ,

treating sevcrely mentally ill patients, explained, "I have seen patients for whom olanzapine

[Zyprexa] is uniquely effective compared 10 other antipsychotics, and the same can be said

for altemative treatments for other patients."" In addition, different medications bring

difTerent side efTects, including tardive dyskenesia, a severe movement disorder, and

Page 6of 13
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1·1d. at 159; see also Exhibit E, Deposition of Laura M. Plunkett, Ph.D, D.A.B,T. at 293
(confinning that Zyprexa was the most efficacious drug 111 terms of tIme to dlscontmuatlon,
the primary endpoint for the CATIE study); Exhibit F, Deposlt.on of Robert Rosenheck,
M.D. at 304 (Zyprexa scores higher than risperidone (Risperdal) and quetlapme (Seroquel)
on PANSS scores).

I. See Exhibit G, Report of William S. Gilmer, M,D. at 7 ("[W]hen successful outcome is
achieved and sustained with any agent, including the atypical antipsychotics, a careful
analysis must occur before discontinuing an effective agent, as other agents within or outside
of the same class may not provide similar efficacy, and destabilization can occur whenever
changes in medication occur."); Exhibit H, Report of David Kahn, M.D. at 5 ("Prescription
decisions are individualized, heavily impacted by characteristics of the patients themselves,
The factors include not only the patient's diagnosis, but also the particular symptoms of the
condition that need treatment, such as the need for sedation versus activation, insomnia,
anxiety, agitation, and prior history of treatment-induced EPS, or history of comorbid
neurological or general medical disorders."); Exhibit I, Report of Thomas L. Schwenk, M.D,
at 3,("ln my clinical experience, the use of atypical antipsychotics in general and Zyprexa in
partIcular for bIpolar dIsorder can lead to Improved functional status and a decreased burden
of disease,"); Exhibit J, Report of Carol A. Tamminga, M.D. at 3 ("[l]ndividuals with the
Illness [schl~ophrema] are less symptomatic with olanzapine, regardless of whether this
advantage.s pnmary' or 'secondary'.").

12 Exhibit H, Report of David Kahn, M.D. at 5 (emphasis added).

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Summary Judgment and Mcm ra d .
Slatt ofAlaska .~ Eli Lilly alld CompullY (Case No. 3AN.06--0S630 Cn 0 n urn In Support



Absent evidence on proximate causation. coupled with agreement by both parties'

test for design defect

H/
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There is little doubt about the usefulncss of Zyprexa for both on-label
and some off-label purposes. II assists many people with serious
debilitating diseases. II has substanlially increased the quality of lifc of
many thousands of people. Its salutary effect is evidenced by the fact
that there have been no changes in plaintiffs' formularies which
continue to include Zyprexa without restrictions. Many treating
ph)sicians continue to rely on it afler whal is by now extensive
revelation of information about Zyprexa's risks and benefits.'"

antip ) chotic medications. 1J

As thc foregoing demonstrates, the assertion that there is an alternative mcdication

that is safer than. and equally effective as Zyprexa across the board for all patients, is not

onl) not supported by expert testimony. it i illogical and incoherent in the contcxt of actual

medical treatment of severcly mentally ill patients. who respond differently to differcnt

Pnrkinsonian condition. \\ hich are experienced les by Zyprexa patients than users of othcr

treatments. As Judge Weinstein has obscrved:

Zyprexa for all mentally ill patients, the State cannot meet its burden under the risk-benefit

experts that no alternative medicmion provides a safer and more effective design than

13 See Exhibit J, Report of Carol A. Tamminga, M.D. at 5 ("The incidence of this side effect
with FGAs [first-generation antipsychotics] is approximately 5% per treatment year,
producmg a reiallvely hIgh prevalence in older schizophrenic populations that have had years
of treatment SGAs [second-generation antipsychotics, including Zyprexa] have a reduced
mCldence of TO [tardive dyskenesia], approximately I% in adult populations.") (citations
removed).

" In re Zyprexa Prods. Liob. Lilig., 493 F. Supp. 2d 571, 575 (S.D.N.Y. 2007).

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Summary Jud mene and Mem .
Sla/~ 01Alaska P. Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN-06-0S63§ el) orandum In Support



of Alaska patients-whether assessed in the aggregate or individually. The jury will not hear
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2. The tate lacks the necessary proof to meet the ordinary physician

expectation test for design defect.

Under Shanks. the ordinary physician expectation design defcct tcst requires the

case, the jury will nOl hear any evidence about how well Zyprexa performed in the treatmenl

An essential element of this test is proof of how the medication perfOnlled-or

failed to perfOlTI1-that will be measured against the ordinary physician's expectation. In this

plaintifTto establi h that '·the product failed to perform as safely as an ordinary consumer (or

for pharmaceutical products, the physician) would expect when used in an intended or

reasonably foreseeable manner.",5

whether Zyprexa patients' mental health conditions were improved by use of Zyprexa,

whether their hospitalizations were reduced, or whether the incidence of diabetes amongst

Zyprexa users was more or less than otherwise would have been expected. Without evidence

of the performance of the medication, a design defect case using the ordinary physician

expectation test cannot get off the ground.

Even if such evidence existed, the State has not mustered any evidence of what the

ordinary physician that prescribed Zyprexa expected. The physician's expectation is not

within the common knowledge of the average juror. Expert testimony is required to make

15 Shanks, 835 P.2d at 1195.

Dertndanl Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Summa
Stole ofAlaska It Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN_02'O~~~§~~)t and Memorandum in Support
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negligent misrepresentation counts of its Complaint. But physician reliance is also a

its UTPA claim for actual damages. 18 A new federal court decision addressing a prescription

necessary component of the State's strict liability and negligent failure to warn claims,17 and

As Lilly has previously argued to the Court, any claim by the State that Lilly

of this elemenl, the State has already voluntarily dismissed with prejudice the fraudulenl and

relied on the alleged misrepresentations. In implicit recognition that it cannot muster proof

induced lyprexa prescriptions through misrepresentations requires proof that doctors actually

B. New Case Law Supports Dismissal of the State's Failure to Warn Claim and
Its Unfair Trade Practices Claim for Actual Damages.

this howing. I. one of the tate's cxpert reports include an opinion regarding how the

ordinary physician expected lyprexa to perfonn.

Absent proof on the perfomlance of lyprexa, and expert testimony about how

prescribers expected it to perfonn. the State cannot meet its burden under the ordinary

physician expectation test, and Lilly is entitled to summary judgment on this design defect

I. See generally Marsingill v. O'Malley, 58 PJd 495, 504 (Alaska 2002); Armstrong v. State,
502 P.2d 440, 446 (Alaska 1972).

17 See: e.g., Heindel v. Pfizer, Inc., 381 F. Supp. 2d 364, 383-84 (D.N.J. 2004); Kernke v.
Menmger Climc, Inc., 173 F. Supp. 2d 1117, 1123 (D. Kan. 2001)' Huntman v Danek Med
Inc., 0.97·2155,1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13431, at*19 (S.D. C~l. July 27 1'998)' Allen;
G.D. Searle & Co., 708 F. Supp. 1142, 1161 (D. Or. 1989)' Flynn v. Am. HOI;,e Prods Corp'
627 .W.2d 342, 349-50 (Minn. Cl. App. 2001).' . .,

18 See AS 45.50.531 (a) (2007) (requiring that an alleged unlawful practice caused an
"ascertamable loss").

Defendanl Eli LiHy and Company's Motion for Summ J d
Stale 01Alaska 1'. Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN~~2'oS~3§~Q( and Memorandum in Supporl



reimburse for prescriptions that otherwise would not have been written at prices that

and efficacy of Rezulin in consequence of which, they claim, Louisiana was called upon to
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prescribed by Alaska physicians to many recipients of the Medicaid
progra":l of ~e State. As a result of ingesting Zyprexa, Alaska
Medicaid patients have suffered serious health effects which now
reqUire furthe~ and more extensive medical treatment and health-related
care an~ services. For these individuals, the State is the financially
responsible party for these services.21

19 Exhibit A, III Re RezZl/ill. at 8.

20 1d. at 7-8 and n.18.

21 Compl. 20-23, 26.

Louisiana's theory of recovery parallels the State's theory here: the State alleges

that Lilly's conduct led to Zyprexa being

otherwise could not have been charged."I' Louisiana pleaded failure to warn and UTPA

claims, just like Alaska.2o

prove liability for those claims with the evidence it plans to submit in this case.

(anached as Exhibit A), involved a claim by the State of Louisiana on behalf of its Medicaid

indirecl one: "[D]efendants misled patients and the medical community concerning safety

patients who used that drug. Louisiana's theory of recovery, like that of Alaska's, was an

been removed from the market, as well as for the cost of injuries sustained by Medicaid

program for reimbursement of the costs of prescriptions for a diabetes drug, Rezulin, lhat had

III Re RezZl1i1l Prods. Liab. Litig., No. 00 Civ. 2843 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 26, 2007)

drug liability claim by the State of Louisiana demonstrates why the State of Alaska cannot

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion fo S
Stale ofAlaska l~ Eli Lilly and Company (Case ;0. ~:;~2'o~~~§'~nll and Memorandum in Support

Page 10 or 13



wrillen-in other words, for understanding causation. It also must account for changing
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known and knowable at the time the prescription was written." Judge Kaplan recognized

information over time; the adequacy of a warning to a prescriber depends on what was

The Rezulill Court rejected Louisiana's claims because they relied on a "fraud-on

the-markel" theory of causation.22 While recognizing that such a causation theory has a

proper place in federal securities law. the Court noted that "courts repeatedly have ref11sed to

apply the fraud-on-the-market theory to state common law cases despite its widespread

acceptance in the federal securities fraud contex!.,,23 This type of causation theory has been

continually weigh risks and benefits, is essential to understanding why a prescription was

pharmaceutical case, the processing of additional information by individual physicians, who

automatically change decisions On whether a prescription would be written." In a

market of information about drug side effects exists and that any new information would

soundly rejected in the prescription drug context because it relies On the notion that a perfect

22 Exhibit A, III Re Rezulill at 8.

23 1d. (quoting Sees. Illvestor Prol. Corp. v. BDO Seidlllan, L.L.P., 222 F.3d 63, 73 (2d Cir.
2000».

24 See Heindel, 381 F. Supp. 2d at 380 (finding the application of the fraud-on-the-market
theory to pharmaceullcals to be "patently absurd").

"See Shanks, 835 P.2d at 1200; Beyelle v. arrha Pharlll. Corp., 823 F.2d 990, 992-93 (6th
Clr. 1987) (notmg that warnmgs to the medical community change over time as new side
~ffec~9~~)a(dev~cebecome aIJparent); Lindsay v. Orlho Pharlll. Corp., 637 F.2d 87 91 (2d

Ir. staling that warnmgs should change due to safety information learned'lhro h
r(esearch, hadverse ~eactlon reports, and scientifie literature)' Allen 708 F Supp at Iu1

g
48nOlmg t at warnmgs to the medical co . h Id ' . .

medication's side effects changes). mmumty s ou change as knowledge of a

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Sum
Stole ofAlaska l'. Eli Lill)' and Company (Case No. 3A~~Z~~~~~Qt and Memorandum in Support
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Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for Summ
Staleo!Alaska)~ Eli Lilly alld CompalJy (Case No. 3AN-~Z~~~§~Dt and Memorandum in Support
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stronger candidate for dismissal than the one disposed of by Judge Kaplan.

2. Pltrs Memorandum on Claims and Proofs al 6.

27 Exhibit A, In re Rezl/lin, at 8.

UI
The only case proffer7d by the Slate for the proposition that a State can bring a products

SUit to recover for momes expended ~y a Slate Medicaid agency, Slale v. The American
Tobacco Company, 14 F. Supp: 2d 9)6 (ED. Tex. 1997), arises from the very different
context of tobacco, where there IS no prescriber intermediating the use of the product by the
end consumedr, and says nOthmg about the type of proof that will determine reliance in the
prescnpuon rug context.

this cannol be understood in the aggregate. as a "fraud-on-the-market" theory would aHempt

In this case, the tate similarly relies on a fraud-on-Ihe-markel theory: the tate has

denied that it must prove that any particular physician relied on any parlicular

mi representation or claimed inadequate warning, or that any particular palient suffered an

to do.

injury. Rather, the State posits that causal ion can be established by examining "the aggregate

efTecl upon the Stale's Medicaid program.,,2. TIlis approach, like that in In Re Rezl/lin, is "a

e ~ quintessential fraud-on-the-markel theory.""

B :e
~ ~ ~ Whilc the Rezl/lin decision is not binding on Alaska courts, there is no case law in

.J~-~~

..J > 8 ~ Alaska, or any state or federal court in the country, Ihat provides more on-point guidance on
j ~~.~
WIXI ~:s "ll "- the viability of a state agency's claim for damages based on alleged misrepresentations 10
o:i>.E=
~.J<V\

'" 1> ll;~ prescribers of medicalions." Indeed, there is only one significant difference belween this

~~~~
..J z ~ g case and In re Rezl/lin: Rezulin has been removed from the market, while Zyprexa continues

fj < u

~ ~
e fr 10 be prescribed, used, and reimbursed by the State of Alaska, making this case an even
.., ~
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IccrtJfythal on December 10.2007, a copy of
the forqotng was scn·ed by hand«b'·ay on:

EmTSmlm."'"
~~~~Sandcrs

AI 99 1-5911

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's MOlio r s
Slale 01Alaska It Eli LiII)' and Company (Ca~e ~o. ~~t~~20~~~§~~)1 and Memorandum in Supporl
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compel responses to discovery of the evidence supporting the State's allegations that Lilly

violated the UTPA. If the State now fails to provide information about what specific conduct

is al issue and the evidence supporting iI, Lilly is entilled to summary judgment.

CONCLUSION

Attorneys for Defendant

PEPPER HAMILTON LLP
Andrew R. R01\off, admitted pro hoc vice
Enc J. ROlhschlld, admitted pro hac vice
3000 Two Logan Square, SUlle 3000
PhIladelphIa, Pennsylvania 19103-2711
(215) 981-4000

LANE WE LLC

By ~
Brewster H. J ieson, ASBA No. 122
Andrea E. Glrolamo-Welp, ASBA No. 02 44

: See Exhibit K, PItt's Responses to Ders Fourth Set of Interrogatories.

See generally Zok v. Collins, 18 P.3d 39, 41 (Alaska 200 I).

For Ihe foregoing reasons, Lilly requests thaI Ihis Court grant summary judgmenl

on all of the Slate's claims.

C. The tate's nfair Trade Practices Act Claim Fail Because It Presents No
\'1 toee 0 \ hat isconduct ccurrc.

Lilly has sought discovery of what aClual practices the Stale believes were in

violalion of the Alaska Unfair Trade Praclices ACI (UTPA). Despite repeated requests by

Lilly to provide specifics of Ihe acl alleged to have violaled Ihe UTPA, the State has failed

10 do anything olher Ihan repeal the general allegations found in Ihe Complaint.'9 Under

Alaska law. Ihis is insufficientlo survivc a motion for summary judgmenl under Alaska Rule

of Civil Procedure 56.30 Lilly will be filing under separate cover Ihis week a mOlion to
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Stepben Murray, Jr.
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MEMORANDUM OPINION

Appearances:

LEwIS A. KAPLAN, District Judge.

This Document Relates to: 05 Civ. 8397
. . __ . . - - - - - x

REZULIN PRODUCTS UABlLITY
LITIGATIO (MDL o. 1348)

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF EW YORK____ ~ _. • • - x

In n::



Facts

Plaintiffbere seeks to recover amounts paid to fill Rezulin prescriptions for Louisiana

EXHlBlTA
Page 2 of 11
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Defendants submitted a S.D.N.Y. Rule 56,1 Statement that is supported by admissible
evidence properly referred to therein. Plaintiffs' opposition to defendants' Rule 56.1
statement in some cases purports to dispute statements in defendants' filing (~, 1,4) and
in another instance to disputercJevancy and admissibility ( 3). In no case do plaintiffs cite
admissible evidence demonstrating the existence of II genuine issue of fact for trial as
required by S.D.N.Y. elv. R. 56.I(d). The failure to do so results in the well supported
factual assertions in defendants' statement being deemed admittcd. E.g., Archie Comic
Pub!'..., Inc. Y. DeCarlo, 258 F. Supp.2d 315, 317-19 (S.D.N.Y. 2003), off'd, 88
Fcd.Appx. 468 (2d Cir.), Uri. denied. 543 U.S. 813 (2004).

Even. if the Court were to consider paragraph 1 of plaintiffs' Rule 56.1 opposition
notwlthstanding the lack. of evidentiary suppon, the statements there set forth would not
create II gen~n~issue offact as to the proposition asserted by defendants. viz. that uRezulin
w~ a prescn.ptiOD drug that was approved as safe and effective for the Treaonent ofType
2 dlabe~ by the FedenJ Food and Drug Administration undcrthe Federal Food Drug and
Cosmetic Acl" ' •

Warner-Lambert and that Louisiana Medicaid recipients would not have used the drug had the Slate

premised on their allegations that Louisiana would not have paid for Rezulin prescriptions filled by

Medicaid recipients had it known information that allegedly was withheld or misrepresented by

not paid for it. The facts pertinent to this motion, however, are undisputed. I As they all relate to the

Medicaid recipients and to treat their illnesses allegedly caused by Rezulin. Their claims arc

swnnwy judgment dismissing the complaint.

This action was brought byCbarlcs A. Foti, Jr., in his o~cial capacity as the Attorney

Gcncnl of the State of Louisiana and as parens patriae on behalf of Louisiana and its citizens, the

Sate of Louisiana, and the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospials (ULDHH
U
). The maner

is before the Court on the motion ofdefendants Warner-Lambert Company LLC and Pfizer Inc. for
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LouisialUJ 's Legal Obligation 10 Payfor Rezulin

Medicaid is a federal program established in 1965 as part of the Social Security Act

Paragraph 4 ofplaintiffs' Rule 56.1 opposition purports to dispute defendants' allegation
th~t "(p]rior to 2001 Louisiana had an open fonnulary law whieh required Medicaid
rClmb~ement of all FDA approved legend drug and none of the exemptions applied to
Rezuhn," The texl ofplainlifh' statement disputes only that Rezulin was a "legend drug"
and whether the FDA uses that tenn. But defendants have submitted a report of the LDHH
that ~ta~es ~at "[p]rior to 2001 Louisiana had an open fonnulary law which required
MedicaId relmbursemcnl ofa,II FDA approved legend drugs, with a few excCptions," Grass
Decl. ~x. B,at 1. That report 15 ofunquestioned admissibility. As plaintiffs have submitted
no eVidence t? the ~ntnry, the quoted statement in the report is deemed admitted for
~es oftbls motIoD, Moreover, it is immaterial whether the FDA used the term "legcnd

Federal statutory provisioDS regulating Medicaid govern what can be included in or

42 U.S.C. § 1396, et seq.; 42 C.F.R. § 430, et seq.

excluded from State Medicaid formularies. They also mandate the medications for which Louisiana

is required to pay and the exclusive circumstances under which it could refuse such payment. Under

those provisions and Louisiana statutes enacted to implement them, the State of Louisiana was

legol fnunework of the Medicaid program, they are discussed below.

required to pay to fill Rezulin prescriptions for Louisiana Medicaid recipients.

to provide medical assistance, including the cost of prescription drugs, to low-income individuals

and thcir families by authorizing federal grants to States to accomplish that purposc.' To participatc

in the Medicaid program and receive federal funding, States must comply with a comprehensive
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42 U.S.C. § 139r-8(k)(2XA)(i).

[d. § 36:254.

Wi/derv.Va. Hasp. Ass·n,. 496 U.S. 498, 502 (1990) ("Although participation in the
~rogram IS voluntary, participating States must comply with certain requirements
un~ by the Act and regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services").

TheLOHH was =ted in 1988 to "be responsible for the development end providiog

federal statutory and regulatory scheme.'

Under 42 C.F.R. § 43 1.1 O(b), States must provide the fcderel gnvernment with a

LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 36:251.

designated lDHH to administer the Medicaid program in Louisiana.

Louisiana.''' In Louisiana, the LDHH is the sole agency designated to administer the Medicaid

The Social Security Act bas a detailed statutory and regulatory framework that sets

of health and medical services for the prevention of disease for the citizens of Louisiana" and to

provide "health and medical services for the uninsured and medically indigent citizens of

progrem. The progrem is directed by the Secretary oflhc LDHH.'

detailed pl8.D of operation that, among other things, specifies U 8 single State agency established or

designated to administer or supervise the administration of the [Medicaid) plan." Louisiana has

forth specific requirements for Medicaid programs, such as that administered by the LDHH, which

received federal funding. Under federal law, a "covered outpatient drug" is one "which may be

dispensed only upon prescription" and "which is approved for safety and effectiveness as a

prescription drug" under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act the "FDCA").' At all times,
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Gms Dec1. Ex. A.

42 V.S.c. § 1396r-8(d)(4)(B).

42U.S.C. § 1396r-8(d)(4).

42 U.S.C. § 1396r-8(d)(I)(B).

In re Rezu/in Prodr. Liob. LUig., 210 F.R-D. 61, 63 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).

Fcderallaw expressly limits aState's ability Dot to pay for "covered outpatient drugs"

42 U.S.C. § 1396r-8(a)(I), 1396r-8(b)(IXA), 1396r-8(c).

formulary meets" cc.rtain specified requirements,' Among those requirements is that the fonnulary

while it was marketed, Rexulin was a prescription drug that was approved as safe and effective for

the: treatmenl of Type II diabetes by the FDA under the FDCA,' Thus, Rezulin was 8 "covered

under the Medicaid programs.' Under fcdeltll law, a "State may establisb a formulary if the

must U[i]ncludeO the covered outpatient drugs of any manufacturer which has entered into and

complies" with 8 rebate agreement with the Secretary of Health and Human Services,lO To have its

drugs qualify for Medicaid reimbursement, federal law requires that a manufacturer enter into a

manufacturer pays rebates in statutorily mandated amounts to States based on Medicaid sales of its

"rebate agreement" with the Secretary of Health and Human Services pursuant to which the

covered outpatient drugs, II At all times while Rezulin was marketed, Wamer·Lambert was a party

to a "rebate agreement" with the Sccrelary of Health and Human Services. '2 which made Rezulin

eligible for medicaid reimbursement.
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[d.

LA.RI!V.STAT.ANN. § 46-153.3(8). An amendment to the statute effeclive July 2, 1999 has
no impact on the peoding motion. The statute was amended to permit LDHH to "develop
peer·bascd prescribing and dispensing practice patterns for health care providers who
parti~ipate in the Louisiana Medicaid program and [to] develop a process to promote sueh
pracltce pettems through the Drug utilizetion review Boerd." Le. R.S. § 46: I53(BX4)(a)
~attacbed ~ Exhibit Dto Grass Declaration). As tbc amended statute expressly Slaled: "The
1D[en~of thIS [newly added] Paragraph is to Iimil aberrant practice patterns upon peer-based
practice. pa~ems." N~thing in th~ ~ 999 ame.n~ent pennitted LDHH to refuse payments
for medications presenbcd 10 LOUISiana MedIcaid recipients based on LDHH's view of the
safety, efficacy or COSl of those medications relative to other medications. Indeed the
amended statute. expressly,provided: "NOthing contained berein shaH be interpreted or
coDS~ed as to mterfere WIth the provisions of paragraph (3) of this Subsection" which
prohlblled LDHH from do~g those things. Thus, for purposes of this motion, ;he 1999
amendment made no matenal changes to the applicable provisions set fonh above.

Rautio was withdrawn from the market in the United States on March 21, 2000.u

Prior to June 13, 2001, however, the applicable Louisiana statute provided, in pertinent part, that:

"(2) The department shall provide reimbursement for any drug prescribed
by a physician that, in his professional judgment and within the lawful scope of hIS
practice, he considers appropriate for the diagnosis and treatment of the patient.

"(3) The depBJUnent shall not establish a drug fonnulary that restricts by
any prior or retroactive approval process a physician's ability to treat a patient with
a prescription drug that has been approved and designated as safe and effective by the
Food and Drug Administration. , . ,"14

Hence, the LDHH could not have had a restricted formulary, i.e., one that excluded Rezulin or other

covered outpatient drugs, during any part of the period in which Rezulin was on the market. Nor

a drug fonnulary that restricts by any prior or retroactive approval process a physician's ability to

could LDHH have refused payment for Rezulin because LDHH was prohibited from "eslablish[ing]

treat a patient with a prescription drug that has been approved and designated as safe and effective"

by the FDA." Reflective of the requirements of this statutory provision, the March 24, 2005 LDHH
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See LA. R1!v. STAT. ANN. § 9.2S00.54{A) (Louisiana Products Liability Act, which governs
plaintiffs' strict liability, failure to warn, and breach ofwarranty claims, requires proof of
"damase proximately cauaed by" dcfeodants); LA. Ctv. Cooe ANN. art. 2520 (redbibition
claunrc~ proof thai plaintiffs ''would not have bought the thing bad [they] known of
the defect); LA. R1!v. STAT. ANN. § 51.J409(A) (Louisiana Unfair Trade Practices Act

Act 395 of 2001 deleted § 153.3(BX2) and replaced § 153(B)(3) with the eurrcot §
153.3(B)(2Xa), which allows the LDHH to condition payment on prior authorization as
defmed by fedcrallaw. Act 395 oflune 13,2001, § I53.3(BX3), 2001 La. Sess. Law Scrv.
&40 (West). UDder fedc:ra1law, a eovered outpatient drug subject to a rebate agreement may
be excluded from 8 State's fOllDulary«w:itb respect to the treatment ofa spt(:ifie disease or
condition for an identified population (ifany) only if, based on the drug's labeling ... the
excluded drug does not have a significant, clinically meaningful therapeutic advantage in
terms ofsafety, effcctiveness or clinical oulCOIDe ofsuch trealment for such population over
oilier drugs included in the fonnulary and there is a written explanation (available to the
public) of the basis for the cxcluaion." 42 U.S.C. § I396r-S(dX4)(C). In that event, a Stale
may impose a prior authorization requirement - i.e., decline to pay for prescriptions of the
excluded drug unless the Medicaid recipient's doctor first establishes to the State's
satisfaction that tbe prescription is necessary for the patient. See ill. § 1395r·8(d)(4)(D).
Prior to the enactment ofAct 395 of2001, which posldated the withdrawal ofRezulin from
the markel, Louisiana was obliged to reimburse for any prescribed drug and was prohibited
from imposing any restrictions, including a prior authorization requirement, on such
reimbursement.

Louisiana's Fraud on the Market Theory

Plaintiffs sue entirely aD Louisiana state law theories, all of which require proof of

causation.'1 They therefore are obliged to adduce admissible evidence tbat, if credited. would be

recipients.

report to the Governor and the Legislature stated "prior to 2001 Louisiana had on open formulary

law which required Medicaid reimbursement of all FDA approved legend drugs, with a few

cxemptions"l' nonc ofwhieb is applicable bere." In sum, the State of Louisiana was required by

federal and Louisiana law to pay pharmacies for the cost of Rezulin prescriptions for Medicaid
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Int'l Union o/Operating Eng "3 Local No. 68 Welfare Fund v. Merck & Co., 929 A.2d
~:j.1088 (N.J. 2007). Accord. Heindel v. Pfizer, Inc.. 381 F. Supp.2d 364 (D. N.J.

The fraud-on-the-markct theory is a creature of the federal securities laws. As the

requires ~roofofJoss "as a result of the use Or employment by another person ofan unfair
or d<cepl1ve method, ae,orpnlClicc");Edwards v. Canforto, 636 So.2d 901,907 (La. 1993)
~unJust~chment requlrcs proofof"a causal relationship between the enrichment and the
unpovenshment").

have given the Court no reason to believe that Louisiana's Supreme Court would reach a difTerent

See, e.g.. Oliviera v.Amoco Oil Co., 776N.E.2d 151 ISS(lII 2002)' ~. b
Inc 777A2d442(p 200). I· ,"eln ergv.SunCo.,
n.2·CAla. 1m). a, I, ExpaneHousehofd Retail Servs., Inc., 744 So.2d 87l, 880

fraud context.',I' Only this year, the New Jersey Supreme Court reversed a grant of class

market theory to state common law cases despite its widespread acceptancc in thc federal securities

certification and rejected application ofthc fraud·on-thc market theory in a suit relating to the ethical

Second Circuit recognized not long ago, "couns repeatedly have refused to apply the fraud 00 the

drug Vioxx. in circumstances ideDlical to those at Bar.10 Other cases arc to similar effect.
11

PlaintifTs

charged. This, as defendants maintain, is u a quintessential fraud-on-the-rnarket" theory.

prc::scnptions that otherwise would not have been wrinen at prices that otherwise could not have been

SUffiCltnt to pennit a finding of proximate cause. They argue that they are entitled to recover

because defendants misled patients and the medical community concerning the safety aDd efficacy

of Rezulin 10 consequence of which, they claim, Louisiana was called upon to reimburse for



fCSult.» Plaintiffs' reliance on two RICO decisions by Judge Wcinstein
21

therefore is misptaced.
14

Finally. plaintiffs seek todraw comfort from the Second Circuit's decision in DeSiano

v. Warner-lAmbenCo.," where it upheld the legal sufficicncyofa complaint hy bealth heneflt plan

providers ("H8Ps'1. 8uI DeSiano made clear thai it upheld the complaint because Ibe HBP

plaintiln alleged thai they themselves bad been misled as purchasers of the drug:

"In the instant case, ... Plaintiffs allege an injury directly to themselves; an
injwy. moreover, that is unaffected by whether any given patient who ingested
Rezulin became ill. Plaintiffs' claim is that the Defendants' wrongful action was
their misrepresentation of Rczulin's safety, and that Ihis fraud directly caused
economic loss to them [i.e., to the third-party payers] aspurchasers, since they would
not have bought Defendants' product, rather than available cheaper alternatives,
had they not been misled by Defendants' misrepresentations. Thus the damages 
the excess money Plaintiffs paid Defendants for the Rezulin that they claim they
would not have purchased 'butfor' Defendants'fraud - were in no way 'derivative

ofdamage to a third parry. ,,,26

Here, in contrast. plaintiffs allege that they were injured because patients and the medical community

were misled. The undisputed facts show that Louisiana allegedly was injured only because it was

As this case rests entirely 00 state law, the Court is obliged to make its best judgment as (0

the rule that would be formulated by Louisiana's highest court. Travelers Ins. Co. v.
Colp<lller, 411 F.3d 323, 329 (2d Cu. 2005); Ma.rka, U.S.. inc. v. Kansa Gen. Ins. Co., 198
F.3d 74, 78 (2d Cir. 1999).

" In reZyprao Prods. Liah. Wig.. 493 F. Supp.2d 57\ (E.D.N.Y. 2007); Schwob v. Philip
Morns Ca.r.• 449 F. Supp.2d 992 (E.D.N.Y. 2006), appeal pending No. 06-4666 (2d Cir.
argued July 10, 2007).

J:;e Co~rt notes the Socood Circuit's recognition that the law of proximate C8we under
CO differs from that UDder stale law. DeSia1lo \I. Warner-Lamberl Co 326 F 3d 339

348 (2d Cir. 2003). .. . ,

326 F.3d 339.

Id. at 349 (empbasis added) (fOOlnolCOmilted).

F
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obligated by law to pay for the drugs prescribed for Medicaid recipients and not because Louisiana.

itself 'was deceived. DeSiano therefore has DO bearing here.

The Claim ofInadequate Discovt!ry

Plaintiffs resist summary judgment also on the ground that they have conducted no

discovery in this case and refer also t'o FED. R. CIV. P. 56(f). These assertions are frivolous.

As an initial matter, plaintiffs served discovery requests which the defendants

answered in August 2007. The responses brought to plaintiffs' aUention the comprehensive

discovery already conducted over a period of years by the Plaintiffs' Executive Committee.

Plaintiffs to tbis day have not indicated any dissatisfaction with defendants' responscs.2
'

Even putting aside the inaccuracy ofplaintiffs' claim that there has been no discovery.

the fact remains that this case was docketed in this Court on September 28,2005, over two years ago,

pursuant to a Multidistrict Panel transfer. !fin fact plaintiffs had conducted no discovery either prior

or subsequent to the transfer, they would have had no one to blame but themselves. Their inaction

cannol afford a basis for denying or deferring swnmary judgment.

Even more basically, this Circuit has made crystal clear the showing that is required

under Rule 56{f) wbere a party seeks to avoid lbe entry of summary judgment on lbe ground that it

believes that more discovery is necessary:

"[A] party resist~gsummary judgment on lbe ground lbat it needs discovery in order
to ~cfeat the ~0t10D must submit an affidavit sbowing '(1) what facts are sought [to
reSISt lbe macon] and bow lbey are to be obtained, (2) how those facts are reasonably

PlaiD~ff.s. on the other band, responded to defendants' interrogatories by what can be
descnbed only ~ categorical stonewalling. Vicari Decl. Ex. B.

001485
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~j~;:;,:::::f9()&:~~a';;~~'/i~:C~211 ~~d) 2(92. 303, (2d Cir: 2003) (quoting (Jurary
omitted».A d . Ultcma quotation marks and citations
F.3d 136: J4~7;d ·~i·~·i;;;)~ourse Renabl/ilation & Nursing Center Inc. v. Whalen. 249

Hen:, plaintiffs have submitted 00 Rule 56(0 affidavit They have DOt SboWD what

•

SO ORDERED.

For the foregoing reasons, defendants' motion for summary judgment dismissing the

expected to create a genuine issue afrnalcrial fact, (3) what effort affiant has made
10 obtain them, and (4) why the affiant was unsuccessful in those efforts....

21

Vurary. 190 F.3d at 43-44.

facts are sought to resist the motion and bow they arc to be obtained. They have made no effort to

motion for summaryjudgment alluded to a claimed need for discovery in a memorandum of law. ,,29

show bow those facts might create a genuine issue of material facl. By their own admission, they

have made no effort to obtain them. They have failed utterly to make the requisite showing.

Dated: November 26, 2007

complaint [00 Civ. 2843 docket item 5030J is granted and the action dismissed.

~~/
~----_._..- .... _-------*-_..._-_ ... --..-.

"indeed, the failure to file such an affidavit is falal to a claim ... eveD if the party resisting the
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~ the~~ i~el~,~~~aWa.dru9 list. AS far as a
10 fo ulary, and.my definltlon of a formulary 1S that you

N would h~et~e~~s~~fdd~~9~rugS that are covered and
13 drugs that are not covered. It would.be nice and eafsiYd
14 to find and it would be go search on It by NOC and n

i~ .mat iSw~od:~~~ ~~~ ~~a~~\o we have a regulation that
17 tellsJeneral'y classes that are covered and not

i: cov~~ it tells by list: what are not covered and
20 everything else --
21 A. Is covered.
22 Q. -- is covered?
23 A. Correct.
24 Q. If, for example, 3cnotr'r·e-pcstVChatics are a class of
2S drugs that are covered. ?
0191

~ ~: ~dri~tsince it's not listed, ther~fore, the
3 class of anti-psychotics does not appear 1" that
4 regulation, correct?
5 A. Correct.
6 Q. And that means that every drug in that class is
7 covered, correct?
8 A. correct, as long as there is a federal rebate.
9 Q. You sound like you are a fan of formularies. Why

10 doesn't Alaska have one?
11 A. well, formularies really don't fit in the

i~ ~~~~~:~~eP~~g~~inw~~~~ ~~~ ~~nas~~~ p.~~~1~m~eP~~n' t
14 cover thi s. We don I t cover that."
15 unfortunately, with Medicaid, it's out there in
16 federal law what you can cover and what you can't cover.
~~ ~~ ~~v~~ei~.i s a federal rebate. you vi rtua11 y can't

19 Q. Does the state have the discretion to disallow
20 reimbursement of a medication because of safety issues?
21 A. We can put it on restriction for safety issues,
22 and our regulation allows us to do that.
23 Q. what regulation is that?
24 A. T11at would be 7AAC43.598 or 594.
~I92 Q. What does that do? What does that regulation

1 allow Alaska to do?
2 A.. Allows us.to I?lace, under some type of
3 restnetlon, medlcatlons for safety or abuse issues.
; dru~~ t~it~~n~h~~ d~~~~~~~g~ can Alaska impose on
6 A. We can l?ut quantity limits on those. We can
7 change the deflnition for ~arly refill on those.
~ prior a~~h~~~~~t1~n~ep ed,ts, and we could also do

10 Q. What is a step edi t?H A. S~ep ~dit is a process where you are doing edits
on ~ me~,catlOn. T11ey would have to fill one type of

i~ :~i~~i~g.before they can get another type of

15 . The good example of that ; s when vi oxx was
16 ava,lable, you had to take Ibuprofen or you had to take
t~ ~Vl~~:n before you could get a prescription of vioxx

Page U
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19 Q. This was before, obviously, vioxx was taken off
20 the II\ilrket?

~~ ~. ~r;~~\:'emember the date of that. estimate.when
23 vioxx went off the market? I I m just try; og to on en't
24 ourselves.
25 A. It was September of '04 or '03.
0193 1 k1 Q. was the step edit in place for V10XX in A a5 a --

2 was the step edit in place the ent,re tlme V10XX was on

~ theA~r:~~allY. we did not itDplem,:nt it .. We had t~e
5 prograrrming ready to go and then d,d not lmplement ,t.
6 Q. When did Alaska.start the process of, you know.
7 develop; og the step edl t?

: ~: ~ ;:3;emember when. in 20037.
10 A. It was when we were lmplementlng HIPAA. It was

tl Feb~~ar~;~ ~~s~~ ~~3 ~tate to start the process of

t~ dev:~op~~~ ~~;~a~~~~ ~~~~~s with vioxx al)d then also
15 cast issues. vioxx was much more expensl'"e than

~~ Ibug~Of:~r:a~ou sort of the person in HSS who was
18 leadin9 this effort to put in this step edit?
19 A. Ves.
20 Q. what safety issues did you -- caused ~ou to --

~} wer:. yo~,~h~o~n~_w~od~~~~e:~~~m~~~ ~~e~oe~~~ther I was

~~ or ~~ w~~us~g~:~~e~i~~ ~i~ fiscal agent, First Health.
2S A. I agreed with it.
0194

} edi~' ba~~~ ~~\~~Ufi ~~~~f~~n{s~~~~, i ~~~o~~f~~e f~~u~;egr
3 both?
4 A. Both. The safety issues were that vioxx had
5 claimed that there was much less gastric upset and
6 gastric issues with vioxx versus the other NSAIOS,
7 non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. And it was our
8 findings that that was not necessanly true.
9 I looked at some Medicaid claims for people who

10 had taken NSAIDs. and including vioxx, and found that
II ~~~~n~~d~~~eo~~e~a~~~6s~roblems was just as high with
13 There was some literature on that also at the
14 same ti me.
15 Q. ~y did it take from, you know. late winter of
16 20<13 unnl septeml?er 2004 for this step edit -- the step
17 edlts neyer went lnto place?
18 A. Rlght, t~ey never went into place.
19 <)'. why dld lt tak~ so 10n9 from the time this
20 declslon was ma.d~ to lntroduce the step edi't?
21 A. well, baslcally, you have an idea to do
22 ~ometh;ng. then it has to the go to the progranmers and
23 lt takes them a long tille to come up with how to do'it
24 and then do the ac~ual progriWning for it.
ij~9S We had pUt ln the work orders or put in the

1 requirement for the step edit in April 2003 We
2 h,mplemented the system in May of 2003, and the step edit
3 ad been stopped before that time.

page 13
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New York. Nebraska. Just all different states.

Q. And you have been doing that over the years?

~: ~~rv~~~o~;a~~fferent medi cations?

~: ~~r:~te __ we talked a little bi~ yesterday
about the state hay; og a preferred drug 1, st7

~: ~~iain ~ilat the preferred drug list is.. .
A. The preferred drug list is a hst of medlcatl0ns

that actually lists preferred Iledications and
non-preferred medi cat;ons.

The list is developed by the state through or

wi t~. th~op~~J¥da~~a~~:r~i:~ii ~~v~r:~ ~~e~':eferred

drut li~~s~s in the fall of 2003. we put together a
pharmacy and therapeuti cs Cornal; ttee. We had amended our
contract with First Health to use their services for the

f~~~~~iie~da~~ ~~~~ ~~fn:/~h:~~r~~;~Of~~~~~~~ng
Q. What do you mean by "national pooling

initiative"?
A. They have what's called a National Medicaid

:~~~ gVe~nf~~~t~~~i~~~r:t~~e~U1~~ot~~em~~~rr~n~rt~~~
contracts with manufacturers for supplemental rebates
for the drugs that are added to the preferred drug list.

to ~ I Il:hto~~ ~:~u~a~~n~~n~h~~, t~~~s i~fj~~it~ccurred
procedure or a couple of issues.

vou talked about the step edi ts and I want to
talk a little bit more about that. But you also said
that the regulations allow prior authorizations?

A. correct.
Q. Let me just clarify, you had said that the

regulation that allowed restrictions on reimbursements
is 435987

A. Yeah, or 594.
Q. okay. Let me just show you. I think that's what

I wanted to confi rm. I'm goi ng to show you 594 and I
have the book as well. Did you mean to say 5947

A. veah. It's changed. It had been 598 and back to
594.

Q. 594 seems to describe a prior authorization
process, correct?

A. Correct,
Q. Maybe I''!I not readiryg it correctly, but I don't"

~:ei~~n~~ep edlt process lncluded in 594. Am I missing

A. under 8 it says. "AS necessary to prevent waste
aryd,to ~ddress fraud al')d abuse, the division may place
lfm1tatlo~s.on the ~)ClmUm or minimum quant"it"ies allowed
o ahspeclflc prescr~bed drug or therapeutic class or
on t he numbe~ of refl}ls of a specific prescribed drug
or t erapeutlc cla~s, 50 a~ far as placing limitations
b Q. In ~he Se~tlon on pnor authorization, it talks'

~o~~~ci~nslderatl0nsof cost and clinical effectiveness,
A. correct.
Q. And clinical effect"ivene5s would include safety
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(There was a short break.)

Q. And the prior authorization, that's a mechanism
to address safety issues with the medications?

A. That '5 one of the tenants on that.
Q. what are the other tenants?

kee~'itT~i~~1~e~~es~~~~'edtin~~~~~~~n~~e a~ai ~~z:~~~~5s
fraud or abuse.

9· J;tas Alaska instituted prior authorizations for
medlcatl0ns because of safety issues?

A. Yes.
Q. What medications?
A. The opi oi d medi cat; ons.
Q. Can h~u give me some examples of those?

Fen~.iny~l~z~~~~s~ethadone, Oxycodone, Fentanyl patches,

Q •. Any other ~dications which have -- where you
~:~~o~~~t1 tuted prlor authorizati ons because of safety

A. I'm not rt::lnembering any right now.
Q. 00 you thlnk there have been others?

go~'ti~mf~~a~g~e:k~lankright now. In fact, it's a

is 10:54. VIOEOGRAPHER: Going off record. The time

18 ; ssues?

~ ~. i~ri~~\ection Sf ~tlich you are referring to. it
21 t.alkS about waste or fraud and abuse. and it doesn't
22 talk about cost effectiveness or -- I'm sorry --
23 clinical effectiveness or safety.
24 Is t.here a distinction, as you understand t~e
25 regulation, in terms of when step therapy, step ed,ts

O~10 can be used relative to prior authorizations?

~ ~: ~~~\~~ry. Let me withdraw that and ask it this
4 way: Is it your understanding that the. state may
5 institute step edits to address safety lssues?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. And similarly, can use prior authorizations to
8 address safety i s$ues?
9 A. Yes.

10 Q. What is a prior authorization?
11 A. Is that an exhibit?
12 Q. We don't need to mark that as an exhibit.
13 What ;s a prior authorization?
14 A. A prior authorization is an edit that is placed

i~ ~ha~e~~~~~~~~~nt~nv~~~e~~r~~~nf~~~ ~~~i ~ro~h~e~~~~g of
17 admini strati ve references are ful fi l1ed before that is
18 authorized.
19 Q. what do you mean by that? what has to be done?
20 A. The physlcian, the prescriber or the pharmacist

~} ~~b~~, f1~~i~~ ~~~p~~~~r~~;i~~ ~~sw~~tc~~~ ~~a~~~sis
23 is, and then we determine whether or not the
24 prescription drug can be paid for by the Medicaid
25 pr09ram.
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} is 11:06. VIDEOGRAPHER: Back on the record. The time
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S/lJle ofA/cuJaz v. Ell Lilly and Comporry
Case No. 3AN.()6.()S630 cr
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Plaintiff,

Delendanl

IN 1lIB SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

REceIVED
f/-/)

NOV 062007
3:(1 t'~

) lANE POWEll lie
) Case No. 3AN-06-05630 Cl
)
)
)
)
)

ETJULLY AND COMPANY,

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S SECOND SET OF REOUESTS
FOR PRODUCflON OF DOCUMENTS

Pur.luantto Rule 34 of the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff provides the

v.

Plaiotiffspecifically reserves the right to supplement and amend these responses as provided

following Responses to Defendant's Second SetofRcquestll for Production ofDocuments.

STATE OP ALASKA,

REOUESTS FOR PRODUCflON

REOUEST FOR PRODUCflON NO. 38: All documents relating to or reflecting

any audits of the AlaskJl Medicaid program conducted by the State of Alaska, the federal

gnvemmeo1, or any unit of the feder1ll governmeo1, or any other audit, including but not

limited to the procedures ior conducting the audits, documents considered during the audit,

the results of the audits, and any actions taken as a result of the audits.

PlaintiJl"a Respons.. III Defendant's Second Set
oflUqUC!tS for Production ofDocUlllall.l

Pa.oWAJfOt~y
iOs..m..
"" LInarEr

I'oUImIPl.Doo
A~AX....,

TJiL: SlO1.27U.SJa
fAZ.:1IO'7.2'7U)l19



REOUEST FOR PRODUkI10N NO. 40: Any correspondence sent to Alaska

physicians relating to weight gain, metabolic issues, metabolic disorders, or diabetes and

EXHffilTC
Page 2 of2

G

Stale ofAla.ska v. Eli LIlly and Company
Case No. 3AN-<l5-05630 CI

Page 3 of9

F

001493

Accounting Interface Subsystem; See Bates Nos. ZYP-AK-05731-ZYP·AK-OS836

Bank Account Reconciliation Subsystem; See Bates Nos. ZYJ'·AK-051 87-ZYP-AK-Q5217

Claims Processing Subsystem: See Bates Nos. ZYP·AK-OS21 8-ZYP-AK-05730

EPSDT Subsystem: See Bates Nos, ZYP-AK·042S8·ZYP·AK·04372

Management and Administrative Rtporting Subsystem; See Bates Nos. ZYP-AK-04373·

ZYP-AK'{)48S2

Provider Subsystem; See Bates Nos. ZYP-AK-048S3-ZYP-AK-Q5147

Recipient Subsystem; See Bates Nos. ZYP-AK-04099-ZYP-AK-042S7

Reference Subsystem; See Bates Nos. ZYP-AK.03703.ZYP.AK-03937

Surveillance and Utilization Subsystem; See Bates Nos, ZYP-AK-03938-ZYP-AK-04081

Third Party Subsystem; See Bates Nos. ZYP-AK-03619-ZYP-AK~03702

antipsychotic medications.

RESPONSE; The State is unable to locate any responsive documents.

REOUEST FOR PRODUkI10N NO. 41: The data dictionaries for the Alaska

MMIS system for 1991-presenl.

RESPONSE: The State is providing the following data element dictionaries:

REOUEST FOR PRODUCfION NO. 42: All documents, including electronic

records, disclosing the identity of provideIl> whose provider codes appear in the State's

MMIS claims data.

Ploiotifl's Rcspoos,. to Dcfcndont', Second Set
of lUquesu for Prnduction ofDocumenu

Fel.DlU.H C>r.IAHSKY
&!Wlo...

""L""'"l'cWmi""""
"""""-AX

"""1'a,..;9'J1.zTl..)j"
FAX: 5107.27••19
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William C. wirshing, M.D.
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Counsel for Eli Lilly and Company

K.C. Belden, RPR, CRR
Certified Shorthand
Reporter No. 6728

Golkow Technologies, Inc. - 1.877.370.DEPS
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TAKEN BY:

REPORTED BY:

IN THE ONITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

DEPOSITION OF: WILLIAM C. WIRSHING, M.D.

DATE: May 1, 2007

TIME: 9:38 a.m.

LOCATION: 22122 Victory Boulevard
Pacific Room
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

In re: ZYPREKA PRODUCTS LIABILITY )
LITIGATION ) MOL NO. 1596

) 04 MO 1596

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO: )
ALL CASES )
-------------------------------------)
UFCW LOCAL 1776 AND PARTICIPATING )
EMPLOYERS HEALTH AND WELFARE )
FOND, et al. )

v. )
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-------------------------------------)
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v. )
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY )
-------------------------------------)
SERGEANTS BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION )
HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND, et al. )

v. )
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY )

--------------)



8 do -- who are definitely not treatment refractory, 50

9 have not demonstrated themselves to be unresponsive,

EXHIBITD
Page 2 of4

Page 159

And in

,
William C. Wirshing, M.D.

If I had to generalize, I would say that the

In other situations, itls the same.

Golkow Technologies, Inc. - 1.877.370.DEPS

001495

effect, is this drug better than this drug.

worse.

studies that, you know, olanzapine turns out to be

superior.

When you go to the treatment-refractory

population and you compare it to either clozapine or

typical antipsychotics, olanzapine is not superior

and, in fact, sometimes appears worse.

So, depending on the details of which

population you're looking at olanzapine can be better.

And in a big population, I think it is better, what I

superior or, indeed, is not even equivalent to, say,

clozapine. So that the statement was in regards to

the totality of the experience.

1

5

2 certain situations, olanzapine does appear to

occasionally be superior. In other situations, it is

10 and haven't had a great deal of experience with other

11 antipsychotic compounds, I think olanzapine may, in

12 fact, be superior. And there's a couple of pretty big

6 studies that have enrolled patients who are sort of

7 early in the course of their illness, patients who

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 use it in. And populations for Which it's not

24

23

25



22 cannot explain, they may no longer respond to that

20 respond well for a period of time on one particular

G

- 1.877.370.DEPS
o0 I 496 EXHlBlT D

Page 3 of4

F

All right. You may find that a person may

They are -- for an individual patient, they

Exactly right.

And which partially explains why there are a

No question.

You may not know how one individual may

page 160

Absolutely.

oifferent individual patients respond

So, if I understand what you're saying,

populations respond differently to these

A

Q

Q

A

A

Q

A

A

Q

Q

Golkow Technologies, Inc.

Yeah, that's -- Thankfully, that is a less

common scenario. Most of the time, a person who

differently to these drugs.

drugs?

different

8

7

4

5

2

1

William C. wirshing, M.D.

21 antipsychotic, and then, for some reason which we

23 particular medication. Is that correct?

18 are definitely not fungible, to use one of your words.

24

19

25

12

17

13

14 number of different antipsychotics in this class,

15 because they aren't really all duplicates of each

16 other.

9 respond to one particular drug versus another

10 particular drug until you have tried them on that

11 particular drug.
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16 are other more prosaic explanations.

EXHIBIT 0
Page 4 of4

HGF

Sure.

Same thing with all of the other drugs; you

And so there is a class of patients or at

Q

A

Q

Golkow Technologies, Inc. - 1.877.370.DEPS

OOI~97

may look at a particular patient and you may decide

that this particular drug for this particular patient,

given the circu t hrna ances t ey present, III would go with25

5 which previously has demonstrated itself doesn't work.

6 The usual explanations are "r forgot to take it.
1l

"I

7 have been out of town for like three weeks," you know,

"I started using crystal meth. 1I Go figure; it doesn't

22

1 once your horse has got to the finish line, you know,

2 don't be changing in the off season kind of thing. I

William C. Wirshing, M.D.

3 stick with that horse.

And it takes a lot to convince me that a drug

24

23

21

18 least people who may present to you for whom you would

19 prescribe Zyprexa as sort of the first-line treatment.

20 Is that correct?

17

13 Occasionally 15 percent or so, yeah,

14 treatment-refractory patients do get made. It's

15 unfortunate, tragic, it's terrible. But usually there

11 not in other illnesses, but in schizophrenia, tends to

12 be the drug I like to try to work with.

9 help schizophrenia. Whatever. But not the drug

10 itself. The drug that worked first in schizophrenia,
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In Re: ZYPREXA PRODUCTS LIABILITY
LITIGATION

MOL NO. 1596 (JBW)
CV-06-1924_____________ X

AMBER L. MURRAY and JAMES M. MURRAY,

Plaintiffs,
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ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.
______________ X

April 25th, 2007

Oral deposition of LAURA M.

PLUNKETT, Ph.D., D.A.B.T., held in the

offices of Fibich, Hampton, Leebron, LLP,

1401 McKinney Street, Suite 1BOO, Houston,

Texas, commencing at 9:37 a.m., on the above

date, before Daniel J. Skur, Certified

Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public.
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16 Risperdal or Risperidone.

EXHIBITE
Pagel on

HGF

-- looking at antipsychotic

Yeah.

And Zyprexa was the most

It was an efficacy trial --

Yes, that's what they looked

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

A.

Golkow Technologies, Inc. - 1.S77.370.DEPS

001499

piece of information, yes.

Q. How long was the clinical

trial?

A. I have to look. over a year.

Q. It was 18 months, right?

A. Yes, IS months.

Q. Okay. What was the primary aim
7

S of the New England Journal of Medicine

9 portion of the report?

5

Laura M. plunkett, Ph.D., D.A.B.T.

1

2

3

13 drugs in chronic schizophrenia, so they were

10

11

12

14 comparing olanzapine with perphenazine,

15 Seroquel, clothiapine, and then Risperdal,

17

18 efficacious drug among those, right?

19 A. Well, in terms of rates of

23

20 continuation discontinuation, yes.

21 Q. That was the end point for

22 marker for efficacy in this study, wasn't it?

24 at.
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-x

v.
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ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
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In re: ZYPREXA PRODUCTS LIABILITY
LITIGATION_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -x

UFCW LOCAL 1776 AND PARTICIPATING
EMPLOYERS HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND,
et al.

April 26, 2007
9:37 a.m.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
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v.
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
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HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND, et al.

Videotaped Deposition of

ROBERT ROSENHECK, M.D., taken by attorneys for

Defendant, pursuant to Notice, held at the

offices of Tyler Cooper & Alcorn LLP, 205 Church

Street, New Haven, Connecticut, before Andrew

Walker, a Registered Professional Reporter

(1991) and Notary Public.
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19 olanzapine was demonstrated as equally effective

20 to quetiaoine?

EXHIBITF
Page 2 of2

I really shouldn't have commented

Well, you say on page 13 of your

ah, okay.

Yes. And I would stand by that.

So you certainly wouldn't say that

Do you see that reference on top

So where we're going back and

A.

A.

Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Golkow Technologies, Inc. - 1.877.370.DEPS

001501

forth is on the issue of the generalizability in

this study, in this analysis on this measure,
just the PANSS, not dealing with the weight

gain, so that's why you've got to go to the

3

Robert Rosenheck, M.D.

1 quetiapine didn't look so good in the study,

2 what are you referring to?

on that then. You know, my view is -- on some

5 outcomes they did less well than other drugs

6 but, you know, my conclusion is, you know, I

7 think on the PANSS -- olanzapine in my study,

8 olanzapine might have been better than them on

9 the PANSS -- ob, that's on the online

10 supplement, so that's --

12 report that olanzapine was superior to

11

13 risperidone and quetiapine on the PANSS score.

15

14

16 of page 13?

17

18

21

22

25

23

24



DEFENDANT ELI LILLY AND COMPANY'S RULE 26!A)(2l EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE FOR WILLIAM S. GILMER, M.D.

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly''), by and through its altomeys, Pepper

HarnillOD LLP, and in accordance with Fedentl Rules of Civil Proced= 26(aX2XB). hereby

discloses that it may offer William S. Gilmer, M.D., as an expert witness at trial. Pursuant to Ihe

above, Dr. Gilmer has provided the anached reports.

EXHIBITG
Page 1 of3
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MDLNo.1596

x

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY.

-V5.-

Plaintiffs,

Defendant.

UFCW LOCAL In6 AND PARTICIPATING
EMPLOYERS HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND.
ERJC TAYAG, and MID-WEST NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF 1ENNESSEE, on
behalfof themselves and other similarly situated,

THIS DOCUMENT RELA'lES TO:
ALLACTIO S
___________________X

In reo ZVPREXA PRODUCTS LIABILITY
LITIGATION

ITED STATES DlSTRlCf COURT
EASTERN DlSTRlCf OF NEW YORK

____________x



AIltips)'Cbotic:s hav, been used in bipolar illness for oVet throe decades, however Ibe
earl." .)'pical (fil3l._OO.) neurolcplico ooIy demonstmed clear efficacy fu<
treatment ofacute mania. Risks associated with the early typical neurolcptlCS uxJude
exlI>pJnmidaJ symptoms and tanlive dyskinesia. which may e><=r in 8""teT frequeoey
in pltients wim mood disorden than with 9CbizophreniL ExtraypyramidaJ symptoms are
often nol managed satisf8etorily by the simple use of anticholinergic agents. &S

anticholinergic activity also interfues with cognition. a problem in patients a.1JudY,
ocpcric:ncing cognitive compromix. and ma)' even C&1USC overt delirium or organic
psychoses. a risk especiaIJ)" glUt in cklerly patienu~ patients with other with central
nervous system diseases. AntichollncTgic sidc..effcclS also include dry mouth.
C'Onstipitlon. urinary retention and ..isuaJ changes thai are unacceptable to some patients.
An additional concern regarding typical neuroleptics is the possible worsening of
de:pre3Sivt symptoms including affetth'C blunting and apathy due to their more limited
plwmaaxlyoamic profile.

Bec.ausc of the broader range of application IUld advantages over the earliCT first
generation drugs.. the newer arypicaJ neuroleplics have gained greater use in the treatment
of bipolar conditions. While sidc-eff~, profiles VlU')' among all the anri~otics. side
effects potentially associated with both typical and atypical neuroleptics are weight gain,
sedation. cardiovascular side-effects, dl)' mouth. akathisia, ~or and prolactinemia.

HO'oll't'VeT. atypical antipsyc:hotics have far Jess liability for cxtrapyramidal symptoms,
anticholinerg.ic side-effects or risk for tardive dyskinesja lhun flfSt gcnemtion
neuroleptics. Because oflhcir phannacologicziJ profile, they ere also less likeJy to induce
tkpttssi\'c symptoms or cause cognitive dulling, and the varying activit)' upon serOtonin
rt'CC'ptors may provide potential antidepressant Ictivip'. Furthermore. some oflhe
atypicals. specifically Zyprexa and Abilify, have dc:monstralcd benefit in monotherapy
mamtenance srudies. thus leading to.the appzpvcd indication of those dl:ugs .f~ .bipolar
maintenance. No typical neuroleptics ha~ dC'l'TWnstrated dlis efficacy.

While IltypicaJ neuroleptics mayor may not be any more effcclive than earlier
neuroJeptics far psychotic symptoms in bipolar illness, the broader therapeutic
&dvantages afafypicals generally outWeigh the 'benefits oflong-t.erm use of typical
nturOleptics. wilh Of witbaul anticboline:rgics, in bipolar illness. Within the class of
~)'PicaJ n~ol~ics.eacb drug has it' own unique ctwaeterislics. Clearly, individuaJ
ctiff~ces In plI~te!1t ~POJ)SC~jsJ.tn4tbese.4&Cnts.may_nol ~rk..iIucn:hangeabLy for,
All paUCIUS. ~um.1arly. n ClMOI: be assumed thatlhe ditreJm{.8typicaI neurolcptic.s Me

equall)' effectJ~ m the treatment oraIl states or dimensions ofbipoJar illness.

VO. AU frultDeDt optiODS In DtcQsary io provtdt optim.11 treatment 10 t~
Eratesl Dumber ofpalieuts. _

At this POint. cljnici~ ~ l~ to.aprocess ofbialand c:n:or. exploiting pharmacological
<.If..... such ... sedating or OC!lVllung propcnjes when possible and carefully evaiuating
nw and benefits to determine the most effective treatments f~r 8 given patient. Notably,

-6-
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"'kn successfuJ Ool\COm(: is DCNe"ed and suw.ined with In)' agent. including the atypical
Clnpsythotics. a careful analysis must occur before discontiD\ling an effective agent. as
other aaeuu within 01 outside of the same dAIS may DOt provide similar efficacy. and
dtmbilization can occur \\'beneVt:T changes in medications. occur.

Olbe:r clements In the treatment ofbi~ar disorder include psycboeducation about
disease sta:e. disease management techniques.. individual and group psychotherapy, social
m 1hms then.py, sleep manipuletioD and circadian entninment. and numerous
mVCSl.IIllJ.IO:W ltQtmcntS ....t1en standard treatments fail. Limiting foctors that can CBUSC
destabiJwtion is critical to sustaining positive outcomes.; these factOl1 include alcohol
and substance: use. drug-dNg interactions. circadian rh)thm disruption, UMeCCS5U)'

medicalion changes, and rreatmenl non-adherence.

VlIJ.Summar)'

In summary. multiple diffcrenllreatmcnlS are available for~ in bipolar disorder, bUI

none ha.5 t~ neces.saI) cfficac)'\o be used alone long-term for the majority of patients.
Ralh.e:r. blpolar disorder requires 8 muhi-faccted approach, often comprised ofjudicious
polypharmacy as well as chronic disease management. Comprehensive effons art

rrquimf 10 manage a highly complex illness in a manner thal prevenls further
tklmor!tion. minimizcs symptoms of the illness and comorbid conditions, mainuUDS or
increases e patient's level offw1ctioning. achieves lhe best balance oftreatmem benefil
versus sidc..dfecl$ of multiple medications, and keeps a patient alive wilh a life worth
living. In all of these regards. Zyprexa has been and remains an importanl and valuable
agcnl in Ihe effective management ofbipoJar illness.

My rC"icws oft.he cases ofplaintiffs Robert Cusella Md Monty Souther foUow.

The' hourly rale 81 which J hevc charged for my time in this matter is S450. I have not
1t5lified in any other cases within the pa.st four )'ears.

R~speclrully submined,

/j/"./4~=
Williem S Gilmer. MD.

-7-
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Hamilton LLP, and in accordance with Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 26{a)(2)(B), hereby

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly"), by and through its attorneys, Popper

EXffiBITH
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discloses that it may offer David Kahn. M.D., as an expert witness at trial. As part of this

disclosure, Lilly provides:

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.

-VS.·

PlaintifTs,

DEFENDANT ELI LILLY AND COMPANY'S RULE 26(A)(2) EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE FOR DAVID KAHN, M.D.

UFCW LOCAL 1776 AND PARTICIPATING
EMPLOYERS HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND,
ERIC TAYAG, and MID-WEST NATIONAL LIFE
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behalf of themselves and o!her similarly situated,
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. . . The CATIE 51Udy only addresses schizophrenia, not the full spcctnlm of
conditions, mcluding bl?91ar d.i~order, that olanzapine was likely used for by the insureds of the
payers thaI have SlIcd LIlly. (Llebcnnan 2005) Second, even when limited to schizophrenia, the
study excluded by deSIgn patients who were first break or treatment refractory. (Rosenbeck

Physicians' knowledge about treaUTIent alternatives comes from numerous
sources. Tbe medical and scientific community generates and shares research and infonnlltion
about medications. This is done through medical literature, Continuing Medical Education,
professional meetings, guidelines and algorithms, and exchanges between colleagues. The
physician's experience using the drug will nlso be significantly detenninative of his future use.
Other sources include infonnation from drug manufacturers (about their products and other
products). such as product labels. sales representative detailing,joumal advertisements, and
responses to ques[ions jX)sed to the companies. The amount and nature of information
communicated to 8 physician by a manufacturer will vary from physician to physician. Different
physicians are differentially n:ceptive to infonnation provided by phannaceutical companies.

EXHIBITH
Page 2 of2001506

-5-

2. Importance of Individual Patient Characteristics to Treatment Decisjons

Prescription decisions are individuali7.ed, heavily impacted by characteristics of
the pauents themselves. The factors include not only the patient's diagnosis, but also the
particular symptoms of the condition that noed treaunent, such as the need for sedation versus
activation, insomnia, anxiety, agilation, and prior history of treatment-induced EPS, or history of
comorbid neurological or general medical disorders. Other patient specific factors that go into
Lbe choice ofa medication include patient's response to current and previous treatments.
particularly thc agenl being considered; willingness and ability to adhere to treatment·
suscep~biliry to side eff~ts associated with different treatments; medical history; ~ily history;
and pauent management ISSUes, such as psychosocial support, ability to comply with instructions
regarding isSlles such as diet and blood monitoring; and the opportunity to follow up.

B. R.osenh~k's CATIE cost-effectiveness study does not provide a basis for the
gen~hzed stateme~t that guetiapine ($eroouel) and oerohenazine are equally
effective to olanzapme (Zyprexa)

Opinions

A. Treatment decisions fQr mental health patients ore bas.cd on many sources of
informatiOn and the unique circumstances of each canent

I have been asked to provide my opinion about what factors are relevant to a
ph)'sician's decision to prescribe a mental health medication. 1t is my opinion that any
e' a1uation Qf the factors influencing prescription decisions by an individual physician or group
of ph)'SJcians must include all the sources of~nform~tiona~ut the drug available to the
prescnber(s), and information about the specIfic pahents bemg treated.

1. Physicians' Sources of Information About Prescription Drugs
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Defendant Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly"), by and through its aMomeY', Pepper

Hamilton LLP, and in accordance with Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure 26(a)(2)(B), hereby

discloses that it may offer Thomas L. Schwenk, M.D., as an expert witness at trial. Punruant to

the above, Dr. Scbwenk has provided the attached repert.
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Managing Side Effects

In my clinical experience, the use of atypical antipsychOlics in general and Zyprcxa in particular
for bipolar disonl... can lead to improved functional sllllU' and a decreased burden ofdlSCllSC.

EXHIBIT I
Page 2 of2001508

Studies are clear that the functional impact and psychiatric morbidity ofbipolar II patients is as
great as, and possibly gr<ator than, thai ofbipolar ( pationts (19,20,21,25,26). Patients with both
bipolar 1and II disorder are often secn in primary care settings. The prevalence of bipolar II is
relatively more common and patients are often equally i1~ but often seek care exclusively from
PCPs. Bipolar Jl patients are often treated with medications off-label, but they are equally
deserving oftrea.tment and care.

Qff.Label Us gfMedjC!!tioos by Primary CAre PhYSicians

PCPs spend mucb ofeaeh day making difliculljudgmcnlS about psychiatric pationts who do not
meet standardized criteria., have significant medical co-morbidity, lack the psychological and
flll8llCiaJ rc>DIU<lCS to scelt or benefit from psychiatric care, and yet still des<:rvo lreaanen!. PCPs
make many off-label treatment decisions every day, decisions that are appropriate and part of the
usual prxtice of medicine. Physician experience is critical in making decisions about use for
unapproved indications. Such decisions are a~fuJ balance, leavened with considerable
apeneD«., ofthe risks and benefits oftreatmtnt with a particular medication, versus risks and
benefits of another medication. versus risks and benefits of no treatment. Such decisions
represent much of the art and science ofmcdical practice.

All medications have side effects. Balancing the risks, side effects and benefits of medications is
what primary care physicians, and, in fact, all physicians do as a usuaJ part of daily practice. The
fact that atypical antipsycbotics have significant potential side effects, as do all medications used
to treat mental illness.. is secondary' to the larger fact that all medications have side effects. PCPs
make many judgments every day about balancing risks and benefits ofall chronic disease
treatments. Based on my personal experience, the risk of weight gain with the usc ofZyprcxlt
has been well~know":o as~ the pot.ential consequences ofwcight gain. The fact that Zyprex.a
may ca~ :we~g~t ga~n. w,~ potenttal attendant risks, is just one of many factors to be taken into
account 10 ,?dlvlduahzcd nsk·benefit calculations. In addition, weight gain and its potential
associated nsks are commonly~ ~ucntly managed by primary care physicians, in part
because they are approactung epIdermc prevalence in patients not taking atypical antipsychotics.

Usc jn Children and Adolescents

~Ps, both family pbysic~ and pediatrician~ are confronted with an increasing number of
children and adolescents With complex psychiatric disorders for whom psychiatric referral is
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Several. studl~s show. that negative symptoms respond differentially to
ol~nzaplne dunng the active phase of schizophrenia. Negative symptoms can be
pnma/)' to the dlness or. can be seconda/)' to other conditions (like parkinsonism
or acute psychOSis). Pn~a/)' negative symptoms are characteristically evaluated
dunng stable phases of Illness. The negative symptoms seen during an aoute
episode . a~ generally considered to be at Ieest partially seconda/)' to the
psychos,s Itself. Some component of olanzspine's advantage on negative
symptoms could also be due to its benefICial profile with respect to EPS
Nonetheless. IndlviduaJ~ with the illness are less symptomatic with oIanzaplne'
regardless of whether thIS advantage is 'primary' or 'secondary'. The adVBn~

ANTIPSYCHOTIC EFFECTS AND TARGETS FOR SUPERIORITY

APDs were fllSt deVBloped in the 19505. after chlorpromazine was tested .for its
'calming' actions. When its action was serendipi10usly noted to be speClflC8l1y
anlipsyd10lic by Delay and Denniker, this treatment spread quickly around the
world. Once the mechanism of action was discovered by ArvId Carlsson to be
bIockede of dopamine and other monoamine receptors, the development of
additional APDs could be pursued. Because ctozapine is the only APD with
superior psychosis efflC8CY In treatment non-responders, dru9 develop~nt
programs tried to generate compounds similar to c10zaplne but with a lesser side
effect burden. Those attempts generated the SGA drugs. each of which has its
own phannacologic characteristics.

Whie SGAs. includln9 olanzapine. are generally known to have a better effect on
cognitive symptoms than FGAs, that effect, although important. is modest.
Moreover, the Idea that treatments will hava to be broader than medication alone
Is recognized by the effectiveness of cognitIve remediation approaches and work
!reining programs (McGurk SR et aI., 2007) already being studied.

Since psychotic symptoms in schizophrenia are diverse and dysfunction severe,
the opportunities for therapeutic actions of the APDs ere broad, and the outcome
measures to !reck those actions are multiple. Efficacy of APD action against
prima/)' psychotic symptoms Is characteristically measured by the total PANSS
or BPRS score; PANSS subseale scores (e.g., positive or negative) are often
used as seconda/)' outcomes. More recently 'effectiveness' has been a targeted
outcome measure, represented In the CATIE study, defined by 'duration of drug
treatment.' Cognition outcomes are measured with neuropsychological tests and
furlher evaluated with surrogate tests of overall psychosocial function.
Psychosocial outcome is measured with Quality of Life (OOL) and Social
Function Scales (SFS). Also, cost effectiveness studies provide e vehicle for
examining treatments from an economic perspective. In addition to the
symptomatic ~,:"es, side effect profiles add another dimension to drug action.
Therefore: supenority ofa drug treatment could be in the domains of (1) efficacy,
(2) effectiveness. (3) Side effects, (4) cognition, (5) psychosocial function and
quality of life or (6) cost effectiveness.

EXffiBITJ
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(EPS), akathisia, and the chronic hyperkinetic disorder, tardiv~ dYSkln~1a (TO).
Haloperidol shows EPS at aU dinically affective doses and antipsychotic efficacy
across a range 0( 4-16 mgIday.

One of the most serious and uslHimiling side effects of haloperidol and all FGAs
is laIdive dyskinesia, This is a hypel1<inetic, delayed onset motor effect that does
not remit when drug treatment is terminated; that is to say it is characteristically a
permanent sida effect of treatment. The Incidence of this side effect with FGAs is
approximately 5% per tmatment year (Kane JM et aI., 1984), prodUCing a
relatively high prevalence In older schizophrenic populations that have had years
01 treatment. SGAs have a reduced incidence of TO, epproximately 1% In adult
populations (Kane JM et aI., 2004). It is a wholly disfiguring side effect,
compromising many aspects of psychosocial racovery and function. Certain
populations have particular vulnerability and a higher Incidence: (1) the elderly
(Kane JM at aI., 2004); (2) people with an affective diagnosis like bipolar disorder
(Kene JM et aI., 1999); and (3) patients with particulariy high EPS at initial
treatmenl. Ths risk of TO is not diminished with anticholinergic drugs, making
any prophylactic approach ineffective.

During the years spanning olanzapina development, haloperidol was the most
widely used APD worldwide, and was, therefore, logical to select as a
comparator for olenzapine studies. In many ways haloperidol was Ideal for this,
since ~ was only in tha motor side effect domain that its mejor side affects
manifest themselves. Therefore, in the areas of unwanted matabollc effects
(weight gain, lipid changes), cardiac sida effects (hypotension, OTc changes,
myocard~is) and anticholinergic actions, haloperidol wes a low side effect
compound. Each of the SGAs was compared to haloperidol in its Initial
registration studies. Haloperidol Is still widely used worldwide. The FGA's have
considerable superiority when comparing drug costs because they are beyond
their patent life and their costs are low.

PROPHYLACTIC ANTICHOLINERGIC TREATMENT FOR EPS

Using treatments prophylactically results In some fraction of patients who
n~edlesslyendure drug side effects without any dlnical benefit. In the case of a
d,saase with a dire outcome, a.g., cancer, since the feared outcome is death, this
over-treetment IS generally considered worth the risk. With other less dire
outromes, one could question the prophylaxis, based on what the consequences
are of .the needless treatment. The prevalence of EPS w~h haloperidol is
approXImately .35%45%, while the prevalence of EPS with olanzapine is 14%
17%, suggesting that 55%~5% of the individuals with haloperidol will be
needlessly lre~ted if prophylactic anticholinerglcs are used. In addition to the
:'~tikn,,:,," s'de. effects of anticholinergic treetment (eg, dry mouth and
. . pation), anticholinergiC actions provide a measurable and clinieall

~'9::ecant burden lor cognition, a domain already compromised In SChizoPhreniI
u rmore, we now know that this cognitive bUrden will translate to lowe;

-5-
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INTERROGATORIES

the applicable rules ofprocedure.
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State ofAlaslw. v. Ell Lilly and Corrrparry
Case No. 3AN--ll6-5630 CI

Page I oflI

)
)
)
)
) Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI
) .
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

Defendant

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY.

STATE OF ALASKA,

that it did not have;"

Plaintiff's Responses to Defcodant's
Fori Set ofInteaogatorics

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATB OF ALASKA

THIRDJUDICIALDISTRICf AT ANCHORAGE

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S
FOURTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES

Pursuant to Rule 33 of the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff, the State of

Alaska, provides the following Answers to Defendant's Fourth Set of Interrogatories_ The

State specifically reserves the right to supplement and amend these responses as provided by

!'IUnW<""-""""
~""Lmar

I'<l<RnfI'l.coO
A>«xl&AGZ, M-..""
~9C17.7n.3:531

P.u:i07.2UJ:lI19

INTERROGATQRY NO. 66: State the number oftimes thafyou contend Lilly

violated the Alaska Unfair Trade Practices and COnsumCT Ptoteetion Act, AS 45.50.471, et

seq., as alleged in the Fifth Claim for Relief in the Complaint by:

------ ------'~L..:.'mJ~LZ~~,g",~ ~ffilUmdlor qyalilies

---- ----------



of Zyprexa;" and/or

(I) "violat[ing] the labeling and advertising provisions of AS 17.20,"

ANSWER: The· State objects to the foregoing interrogatory in that discovery is

ongoing in this case. The State bas only recently received ·docWIient discovery from Lilly

and is still in the process oftaking depositions ofLilly witnesses with informatioD relevant to

EXHIBITK
Page 2 of 11

State ojA.Ja.1ca v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN.c~·S~30 Cl

Page 2 ofl!

OQISIJ.-_._~

(b) ''reprcscnt(ingJ that Zyprexa was ofa particular standard, quality and grade

suilBble for consumption wben in fact it was not;"

(c) "advcnis[ing) Zyprexa with an inteDt not to sell it as advertised;"

(d) "engag[ing] in conduct creating a likelihood of confusion or a

misunderstanding and which misled or damaged buyers of Zyprexa,

includini the State ofAlaska;"

(e) "us[ing] misrepresentations or omissions ofmaterial facts' with the inteDt. that

others rely on the misrepresentations or omissions in connectionwith the sale

Plaintifl's Responses to Defendant's
Fourth Set of Interrogatories

the State's claims. Subject to and without waiving this objection, it is clear that Lilly

engaged in conductviolating the abovt}-referenced provisions ofthe Alaska statutory law by

minimizing the magnitude and hazards ofolanzapine--induced weight gain, denying a causal

relationship between olanzapine and hyperglycemia and/or diabetes, and by clai.n1ing that

~tgIy=i.um!lID: diabetts occurrjng !lJlI:UIg~.-mt witb.olanzapine occurred '!!.!!l!~L _..

comparable to othe:r antipsychotic medications. Moreover; Lilly misrepresented that

Zyprexa was an appropriate treatment for "complicated mood disorders" and other o·ff-Iabel

~NAHOu...uau

,u....,...
3/XlLOtmrr
I'lMml flDla

"""""""'AX
"""Tll.;SlC77.2n.ml

F.u:SiI01.:z74,OSUl



~: The State objects to the foregoing interrogatory in that discovery is

Lilly represelited Zyprexa to bave, which it did not have.

EXHIBITK
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Slate ofAlaska v. Eli £lily and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CI

Page 3 of 11

including but not limited to identifying what characteristics, uses, benefits and/or qualities

ongoing in this case. The State has only recently received document discovery from Lilly

and is still in the process oftaking depositions ofLilly witnesses with information rel"";ant to

the State's claims. Subject to and withoul wB.iving this objection, it is clear that Lilly

engaged in conduct violating the above-referenced provisions ofthe Alaska statutory law hy

minjrnjzjng the~ and hazards o(21.an.oo>~i!!d~tLai!!",,4~Qlusal _

relationship between olanzapine and hyperglycemia and/or diabetes, and by claiming that

hyperglycemia and/or diabetes occurring during treatment with olanzapine occurred at rates

AS 45.50.471(b)(4):' as alleged in paragraph 53(a) ofComplaint. For each representation,

your ~nse should identify who made the representation, the recipient(s) of the

representation, the method ofcommunication, the date oftherepresentation, the content of

the representation, and the basis for your contention that the representation was false;

in AlaskB.

INTERROGATORY -0. 67: Identify";ery alleged violatioo enumerated in

~ose to Interrogatory No. 66 which was the result ofLilly's representing that "Zyprexa

bad cbarBcteristics, uses" benefilS and/or qualities that it did not have, in violation of

uses. This list is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

this conduct nationwide, and the State anticipates proving at trial that such conduct 0CCIU'l'ed

Plaintiff's Responses to Defendant's
Fourth Set ofIntem>gatories

F!u>"", Clou..van
.l:SA."'mEIJ
>OIlL""""
...... !'l.oCO_AX

"""Ta.:SlO7.7'7US31
FAX:. SlO7.77c.tll19
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in Alaska.

EXHIDITK
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State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-S630 CI

Page 4 of II

representation, the content of the representation., and the basis for your pontenlion that the

each representation, your response should identify who made the representation, the

INTERROGATORY NO. 67: Identify every alleged violation enumerated in

response to Interrogatory No. 66 which was the result ofLiIly's. representing that "Zyprexa

was ofa particular standard, quality 'and grade suitable for cons~ptionwhen in fact it was

no~ in violation of AS 45.50.471 (b)(6)," as alleged in paragraph 53-(b) ofComplaini. For

comparable to other antipsychotic medications. Moreover, Lilly misrepresented that

ZyplUA was an appropriate treatment for "complicated mood disorders" and other off-label

uses. This list is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

this conduct nationwide, end the State anticipates proving at trial that such conduct occurred

recipient(s) of the representation, the method ·of communication., the date of the

representation was false, including but not limited to identifying what characteristics,

Plaintiff's Responses to Defendant's
Fourth Set of lm=ogalories

standard, quality and grade Lilly represented Zyprexa to have, which it did not have.

ANSWER: The State objects to the foregoing interrogatory in that discovery is

ongoing in this case. The Stale has only recently received document discovery froin Lilly

and is s1ilJ in the process oftaking depositions ofLilly witnesses with information relevant to

JkS1ll1e's claims Subject to~ni.Yill&..-thiulbj~~~~illY_

engaged in conduct violating the above-referenced provisions ofthe Alaska statutory law by

minimizing the magnitude and hazards ofolanzapine-induced weight gain, denying a causal

Pw>....... Ozu.>o;n
.. SAlol....
>OIlL"""
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Ta.:9'J12n.ma
F.u:$107.27U819



Lilly's intent contradicted the conteot oflbe advertisement.

EXffiBITK
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relationship between olanzapiDe and hyperglycemia andlor diabetes, and by claiming that

hyperglycemia and/or diabetes occurring dwing treatment with olanzapiDe occurred at rates

comparable to other antipsychotic medications. Moreover, Lilly misrepresented that

Zyprexa was an appropriate treatment for "complicated mood disorders" and other off-label

uses. This list is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

represenlation you contend constilUtcs an advertisement, the content of the advertisement,

this conduct nationwide, and the State anticipates proving at trial that such conduct occum:d

wAlaska.

INTERROGATORY NO. 68: Identify every alleged violation enumerated in

response to Interrogatory No. 66 which was the result ofLilly's "advertis[ing) Zyprexa with

an intent not to sell it as advertised, in violation of AS 45.50.471(b)(8)," as alleged in

paragreph 53(c) of the Complaint.. Your response should identify each and every

the advertisement. who received the advertisemen~ and the basis for your contention that

where the advertisement was published, InlnSmitted, or otheJWise communicated, the date of

ANSWER: The State objects to Ibe foregoing interrogatory in that discovery is

ongoing in this case. The State has only recently received document discovery from Lilly

i.ulill.ilLtllu~~..illiJlY~"Jl-"JIit!Linf.Q!!!!8jiQ!li~'@l11lL.._

the State's claims. Subject to and without waiving this objection, it is clear that Lilly

engaged in conduct violating the above-referenced provisions oflbe Alaska statutory law by

Plaintiff's Re>ponses to Defendant's
Fourth Set of Intetrogatories
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in Alaska.

alleged in paragraph 53(d) ofthe Complaint. Your response should describe in detail each

EXHIBITK
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State ofAItJ3ka v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-S630 CJ

Page 6 ofll

buyers ofZyprexa, including the State of Alaska, in violation of AS 45.50.471(b)(II)," as

incidence of alleged conduct, identify who engaged in the conduct and describe their

involvement, identify when the conduct occurred, identi fywhere the conduct occurred, and

identify what was confusing or misleading about the conduct, and identify what buyers were

misled and/or damaged by the conduct.

INTERROGATORY JliO. 69: Identify every alleged violation enumerated in

response to Interrogatory No. 66 which was the result of Lilly's "engag[ing] in conduct

this conduct nationwide, and the State anticipates proving at trial that such conduct occurred,

minimizing the magnitude and hazards ofolanzapinrrinduced weight gain, denying acausal

relationship between olamapine and hyperglycemia and/or diabetes, and by claiming that

hypeIK1ycemia and/or diabetes occurring during treatment with olanzapine occurred at rates

companlble to other antipsychotic medications. Moreover, Lilly misrq>resented that

Zyprexa was an appropriate treatment for "complicated mood disorders" and other off-label

uses. This list is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

creating a likelihood of confusion or a misunderstanding and which misled or damaged

Plaintifl's Responses to Defendant's
Fourth Set oflnterrogatories

-.. --- -----.- ..ANSWER:-The~~~oing.jprmogatQry...iIlJh.al.~·

_ow.-. .. this:.,t: ongomg 10 case. The State has only recently received document discovery from Lilly

;~~ end is still in the process oftaking depositions ofLillywitnes,e, with infonnation relevant to
TU:SI01.212..lS38
F.u::5lO72U-OI19



or omission of material facts with the intent that others rely on the misrepresentations or

response to Inlen'ogatoryNo. 66 which was the result ofLilly's "us[ing) misrepresentations

EXHIBITK
Page 7 ofll

Stat. ofAlaska v. Eli LIlly and Compcury
Case No. 3AN-06-S630 Cl

Page70fll

a0 I 5.1.a-..

INTERROGATORY NO. 70: Identify every alleged violation enumerated in

the SlMe's claims. Subject to and without waiving this objection, it is clear that Lilly

engaged in conduct violating the above-referenced provisions ofthe Alaska statutory law by

minimizing the magnitude and hazards ofolanzapine-induced weight gain, denying a causal

relationship between olanzapine and hyperglycemia aodlor diabetes, and by claiming that

hyperglycemia and/or diabetes occurring during treaonent with olanzapine oc~um:d at rates

comparable to other antipsychotic medications. Moreover, Lilly misrepresented that

Zypn::xa was an appropriate neaonent for "complicated mood disorders" and other off-label

uses. This list is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

this conduct nationwide, and the State anticipates proving at trial that such conduct occurred

in Alaska.

Plaintiff's Responses to Defendant's
Fourth Set of !ntem>gatorics

omissions in connection with the sale ofZyprexa, in violation of AS 45.50.471(b)(l2)," as

alleged in paragrBph 53(e) ofthe Complaint. For each representation, yoU! response should

identify who made the representation, the recipient(s) ofthe representation, the method of

communication, the date ofthe representation, the content ofthe representation, and the basis

~ contention that th!<-~entatio!l...Y!M.M~~~IIliru211,-Y~.tlK.

should identify the information that was omitted, the date that the information should bave
I'IlDlWI 001.<Nsrt........,
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in Alaska.

this conduct nationwide, and the State anticipates proving at trial that such conduct occurred

EXHlBITK
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uses. This list is intended to be illustrative Wid not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

comparable to other antipsychotic medications. Moreover, Lilly misrepresented that

relationship between olanzapine and hyperglycemia and/or diabetes, and by claiming thM

byperglycemia and/or diabetes occurring during treatment with olanzapine occurred at rates

Zyp=a was an appropriate treatment for "complicated mood disorders" and other off-label

communicated.

ANSWER: The State objects to the foregoing interrogatory in that discovery is

ongoing in this case. The State bas only recently received document discovery from Lilly

and is still in the process oftaking depositions.ofLillywitnesses with information relevant to

the State's claims.. Subject to and without waiving this objection, it is clear that Lilly

engaged inconduct violating the above-ref=ced provisions ofthe Alaska statutory law by

minimizing the IJlllgDitude Wid hazards ofolanzapine-induced weight gain, denying a causal

been communicated, and the ~on(s) to wbom the informatinn should have been

INTERROGATORY NO. 71: Identify every alleged violation enumerated in

response to Interrogatory No. 66 which was the result of Lilly's "violat[ing] the labeling

paragraph 53(f) ofthe Complaint Your response should identifyeach provision ofAS 17.20

that you contend was violated, describe in detail each incidence ofalleged conduct resulting

plaintiff's Responses to Defendant's
F01lrth Set of Interrogatories

-~rQ'002llLQ[AU1~'/iQ!!\li.9LQ.~§l(Q)!ill" as alIeged_iP _
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Store ofAlaskD. v. Ell Wly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CI
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EXHIBIT K
Page 9 of 11001520

INTERROGATORY NO. 72: For each individual violation enumerated in

response to Interrogatory No. 66, identify Ibe "ascenainable loss ot-money or property" Ibat

YQu contendresultW.1i:Rw..Umt1J2l'~_Y.i9.JmlID~_. :-. _

ANSWER: The State objects to Ibe foregoing interrogatory in Ibat discovery is

ongoing in this case. The State has only recently received document discovery from Lilly

Plaintifl's Responses to Defendant',
Fourth Set ofInterrogatories

uses. This list is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

Ibis conduct nationwide, and Ibe State anticipates proving at trial Ibat such conduct occurred

in Alaska.

comparable to olber antipsychotic medications. Moreover, Lilly misrepresented Ibat

Zyprexa was an appropriate treatment for "complicated mood disorders" and olber off-label

minimizing Ibe magnitude and bazards ofolanzapine-induced weight gain, denying a causal

byperglycemia and/or diabetes occurring during treatment wilb oJanzapine occurred at rates

engaged in conduct violating Ibe above-referenced provisions oflbe Alaska statutory law by

relationship between olanzapine and byperglycemia and/or diabetes, and by claiming that

in that violation of AS 17.20, identify wbo engaged in Ibe conduct and describe Ibeir

involvement, identifywben the conduct occurred, and identify wbere Ibe conduct occurred.

ANSWER: The State objects to Ibe foregoing interrogatory in that discovery is

ongoing in this case. The State bas only recently received document discovery from Lilly

and is still in the process oftaldng depositions ofLillywitllosses wilbiDformationrelevant to

Ibe State's claims. Subject to and wilbout waiving Ibis objection, it is clear that Lilly

F'!:l.Dr.(A..0(~

&.Sou."DD,S
OllL ......

l'<Unl R.ooo_AS.
"""Tl:L::SJ07.2'n.lD8

FAX.:SJ07.274.c.lJ



Zyprexa was an appropriate treatment for "complicated mood disorders" and other off·label .

compamble to other aotipsychotic medications. Moreover, Lilly misrepresented that

EXHIBITK
Page 10 of 11001521

State ofAlaska Y. Ell LIlly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-S630 CI

PogelOofll

Plaintiff'. Responses to Defendant's
Fourth Set of Interrogatories

BY ~
;:;Eri-:·-:-;;;cTc'.S""an-'--;d:-ers----------

Alaska BarNo. 75]0085

uses. This list is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. It is clear Lilly engaged in

this conduct nationwide, and the State anticipates proving at trial that such conduct occurred

in Alaska.

Respectfully SUBMITTED and DATED this11day of November, 2007

FELDMAN, ORLANSKY & SANDERS
Counsel for Plaintiff

and is still in the process oftaking depositions ofLillywimesses with infonnation relevant to

tile State's claims. Subject to and without waiving this objection, it is clear that Lilly

engaged in conduct violating the above-referenced provisions ofthe Alaska statutory law by

minimizing the .m.gnitude and hazards ofolanzapinl>-induced weight gain, denying acausal

relationship betWeen olanzapine and hyperglycemia and/or diabetes, and by claiming that

hyperglycemia and/or diabetes occurring during treatment with olanzapine occurred at mtcs

GARRETSON & STEELE
Matthew L. Garretson

.- - --__. .. •__.......J=Ph..YL~
5664 South Green Stre.;t----·--

Salt Lake City, UT 84123
(80I) 266-0999
Counsel for Plaintiff

P=kAI< 0UA!<sltY
&s.um.u
""Lsnsr
"""""l'Loo&_U..""

~SI07..zn..3j31

P.u::SlO'7.27oUIIJ9



RICHARDSON, PATRICK, WESTBROOK
& BRICKMAN, LLC

H. Blair Hahn
Christiaan A. Marcum
P.O. Box 1007
Ml Pleasant, SC 29465
(843) 727-6500
Couosel for Plaintiff

--..... _-- QQ1S22-__ EXHffiITK
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Stat. ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CI
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Certificate ofService
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of
Plaintlfl'. Responses to Defendant'. Fourth
Set of Interrogatories was served by mail
~ facsimile on:

Brewster H. Jamieson
Lane'Powell LLC
301 West Northern Lights Boulevard, Suite 301
Anchorage, Alaska 995Q3-2648

Barry Boise, via email (boiseb@pepoerlaw com)
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[ 1 THE UPERIOR COURT FOR THE TATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DlSTRJCT AT A CHORAGE

TATE OF ALASKA, ) -:

) \Plaintiff, ) I
-J

)

vs. ) ::.-

) r:-!

ELI LILLY A DCOMPANY, ) L

) Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

Defendant. )
)

STATUS REPORT

Pursuant to the Court's Order dated November 27, 2007, the State of Alaska ("the

State") hereby submits the following report to the Court regarding Ole production of

Medicaid data and the estimated length of the liability trial commencing March 3, 2008:

I. Unless some unexpected problem arises, Ole State anticipates the

production of Medicaid data will be complete by January 31,2008; and

2. The State expects to complete the presentation of its case within eight trial

days, including any rebuttal testimony.

DATED this.2.- day of December, 2007.

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS
Counsel for Plaintiff

BY cJ16/
Eric T. Sanders
AK Bar No. 7510085

001523



faDMAN OIU.AHSKY
&S~DERS

>OOL .......
Fov1mIFLooR
~AK

99>01
Tn.: 907.In.]jl8
FAX: 907.274.0819

GARRETSO & STEELE
Matthew L. Garretson
Joseph W. Steele
5664 South Green treel
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
(80 I) 266-0999
COl/llselJor Plaimiff

RJCHARDSON, PATRICK, WESTBROOK
& BRJCKMAN, LLC

H. Blair Hahn
Christiaan A. Marcum
P.O. Box 1007
Ml. Pleasant, SC 29465
(843) 727-6500
CoullselJor Plailltiff

Certificate of Service
J hereby certify that a true and correct
copy of the foregoin s Report was
served by mail messen e facsimile on:

Brewster H. Jamieson
Lane Powell LLC
30 I West Nortbern Lights Boulevard, Suite 30 I
Anchorage, AJaska 99503-2648

Barry Boise, via email (boiseb@pepperiaw.com)

:7'~"~~"'"Date!

Slatus Repon

Sral. a[Alaska v. Eli Lilly and Company, Case No. 3AN-Q6-5630 CN
Page 2 0[2
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DEC IN THE UPERIO COURT FOR THE TATE OF ALIA: KA

1llIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT A CHORA~W

TATE OF ALA KA, W

Based on the limited information available to it, Lilly believes it would need 15-20 days

to present a defense.

DATED this 7th day of December, 2007.

Attorneys for Defendant

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

DEFENDANT ELI LILLY AND
COMPANY'S ESTIMATE OF

TRIAL TIME NEEDED

Plaintiff.

Defendant.

v.

PEPPER HAMILTON LLP
Nina M. Gussack, admitted pro hoc vice
~drew R. Rogoff, admitted pro hac vice
Ene RothschIld, admitted pro hac vice
3000 Two Logan Square, Suite 3000
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2711
(215) 981-4000

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Pursuant to the Court's Order of November 27, 2007 requiring the panies to "provide

the Court with an estimate of the time needed to complete the trial of liability only," Lilly

dvises that the scope and nature ofa "liability only" trial is too uncertain for Lilly to provide

useful estimate. The State has not provided a sufficient description of what evidence and

issues it proposes to present at the trial to guide Lilly's estimate of the time needed for its

defense.

009867.£1O]&l1624.l9 1



THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT A

participate as co-counsel for plaintiff State of Alaska in litis action.

Case No, 3A -06-5630 CIY

Defendant.

\'5.

ELI LILLY A D COMPANY,

001526

Mr. Biggs will associate with the undersigned, Eric T. Sanders, a membcr of thc

Pursuant to Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure 81 (a)(2), attorney David C. Biggs of

Murray, Utah 84123 (tclephone: (801) 266-0999), applies for pennission to appear and

the law tirnl of Siegfried & Jensen, whose mailing address is 5664 South Grccn Strcet,

TATE OF ALASKA,

Plainliff,

THE PERIOR COURT FOR THE TATE OF ALASKA

MOTION AND APPLICATION OF NON-RESIDENT ATIORNEY
DAVID C. BIGGS FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAR AND PARTICIPATE

Bar of this Court, who maintains an office at a place within the district, with whom thc

of Local Counsel in support of this mOlion is tilcd hercin.

Court and opposing counsel may readily communicatc regarding this case. My Consent

Mr. Biggs is a member in good standing of the Bar of the State of Utah. A copy of

his Certificate of Good Standing with the Bar of the State of Utah is attached as Exhibit

Motion and Application of Non·Resident Anomey _ David C. Biggs
Slale ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company. Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIY
Page I of3

FELDMAN ORLAN5KY

&:SANDEIS
>ODL .......

Fou1mIFI.ooo_AI<
99>0,

TEL: 907.m.3S38
FAX: 907.274.(lI!II9



fEu)"tA!ri OI.UNSKY
&: SA,...-oeas
>OOLSTttET

Rl"'01lfLOOlt
~AJ(

9900'
Tn.:: 9U1..lno3S38
FAX: 9U1,Z740119

Proof of pa)menl of the reqUIred fcc to the la 'ka Bar A sociation is also attached as

EX/lIb,t B.

DATED thi ~ day or Decembcr, 2007.

FELDMA ORLA SKY & A DERS
Attorneys for State of Alaska

By_-;:f4/~;:--;:--;- _
Eric T. anders
Alaska Bar 0.75 I0085

CONSENT OF LOCAL COUNSEL

The undersigned consents and mo,es ror the granting of the application or David

C. Biggs to appear and participate as co-counsel in this action on behalr or plainti rr State

of Alaska. The undersigned is authorized to practice law in the State of Alaska and is

admitted to the Superior Court for the Third Judicial District at Anchorage.

Dated this~ day of December, 2007.

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS

By: ~
EIiC:SllI1deTS
Alaska Bar o. 75 I0085
500 L Street, Suite 400
Anchorage, Alaska 9950 I
Telephone: (907) 272·3538
Facsimile: (907) 274-08 I9

Motion and Application arNon-Resident Attorney _ David C BOg
S,a,e oJAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company, Case No, 3AN.Q6-S'63b ~V
Page 2 of3
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FaJ>~ OllANSKY
&'SAN'OEU
>OOLSnEET

I'<lI.'a1HfLooIl_AX-,
TfJ..: 907.l72.J518
FAX: 907.17HII19

Certificate of en'ice
I hereb) certify that a true and correct copy ofthc
foregoing ;\Iotioo and Application of Non-Resident
Attorne)' David C. Biggs for Permission to Appear
and Participate was erved by mes enger on:

Brewster H. Jamieson
Lane Powell LLC
301 We t onhem Lights Boulevard, uite 301
Anchorage. Alaska 99503-2648

Barry Boise, via email (boiseb@pepperlaw.coll1)
Pepper Hamilton

~~te?nt4iI~

Motion and Application of 'on-Resid .
Siale ojAlaska v. Eli Lilly and C en' AellOmcy - DavId e. Biggs
Page 3 of 3 ompany. asc o. 3AN-Q6-5630 elv
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rtah State Bar

:\0\ ember 30.100-;

This t to cenil) that Da,id C. Biggs. Utah State Bar No. 00321. was admi""d to
practice 1a", in Utah on Ju]~ 13. 1981 and is an active member of the Utah State
Bar in good standing. MGood standing" is defined as a lawyer who is current in
the payment of all Bar licensing fees. has met mandatory continuing legal education
requirements. if applicable. and is not disbarred. presently on probation,
suspended. or has not resigned with discipline pending. from the pnlclicc of law in

!hi,; Slate.

1\'0 public disciplinaT)' action involving professional misconduct has been taken
against the license of David C. Biggs to practice law.

~aft
General Counsel

tah State Bar_ole--.
v <-.s.-----s.-.. R BoA A!A
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THE SUPERlOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDlOAL DISTRlCT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

vs.

Plaintiff,

001531

Case No. 3AN-06-S630 CIDefendant.

2. The parties should adhere to the current pretrial order and all

provide the Court with an estimate of the time needed to complete the

trial on liability is held. The parties shall, within ten days of this order,

granted. Trail on liability only will commence on March 3, 2008. Trial on

issues of causation and damages will be scheduled, if necessary, after the

trial on liability only.

EU ULLY AND COMPANY,

ORDERS RE: MOTION FOR BIFURCATION AND FOR SIX MONTH
EXTENSION OF DEADLINES

1. Plaintiff's Motion for Bifurcation of trail in this matter is

stipulations to which they preViously agreed. The State shall advise the

Court by December 7, 2007 when the Medicaid data will be produced so

that phase two of this case is not delayed. The parties shall, by December

21, 2007 meet and confer and attempt to reach agreement on how

discovery unrelated to liability should proceed. By January 2, 2007 they

3A;\.()6.5630 CI Page I or2
SOA v £/iLi/ly

Order Re: MOIion for Bifurcauon and for Six Month Extension of Court Deadlines



DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, this 27th day of November 2007.

001532

MARK RINDNER
Superior Court Judge

Administrative Assistant

deadlines is denied.'

proceed. Subject to this Order defendant's motion for extension of court

will either provide the Court with a stipulation as to such discovery or file

memorandum on their respective positions on how such discovery should

I wtify thaI on November 27, 2001 a
copy was l71iJi/ed to:
E. sanders 5. Jamieson
~

1 Defendant's request for oral argument on the motions covered by this order is denied.

3-" '-06-5630 CI
SOA v. Eli Lilly Page 2 of 2

Order Re: Motion for Bifurcation and for Six Month Extension of Court Deadlines
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Case No. 3AN-06-S630 CI

MARK RINDNER
Superior Court Judge

Defendant.

vs.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

Plaintiff,

Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration of the November 17, 2007

DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, this 27th day of November 2007.

STATE OF ALASKA,

EU ULLY AND COMPANY,

Order of this Court affirming the ruling of the Discovery Master is denied.

I Clytify that on November 27, 2007 iJ

copy was mailed to:
E. sanders 8. Jamieson

t2",.,qd
Administrative Assistant
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Case o. 3AN-06-05630 CI

STIPULATIO FOR PARTIAL
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

ovember.kL, 2007

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

TATE OF ALA KA.

4 I (a) of the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure, and stipulate that the Third Claim for Relief

(Fraud and egligent Misrepresentation) asserted by plaintiff in its Complaint against

defendant Lilly in paragraphs 41-47, may be dismissed with prejudice.

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS
Attorneys for Plainliff

By ~~
EricT.ganders, ASBA No. 75100085

LANE POWELL LLC
Attorneys for Defendant

COME OW, the parties, by and through their respective counsel, pursuant 10 Rule

Daled:

Dated: ovember12-, 2007

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that plaintirrs Third Claim for Relief (Fraud and

egligent Misrepresentation) is hereby dismissed with prejudiee.

ORDERED this elL day of Nb~1.-...., 2007.

I_.... ~ {I 2I O~ TJlf,J,{fkife~k-
009167.00]81162162.1 :.:-.::;~~to ...a. of the fgllow1nQ tit

V'Jrld f:> Tor, C..,JC'



TATE OF ALA KA.

Plaintiff,

Case o. 3AN-06-05630 CI

MOTIO TO RECONSIDER

Defendanl.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

001535

,.

el,

THE S PERJOR OURT FOR THE TATE OF AL

THJRDJUDICIAL DISTRICT AT A CHORAGE.

The COUI1's Order of ovember 14,2007. stated that "[t]he Discovery Master has

Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly") moves for Reconsideration of the Order of this

COUI1 amm,ing the ruling of the Discovery Master that denied Lilly discovery of medical

records. Lilly moves for reconsideration pursuant to Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure

77(k)(ii). on the basis that "[t]he eoul1 has overlooked or miseonceived some material fact or

proposition of law:,1

correctly balaneed the eompeting intere ts in ruling that Lilly is not entitled to aecess

individual patient records:' However, that balance changed after the Discovcry Master's

decision. In panicular, the time available to take Alaska-specific discovery has cxpandcd, at

Master also overlooked material facts before him, such as the uncontested record that medical

the insistence of the State, thereby removing a foundation for the decision. Thc Discovery

I Lilly also incorporates by reference the arguments made in its appeal of the Discovcry
Master's ruling.



In denying Lilly medical records, Ihe Discovcry Masler relied on Ihc facllhat iflhis

discovery was ordered, "the March 2008 trial dale will have come and gone before anyone

Paie 2 ors

001536

records are relevant 10. and nece sary for, Lilly's defense. including challenging Ihe Siale's

reliancc on Ihe Mcdicaid database.

The Alaska Supreme Court has explained thal reconsideration under Rule 77(k)

may "remedy mistakes in judicial decision-making where grounds cxisl while recognizing

the need for a fair and efficienl administration of justice." Nea/ & Co., Inc. v. Ass 'n oj ViII.

Court to reconsider its Order of ovember 14, 2007, to remedy mistakcs created by the

adoption of the Discovery Master's decision.

A, Due to the Change in lhe Litigation Schedule This Court Should Not Have
Adopted the Discovery Master's Couclusiou ou the Balance of Equities,

Council Presidell/S Reg'/ Housing Au/h., 895 P.2d 497, 506 (Alaska 1995). Lilly asks this

Since the Order. the Siale has admilled thai, al a minimum, the Alaska-specific aspecls Oflhis

sees an actual patient record." Discovery Master Order, p. 7. This is no longer a concen!.

Transcripl, pp. 5 I-52. The State has proposed Ihat Ihe trial be bifurcaled, which Lilly

opposes, but, under eilher scenario, lhe trial of issues for which medical records would be

case cannOI be heard in March. As a result, a March 2008 lrial dale for Alaska-specific

evidence has been, quite righlly, abandoned. See October 24, 2007 Stalus Conference

MOlton to Reconsider
Slale ofAlaska ". Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3A -06-05630 el)

mosl relevant will likely nOilake place for a year or morc.



medical records).

To the extent that the Court based its ruling on the Discovery Master's conclusion

Page J ors

001537

time for this kind of discovery. Compare FOli v. Janssen Phanna., Inc., No. 04-3907-0,

B. The Discovery Master's Order Adopted by the Court Misconccived thc Facts
Regarding the Privacy of Medical Records.

The Discover) Master. at the time he considered these issues, could nol havc

foreseen this change in circumstance. He belicved that all a pects of the ca e would be tried

in 1arch 2008, and the schedule inOuenced his decision on the balance of equities.

Di cO\'ery Master Order. p. 6. The Discovery Master also incorrectly assumcd thm this

discovery would be too unwieldy. Jd. In fact, however, lhere are at most only 500 individual

Medicaid recipients at issue,' and Lilly has always stated it would accept some form of

sampling of these medical records. Given the additional time for discovcry, there is ample

Consent Judgment at 2 (La. Dis\. C\. Apr. 10,2007) (permitting discovery of 6000 patienls'

Discover)' Master Order, p. 6, it overlooked a solution offered by both parties. Both the Slate

that "[d)iscovery of the identity of Zyprexa users would be extraordinarily intrusive,"

and Lilly agreed that the actual identity of any individual Zyprexa user is not necessary and

could be redacted through the use of an independent third-party service. See Sep\. II, 2007

Motion Arguments Before the Discovery Master Transcript, p. 46. This proposal was

rejected by lhe Discovery Master because of the lime it would take to implement, Discovery

'See Response to Motion for Bifurcation, p. 9.

MOlion to Reconsider
Slafe ofAlaska I'. Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN..{)6.Q5630 Cn



poslponement ofall or pan of the trial, Lilly's entitlement to this discovery bccomes cvidcnt.

records to challenging the Stale's statislical case was inconsistent wilh the cvidence of

Pag, 4 or5

001538

iasl r Order. pp.6- . an issue Ihal has been miligatcd by the States admission Ihat Ihc

palienlS-Ihe type of case in which medical records are a/ways relevant. Even in Ihc face of

discovery of medical records. With thesc consideralions sharply mitigated by lhc

the competing equities identified by the Discovery Maslcr, Lilly should havc been allowcd

must come 10 the fore. The primary reason medical records are relevanl is that the State has

Furthennore, the Discovery Master's conclusion regarding the relevance of medical

broughl a IOn case alleging misrepresentations 10 prescribers and physical injuries to

Once the trial schedule and privacy issues are addressed, basic relevance issues

Alaska-spccifi pan of the trial musl be pOSlponed.

This Court Failed to Consider That Ihe Evidence howing Tha. Medical
Records Are Relevant Is ncontested.

record. The Discovery Master concluded Ihat "Lilly doesn't need actual patient records 10

challenge [the State's Medicaid database]." Discovery Masler Order, p. 7. This conclusion

overlooks uncontested material facts established by Lilly's expen.

Lilly. through the affidavit of Dr. Beth A. Virnig, offered evidence rcgarding thc

relevance of medical records for challenging the Stale's stalistical proof. Affidavit of

Dr. Beth A. Virnig" E.3. Lilly also showed that the State ilSelf uses medical records when

conducting audilS to veritY the accuracy of ils Medicaid database. Campana Dep., pp. 226,

Motion 10 Rtconsidtr
Slau 01Alaska ,~ Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN-06-0S630 el)



CONCLUSION

Page 5 ors

00/539

319-20. The tate olTered no competing or conflicting evidence. The Discovery Ma ter'

con lusion lhat medical records are nOl relevant was incon istent with the uncontested

Attorneys for Defendant

PEPPER HAMILTON LLP
A~drew R. ROl\olT, admitted pro hac vice
Enc J. RothschIld, admItted pro hac vice
3000 Two Logan Square, Suile 3000
PhIladelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2711
(215) 981-4000

LANE POWELL LLC

DATED this 26th day of November, 2007.

For the reasons sel fonh above, Eli Lilly and Company respectfully asks this Courl

the tates use of database evidence is panicularly problematic given thaI the late has nol

The Discovery Ma tcrs ruling regarding what evidence is relevant to challenging

yel produced a complete, usable set of Medicaid dala. Under lhese circumslances, the

evidence.

integrity and reliabiliry of lhose data-the State's only evidence about whal happened to

not relevanllO challenging lhe database was premalure, and unsupported by lhe evidence.

patients in Alaska-is unknown. On lhis uncertain terrain, the ruling that medical records arc

to reconsider its Order of November 14, 2007, denying discovery of medical records.

MOlion to Reconsider
Slate 01Alaska I~ Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN.06-05630 CI)



ovember 14.2007.

TATE OF ALASKA.

001540

,

Case No. 3A -06-05630 CI

ORDER

The Honorable Mark Rindner
Judge oflhe Superior Court

Defendant.

•

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that plaintiff State of Alaska, shall file a response to the

ORDERED this __ day of -', 2007.

THIS COURT having reviewed Lilly's Motion lO Reconsider the Court's Order of

THE UPERIOR COURT FOR n~E TATE OF ALA KA

TIURD JUDICIAL DI TRICT AT A CHORAGE

Plaintiff,

\.

ELI LILLY AND COMPA

MOlionlO Reconsider by -', 2007.

I caul) 1M: on Nmernba 26. 2007,. copyo(
lbe fCW'qDlltJ "'as" $COed b) hand-dehl'tl') on

~~~Smdm
SOOLSUttl,SuI1C400

Alaska 01·5911
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001541

The Honorable Mark Rindner
Judge of the Superior COUI1

ORDERED this __ da) of , 2007.

Defendant

Case o. 3A -06-05630 CI

INTHE t:PERIORCO RTF RTIIE TATEOFALASK

n~IRD J D1CIAL DI TRICT AT ANCHORAGE

TATE OF ALA KA

PlaintiO:

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's request for oral argument is GRANTED. Oral

ELI I.ILLY A 'D COMPA Y.

Each pal1y is granted __ minutes.

argument on PlainLifTs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation and Defendant Eli Lilly and

Compan~'s Opposition in Response is set for , 2007, at __ am/pm.

009867003116215] I
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

Plaintiff,

ORDERED this __ day of " 2007.

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's request for oral argument is GRANTED.

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

Defendant.

v.

001542

The Honorable Mark Rindner
Judge of the Superior Court

granted minutes.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Ordered Deadlines is set for , 2007, at __ am/pm. Eaeh party is

Oral argument on Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion for an Extension of Court-

Iccrtif)' thai. on Oclober2, 2007. a copy of the
foregomg \.\'8S served by hand-de1i\'cty on:

Eric T. Sanders. Esq., Feldman 0rl3l1$ky &Sanders
500L.Slreel,~AlilSka 99501.5911

O('ao.)
009867.()()J8I161836.1

0
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course.

service of the State's expert reports.

2. The deadline for service of Lilly's expert reports shall be two (2) months after

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

ORDER

001543

The Honorable Mark Rindner
Judge of the Superior Court

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

v.

3. All other dates set forth in the Routine Pretrial Order, dated January 10,2007,

including the October 29, 2007 deadline for service of written discovery and the March 3,

2008 trial date, are adjusted accordingly. A new scheduling order will be issued in due

I. The deadline for plaintiff State of Alaska to serve expert reports is extended to

the date six (6) months following the State's service of complete Medicaid claims data upon

Lilly.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

ORDERED this __ day of --', 2007.

Upon consideration of Defendant Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly")'s Motion for an

Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines and any response thereto, it is hereby ORDERED

that:

r~
! Icenlfy th.at on October 2, 2007, acopy of

the foregomg was scro.'cd by hMd-delivcry on:

Eric T. Sanders. Esq., Fddman Oriansl..)' & Sanders
.. SOOL.SlreC~su~laska 99501-5911

f-- ~--"-=--=-----=---
- 009867.0038/161828 I

re ffi
~ ~

~~



The Honorable Mark Rindner
Judge of the Superior Court

001544

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

The State's request for bifurcation is DENIED.

ORDERED this __ day of November, 2007.

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Opposition in Response thereto, it is hereby ORDERED

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF~

TH1RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE';.:,
~,

->'

It is FURTHER ORDERED that Lilly's Motion for an Extension of all Court-

Upon consideration of Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation and

that:

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Ordered Deadlines is GRANTED.

I ctrli~y rnal 00 No\'C:mber 9, 2007, a copy of the
foregOing WIlS sen'cd by hand..<Jclivery and c-mail on:

Ene T. Sanders, Esq.
Fcldman Orlansky& Sanders
SOOL.Strcct,Surle400
Anth rage. Alaska 995 1-5911



vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

0015~5

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CI

Superior Court Judge

Defendant.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

The Court concludes that oral argument is not needed.

Plaintiff,

has correctly balanced the competing interest in ruling that Lilly is not entitled to

The decision of the Discovery Master is affirmed. The Discovery Master

ORDER

Eli Lilly and Company CLilly") has appealed the Order of the Discovery

Master denying Lilly discovery of medical records and a complete production of

the State's Medical database. Lilly has requested oral argument on this appeal.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRJCT AT ANCHORAGE

the State to produce additional information regarding the Medicaid claims

access individual patient records. likewise, and in reliance on the agreement of

database and the ability of Lilly to renew its motion once the supplemental

production is complete, the Court concludes that the decision of the Discovery

Master denying, at this time Lilly's motion regarding the database was correct.

DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, this 14th day of November 2007.

MAR~~if-=:=
I certify that on November 14, 2007 a
copy was ma/~ed to:
Sanders Jamieson
Hensley
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Plaintiff,

Defendant.

IN TIffi SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

TIllRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

001546

The Honorable Mark Rindner
Judge of the Superior Court

ORDERED this __ day of --', 2007.

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's request for oral argument is GRANTED. Oral

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

argument on Defendant's Appeal From Order of the Discovery Master is set for

argument shall be held at _

_______, 2007, at __ am/pm. Each party is granted __ minutes. This oral

I certify that on October 2, 2007, acopy orlhe
foregoing ....'lIS sen'cd by hand on:



TN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

2. Lilly is entitled to production of the entire Medicaid claims database. Lilly's
I'

~ Commission of a Subpoena for access to the First Health database is hereby granted. In the

"-
~ alternative, Alaska will produce the full Medicaid claims database, including all data fields,

} to Lilly.

~
~

g
N....
I
I
'--'o

Plaintiff,

v.
Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

Ell LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.

Upon consideration of Defendant Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly")'s Appeal From

Order of the Discovery Master and any response thereto, it is hereby ORDERED that:

I. Lilly is entitled to production of medical records of Medicaid recipients for

whom the costs of Zyprexa prescriptions were reimbursed under Alaska's Medicaid program.

The State shall gather all such relevant medical records and produce them to Lilly; in the

alternative, Lilly will serve subpoenas for medical records and a copy of this Order on

healthcare providers, and said healthcare providers are required by this Order to produce all

medical records requested by Lilly.

OOlSli7
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The Honorable Mark Rindner
Superior Court Judge

ORDERED this __ day of , 2007.

Order
Stole ofAlaska I'. Eli Lilly alld CompallY (Csse No. 3AN-06-0S630 el)



Attorneys for Defendant

DEFENDANT LILLY'S
REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT

RE BIFURCATIONDefendant.

PEPPER HAMILTON LLP
Andrew R. Rogoff, admitted pro hac vice
Eric J. Rothschild, admitted pro hac vice
3000 Two Logan Square
18'" & Arch Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(2 J5) 981·4000

LANE POWELL LLC

COMES NOW, defendant Eli Lilly and Company, by and through counsel,

DATED this 9th day of November, 2007.

..

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

pursuant to Civil Rule 77(e), and requests oral argument on Plaintiff's Memorandum in

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA ~. ~

STATE OFALASKA~ JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAG~,~.\ ~2 ~
.A I "3

PlamtIff, ;'--:s
v. Case No. 3AN-06-05630 J ';'. '}-

Support of Bifurcation and Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Opposition in Response.

I cenif)' thar. on NO\'cmtJ(r 9, 2007, BOO.!?)' oflhc
foregomg was Strved by hand and c-mall on:
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Plaintiff,

STATE OF ALASKA,

!',
.zo"

Defendant.

ro

IN THE SUP'~OR COURTFO' mE STAIT OFll~J ~
THlRD JUDICIAL OISTRJCT AT ANCHORAG~\ _.

I

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

OPPOSITION IN RESPONSE TO
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN

SUPPORT OF BfFURCATiON

I. INTRODUCTION

For the better part of the last year, the State of Alaska ("the State") has championed

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

v.

in lieu of discovery from individual patients and prescribers to establish that Zyprexa®

its Medicaid database as the cornerstone of its case, arguing to this Court that it could be used

has recognized, the sufficiency of this statistical evidence to prove causation is a central, and

potentially dispositive issue in this case. Now, however, the State has proposed a bifurcation

issues, mincing the case so that it can be tried bit-by-bit before several juries, in violation of

plan that postpones consideration of the State's causation evidence until after a trial on other

caused an increased incidence of diabetes in Alaska's Medicaid population. As this Court

the constitutional protections, and practical benefits, afforded by a single jury trial.

The State did not alight on this bifurcation procedure because of its merits, but as a

direct result of its failure to produce its Medicaid database in time for the trial to take place as

scheduled. Rather than regrouping to determine whether it can ever mount the case that it

promised, the State has abruptly reformulated its proofs, claiming-falsely-that it can

establish liability against Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly"), including that Zyprexa and Lilly

001550



actions "were the legal cause of harm to the State ... in the first phase of a bifurcation and

without needing any reference to the State's database.'"

In actuality, the most that the State could accomplish in the first trial is elicit

advisory opinions from a jury about scientific questions and certain promotional activities,

disconnected from any consequences for patients or the State. The State's proposal should be

seen for what it is: an effort to construct a proceeding that might produce a partial "victory"

that the State hopes will coerce a settlement from Lilly without ever proving causation or

injury. What it will actually do is deter any resolution, by adding complexity and

constitutional defects to this already unorthodox case.

11. BACKGROUND

At the Court's instruction, the State of Alaska has submitted a brief describing the

bifurcation plan that it proposed during the status conference on October 24, 2007. The event

that precipitated that proposal was Lilly's Motion for an Extension of Court-Ordered

Deadlines, which was necessitated by the repeated false starts by the State in producing its

Medicaid database. The State's Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation misleadingly

suggests that Lilly is the agent of delay, having sought an extension "on the sole ground that

Lilly's experts will need additional time to scrutinize a database of Medicaid records.,,2 The

State brazenly omits from its bifurcation brief that it has failed to timely produce its Medicaid

, PI.'s Mem. in Supp. of Bifurcation 3 (emphasis added).

2 1d. at I.

Opposition in Rcsp~m~e to Plaintirrs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
Stale ofAlaska )'. Ell LIlly alld Compally (Case No. 3AN-06-0S630 en
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data, produced less data to Lilly than it had provided to its own experts, repeatedly

misrepresented to Lilly and the Court that it had produced a complete, usable set of Medicaid

data, and must now do over its data production] When the Court asked when the State could

produce the missing data, the State had no answer' It still doesn't.

The State's solution to its production default is to have one trial using evidence

developed in the federal multi-district litigation ("MDL") and postpone to a new trial-and a

new jury-the presentation of evidence from its Medicaid database. In the first trial, the

State claims that it can establish Lilly's liability by proving that (I) Zyprexa is defective,

(2) Lilly failed to issue adequate warnings about Zyprexa's defects, and (3) Lilly's marketing

and labeling of Zyprexa involved numerous unfair or deceptive acts
5

The State argues that its proposed bifurcation constitutes nothing more than the

"obvious use" of Rule 42(b) 10 sever liability from damages,6 suggesting that all aspects of

liability, including causation, can be tried in the first phase of the trial, without reference to

its Medicaid claims data.' This abruptly reformulates the method of proof that the State had

promised to the Court in its Memorandum Describing Its Claims and Proofs, which argued

J See generally Lilly's Mol. for an Extension of All Court-Ordered Deadlines.

, Status Conference Tr. 4: 17 to 5: 16,6:6 to 7:24, OCI. 24, 2007 (Mr. Sanders: "You know in
terms of an exact deadline for when this data will be provided to [Lilly] I don't know ' ")
(Exit. A). ' ...

5 PL's Mem. inSupp. of Bifurcation 3. The State has represented to Lilly that it will stipulate
to dIsmIssal of Its Fraud and NeglIgent MIsrepresentation claim (Third Claim for Relief),
6 [d. at 7.

J !d. at3.

Opposition in Response to Plaintirrs Memorandum in Support of BT r
Stale ofAlaska I'. Eli Lilly (Jltd Company (Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI) I urca Ion
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d ffi · t t prove causation" Now thethat Medicaid claims data were necessary-an su IClen - 0

State claims that it can prove causation without even the aggregate claims data, but has not

described what evidence it will use in its place. The State's motion also does not address

whcn other evidence relating to liability will be presented, including: (I) evidence that the

State has not changed its reimbursement practices, or taken any other action, since it

discovered the alleged health risks of Zyprexa and the alleged improper marketing by Lilly;

(2) testimony by Alaska prescribers about how they choose mental health medications for

their patients; and (3) evidence about the mental health and medical conditions of individual

Medicaid recipients.

III. ARGUMENT

A. Standards for Bifurcating Litigation.

Alaska Civil Rule 42(b) provides: "The court, in furtherance of convenience or to

avoid prejudice, or when separate trials will be conducive to expedition and economy may

order a separate trial of any claim ... or of any separate issue ... always preserving inviolate

the right of trial by jury .... n The Alaska rule is identical to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

42 and, therefore, federal precedents should be considered.9

8 PI. 's Mem. Describing Its Claims and Proofs 8-11.

9 Alaska courts frequently recognize the similarities between the two sets of rules and
examine federal decisions interpreting the federal counterpart to guide their decisions. See.
e.g.. MacDonald v. Riggs, 166 P.3d 12, 17-18 (Alaska 2007) (examining federal decisions
and federal treatises examining Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 13 because it is identical to
Alaska Civil Rule 13); Mar/in v. Coas/al ViI/ages Region Fund, 156 P.3d 1121, 1127 (Alaska
2007) (same respecting Alaska Civil Rule 65(a)); Williams v. Engen, 80 P.3d 745, 747-48
(Alaska 2003) (same respecting Alaska Civil Rule 27).

OpPosition .in Resp~n~e to Plaintifrs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
State o{A/{lJka I', Elt Ltlly aud Company (Case No. 3AN-06-QS630 CI)
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The Alaska Supreme Court has interpreted the Rule several times over the past

twenty-five years, and has reasoned that proposed separate trials would neither advance

convenience nor expedite the case when the issues sought to be separated shared overlapping

issues of fact. 10 Bifurcation is the exception, not the norm, as it infringes on an important

aspect of the judicial process-the traditional role of the factftnder to make a determination

on the basis of the case presented in its entirety." Many of the issues in the litigation are

'0 Domke v. Alyeska Pipeline Servo Co., 137 P.3d 295, 303-04 (Alaska 2006); Miller v. Sears,
636 P.2d 1183, 1192 (Alaska 1981); see Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(b) advisory committee's note
(stating that "separation of issues for trial is not to be routinely ordered").

11 See Kos Pharms, Inc. v. Barr Labs, Inc., 218 F.R.D. 387, 391 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
(inconveniences and inefficiencies in dual proceedings weigh against separation of trials, and
for those probable adverse effects to be overcome, circumstances justifying bifurcation
should be particularly compelling and prevail only in exceptional cases); Monaghan v. SZS
33 Assoc., 827 F. Supp. 233, 246 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) ("the fundamental presumption which
favors the trial of all issues to a single jury and underlies the assumption of Rule 42(b) that
bifurcation, even in personal injury actions, is reserved for truly extraordinary situations of
undue prejudice"); Kimberly-Clark Corp. v. James River Corp., 131 F.RD. 607, 608 (N.D.
Ga. 1989) ("[T]he court should remain mindful of the traditional rule of the fact finder; i.e., to
make an ultimate determination on the basis of a case presented in its entirety."); see also
ABB Indus. Sys., Inc. v. Prime Tech, Inc., 32 F. Supp. 2d 38, 43 (D. Conn. 1998)
("[Sleparation of issues for trial is not to be routinely ordered. [W]here there is a
significant overlap in the evidence pertaining to the claims to be separated, bifurcation will
not serve judicial economy."); Marisol v. Gui/iani, 929 F. Supp. 662, 693 (S.D.N.Y. 1996)
("Bifurcation ... is a procedural device to be employed only in exceptional circumstances.");
Mangabat v. Sears Roebuck & Co., No. 92-1742, 1992 WL 211561, at 2 (ED. Pa. Aug. 26,
1992) ("bifurcation is:n extraordinary measure to be used where it is clearly economical");
Malone v. PIpefillers Assoc. Local Union No. 597, No. 87-C-9966, 1992 WL 73520, at I
(N.D. Ill. Mar. 30,1992); Brown v. Advantage Eng'g, Inc., 732 F. Supp. 1163, 1170-71 (N.D.
Ga.. 1990); Marshall;. Overhead Door Corp., 131 F.R.D. 94, 98 (E.D. Pa. 1990); Jack B.
WeInsteIn, Routme BifurcatIOn ofJury Negligence Trials: An Example of the Questionable
Use ofRule Making Power, 14 Yand. L. Rev. 831, 833 (1961) (bifurcation interferes with the
role of the JUry).

Page 5 of20
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12 See Insolio v. Philip Morris, Inc., 186 F.RD. 547, 551 (W.D. Wis. 1999) (partitioning
issues that are inextricably linked would prejudice the defendants' ability to protect their
rights effectively); see also Windham v. Amer. Brands, Inc., 565 F.2d 59, 71 (4th Cir. 1977)
(noting that courts may not "deny or limit a litigant's right to offer relevant 'intertwined
matter,' whether addressed to the issue of violation or that of injury and damage").

13 See Philip Morris USA v. Williams, 127 S. Ct. 1057, 1063 (2007) (noting that due process
guarantees that a party may put forth all of its defenses)

"Logan v. Zimmerman Brush Co., 455 U.S. 422, 429 (1981); Johnson v. Celotex Corp., 899
F.2d 1281, 1284-85 (2d Cir. 1990); Windham v. Am. Brands, Inc., 565 F.2d 59 71 (4th Cir
1977). ' .

Page 6 ono
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· I . ry in the same proceeding.
inextricably intertwined and should be presented to a smg e JU

.. . . . bl . t rtw·ned issues can prejudice a
Courts regularly recognize that partitlOnmg mextnca y mel

party's ability to protect its rights, 12 which may rise to the level of a constitutional violation if

a party is deprived of its ability to put forth all of its defenses.
13

Moreover, should any element of a claim be resolved against Lilly by the first jury,

the practical effect may be to impermissibly shift the burden of proof to Lilly for the second

trial. If the first jury finds against Lilly on any element or claim, the second jury, which will

be instructed about the first jury's findings in a vacuum, will likely place the burden on Lilly

to disprove that Zyprexa caused harm to the Alaska Medicaid population. This

impermissible advantage will deny Lilly its constitutional right to a fair, impartial jury and a

meaningful opportunity to be heard."

Opposition in Response to Plaintifrs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
Stale ofAlaska l'. Eli Lilly and Compally (Case No. 3AN-06-0S630 CI)



production obligations. The State argues that such a proceeding will result in substantial

Faced with a postponement of the trial entirely of its own making, the State has

importuned the Court to allow it do something during the scheduled March trial period, a

result that would reward the State and punish Lilly for the State's failure to meet its

Page 7 or20
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B.

For all of these reasons, the overwhelming majority of courts have rejected

S 15 The State has not cited a
aggregated, bi furcated trials of the nature that the tate proposeS.

single case supporting bifurcation, an implicit concession that the circumstances where

bifurcation is allowed are easily distinguished [rom the State's proposal.

The Court Will Not Promote Anv Efficiencies bv Allowing This Case to
Proceed to Trial Without Considering the Reliability of the State's

Aggregate Causation Case.

15 See, e.g., Kos Pharms, Inc. v. Barr Labs., Inc., 218 F.R.D. 387, 393 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
(rejecting bifurcation because it would cause delays, inconvenience, and additional litigation
costs); Wilson v. Sundstrand Corp., No. 99 C 6944, 2003 WL 21878738, at * I (ND. Ill. Aug.
8,2003) (denying bifurcation of liability and damages, noting that bifurcation is not the norm
and that other judicial management techniques are available to courts); /n re Diamond B
Marine Servs., Inc., No. CIV.A. 99-951, 2000 WL 37987, at *2 (E.D. La. Jan. 14,2000)
(denying bifurcation because of overlapping issues related to damages, causation, and
liability); ABB Indus. Sys., Inc. v. Prime Tech. Inc., 32 F. Supp. 2d 38, 43 (D. Conn. 1998)
(denying bifurcation because multiple proceedings would require duplication of testimony
and evidence); Ake v. Gen. Motors Corp., 942 F. Supp. 869, 878 (WD.N.Y. 1996) (denying
separate trials because issues would overlap both proceedings); THK Am., Inc. v. NSK Co.
Ltd., 151 F.R.D. 625, 633 (N.D. 111. 1993) (denying bifurcation because of inefficiencies);
Sunenblick v. Harrell, 145 F.R.D. 314, 3 17 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) (denying bifurcation because the
moving party did not demonstrate judicial economy); Monaghan v. SZS 33 Assoc., 827 F.
Supp. 233, 245 (SD.N.Y. 1993); Mangabat v. Sears Roebuck & Co., No. 92-1742,1992 WL
211561, at *2 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 26, 1992); Malone v. Pipefitters ' Assoc. Local Union No. 597.
No. 87-C-9966, 1992 WL 73520, at *1 (N.D. III. Mar. 30, 1992); Brown v. Advantage Eng 'g,
Inc., 732 F. Supp. 1163, 1170 (ND. Ga. 1990); Marshall v. Overhead Door Corp., 131
F.R.D. 94, 98 (E.D. Pa. 1990).

Opposition i~ Resp?n~e to Plainlifrs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
Slure ofAlaska l( E/l Lilly aud Compully (Case No. 3AN-06-0S630 el)



second trial.

viability. At the conclusion of that briefing, the Court determined that it could not resolve the

causation using its claims database, and established a briefing schedule to address its legal

Page 8 0120
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16 PI.'s Mem. Describing Its Claims and Proofs 9.

17 OrderRe: PI.'s Claim ofProof4-5.

18 1d. at 4.

Opposition in Response 10 Plaintirr Md'
State ofAlaska l~ Eli Lilly alld Compa~,y(~~~:~~.~~~~:CG~~~1)Birurcation

prove causation remained a threshold issue in the case, to be addressed again through

Dauber//Coon and summary judgment motions, which would "depend on a evidentiary

record that has not yet been developed.,,'8

issue on the record presented, and permitted the State to "develop the statistical evidence that

it intends to use at trial."" However, the Court recognized that using Medicaid claims data to

Court recognized the threshold question of whether the State could fulfill its burden on

meaning that, under the State's theory of the case, the database would be the only evidence of

whether anything happened to Alaska Medicaid recipients because they used Zyprexa. The

the discovery of any other evidence about the health outcomes of Alaska Medicaid recipients,

When this case began, the State touted its Medicaid claims data as the foundation of

its case, the evidence that it would use to prove "generic" causation.
'6

It strenuously resisted

achieve efficiency at all, because it leaves the most important questions umesolved until the

efficiencies and no unfairness to Lilly. In fact, the framework proposed by the State will not



If the State's bifurcation proposal is accepted, this case may go to trial in March

with the evidentiary record still not developed, or tested by motions. There could be nothing

more inefficient than conducting a several-week trial on generalized issues if the State's data-

dependent case that it was harmed by Lilly is not methodologically reliable, legally

sufficient, or even factually correct. If the State cannot demonstrate an increase in disease

incidence attributable to Zyprexa, the Court, the parties, and a jury will have been subjected

to a lengthy trial, in a case that never should have been filed.

The State may have already apprehended this last possibility. The data produced to

date, while incomplete, reveals that of the 1040 Zyprexa users that have been diagnosed with

diabetes and/or been treated with an anti-diabetic medication between 1996 and 2006, fully

half (521) had been diagnosed with diabetes or taken a diabetic medication before their first

recorded Zyprexa use, making Zyprexa causation impossible.'9 More cases of pre-existing

diabetes will likely be revealed when the State produces pre-1996 data, and enrollment data.

Application of the minimum exposure rule used in the Guo article (3 months or 3

prescriptions) will eliminate more cases20

19 See Guo et aI., Risk oj Diabetes Mellitus Associated with Atypical Antipsychotic Use
Among MedlcGld Patients With Bipolar Disorder: A Nested Case-Control Study 27
Pharmacotherapy 29 (2007), the article relied upon by the State as the template for its 'own
methodology. (Exh. B). PI.'s Mem. Describing Its Claims and Proofs 10-11.

20 1d.

Opposition in Response to Plainiifrs Mem d .
Stale ofAlaska I~ Eli Lilly aud Company (Ca::~no. ~~~~o~8~~~ ~fl)Bifurcatjon
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increased incidence has occurred.

that would provide a basis for Lilly to consider a settlement.

Page 10 ono

supposed to demonstrate increased evidence of medical injuries, the State could not have

as its "most powerful argument ... that bifurcation will greatly increase the likelihood of an

expeditious and economic settlement.,,23 Having failed to compile the data that were

demonstrated that it has been injured even to its own satisfaction, much less to any degree

and may be negligible or non-existent. This uncertainty eviscerates what the State describes

In summary, the actual damage to the State-under its own theory-is unknown,

The State has also recognized that its maximum recovery for diabetes treatment is

limited to the extra cases found among Zyprexa users, relative to the expected baseline rate in

an appropriate control group." However, the State has not even identified what the

appropriate control group is, or how the baseline rate will be deterrnined,22 much less that any

Furthermore, the State is suggesting that Lilly might settle the case before many of

its major legal challenges are addressed. While the State argues that bifurcation will benefit

Lilly by giving it an opportunity to get the case dismissed in the first trial, it will deprive

Lilly of an opportunity to have the case dismissed without any trial at all. Moreover,

001559

21 PI. 's Mem. Describing Its Claims and Proofs 8-9.

22 PI.'s Resps. to Lilly's Second Set oflnterrogs. N 4os. 1, 52. (Exh. C).

23 PI.'s Mem. in Supp. of Bifurcation 10.

Opposition in Response to Plainlifrs Md·
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higher incidence of diabetes among Zyprexa users than an appropriate control group. It now

liability, would be established by using its Medicaid claims data to show that there was a

represents to the Court that the Medicaid data are only relevant to damages, a reformulation

Pag.1I arlO

subjecting Lilly to the radical bifurcation procedure proposed by the State will multiply the

legal issues available on appeal, making settlement even less likely.

C. The State Has Proposed a Radical Bifurcation Scheme That Splits Proof
Of Liahility Into Two Phases.

This contention is impeached by the State's own, earlier description about how it would

prove its case. The State explained to the Court that general causation, an element of

that can only be attributed to expediency, not legal merit. If the State has different evidence

Although bifurcation of trials is not commonplace, its most frequent uses are to

split liability from damages," or punitive damages from other aspects of the case.
25

Recognizing this, the State has based its argument in support of bifurcation on the false

premise that the proceedings can be neatly separated into liability and damages. The State

asserts that the Medicaid data "is relevant only to a single issue: the quantity of damages.,,26

25 S M·
ee, e.g.. all1S0l1 Y. Dallas Carrier Corp., 947 F.2d 95,110 (4th Cir. 1991).

26 PI. 's Mem. in Supp. of Bifurcation 11.

to prove that Lilly's actions caused medical injuries to Alaska Medicaid recipients, and

financial harm to the State, it has not revealed it.

24 See e.g., Princeton Biochems, Inc. Y. Beckham Instruments Inc 180 F.RD. 254, 257-59
(D.N.J. 1998). ' .,

001560
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The State cannot resolve liability in a first trial if its database causation evidence is

not presented. At best, the first proceeding would address whether Lilly engaged in

misconduct generally in its marketing of Zyprexa, but not whether any such conduct

influenced Alaska prescribers, or resulted in bad health outcomes for Alaska Medicaid

recipients. Similarly, the first proceeding might address whether Zyprexa is associated with

increased rates of diabetes and other conditions, but not whether it actually did cause an

increase in Alaska.

_ G The State argues that its Unfair Trade Practices Act ("UTPA") claim for penalties

~ ~
j ~ ;::' does not require proof of causation and actual damages. But the proof the State

~]"~ :
~ ~ ~ E acknowledges it needs, that Lilly promoted Zyprexa off-label to Alaska physicians,27 does
~ ~ &;.~
~ ~ .:! "- require proof of the alleged improper communications, including how physicians perceived
o~~=
c.....J<V'l
'" ~ gj,~ the communications,28 none of which is contemplated by the first phase proposed by the

~E~~
...J z g ~ State. In addition, the State has asserted a UTPA claim for actual damages that does require
~<g
o g. proof of causation. No efficiency will be achieved by trying the UTPA claim once to recover
M ~

civil penalties, and then over again for actual damages.

Moreover, if the first jury is going to be asked to deliver a verdict on Lilly's

liability, due process requires that Lilly be afforded the opportunity to present every available

27 / d. at 6.

28 State v. O'Neil/Investigations, Inc., 609 P.2d 520 (Alaska 1980).
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defense and litigate every issue related to liability29 If Lilly is not provided with the

opportunity to analyze the ful1 Medicaid database before the first trial, and develop testimony

from Alaska prescribers, it wil1 not be able to develop critical evidence for the jury's

consideration, including the reasons other than Zyprexa that Alaska Medicaid recipients

developed diabetes, and the reasons other than Lil1y marketing that Alaska prescribers chose

to prescribe Zyprexa to their patients.

D. The State's Proposal Bifurcates Proof of Individual Elements of Its
Causes of Action.

The State's bifurcation proposal does not simply separate elements of liability-it

even cleaves the proof of individual elements. For example, the State claims that it can

establish in the first trial that Lil1y's warning was inadequate. But the "adequacy of the

warning is assessed, not 'in the air,' but in the specific circumstances of the case at hand.,,30

The adequacy of a warning cannot be determined without tying the warning to a particular

prescribing physician, treating a particular patient, during a particular period of time." Of

29 Philip Morris USA v. Williams, 127 S. Ct. 1057, 1063 (2007); Lindsay v. Normel, 405 U.S.
56, 66 (1972); Uniled Siales v. Armour & Co., 402 U.S. 673, 682 (1971); Am. Surely Co. v.
Baldwin, 287 U.S. 156, 168 (1932).

30 Lindsay v. Orlho Pharm. Corp., 637 F2d 87, 92 (2d Cir. 1980).

31 Shanks v. The Upjohn Co., 835 P.2d 1189, 1200 (Alaska 1992); Lindsay v. Orlho Pharm.
Corp., 637 F2d 87, 92 (2d Cir. 1980) ("[a) warning need be given only when the situation
cal1s for_it" (quotation omitted)); Slrasser v. Transleeh Mobile Fleel Serv., Inc., 613 N.W.2d
142, 15) (WIS. 2000) (ruling that, because of the plaintiffs knowledge of danger, "[i)n the
Circumstances of this case, Transtech's failure to warn Strasser about the absence of safety
treads 10 the new ladders was not negligence").

Opposition in Response 10 Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
Stale ojAlaska I'. Eli Lilly and Compa"y (Case No. 3AN-06-05630 el)
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as the warning itself changes, and as the information known to Lilly and available to the

medical community changes]' The State has not explained how one jury would decide the

adequacy of the warning at different points in time, and then a second jury would apply the

first jury's verdict to individual prescriptions in the second trial. Trying the State's failure-

32 In re Tetracycline Cases, 107 F.R.D. 719, 733 (W.o. Mo. 1985) (citations omitted).

33 Lindsay v. Ortho Pharm. Corp., 637 F.2d 87, 92 (2d Cir. 1980); In re Tetracycline Cases,
107 F.R.D. 719, 733-34 (W.O. Mo. 1985).

3' See Beyetle v. Ortho Pharm. Corp., 823 F.2d 990, 992-93 (6th Cir. 1987) (noting that
warnings to the medical community change over time as new side effects to a device become
apparent); Lindsay v. Ortho Pharm. COIP., 637 F.2d 87, 91 (2d Cir. 1980) (stating that
warnings should change due to safety information learned through research, adverse reaction
reports, and scientific literature); In re Fard Motor Co. Vehicle Paint, 182 F.R.o. 214, 220
(E.D. La. 1998) (noting that defendant's knowledge and conduct was not uniform over the
period of time at issue, and that defendant's conduct needed to be assessed as it related to
each plai~tiff); Allen v. G.D. Searle & Co., 708 F. Supp. 1142, 1148 (0. Or. 1989) (noting
that warnmgs to the medical commumty should change as knowledge of a medication's side
effects changes).

Page 140120
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. . "the actual state of knowledge of the prescribing physician, ... theparamount Importance IS

. th· I" n and the impact of any nfnature of the illness or condition which prompted e prescnp 10 , .

,,32 Th d cy of the warning is judged not justthe warnings in those circumstances. . . . e a equa

by what was in the FDA-approved label, but also by what the prescribing physician actually

knew ITom a variety of sources - some under the control of Lilly (such as discussions with

sales representatives, approved promotional pieces, and "Dear Doctor" letters), and some

. I r ) 33outside Lilly's control (meetings, conversations with colleagues, and medica Iterature.

Furthermore, the adequacy of the warning is not a static issue; it changes over time,

Opposition in Response 10 PJaintirrs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
Stale ofAlaska 1~ Eli Lilly aud Compa"y (Case No. 3AN.06-05630 CI)



approach, because the causation questions are "inextricably intertwined.,,36

Page 15 arlO
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f tu I prescriptions written guaranteesto-warn claim without any consideration 0 ac a

accomplishing nothing because an abstract finding could never resolve whether the actual

fi d f e in light of the medicalwarning given to a prescriber was inadequate at a Ixe 1m

35
community's and the presciber's knowledge at that time, as required by Alaska law.

The State may argue that it will demonstrate the impact on prescribers of Lilly's

But it has neveralleged failure with aggregate, rather than individualized evidence.

. th fi 'al terms This is yet anotherexplained how it would do that, even In e most super ICI .

example of the infirmities in the State's method of proof, which must be directly addressed,

not conveniently bypassed, before any trial takes place.

The State's proposal would also result in its evidence about whether Zyprexa can

cause diabetes being presented in the first trial, and whether it did cause diabetes in the

second trial. Courts have consistently rejected proposals for separate trials using this

35 Shanks v. The Upjohn Co., 835 P.2d 1189, 1200 (Alaska 1992).

36 In re Agent Orange, 818 F.2d 145, 165 (2d Cir. 1987) (rejecting trial of "generic
causation" in the class action setting because "generic causation and individual circumstances
concerning each plaintiff and his or her exposure to Agent Orange thus appear to be
inextricably intertwined, and class action would have allowed generic causation to be
determined without regard to those characteristics and the individual's exposure"); see, e.g.,
In re Fibreboard Corp_, 893 F.2d 706, 712 (5th Cir. 1990) (rejecting proposal in a class
action setting that "general causation" issue be tried because "commonality among class
members on issues of causation and damages can be achieved only by lifting the description
of th~ claIms to a level of gene~ality th~t tears them from their substantively required
moorIngs to actual causatIOn and discrete InJury"); In re Paxi!, 212 F.R.D. 539, 546-47 (C.D.
Cal. 2003) .(noling that "[t]he theory and the benefits of bifurcation, when placed in actual
practIce, WIll prove to be ephemeral" where plaintiffs sought to bifurcate general causation

(continued ...)

Opposilion in Response 10 Plainlifrs Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
Slate ofAlaska It Eli Lilly and Company (Case No. 3AN-06-0S630 el)



evidence.

evidence to two juries.39

presentation of the same voluminous and complicated scientific, regulatory, and marketing

Page 16 ono
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E. The Same Evidence Will Be Presented in Both Trials.

No matter how neatly the State proposes to parse this case, it cannot avoid the

· UTPA I' s for civil penalties in theThe State also claims that it can resolve Its calm

'11 ' k t" efforts were not limited to [itsfirst trial by presenting "evidence that LI y s mar e mg

d] S ,,37 But J'ust like the failure-to-warn claim, the UTPA claim is not satisfiedapprove use. ,

by marketing "in the air." As the State recognizes, it must demonstrate that Lilly violated

Alaska's UTPA in Alaska, and the number of violations 38 Any claim that Lilly engaged in

misleading promotional activity with prescribers will depend, in part, on the prescribers'

testimony about whether they were misled; certainly Lilly's defense will include that

(... continued)
from specific causation); In re Ford Motor Co. Vehicle Paint, 182 F.R.D. 214, 220 (E.D. La.
1998) (noting that conducting a phased trial to establish general causation would have little if
any significance because proof of specific causation was also necessary); Arch v. Am.
Tobacco Co., 175 F.R.D. 469, 488 (ED. Pa. 1997) (same); Kurczi v. Eli Lilly & Co., 160
F.RD. 667, 677 (N.D. Ohio 1995) (same); Ikonen v. Hartz Mountain Corp., 122 F.R.D. 258,
265 (S.D. Cal. 1988) (finding that bifurcating general causation from specific causation in the
class-action context is not useful because the issues are inextricably intertwined); see also
Hamm v. Amer. Home Prods., 888 F. Supp. 1037, 1039 (E.D. Cal. 1995) (rejecting
bifurcation because ofjury management problems).

37 PI.'s Mem. in Supp. of Bifurcation 5.
38 1d. at 6.

39 See In re Tetracycaline Cases, 107 F.R.D. 719, 734 (W.O. Mo. 1985) ("of course to the
extent that such an eVIdentiary replay is required, most of the benefits of the ... pro~eedingwould be negated").

Opposition in Response to Plaintirrs Memorandum in Support or Birurcation
Stale ofAlaska I'. Eli Lilly und CompQuy (Case No. 3AN-06-0S6JO el)



the risk-benefit determinations that they had to make. In addition, experts who will evaluate

knew about health outcomes associated with Zyprexa, and when they knew it, and to assess

Alaska Medicaid data will necessarily have to discuss the scientific literature regarding

Page t7 of20

The State has explained that, in a first trial to establisb design defects and failure to

its experts "will testifY about tbe deleterious health conditions tbat arise fromwarn,

Zyprexa's side effects.''''o This expert testimony will be based entirely on published scientific

literature, as demonstrated by the MDL expert reports of Frederick Brancati, David Goff, and

William Wirshing, which the State intends to rely upon in this matter. That same scientific

literature will have to be presented again to the second jury as evidence of what prescribers

it exists) can or cannot be deemed causal. The second jury would also have to have a firm

antipsychotics and metabolic conditions, to sensibly articulate to the second jury why an

increased incidence of diabetes amongst Zyprexa users in the Alaska Medicaid population (if

grasp of this information to understand points of cross examination.

Regulatory evidence, including communications with the FDA, Zyprexa labeling

changes, and Lilly's warnings to the medical community must be presented again." Lilly

would present this evidence to the second jury in the context of tbe adequacy of Zyprexa's

40 PI.'s Mem. in Supp. of Bifurcation 4.

41 The State's failure-to-warn claim requires that it prove that an inadequate warnin
~roxlmatelY caused Injury to Alaska Medicaid recipients. See Shanks v. The Upjohn Co 83~

(A
·2Id k1189, 1200 (Alaska 1992); Clary v. Fiflh Ave. Chrysler Center Inc 454 P 2d 244·' ?47

as a 1969). ' ., . , -

Opposition in Response to Plaintifr M .
State ofAlaska ~\ Eli Lilly and Compa~,y (~~::~no~~~~~o~gf60;~ ~~jirurcation
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Evidence of alleged off-label promotions presented in the first trial related to the

damages under UTPA, it has to demonstrate that it suffered an ascertainable loss as a result

Page 180120
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warning to frame the information available to individual prescribers, from a variety of

sources, regarding Zyprexa's alleged side effects, before and during the periods that they

prescribed Zyprexa to Medicaid recipients.

State's UTPA claim would also have to be presented again. For the State to receive actual

of the alleged off-label promotion, which will, among other things, require it to show that the

between the alleged improper marketing and an action by a prescriber in Alaska, which

promotion actually resulted in a prescription being written.42 This will require a linkage

The assertion that the second trial will require consideration only of the Medicaid

would have to take place in the second trial.

data rests on the State's convenient evasion of the fact that, between Lilly's marketing and

the Zyprexa label, and the health outcomes of patients, there is a learned intermediary, the

prescriber, whose decision-making process will be evidence in the case. Since the State has

no plan for determining the effect of Lilly's marketing and the Zyprexa warning on

42

See Alaska Pattern Jury Instructions, Consumer Protection Act 10.0IA, 1O.0IB, 10.038,
10.04.

Opposition in Response 10 Plaintifrs Md.
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IV. CONCLUSION

deciding whether Lilly harmed the State?

Page 19 ono

prescribers in the first trial, the effect will have to be considered in the second trial, requiring

. 143
the reintroduction and reconsideration ofextensive evidence from the first tna .

43 Not only will the re-presentation of evidence be confusing and inefficient, but it may give
rise to a constitutional violation. Federal courts addressing bifurcation plans have found
them to be unconstitutional under the Reexamination Clause of the Seventh Amendment if
they result in two juries examining the same issues of fact. See, e.g., Castano v. American
Tobacco Co., 84 F.3d 734, 750-51 (5th Cir. 1996) (rejecting a motion to try "core liability"
issues followed by a trial of individual class members because the of the high risk of
reexamination of issues, which would violate the Seventh Amendment); In re Rhone-Poll/ellc
Rorer. Inc., 51 F.3d 1293, 1303 (7th Cir. 1995) (posner, J.) (granting mandamus to reverse a
trial court's bifurcation plan because overlapping issues was a "looming infringement of
Seventh Amendment rights;" "How the resulting inconsistency between juries could be
prevented escapes us"). Although the Alaska Constitution does not contain the same explicit
reexamination prohibition as the Seventh Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the Alaska
Supreme Court has invoked the prohibition against reexamination. See Evans v. State, 56
P.3d 1046, 1051 (Alaska 2002).

The only way to determine whether Lilly harmed the State of Alaska is to find out

what happened to Zyprexa prescribers and Zyprexa users in Alaska, the evidence of which

resides in medical records, medical claims data, and prescriber testimony. Holding a trial on

generalized issues of Zyprexa's effect profile and Lilly's marketing practices, without

knowing whether there is even a prima facie case that Alaska Medicaid recipients were

injured by Zyprexa, is a waste of the parties' and judicial resources, and a violation of Lilly's

constitutional rights. The most expeditious use of resources is to continue working on the

question that the Court recognized as primary at the outset: What evidence is relevant to

001568
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Attorneys for Defendant

DATED this 9th day of November, 2007.

all, and, if so, to try the case in one proceeding before a single jury.
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PEPPER HAMILTON LLP
Andrew R. Rogoff, admitted pro hac vice
Eric J. Rothschild, admitted pro hac vice
3000 Two Logan Square, Suite 3000
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2711
(215) 981-4000

LANE POWELL LLC

By/);;h~~f4A~~~~-;1~~!d.)
rewster H. Jamieson, ASBANo. 841112

Andrea E. Girolamo-Welp, ASBA No. 0211044

Accordingly, Lilly requests that the Court deny the State's Motion for Bifurcation,

the parties to develop the evidence that will determine whether this case should go to trial at

and grant Lilly's Motion for an Extension of all Court-Ordered Deadlines, which will allow

I certify that on November 9, 2007, a copy o( the
forcgomg was served b)'hand-dclivcry and e-mail on:

Eric T. SandcB, Esq.
Feldman Orlansk)' &Sanders
500 L. Strec:l, SUlle 400

An~=~01'5911
\ ~.~r----.,.

Opposition in Response 10 Plainlirrs M .
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12 Master has ordered that the State make a new

16 know when we'll be receiving it.

14 State to be making efforts to extract that, but as of

Page

EXHIBIT A
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understand the
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The State has admitted this. The Discovery

THE COURT: Okay. So, Mr. Sanders, do you

MR. SANDERS: There is additional

THE COURT: Okay. So then what are the

MR. ROTHSCHILD: Sure. Your Honor, the

2 request for a status conference was made by the State

3 after Lilly filed a motion for extension of all the

court-ordered deadlines. And the primary basis for

5 that is that the evidence that the State is relying

6 upon to prove its case, the Clinton and Medicaid

7 claims data, has not been fully produced to Lilly.

8 So neither party today has the data that it needs for

9 its experts to analyze and to prepare this case for

10 trial.

11

13 production of Medicaid claims data.

15 today's date, we don't have that data, and we don't

17

18 have a characterization of why this delay has been

19 requested or do you disagree with that? I mean, is

20 there information that the State needs to produce

21 that hasn't been produced in order to move this

22 along?

23

24 information that we intend to produce.

25



13 the trial date.

10 their intent was, although they didn't state it for

11 some reason. So let's -- I just said let's call this

Page 5

We really

EXHIBIT A
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And we don't have the data yet, and

MR. SANDERS: Okay. If I could just back

And if that's being contemplated, I want to

MR. ROTHSCHILD: It is, Your Honor, and it

deadlines and the trial date?

these deadlines. They didn't ask for an extension of

time lines going to be for getting that information

2 so that everybody can then do the work that they need

3 to do, and what's the effect of that going to be on

5

6 up. I did ask for the status conference, and the

7 reason for that is they asked for an extension of all

9 the trial, and I assume that that really was what

12 what it's supposed to be, which is a motion to vacate

14

15 know that sooner rather than later because of these

16 deadlines that are fast approaching.

17
THE COURT: Well, then let me just ask.

18 mean, is the effect if I grant your motion to set

19 back all the trial dates really going to be to set

20 off the trial date?

21

22 actually was specifically requested. It's in our

23 proposed order.

24 we don't know when we're going to get it.

25 need a period similar to what was contemplated when



10 for a rational trial date?

14 has nothing to do with liability.

12 my observation. If I understand what the complaint

Page 6
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THE COURT: So then what's everybody's best

MR. SANDERS: Okay. Here's what -- here's

And so what we would propose is -- we've

So I think that it's unrealistic to think

this case was first scheduled, six months or so, to

2 get this data, analyze it and prepare the expert

3 reports, and certainly the trial dates would have to

be shifted accordingly, and we in fact did request

5 that in our proposed order.

6

11

7 estimates of when the information that needs to be

gathered is going to be gathered and what effect this

9 will have on all the other dates and what that means

13 is, the complaint is all with respect to damages. It

15

16 gotten the -- we've gotten Lilly's expert witness

17 list. They have 19 experts. And I can't go through

18 and identify which are on damages and which are on

19 liability, but obviously many of them are on

20 liability because they say they're conSistent with

21 their expert reports in the MOL litigation.

22

23 that Lilly is going to try this case in ten days on

24 liability and damages. Probably more realistic is

25 we're looking at ten days from Lilly just on



10 If we're correct, then that will be -- will

9 liability. We'll try the liability case.

Page 7

don't know -- I'll let Lilly

and I think I'm willing to go this

So what I would propose is we keep the

liability alone, but --

So what I'm saying is if the complaints2

7 for our entire case.

have the ten days they had proposed before for

3 that they're expressing here today all go to the area

of damages, why can't we go ahead with the liability

5 trial we have scheduled for March. We think we can

6 put our case on in less than the ten days we propose

11 resolve liability and causation and address damages,

12 if there is liability, and causation at a later time.

13 And if Lilly's position is correct -- if I understand

14 it, they're saying there is no liability or causation

15 issues. If they're right, then we're done, and they

16 don't have to worry about all this damage

17 information.

18

19 liability trial, so we try liability and damages. We

20 would vacate the trial date insofar as it applies to

21 damages. If

22 far with them. You know, in terms of an exact

23 deadline for when this data will be provided to them,
24 I don't know, but I think that what whatOur -- we're
25 willing to do -- because one of the complaints they

001575 EXHIBIT --.A
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10 that reports be staggered, we produce ours first,

8 We need to see their experts first.

Now, this is kind of a common theme the

So they propose one of two things. Either

I think -- we're prepared in good faith to

MR. SANDERS: Damage reports. The

THE COURT: Damage or liability?

The only question on this case is -- the

reports.

5

9

11 they get to study them, and then they get to issue

12 their reports. Or that we produce them

6 court hears all the time in cases, that: We don't

7 know what their theory is. We can't prepare for it.

have in their pleadings were that the State is using

2 some novel scientific methodology that we haven't

3 explained to them yet so they can't prepare their

Page 8

13 simultaneously, and they produce rebuttal reports.

14

15 concede that we would give them our damage reports.

16

17

18 liability is -- they know all about liability. All

19 these reports have already been exchanged in the MDL.

20 So there is no secrets on the liability. They know

21 what Our theory of liability is. We know what their

22 defenses are.

23

24 only mystery they're posing in the pleadings are

25 about damages. We don't know how their damages are

001576 EXHIBIT A-
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Risk of Diabetes Mellitus Associated with
Atypical Antipsychotic Use Among Medicaid Patients
with Bipolar Disorder: A Nested Case-Control Study

Jeff]- Guo. Ph.D., Paul E. Keck,jr., M.D., Pallicia K Corey·Lisle, Ph.D., Hong Li, Ph.D.,

OongmingJiang, Ph.D., RaymondJang. Ph.D., and Gilbert]. L1ulie.n, $c.D.

Study Objective. To quantify the. risk of diabetes mellltus associated with
atypical antipsychotics compared with conventional amipsychotics in
managed cart Medicaid patients with bipolar disorder.

Design. Reuospective nested case·conrrol study.
Data Source. Integrated seven;-SlalC Medicaid managed care claims database:

from january 1.1998-Dec~mber31.2002.
Patients. Two hundred eighty-three patients with diabetes (cases) and 1134 .

controls matched by age, sex, and the index date on which bipolar disorder

was diagnosed.
Measurements and Main Results. Cases were defined as those having an

International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision diagnosis of diabetes
or those receiving treatment with anlidiabetic drugs. Both case and control
patients had at least a 3-month exposure to either conventi.onal or alypical
anlipsychotic agents or three filled prescriptions related to treatment (or
bipolar di.sorder. or the 283 cases. 139 (49%) reteived atypical
antipsychotlcs (olam:apine, risperidone, quetiapine. ziprasidone. and
clazapine) and 133 (47%) were prescribed conventional antipsychotics. To
compare the risk rar new-onset diabetes associated with atypical versus
conventional antipsychatics, we conducted a Cox proportional hat.ard
regre.ssian, in which we controlled ror age; sex; duration or bipolar disorder
rollow-up; use of lithium, anticonvulsants, antidepressants, and other
drugs: and psychiatriC and medical comorbidities, Compared with patients
receiving conventional antipsychotlcs, the risk or diabetes was greatest
among patients laking risperidone (hazard. ratio (HRI 3.8, 95% confidence
interval (01 2.7-5.3), olanzapine (3.7, 95% Cl 2.5-5.3), and quetiapine
(2.5,95% a 1.4-4.3). The risk ror developing diabetes was also associated
with weight gain (HR 2.5, 95% CI1.9-3.4), hypertension (HR 1.6,95% Cl
1.2-2.2), and substance abuse (HR 1.5, 95% Cl 1.0-2.2).

Conclusion. Olanzapine, risperidone, and quetiapine are aU associated with
development or exa.cer~a.tion or diabetes mellitus in patients with bipolar
d1sord~r, ,When prescnbmg lherapy ror this patient population.. metabolic
comphcanons such as diabetes, weight gain, and hypertension need to be
considered.

Ke~:.~:a~. diabetes, bipolar disorder, atypical antipsychotics, managed care,

(Pharmacotherapy 2007;27(1):27-35)
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primary agems used to tTeat bipolar disorder.
Although conventional antipsychotics also have

.Traditionally, mood stabilizers such as lithium,
dlvalproex, and carbamazepine have been the
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From the College of PhartnllC)'. UnLverslty or Cincinnati
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Dtp.I~~1 of. Psrchbay, Unlvusity of Cincinnllti College
of MedICIne, CinCU\flati. Ohio CDr. Kttk); r.ht: Mental Health
Cart. Une and Gcnt:nl Clinlcal Research Center, C1ncinrunJ
Velerans Affairs Medical Cenler, Clnclnnatl, Ohio (Dr.
Keck); Brblo!·Myers Squibb PhulIlaceutlul Re.surch
lnstitute, W.UiDgford, Connecricul (Drs. Corey-lisle U
and I.:halien): and the BioSIUJ$lics Division'

~~::~f=~~~ci~~~anJ.harmaceullcal. Philadelphia:

Presented II the Intunatlon.1 Conference of
~~coepidemlology,Bordeaux, France, August 20-25,

Suppoflt:d by a grant rrom the Bristol-Myers Squibb
~:~::~~~tlC'l RUtlrch tn5tllute, Wallingford,

o~\~~n::l~n~r::l~~~~~~~!.. ~:~5P~~~~U:~:~~;
OnamulJ,OH '1-5267-0001; e-maU: Jdr.guotlPuc.edu. '

Melhods

Data Source

Our data source was a multistale managed care
claims database (PharMetrics, Watertown, MA).
The database covered over +5 million individuals
enrolled in managed carc organizations with 70
health plans. including seven state Medicaid
managed care programs, in four U.S. regions:
Midwest (34.1%), East (15.6%), South (23.9%),
and West (26.4%).]' The database included each
patient's date of enrollment and pharmacy,
me~ical, and Institutional claims. Each medical
claIm was recorded with accompanying diag.
nostic codes from the. International ClassiftcCUlon
of Diseases, Ninth Rl:vision (ICD·9) that justified
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for diabetes of 4.7-5.8."H· U An analysis based on
the World Health Organization's adverse drug
reaction database found that these agents had an
HR fo( diabetes as high as 10.22.16 Several cases
of diabetic ketoacidosis and diabetes a.s.sodated
with atypical antipsychotic.s have been reponed
among adult17 and pediatricu .19 patients with
bipolar disorder. Although atypical an tipsy
chotics are widely used to treat mania, their
association with diabetes onset has not been
adequately quantified in patients with bipolar
disorder.)!)

Not only is the Medicaid program the
dominant payer for mental health services in the
United States,)( but the number of Medicaid
enrollees in managed care organizations has
increased since the mid~1990s.]1 Studies using
Iowa and California Medicaid claims databases
have found that patients with schizophrenia
exposed to clozapine or olanza~ine were at
increased risk for type 2 diabetes.],]4 Yet, very
little infonnation exists about the risk of diabetes
associated with antipsychotic drug use among
patients with bipolar disorder in the managed
care Medicaid population.

We hypothesized that atypical antipsychotics
would present a different risk for diabetes than
conventional antipsychotic:s. Our objectives were
to investigate the association between a.typical
antipsychotics and diabetes mellitus in patients
with bipolar disorder in the managed care
Medicaid population and compare it with the
association between conventional antipsycbotics
and diabetes in the same patient populalion. In
a..ssessing the risk for diabetes, we controlled for
key covariates such as age, sex, and psychiatric
and medical comorbidides, as well as concomitant
drugs that affect patients' risk for hyperglycemia.

28

been prescribed to treat acute mania, long-term
maintenance usc: of these agents is limited due to
their intolerable adverse events, including
akathisla, extrapYramidal symptoms, and tardive
dyskinesia. Atypical antipsychotics (aripiprazole,
c1ozapine, olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone,
and ziprasidone) are generally regarded as having
lower risk for causing extrapyramidal symptoms
than conventional anripsychotics; they have been
used with increasing frequency in the rreatment
of bipolar disorder since the mid·1990s. 1

""" This
trend may reflect the antimanic or mood·
stabilizing properties of atypical antipsychotics
and their favorable tolerability profiles compared
with conventional agenlS.5-

7 Recent clinical trials
suggest that antipsychotic augmentation might
be efficacious for treatment of bipolar depres
sion.7-0 Unfonunately, atypical antipsychotics are
associated with metabolic complications that
place patients at risk for weight gain, altered
glucose metabolism, dyslipidemia, myocarditis,
and cardiomyopathy.ID-1}

The increased risk for diabetes associated with
atypical antipsychotics may reflect direct effects
of these drugs on ~·cell function and insulin
action. IO.1I Several published studies, including a
number of retrospective cohon studies, have
shown associations between the development of
diabetes or glucose intolerance and the atypical
anti psychotics clozapine, olanzapine, and
risperidone in patients with schizophrenia. U...D A
research group reported hazard ratios (HRs) for
diabetes r1sk of 1.1-1.2 in Veterans Affairs
patients who received atypical antipsychotics. H

Two groups in the United Kingdom found that
atypical antipsychotic.s were associated with HRs
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Figure 1. Pnient Dow dUgram of incidUlt a.sc:s of diabetes
me1linu; and controls from patienlS with bipolar disorder in
the United Stiles managed care Medicaid population,
1998-1001. 'Incident cases of dia~ttS were tdentlfled by
either earliest diagnosis or 'n((rnlZflonol C1cuslftcoffon oj
IXmua. Ninth Ratlsloo OCO-9) code 250.xx or trutmenl
for diabetes. ~ighty-n1ne case padc:nLS 'Ntth [ewer lhan nile
R\ltched controls were Included In the analysis.
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incideot cases of diabetes, we checked ~edi~l
and prescription claim records for any diagnosIS
or tteaunent of diabetes before the di~betes index
date. PatienlS were rejected as cases If they had a
prescription for oral antidiabetic agen~ .befo:e
the diabetes index i::l.ate. The oral anudlabeuc
agents identified were 5Ulfony~urea dru~s (ac~to
hexamide, glipizide, glybunde), a. bl~uantde
(melformin), thiazolidinediones (pl0glttazone,
rosiglitazone), a.glucosidase inhibitors (acarbose:,
miglitol), and the new drugs repaglinide and
nateglinide. .,

The index date of bipolar diagnOSIs was the
first date of diagnosis indicated by designated
ICD-9 codes for bipolar disorder during the
study period. For each case ~e matc~ed fi~e
controls according to age at bIpolar diagnosIS
index date (standard deviation of 5 yrs), sex, and
the month and year of diagnosis of bipolar
disorder. Controls meeting the matching criteria
were selected at random using SAS, version 8.0
(SAS Institute lnc., Cary, NC), software. Controls
were selected from a population of patienLS who
had been diagnosed with bipolar disorder but
were not diagnosed with or treated for diabetes at
any time during the study period. Because the

Study Design
We used a retrospective nested case·control

(population-based case-control) design. Claims
data from January 1, 1998-December 31, 2002 (5
calendar years) were reviewed. To protect patient
confidentiality, we deleted patient names,
insurance plan identification numbers, and other
patient identifiers 'from the claims database.
Randomized patient numbers and patients' birth
years were used for identification and calculation
of age. The research project was approved by the
University of Cincinnati Medical Center's
institutional review board.

the medical service. This geograpbically diver
sified claims database provides a large quant~ty ~f
health information pertaining to the Medicaid
population. The use of Medicaid or managed
care claims databases for phannacoepidemiologic
studies has been well documented. l~. 2}.1~.1l.).t

Study Cohort Identification

As shown in Figure 1, from 1998-2002 a total
of 48,965 managed care Medicaid patients had at
least one diagnosis of an affective disorder (lCO
9 code 296.xx) or cyclothymia (lCO·9 code
301.13). We excluded 4841 patients with
schizophrenia (295.xx), 30,624 patients with
depression only (296.2x and/or 296.3x), and 29
patienls aged 65 yeaTS or greater during the study
period. These exclusions enabled us 10 assess
patients with bipolar disorder while avoiding
confounding due to patients who had schizo
phrenia and/or depression or who were eligible
for both Medicare and Medicaid. The final
cohort consisted of 13,471 patients with bipolar
disorder indicated by any of the following lCD·9
codes: 296.0, 296.1, and 296.4-296.8. Because
less. than 0.1%of the study group had cyclothymia,
patienlS with that disorder were not categorized
separately.

In keeping with otber published re:crospective
cohan studies, \S-J) we selected a cohon of
patients who had a minimum of J months of
exposure to atypical or conventional antipsy- .
chotics or at least three filled prescriptions
related to treatment of bipolar disorder during
the study period. lncidem cases of diabetes were
identified by either the earliest diagnosis of teD-
9 code 250.xx or treatmem for diabetes after the
first identified use of antipsycbotics. The date for
the first diabetes diagnosis or first use of
antidiabetic drugs was defined as the diabetes
index date. To ensure that we were Identifying
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month and year of bipolar diagnosis were pan of
the matching criteria, the calendar time
distributions of the bipolar index date were the
same for both cases and controls.

Drug Use and Covariatcs
We classified antipsychotics as either conven

tional or atypical. The atypical antipsychotics
were olanzapine, risperidone. quetiapinc,
ziprasidone, and cloz.apine. Aripiprazole was not
included in this analysis as it was not available
during the study period. The conventional
antipsychotic.s were haloperidol. chlorpromazine,
fluphenazine, loxapine, molindone, perphenazine,
thioridazine, trinuoperazine, thiothixene, and
pimozide. Other anupsychotics. such as thioxan
thenes (flupenthixol, zuclopenthixol), pipotiazine,
and methouimeprazine were: not included in this
study because they were not available in the
United StlHe5.

Published repons indicate that some drugs
elevate blood glucose levels in some patients.
Thus, our analysis incorporated data on adminis
tration of any of the following drugs during the
study period: a-blockers (e.g., doxazosin,
prazosin, terazosin), l3-blockers (e.g., atenolol,
betaxolol, bisopro!ol), thiazide diuretics (e.g.,
chlorothiazide, chlonhalidone, polythiazide),
corticosteroids (e.g., methylprednisolone,
hydrocortisone), phenytoin, oral contraceptives
containing norgesterol, and valproic acid.:lO· 16

·)T

For both cases and comrols, all prescription
drug claims for treatrnem of bipolar disorder and
diabetes were abstracted and reviewed. The
follow-up period began with each patient's fIrst
bipolar diagnosis date and ended with the index
date of diabetes, the end of the study period, or
the end of the patient's enrollment in the
managed care Medicaid program, whichever
carne first. We used dichotomous variable.'i to
indicate whether a patient had received
concomitant drugs known to be associated with
diabetes or hyperglycemia. All drug claims were
identified by national drug codes.

In addition to drugs known to affect the risk of
diabetes, we adjusted the analysis for psychiatric
comorbldities (alcohol abuse, substance abuse
disor~er, personality disorder, anxiety disorder,
and Impulse-control disorder) and medical
como.r~idities (hypertension, weight gain,
arthritis, cerebral vascular disease, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, d}'Slipidemia, and
coronary hean disease:. The ICD-9 codes were
used lO identify comorbid conditJons from dther
hospital or clinical encounters.

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed with SAS, version

8.0. Descriptive statistics were used to expl.ore
patient demographics and drug use categoncs.
The age of each patient was simply the age at
bipolar diagnosis. We conducted the Cox
proportional hazard regrcssion to asscss the risk
for diabetes associated with antipsychotic drugs
due to the consideration of time-to·event with
censoring and covariates. We detennined hazard
ratios for each rlsk factor with 95% confidence
intervals. Patients taking conventional
anLipsychotics were the referent group in our
comparison of diabetes risk among patients.

Results

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the
study population. During the 5-year study
period (1998-2002), of the 13,471 managed care
Medicaid patients with bipolar disorder, 1730
(13%) had at least one prescription for atypical
anupsychotics, 1918 (14%) had prescriptions for
conventional antipsychotics, 1048. (8%) for
lithium, 3013 (22%) for amiconvulsants, and
4011 00%) for antidepressants.

The first cohons we selected consisted of 323
case patients who developed diabetes after the
bipolar index dale and after their first
antipsychotic drug exposure and 12,432 control
patients who had bipolar disorder but not
diabetes during the study period. We then
excluded eight case patients who received insulin
for type 1 diabetts and 32 case patients who were
unmatched with controls. This resulted in 28)
cases of diabetes and matched 1134 controls.
Eighty-nine cases that had fewer than five
comrols/case were kept for the study. Most of
those cases were adults older than 50 years. The
age and sex of these cases and controls were
similar.

As shown in Table 1, treatment with atypical
antipsy~hotics, conventional anti psychotics,
lithium, anticonvulsant drugs, and antidepressant
drugs was more prevalent among cases than
controls. Of the 283 cases, 133 (47%) received
conventional antipsychotics, and 139 (49%)
received atypical antipsychotics. Because only
five patients « 2%) received more 'than one
atypi.cal antipsychotic during the study period,
we did nOt categorize this patient group.
~ompare~ with patients receiving conventional

anupsycho~cs. the risk for diabetes was greatest
among patIents taking risperidone (HR 3.8, 95%
eI 2.7-5.3), olanzapine (HR 3.7, 95% Cl
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71 (6.26)
27 (2..38)
5(0 )
5(0 )

119(10.49)
289 (2H8)
161 (lH6)
79(6.97)
20(1.76)
6L (5.38)

3 (0.26)
2 (0.18)

37+(32.98)
213 (18.78)

25(2.20)
~(1.1l)

329(29.01)
~2(49.56)

168(11.81)

916 (80.78)
218(19.21)

86(7.58)
7(0.62)

17105.08)
38(3.35)
17 (1.50)
8(0.71)

18 (1.59)

117(12.96)
1<46(12.87)
1"15 (39.21)

22 (1.91)
65 (5.7)

191(17.11)
90 (7.Pi)
30(2.65)
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addition, patients whose bipolar disorder was
coupled with substance abuse, hypertension,
and/or weight gain had a significantly higber risk
for diabetes than their counl.erpans.

Discussion

This multistate, population·based, nesled case
control study examined the risk of diabetes

63 (22.26)

" 0.11)
78(27.56)
3000.60)

9 (3.l8)
1(0.35)
5(1.76)

5(1.77)
10(3.53)
70(24.73)

129 (1~J.58)

69(2+.38)

n7(80.2l)
56 (19.79)

153 (51.06)
164 (57.95)
139(49.12)
51 (18.02)
18 (6.36)
65(22.97)
2(0.71)
3 (1.06)

1H(6l18)
133 (17.<lO)

22 (7.77)
'f1 (11.18)

150(.53.00)
5(1.76)

21(7.12)

no (15.Pi)
79(27.92)
16C5.6~

Cases ContTOls
(n..283) (n_l1Ji)

Age(yrs)
S12
13-17
18-31
3>-+9
50-&!

S<x
FCmoJle
Mol,

Psychodlttllpcutlcdrugs"
Uthlum
Anticonvulsaoo;·
Atypicallntipsycholics

Olanupinc
Quetiapinc
IUspuidonc
Zipnsldone
dozaplne

AntidcprcssanlS
Conventional antlpsychotic:s

Other concomitant drugs'
~-Blockers

a-Blockers
Conlcosterolds
Thiazide diuretics
Oralconrraccptlves
Valprolcacld
Phenytoin

Psychlatrlccomorblditles<
Alcohol abuse
Sub5tanceahuse
AnJdcrydlsorrlcr
Impulse·conrroldlsordcr
Pcrsonatitydisorder

Medical comorbldititS'
HypcrtUlSion
Wdghlgain
A"brltis
Chronicob;structive
pulmonacydlsast. 11 (11.19)

Cerebral ~lar disuse 15 (5.30)
CorotUl)'heandlscase 11 (3.88)
Oysl1pidemia 8 (2.83)

Table 1. Characteristics o£the Study Patients .

No. ('I)o£Palicnts

DIABETES RISK IN MEDICAID PATIENTS WITH BIPOLAR DlSORDER Guo et al

2.5-5.3), qU<liapine (HR 2.5, 95% CI 1.4-4.3),
and the anticonvulsants divalproex and
caroamazeplne (HR 1.6, 95% (1 1.2-2.1; Table
2). These data were obtained in a process thaI
coorrolled for the Covariales of age, sex, and
duration of follow-up; use of lithium, anti
convulsants, and antidepressants; concomitant
drugs (not related to bipolar disorder); and
psychiatric and medical comorbldities. In
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received either clozapinc or ziprasldone. Long·
tenn data from large, randomized, controlled
trials are needed to more explicitly uamine the
association between diabetes and various atypical
antipsychotic drugs.

As shown in Table 2, in addition [0

antipsychotic usc, diabetes risk is also associated
with Weight gain and hypertension. As the
literature indicates, olanzapine. clozapinc, and
risperidone art associated with weight gain,I). u. 46

hyperlipidemia, and hypenriglyceridemia. all of
which are independent risk (actors Cor heart
disease. I., 47, +8 Our findings of elevated HRs for
weight gain and hypertension make it likely that
the incident cases of diabetes we identified were.
associated with metabolic syndrome. OUT data
also show that patients with substance abuse
have a heightened risk rOT diabetes. Il is possible
that these patients might have less healthy
lifestyles, poorer drug compliance. or poorer
access to health care services than patients
without substance abuse. 49

• 3o Poor drug
compliance might lead to drug overdose. which
could increase the risk for diabetes in this
population.)]

Our study had several limitatiOns. Children.
women, and low-income populations are
overrepresented in the Medicaid population.
Thus, our findings might not be indicative of the
general population. We inferred drug use from
automated pharmacy claims data. Although
baseline drug use differed between cases and
controls, we tned to adjust for these differences
with the Cox 'proportional hazard modeL
Because of the retrospective naNre of a claims
database review, we could not assess individual
p~tlents wit? regard to severity of bipolar
dls~rder, SocIoeconomic class, lipid profiles,
fasung glu.cose concentrations, or changes in
body mass mdex related to weight gain.
~~reover. data on patients' ethnicity were

missing wben PharMetrics (data vendor)
collected medical claims information from
panicipating managed care organizations.
Another concern is that clinicians may have
prescribed ODe drug versus another based on
patients' specific symptoms. We attempted to
re~uc~ this potential confounding bias by
adJusung. ~or known concomitant drugs and
comorbldUles. We also included dyslipidemia
and coronary hUrl disease as comorbidities as
l~ese provi~e a rough proxy for patients at high
fisk for diabetes. It is possible thal we
underestimated the prevalence of diabetes due to
our study'S limited time Window, changes in
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associated with use of antipsychotics in Medicaid
padenrs with bipolar disorder. After conuolling
for personal risk factors and concomitant drug
use, we found that patients receiving afypical
anti psychotics for bipolar disordH are at
increased risk for diabetes. Our findings add to
the body of observational evidence indicating
that cenain atypical antipsychotics may be
associated with an increased risk for diabetes
among patients with bipolar disorder. 27- Z9 It is
unclear, however, whether the diabetes in the
study population is due to the usc of atypical
antipsychotics versus the underlying condition of
bipolar disorder versus characteristics of the
Medicaid population, such as lo~ socioeconomic
stalUS, poor overall physical health, unhealthy
lifestyles, and poor access to health care services.

Atypical antipsychoLics are generally regarded
as having less potential for causing extrapyra
midal symptoms and a higher serotonin:dopamine
receptor affinity compared with conventional
amipsychotics. lI

. II Recent literature indicates
that c1ozapine, olanzaplne, and risperidone 3rc
morc likely to be associated with diabetes
Ondicated by diabetic ketoacidosis and an
atherogenic lipid profile) than other atypical
agents.H • 18. 19. JII. 19 One pOSSible mechanism for
hyperglycemia [s impairment of insulin
resistance, which may occur because of weight
gain or a change in body fat distribution or by a
direct effect on insulin--sensitive target tissues.2,l6.1l

Our findings are comparable to data from
published pharmacoepidemiologic studies of
patients with schizophrenia.H .lJ-13 For example,
reponed HRs for diabetes in patients with
schizophrenia were 1.2-5.8 for olanzapine and
1.1-2.2 for risperidone. H. lJ-23.}} These values
can be compared with the HRs we obtained for
the same drugs in patients with bipolar dlsorder:
HR 3.7 (95% CI 25-5.3) for olanzapine and 3.8
(95'16 CI 2.7-5.3) lor risperidone (Table 2). Aller
controlling for comorbldities, personal risk
factors, and concomitant drugs, we also found
that quetiapine increases the risk for diabetes in
patients with bipolar disorder (HR 2.5, 95% CI
1.4--4.4). Although queliapine has been linked
to diab~tes in case reporls,40-4} earlier studies
have faded to confirm this association.}] This
may be due to their small sample sizes or lack of
control for confounding variables. 44 The HRs
associated with clozapine (HR 2.9, 95% CI
0.9-9.6) and ziprasldone (HR 4.3, 95% Cl
l.o-18.?) in our.st~dy were large, but they were
nOI slausllcally SIgnificant. This might be due to
the small number of patients in our study who
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C\_conlldeneelntuVal
'Model for age. 5U, bIpolar follow.up monthli. U5e of drugs. psychiatric and medical
comorbiditia.
~AnLIC(lnyulnnlSwere d1nlproa.nd c:arbamucplne.

i.
i
I
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1.208-2.216
1.87&-3.375
0.535-1.582

0.865-1.921
0.702-2.129
0.S8a-2.188
0.813-4.182

0.960-1.839
O.2JS-l.907
O.77S-1.417
0.807-1.9+7
0.829-3.76L
O.019-2.6-W
0.167-1.098

9S'foO

0.390-0.996
1.033-2.152
0.96l-1.6tO
0.183-1360
0.67l-1.783

1.000
2.542-:U81
1.427-4.296
2.699-5.269
0.976-18.923
O.862-9.Sn
0.729-1.416
l.lS3-2.HQ
0.8'12-1.538

Conclusion

The atypical anti psychotics olanzapine,
risperidone, and quetiapine are consistently
associated with increased risk for diabetes in
patients with bipolar disorder after adjustment
for relevant risk factors. Metabolic compUcations
are a clinically important issue for patients
receiving antipsychotic therapy. The choice of
olanzapine, risperidone, or quetiapine for a
specific patient with bipolar disorder should
involve consideration of each agent's risks and
benefits. with attention to comorbid conditions
relevant to the patient's risk for diabetes. Thus,

constellation of adverse effects related to
increased risk for weight gain, diabetes, and
dysllpldemia.1o• 11

1.289
1.223
1.134
1.8"!4

0.623
1:491
1.257
0.'199
1.096

1.636
2.516
0.920

1.329
0.669
1.018
1.254
1.166
0.359
0.428

1.000
'.66<
2.476
3.771
".297
2.872
1.016
1.:571
1.138

Pyschothtrapcutlc drugs
Convc.ntiona.!antipsychotic
OIanz;Jpine
Qyell2pine
Rispuidone
Zipcas.idone
Oozapine
UlhiulD.
AnticoDvukmt~

Antidepressant
Othu concomlunt drugs

p-Blocker
a-Blocker
Corticosteroid
Thiazidtdiuretic
Oralcomraetptlve
Valproicacid
Phenytoin

Psychialriccomorbidllics
Alcoholabu.se
Substanccabusc:
Anxlcrydisordu
Impulse-eontrOldisordcr
Personality disorder

Medical comorbldllics
Hypcncnslon
Weight gain
Anhrtlls
ChronlcobslnJctive

pulmonarydiscasc
uubralvasculardisusc
Coronary hun disuse:
DysUpldcmiJ

Table 2. Huard Ratios ror DiabelD Risk

Varlable HaurdRlillO'

managed care enroUment, and the fact that some
meOlal services may not have been billed to
patients' managed care organizations. Finally, we
Identified comorbid conditions by diagnostic
codes without considering the contribution of
drugs to weight gain, hypertension, cerebral
vascular disease, and other disorders.

Despite me above limitations, our study adds
to the limited literature about diabetes risk in
patients with bipolar disorder in managed care
Medicaid programs. It provides useful infonnation
on disease management strategies in terms of
selection of mood stabilizers and consideration of
relevant comorbidities for patients with bipolar
disorder, especially the managed care Medicaid
population. Atypical anrtpsycbolics provide
great benUlt to a wide variety of individuals with
psychiatric disorders; nevertheless, they have a
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ELI LILLY AND COMPANY, .

State makes notice that Interrogatories 39-54 relate to the nature and extent of the State's

Pursuant to Rule 33 of the Alaska Rule$ of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff, the State of

Defendant.

v.

these responses as provided by the applicable rules of procedure. Additionally, many

responses to these Interrogatories will be contained within Plaintiff's experts' reports to be

produced at a later date.

not complete. Therefore, the State specifically reserves the right to supplement and amend

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES

Alaska, provides the following Answers to Defendant's Second Set oflnterrogatories. The

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

damages arising from Defendant's conduct in this case. Discovery regarding these issues is

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE RECEIVEDfI-b
STATE OF ALASKA,) NO~:~t~~

)
) LANE POWELL LLC

Plaintiff,
)
) Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

)
)
)
)
)

INTERROGATORIES

FSl.OlotAN ORU.NSKY&SA"DER' lNTERROGATORY NO. 39: Identify each and every medical condition the

>ooL"""'"
FOllkTHFL.ooRA"CH;'.~~•. AJ{ treatment of which you have paid for that you contend was caused by Zyprexa.

'fa.: 9Oun.J538
FAX: 907.274.0119

Plaintifrs Responses to Defendant's Second Set oflnterrogatories
State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company

Case No. 3AN-Q6-OS630 CI
Page I of12
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•

INTERROGATORY NOAO: Identify by lCN each and every Medicaid claim you

INTERROGATORY NO. 41: Do you contend that, compared to another population

of individuals, the Alaska Medicaid recipients who ingested Zyprexa had a higher incidence

ofany ofthe medical conditions identified in response to Interrogatory No. I? Ifso, for each

condition, identify that comparison population of individuals, and state the criteria by which

you have defined that population.

database.

accurately answer this question, further data is being extracted for the State Medicaid

Interrogatory No. 39, above. By way of further response, in order to ·completely and

ANSWER: The State's response to this interrogatory will be part of its expert

included lCN's will be all ICN's associated with the medical conditions referenced in

disclosures and accompanying reports related to its proof of damages in this case. The

ofZyprexa.

contend you would not have paid for or reimbursed but for the Medicaid recipient'S ingestion

secondary injuries.

ANSWER: The State's response to this interrogatory will be part of its expert .

disclosures and accompanying reports related to its proof ofdamages in this case. As such,

the State fully reserves the right to supplement this interrogatory. The State has paid for the

trea~ent of diabetes and diabetes-related conditions including, but not limited to: all

diabetes, diabetic conditions, pancreatitis, weight gain, dislipidemia and related sequalea and

?l!LDMAN QRLo\HS1(Y
&SANDfU
jOOLSJUET

FolJRTHFl.OOIt
AHCHOItAOe. AK,,>0,

TEL: 907.2n.3S38
FAX: 907.274.0819

Plainiiff's Responses to Defendant's Second Set of Interrogatories
Scate ofAlaska Y. Eli Lilly and Company

Case No. 3AN-1l6·05630 Cl
Page 2 of 12
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conduct were unnecessary.

Alaska that was unnecessary.

Case No. 3AN-06-OS630 CI
Page 3 of12

EXHIBIT L
PAGE -2..0F ..2..

001588

Plaintifrs Responses to Defendant's Second Set oflnterrogatories
Slate ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company

INTERROGATORY NO. 44: Identify every medicine you contend is an "equally

efficacious and safer alternative" (as you have used that phrase in response to Lilly's

Interrogatory No. 19 (First Set)) to Zyprexa for Zyprexa's FDA-approved schizophrenia

indication,

ANSWER: See Answer No. 42 above.

INTERROGATORY NO.43: Identify by leN each prescription reimbursed by

prescriptions occurring during the time of that conduct or potentially resulting from that

ANSWER: The Stale objects to this intelTogatory in that it seeks the mental

that Defendant deceptively and illegally marketed Zyprexa in Alaska, and that all

r

Subject to and without waiving any objections, the State will prove at the trial of this case

impressions, conclusions, opinions and/or legal theories of the attorneys in this litigation.

unnecessary.

Set), you contend that you paid for "unnecessary Zyprexa prescriptions" as a result ofLilly's

alleged wrongful conduct. Identify the criteria by which youdefineZyprexa prescriptions as

ANSWER: Yes. By way of further response, The State's response to this

interrogatory win be part of its expert disclosures and accompanying reports related to its

proof of damages in this case.

INTERROGATORY NO. 42: [n response to Lilly's Interrogatory No. 18 (First

FeU>IIIAN ORLANSKY
&,SANDEJlS
:500LS'nl!.lrr

FOURTH FLOOR
AHOIORAOE,AX.

mo,
1£1.: 907.2n.3S38
PAX: 901.27'.0819



a. time on Zyprexa;

INTERROGATORY NO. 52: For each medical condition identified in response to

Case No. 3AN.Q6.QS630 CI
Page 6 ofl2

EXHIBIT C
PAGE -!L"""....O-F-g-

time between first prescription of any medication used to define tbe
companson population and diagnosis ofthe medical condition;

time. between .first Zyprexa prescription and first prescription of any
med~cation bemg used as evidence that the Medicaid recipient has the
medIcal condlllon;

f.

g.

developed that condition.

ANSWER: The State is using ICD-9 Codes and other health codes such as revenue

e. time .between fin>t Zyprexa prescription and diagnosis of the medical
condItion;

b. time on any medication used to define the comparison population;

c. date of first Zyprexa prescription;

d. date of first prescription ofany medication used to define the comparison
population;

Interrogatory No.1, describe the criteria you are using to determine that a Medicaid recipient

INTERROGATORY NO. 51: For each medical condition identified in response to

codes, HCPCS, procedure codes, and I or codes associated with prescriptions for drug

products utilized to treat medical conditions listed in Interrogatory No. 39 above.

versus the comparison population identified in response to Interrogatory No. 3 ("the

comparison population"), including, but not limited to:

Interrogatory No. I, describe the criteria you are using to identify Medicaid recipients who

will be considered when comparing incidence rate ofthat medical condition in Zyprexa users'

001589

Plaintiff's Responses to Defendant's Second Sel of Interrogatories
Slale ofAlaska Y. Eli Lilly and Company

F'E1..nMAN ORUt.N'SXV
&'SANDI!IlS
SOOLsnur

FouRTH FLOOR
AHOlOAAOE, AX

"SOl
T2L:9D7.2n..3SJ8
FAX: 907.274.0819



m. time between date of Medicaid enrollment and first Zyprexa prescription;

n. time between date of Medicaid enrollment and first prescription of any
medication used to define the comparison population; and

ANSWER: The State's response to this interrogatory will be part of its expert

disclosures and accompanying reports related to its proof of damages in this case. Further,

answer.; to many ofthese subparts may be found in the data previously produced by the State

or data which is forthcoming.

Case No. 3AN.Q6-QS630 Cl
Page 7 of 12

EXHIBIT C
PAGE ..KOF ::&

time between last prescription of any medication used to defme the
comparison population and first prescription ofany medication being used
as evidence that the Medicaid recipient has the medical condition;

time between last Zyprexa prescription and first prescription of any
medication being used as evidence that the Medicaid recipient has the

medical condition;

time between last prescription of any medication used to define the
comparison population and diagnosiS of the medical condition;

time between last Zyprexa prescription and diagnosis of the medical

condition;

time between fir.;t prescription of any medication u~ed to defme the
comparison population and fust prescription ofany medication bemg used
as evidence that the Medicaid recipient has the medical condition;

o. time between date ofMedicaid enrollment and first event used to establish
that the Medicaid recipient has any of the medical conditions identified in

response to Interrogatory No. I.

k.

j

h.

PlaintifPs Responses La Defendant's Second Set of Interrogatories
State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company

001590
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

TIllRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

Plaintiff,

v.
Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

ELl LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Unopposed

Motion for Extension of Time is GRANTED. Defendant Eli Lilly and Company shall file its

reply to plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation by November 9, 2007.

ORDERED this 81"'day of November, 2007.

Superior Court Judge

ICtttify lh.at on No\"ember 6, 2007, a cop'yof
the foregomg was served by fax and mall on:

001591



009867.00381162098.1

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

DEFENDANT'S UNOPPOSED
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIMEDefendant.

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Attorneys for Defendant

COMES NOW defendant Eli Lilly and Company, by and through its counsel, Lane

Powell LLC, and requests that this Court grant an extension of time to November 9, 2007, to

file its reply to plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation. Eric Sanders, counsel for

plaintiff State ofAlaska, does not oppose this extension of time.

DATED this 6th day of November, 2007.

~.~

~ ~-~~~
y '0 ~. ~ ~

mTHE S"",,"OR COURT FOR THE STATE OFMA~;+~~~'" .. ~.
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE i~~ U'

001592

STATE OF ALASKA,

Plaintiff,

PEPPER HAMILTON LLP
Andrew R. Rogoff, admitted pro hac vice
Eric J. Rothschild, admitted pro hac vice
3000 Two Logan Square, Suite 3000
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2711
(215) 981-4000

LANE POWELL LLC

Iccnif)' th.at on No\'ember 6, 2007, a copy of
the foregotng was sen'ed by fax and mail on:

Eric T. Sanders, Esq., Feldman Orlansky &Sanders
'00~l.$";" '00. ""'ho",g,. AI".. 99'01"",

" }1JL



Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

v.

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 Civil
Page 1of 13

001593

17', '•...-'

Cl -, --:-~.-('

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF Ja,AS}A"S / .,:;.
'" ? ,

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORA~-:::- ---0- ~
", :::.
":;. ~STATE OF ALASKA,

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

The State is willing to accommodate Lilly's request for more time to study the

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF BIFURCATION

After a lengthy hearing on the subject in January 2007, this court set to begin on

March 3, 2008. 1 Now, ten months later, defendant Eli Lilly and Company has asked the

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

relevant only to a single issue: the quantity of damages that the State should be allowed to

court to vacate the trial date and impose a six-month delay on the sole ground that Lilly's

recover for harm caused specifically in Alaska by Lilly's drug Zyprexa2

experts will need additional time to scrutinize a database of Medicaid records that is

database, but it is adamantly opposed to Lilly's unwarranted request for an across-the-

board delay of trial. Instead, the State has moved to bifurcate-to put Zyprexa and

See Routine Pretrial Order, dated January 10,2007.

2 See Defendant Eli Lilly's Motion for an Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines
filed Oct. 2, 2007. '

State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum in Support of Bi furcalion

FELDMAN ORLANSKY
& SANDERS
>OOLSn<E£r

FouRTH FLOOR
ANCHORAGE, AK

9950.
TEL: 907.272.3538
FAX: 907.274.0819



ARGUMENT

address that need.

oreconomy"and

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 Civil
Page 2 of 13001594

expeditionto

The court,. in furtherance of convenience or to avoid prejudice, or when
separate tnals wIll be conducive to expedition and economy, may order a
separate tnal of any claim, cross-claim, counterclaim, or third-party claim,
or of any sepa~ate Issue or of any number of claims, cross-claims,
counterclaIms, third-party claIms, or Issues, always preserving inviolate the
nght of tnal by JUry as declared by the Alaska Constitution and Statutes of
Alaska'

This court's power to bifurcate trial stems from Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure

that Lilly may possess, while simultaneously serving the interests of expedition,

Lilly's representations about it on trial in Marcb as previously scheduled, while reserving

the only issue related to the database (the magnitude of the harm that Lilly's actions and

Zyprexa have caused to Alaska's Medicaid population) for a separate damages trial to

take place lateL' If Lilly believes that it needs additional time to scrutinize the state's

Medicaid database, Lilly is entitled to receive, at most, a delay narrowly tailored to

The State's proposed bifurcation addresses any legitimate need for additional time

impose no additional burdens on Lilly, separate trials should be ordered.

convenience, and judicial economy. Because bifurcating trial will cause no prejudice and

42(b). Rule 42(b) invites the court to order a "separate trial of any ... issue" whenever

separate •trial would be "conducive

"further[J ... convenience":

See Log Notes of Status Hearing held Oct. 24, 2007.

ALASKA RULE OFClVlL PROCEDURE 42(b) (emphasis added).

State ofAlaslm. v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum In Support of Bifurcation

FELDMAN ORLANSKY

& SANDERS
lOOLSnlEET

FouRTH FLOOR
ANoWRAOE. AK

99S01
TEL: 907.272.3538
FAX: 907.274.0819



labeling of Zyprexa involved numerous unfair and/or deceptive acts. While quantification

issue adequate warnings about Zyprexa's defects, and (3) that Lilly's marketing and

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 Civil

o0 I 595 Page 3 of13

The bifurcation proposed by the State would separate issues of liability from damages

and forward each of the interests identified in the Rule.

I. THE STATE'S THRESHOLD LIABILITY CASE DOES NOT DEPEND ON ANY
ANALYStS OF THE STATE'S MEDICAID DATABASE AND COULD BE JUDICIOUSLY

ESTABLISHED AT A SEPARATE TRIAL IN MARCH 2008.

The State intends to pursue claims that are based on three bedrock principles of

liability: (I) that manufacturers may be held liable for design defects in their products, (2)

that businesses operating in Alaska may be assessed civil penalties and held liable for

that manufactures may be held liable for failing to provide adequate warnings, and (3)

of the harm caused to the State by Lilly's defective product and failure-to-adequately

warn claims will likely depend on expert analysis of the State's Medicaid database, the

State's initial demonstration of Lilly's threshold liability will not; that Zyprexa and Lilly

actions were the legal cause of harm to the State can be decided in the first phase of a

bifurcated trial without making any reference to the State's database.

engaging in unfair or deceptive trade practices.' As applied to this case, the State will

establish Lilly's Iiahility by proving: (I) that Zyprexa is defective, (2) that Lilly failed to

State 0/Alaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum III Support of Bifurcation

Cf Complaint at 'I~ 28-55.

FEU>MAN ORUNSKY
&SANDElI.S
""LSTREET

FouR"1 FLooR
ANCHORAGE. AK,,>0,

TEL: 907.272.3538
FAX: 907.274.0819



damages.

evidence of Zyprexa's labeling. Previously deposed Lilly employees will be called by

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 Civil
Page 4 of 13001596

A. Proof that Zyprexa is Defective and that Lilly Failed to ~ssue Ad~quate
Warnings About Zyprexa's Defects Will Be Established W,thout
Reference to the State's Medicaid Database.

The essence of the State's design-defect and failure-to-adequately-warn claims

will be that LilJy failed to warn Alaska physicians of the dangers associated with Zyprexa

use: increased glucose levels, elevated cholesterol, and excessive weight gain. The State

can establish these claims without recourse to its Medicaid database or proof of specific

the State will rely on the testimony of Lilly's employees, the testimony of experts, and

The State's experts will testify about the deleterious health conditions that arise

Lilly's employees will also testify as to the reasons for this failure.

To prove its liability case on design defect and Lilly's failure to adequately warn,

the State to demonstrate that Zyprexa causes harmful side effects; that Lilly knew about

the side effects; and that Lilly failed to share its knowledge with physicians or the FDA.

from Zyprexa's side effecls (including diabetes and hyperglycemia) and that Lilly knew,

or should have known, that Zyprexa engenders significant health risks in its users.

Finally, evidence of Lilly's labeling of Zyprexa will conclusively demonstrate

Lilly's failure to wam of these risks. The labeling that Lilly initially provided with

Zyprexa wamed only that diabetes was infrequent. When Lilly changed Zyprexa's

labeling in 2004, the company inaccurately claimed that the increased risk of diabetes and

State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum in Support of Bi furcation

FELDMAN ORUNSKY

&SANDEJlS
SOO LSrR£Er

FouRllIFLooR
ANCIIORAGE. AK

9950'
TEL: 907.2n.3538
FAX: 907.274.0819



database or proof of specific damages.

claim, too, can be conclusively established without any recourse to the State's Medicaid
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which were not appropriate or approved by the FDA. The State's Unfair Trade Practices

To prove that Lilly improperly overpromoted Zyprexa, tbe State demonstrate

Zyprexa's approved uses and present evidence that Lilly's marketing efforts were not

limited to those uses. Experts will testify about the risks of Zyprexa and the reasons why

the drug should have been limited to its intended and approved users. Lilly employees

will then testify as to how Lilly ignored those risks and sought to maximize Zyprexa's

market by pushing uses which were unapproved and unsafe.

The essence of the State's Unfair Trade Practices Act claim will be that, in

B. Proof that Lilly Engaged in Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Will
Be Established Without Reference to the State's Medicaid Database.

hyperglycemia caused by Zyprexa was comparable to other atypical antipsychotics.

Recently, Lilly again changed Zyprexa's labeling and has now finally acknowledged that

Zyprexa use results in all three of the hannful side effects that will be emphasized by the

State. Lilly now acknowledges that Zyprexa causes increased glucose levels (both

generally and in comparison to competitor drugs), elevated cholesterol, and significant

case related to design defect and failure to warn, and the issues are ripe for trial in March.

weight gain. Thus, Lilly has already admitted the essential truth of the State's liability

addition to the failings already described, Lilly improperly promoted Zyprexa for uses

State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum III Support of Bifurcation
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Together, the evidence will show that Lilly sought to increase its competitive

advantage by conceaJing Zyprexa's risks, providing inadequate warnings, and over

promoting its use. A jury may impose liability under Alaska's Unfair Trade Practices

Act without determining the extent of the damage actuaUy caused by Lilly's unfair acts.

Importantly, none of the requirements for finding a violation of AJaska's UTPA require a

showing of either actual damages or causation,' and the State is empowered to impose

civil penalties on Lilly for each communication that it made in Alaska that was "capable

of being interpreted in a misleading way.'"

The civil-penalty portion of the State's Unfair Trade Practices claim can therefore

be entireJy resolved without any reference to the State's Medicaid database.

See AS 45.50.471 and ALASKA PAlTERN CIVIL JURY JNSTRUCTIONS art. JO.

See Odom v. Fairbanks Memorial Hasp., 999 P.2d 123, 132 (Alaska 2000):

An act or practice is deceptive or unfair if it has the capacity or tendency to
deceive. Actual Injury as a result of the deception is not required.... All
that IS reqUIred IS a showmg that the acts and practices were capable~
bemg mlerpreted m a lllisJeading way.

(internal quotation marks omitted and emphasis added). See also AS 45.50.551 (b):

Jnan action brought under AS 45.50.501, if the court finds that a person is
usmg or has used an act or practice declared unlawfuJ by AS 45 50471 th
attorney general . . . . , e

.. ' upon pelitlOn to the court, may recover, on behalf of th
state, a Civil penalty of not more than $5,000 per violation. e

001598
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damages trial altogether, and/or (2) encouraging settlement:

trial can lead to significant time and cost savings either by (1) eliminating the need for the

Case o. 3AN-06-5630 Civil
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Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 42(b) often underscores that resolution ofa first liability

Because liability is dispositive of damages, separating liability from damages can lead to

[S]everence of certain issues for separate trial under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 42(b) can reduce the length of trial, particularly if the severed
issue is dispositive of the case, and can also improve comprehension of the

The separation of issues of liability from those relating to damages is an
obvious use for Rule 42(b). Logically, the existence nf liability must be
resolved before damages are considered. Moreover, the evidence pertinent
to the two issues is often wholly unrelated and there is no efficiency in
trying them together. Thus it is not surplising that federal courts, in many
kinds of litigation, have ordered liability and damages tried separately[.]9

of liability from issues of damages is one "obvious use" of the rule:

BIFURCATION WILL ENSURE THAT THIS LITIGATION STAYS ON COURSE,
INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD OF SETTLEMENT, AND SPARE TillS COURT AND

THE PARTIES FROM ANY UNNECESSARY EXPENSE.

The court's broad discrelion to order bifurcation under Rule 42(b) exists to

promote speedy and efficient resolution of cases while providing justice to the parties

involved' To that end, courts and commentators alike have noted that separating issues

II.

8 Cf 9 CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT AND ARTHUR R. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE § 2381 Historyand Purpose ofthe Rule, pA2? (3ed. 1995) ("[The] objective
IS to gIve the court broad dIscretIon to decide how cases on its docket are to be tried so
that the busmess of the court may be dispatched with expedition and economy while
provldmgJustlce to the parties.").

9 Id. at § 2390, p.502.

State ofAloska v. Eli Lilly alld Compally
Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation

significant reductions in both the length and cost of trial. Commentary on the use of
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The State alleges that Zyprexa is defective in that it causes weight gain and

the State's theories, both the parties and the court will be spared great time and expense.

Case No. 3AN·06-5630 Civil
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A.

Both are strong possibilities in this case.

Bifurcation Promotes the Interests of Expedition, Party Convenience,
and Judicial Economy Potentially Eliminating the eed for a Damages
Trial.

damages, and the parties will not need to expend huge sums to develop an analysis of the

Act. Otherwise, Lilly escapes liability, the court is spared the need to hold any trial on

tllat Lilly is liable for a defective product and violations of the Unfair Trade Practices

sufficiently warn of this, and instead overpromoted the drug. If true, these facts prove

One obvious advantage of the approach advocated by the State is that it may

eliminate the need for a damages trial altogether. If Lilly shows that it is not liable under

issues and evidence. Severance may permit trial of an issue early in the
litigation, which can affect settlement negotiations as well as the scope of
discovery. IV

increased blood glucose and cholesterol levels. The State claims that Lilly failed to

'0 MANUAL FOR COMPLEX liTIGATION (FOURTH) § 11.632 Separale Trials p.122
(2004). Cf 9 CHARLES ALAN WRlGHT A D ARTHUR R. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE § 2388, p.476 (3ed. 1995):

If a single issue could be dispositive of the case or is likely to lead the
parties to negot,ate a settlement and resolution of it might make it
unnecessary to try the other issues in the litigation, separate trial of that
'ssue may be desirable to save the time of the court and reduce the expenses
of the parties.

State 01Alaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
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State's Medicaid database or present much of the expert testimony that they presently

anticipate offering in this case.

B. Bifurcation Promotes the Interest of Convenience by Simplifying the
Parties' Trial Efforts and Avoiding Jury Confusion.

the potential that the State's damages case might inappropriately prejudice jurors in their

determination of Lilly's liability. It is well-known that jurors who hear testimony related

to damages are more likely to hold a defendant liablen Bifurcation ensures that

in a preliminary trial. Bifurcation will simplify the parties' trial coordination efforts and

The greater benefit that bifurcation would bring to this case is that it would avoid

Bifurcation will also benefit this litigation even if Lilly is unable to escape liability

nonexistent. The parties would need to call any actuaries, statisticians, or economists in

Duplication of witnesses between the two phases of the trial would be almost

ti,e first trial to address the extent of the damage that Lilly has allegedly caused to the

ward off the potential for jury confusion.

evidence related damages will not improperly influence the jury's liability determination,

State because those experts would be relevant only to damages.

II S.d. ee I . at § 2390, p. 508 (noting that "defendants win in 42% of the cases tried
routlllely, [but) will III 79% of the cases in which the liability issue is submitted alone").

SIale ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum III Support of Bifurcation
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a result that the State embraces, even while it recognizes that bifurcation may have the

effect of making its own liability case more difficult to prove."

C. Bifurcation Promotes the Interests of Expedition and Judicial
Economy By Encouraging Settlement.

The most powerful argument in support of the State's motion, however, may be

that bifurcation will greatly increase the likelihood of an expeditious and economic

settlement. The history of the Zyprexa litigation shows that the Lilly tend to settle on the

courthouse steps. Earlier this year, Judge Weinstein entered an order in the MDL

proceedings related to Zyprexa that denied Lilly's request for summary judgment and set

three cases for trial; Lilly then immediately settled those cases. This was not an isolated

occurrence: to date, Lilly has entered into entered into eve-of-trial settlements with

thousands of litigants together totaling more than one-billion dollars. To date, Lilly has

not allowed any Zyprexa case to go to trial.

There is therefore good reason to suspect that Lilly may settle this case if this

court holds the parties' to their agreed-upon March 2008 trial date. Indeed, Lilly's own

counsel, in a hearing before this court on January 8, 2007, acknowledged that the

likelihood of settlement increases as the parties get closer to March:

I know on behalf of defense counsel we will make every effort to settle the
case. I assume that if the case is still active at the end of the year, I'm sure
we'll have serious negotiation[s] ...

12 The jury charged with determining the State's damages would not need to be
composed of members of the JUry that determined liability. See id. at § 2391 S
Junes, p.513. eparale

001602

State afAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
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more prepared than the State to go to trial in March. Lilly's counsel is and has long been

actually operate in its favor.

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 Civil
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D. Bifurcation Will Not Prejudice Either Party.

suits being tried in MDL litigation have already led to an exhaustive, nation-wide

investigation of the implications of Lilly's actions, and Lilly has participated fully in that

and each of these threshold issues is national in scope. The thousands of consolidated

fully aware of the issues surrounding failure to warn, design defect, and overpromotion,

Finally, it must be emphasized that the State's request for bifurcation will not

deposition of numerous experts and Lilly employees, it is Lilly who should actually be

prejudice either party. Indeed, rather than causing any harm to Lilly, bifurcation may

of litigation in the MDL involving the production of millions of documents and the

their effort to avoid liability, a trial in March should benefit Lilly in Ibis case: after years

Beyond the fact that Cas noted above) bifurcation generally assists defendants in

Further, if the parties have not settled this matter prior to the first phase of trial, a

trial on liability will surely increase the likelihood of settlement before the start of the

damages trial. Ifajury finds Lilly liable, then the parties will have a better understanding

of their respective positions and enjoy similar views of Lilly's exposure, making

settlement more likely. Thus, even if liability is proven, the parties and the Court may

still avoid having to try the issue of damages.

State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
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database.

CONCLUSION
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effort. The witnesses who have been deposed in the MDL will be available to testify in

March and the State's bifurcation request imposes no new burdens whatsoever on Lilly.

In addition to advancing the interests of expedition, convenience and judicial

economy, bifurcation is therefore also eminently fair and should be ordered in this case.

The State will be prepared to present its liability case in March. To prove its case,

The State's proposal for bifurcation addresses any legitimate need for additional

the State will show that Zyprexa is defective, that Lilly failed to issue adequate warnings

about Zyprexa's defects, and tllat Lilly engaged in numerous unfair trade practices in

Alaska. No part of the State's liability case will require reference to the State's Medicaid

time tllat Lilly may possess, while simultaneously serving the interests of expedition,

convenience, and judicial economy by strongly encouraging settlement and potentially

eliminating the need for trial on damages altogether. Because bifurcating trial will cause

no prejudice and impose no additional burdens on Lilly, this court should grant the

State's request.

State ofAlaslw v. Eli Lilly and Compony
Memorandum In Support of Bi furcation
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

DATED this 2nd day of November, 2007.

read "... the State will demonstrate Zyprexa's approved uses ..

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 ClY
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ERRATA TO PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF BIFURCATION

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS
COl/rlSelfor Plaintiff

BY_::;-:-'.~LJif-'=---;-------
Enc T. Sanders
AK BarNo. 7510085

The State of Alaska hereby files corrected pages I and 5 of its Memorandum in

Errata to Plaintiff's Memorandum in Suppon of Bifurcation
Slate ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company

2008." The flrst sentence in the last paragraph on page 5 is missing one word and should

missing two words and should read "... this court set the trial to begin on March 3,

Support of Bifurcation. The first sentence on page I in the original memorandum is
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STATE OF ALASKA,
'" n ~ -'-< ,-

:::~

\ c

7-Plaintiff, g ~ ~
=:~ .-,

-T)

~ -' 1
C">_,r=< N .,rrl

~ "v.
" ' ~

-,.-,

3AN-06~~ 630~I
;-

ELl LILLY AND COMPANY, 0 .;<

Case No. ;.
N

Defendant.

After a lengthy hearing on the subject in January 2007, this court set the trial to

begin on March 3, 2008.' Now, ten months later, defendant Eli Lilly and Company has

TN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF BIFURCATION

The State is willing to accommodate Lilly's request for more time to study the

that is relevant only to a single issue: the quantity of damages that the State should be

asked the court to vacate the trial date and impose a six-month delay on the sole ground

that Lilly's experts will need additional time to scrutinize a database of Medicaid records

allowed to recover for harm caused specifically in AJaska by Lilly's drug Zyprexa2

database, but it is adamantly opposed to Lilly's unwarranted request for an across-the-

board delay of trial. Instead, the State has moved to bifurcate-to put Zyprexa and

See Routine Pretrial Order, dated January 10,2007.

2 See Defendant Eli Lilly's Motion for an Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines
filed Oct. 2, 2007. '

State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum in Support of Bifurcation
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The essence of the State's Unfair Trade Practices Act claim will be that, in

addition to the failings already described, Lilly improperly promoted Zyprexa for uses

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 Civil
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hyperglycemia caused by Zyprexa was comparable to other atypical antipsychotics.

Recently, Lilly again changed Zyprexa's labeling and has now finally acknowledged that

Zyprexa use results in all three of the hannful side effects that will be emphasized by the

State. Lilly now acknowledges that Zyprexa causes increased glucose levels (both

generally and in comparison to competitor drugs), elevated cholesterol, and significant

B. Proof that Lilly Engaged in Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Will
Be Established Without Reference to the State's Medicaid Database.

weight gain. Thus, Lilly has already admitted the essential truth of the State's liability

To prove that Lilly improperly overpromoted Zyprexa, the State will demonstrate

case related to design defect and failure to warn, and the issues are ripe for trial in March.

which were not appropriate or approved by the FDA. The State's Unfair Trade Practices

claim, too, can be conclusively established without any recourse to the State's Medicaid

database or proofof specific damages.

Zyprexa's approved uses and present evidence that Lilly's marketing efforts were not

limited to those uses. Experts will testify about the risks of Zyprexa and the reasons why

the drug should have been limited to its intended and approved users. Lilly employees

will then testify as to how Lilly ignored those risks and sought to maximize Zyprexa's

market by pushing uses which were unapproved and unsafe.

State ofA/as/ra. v. Eli Lilly and Company
Memorandum In Support of Bifurcation
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J have a one-day extension to November I, 2007, to file its memorandum on bifurcation.

o

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CI

Plaintiff,

ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION
TO FILE MEMORANDUM ON BIFURCATION

vs.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

Defendant.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the State of Alaska's Unopposed Motion for

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Eli Lilly shall have until November 8, 2007, to

STATE OF ALASKA,

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Extension of Time to File Memorandum on Bifurcation is GRANTED, The State shall

file its response to the Slate's memorandum on bifurcation

DATED thiS&._ day of N~Ve+"4t>07,

BY THE COURT

FEWMAN QRLANSKY

& SANDERS
SOOLSTREET

FouRTH FlOOR
ANClfORAGE, AK-,

TEL: 907 .2n.3538
FAX: 907.274.0819
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L BY 'lI4:::d2;'..-
Eric T. Sanders
AKBarNo.7510085

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS
Counselfor Plaintiff
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UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO FILE MEMORANDUM ON BIFURCATION

:::5
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF '"L~

~ ~ ~THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHO~. E . _
--:

vs.

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

Plaintiff, State of Alaska, by and through its counsel, Feldman Orlansky &

DATED this 3 Istday of October, 2007.

STATE OF ALASKA,

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Sanders, requests that this Court grant it a one-day extension to November 1,2007, to file

its memorandum on bifurcation. Brewster Jamieson, the attorney for defendant, Eli Lilly

and Company, does not oppose this extension. At the same time, the parties agree that

Eli Lilly shall be granted a one-day extension to November 8, 2007, to file its response to

the State's memorandum.
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Brewster H. Jamieson
Lane Powell LLC
301 West Northern Lights Boulevard, Suite 301
Anchorage, Alaska 99503-2648
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Slale ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

RICHARDSON, PATRICK, WESTBROOK
& BRICKMAN, LLC

H. Blair Hahn
Counselfor Plaintiff

GARRETSON & STEELE
Matthew L. Garretson
Joseph W. Steele
Counsel for Plaintiff

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a true and correct
copy of Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time to
File Memorandum on Bifurcation and Iproposed]
Order were served by facsimile and mail on:

Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time to File
Memorandum on Bifurcation
Page 2 of2

Barry Boise, via email (boiseb@pepperlaw.com)
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The Honorable Mark Rindner

Plaintiff,

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

Defendant.

001613

v.

[N THE SUPERJOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

Tf-l1RD JUDICIAL DISTRJCT AT ANCHORAGE

•

STATE OF ALASKA,

ELI LfLLY AND COMPANY,

[cenif)' m,at on October 22, 2007, a oopyof
the forcgomgwas SCf\'ed by mail on:

~:~~M~:S~ Sanders
SOO L Street, Suite 400

c gC,Alaska 99 01-5911

Tf-lIS COURT having reviewed the defendant's Motion for Nonresident Attorney for

Permission to Appear and Participate, as well as all responses thereto;

HEREBY ORDERS that John F. Brenner of Pepper Hamilton LLP, 3000 Two Logan

Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2799, phone number 215-981-4000, may appear

and participate as attorney for defendant in the above-captioned action in association with

Brewster H. Jamieson.

DATED this d:i.- day of October, 2007.
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•

MOTION OF NONRESIDENT
ATTORNEY FOR PERMISSION
TO APPEAR AND PARTICIPATE

Case No. 3A -06-05630 CI
Plaintiff,

Defendant.

•

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

v.

fN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THlRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

Pursuant to Civil Rule 81 (a)(2)(D), proof of payment of the fee required to be paid to

the Alaska Bar Association is also anached.

DATED this 22nd day of October, 2007.

LANE POWELL LLC
Anorneys for Defendant

Pursuant to Alaska R. Civ. P. 81(a)(2), defendant moves to permit John F. Brenner

of Pepper Hamilton LLP, 3000 Two Logan Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2799,

phone number 215-981-4000, to appear and participate as attorney for defendant in the

above-captioned action. Mr. Brenner, as shown by the anached certificate, is a member in

good standing of the Bar of the State of New Jersey and is not otherwise disqualified from

practicing law in the State ofAlaska.

Applicant will be associated with Brewster H. Jamieson, ASBA No. 8411122, of

Lane Powell LLC, whose address is 30 I West Northern Lights Boulevard, Suite 301,

Anchorage, Alaska 99503-2648, phone number 907-277-9511, and who is authorized to

practice in this court and the courts of this state. Brewster H. Jamieson consents to this

association.

[certify that ~n October 22. 2007, a cop)'
oflhe foregolng ....'35 served by mail on:

Eric T Sanders, Esq,
Feldman Orlansk)' &Sanders
500 L. Street, Sum~ 400
AnChOrage,~

~038/161949.1
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~upn~m£ (!lour! of ~£&r ]£r£i£1J

(!l£rtificat£ of @ooo~tan.Oin.g

TFtis is to certi.fY that JOHN F BRENNER
(No. 017121980) was constituted: 11nd: I1ppoinw{ I1nAttorrny I1t Law Of New
Jersey on December 18,1980 11nd:, as sucFt,
Ftas 6een admitted: to prl1Ctice 6efore tFte Supreme Court 11nd: a!f otFter courts of tFtis Stl1te

as I1n Attorrny I1t LI1W, l1CcordiIUJ to its Caws, rules, 11nd: customs.

I furtFter certi.fY that as of tFtis date, tFte a6ove-named: is I1n Attorrny I1t Law in
Good: Stl1nd:ilUJ. For tFte purpose of tFtis Certifimte, I1n I1ttOrrny is in "Good Stl1nd:ilUJ"
if tFte Court's records refiect that tFte I1ttOrrny: 1) is current witFt a!f assessments
imposed:as 11 Pl1rt oftFte fi[iIUJ of tFte annuaLAttorrny RegistrationStl1tement, inc[uc!ilUJ,
6ut not limited: to, a!f 06[i:!l1tions to tFte New Jersey Ll1wyers' Fund: for Client
Protection; 2) is not susperufed: or dis6l1rred: from tFte pTl1Ctice of Caw; 3) Ftas not
res~ from tFte Bl1r of tFtis Stl1te; 11nd: 4) Ftas not 6een trl1nsferred: to Disa6i[ity
InllCtive stl1tus pursUl1nt to RuCe 1:20-12.

pfeose Mte tfiat this Certijiazte tfoes Mt constitute confinnation.0/an. attorney's

satisfaction 0/ tfie adininistratiye requirements 0/Ru!e 1:21-1(a} for digiliiEity to

practice raw in this State.

In testinwny wFtereof, I have
Fterewtto set my hand I1nd
I1ffixed: tFte seal of tFte
Supreme Court, I1t Trenton, tlUs
18TH <fay of October ,20 07

h~~
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ALASKA BAR ASSOCIATION
p.o. Box 100279, Anchorage, Alaska 99510-0279

(907) 272-7469
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Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

•

'OD 1617

£.5al1de~5

IN THE SUPERiOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRiCT AT ANCHORAGE

Mark Rindner
Superior Court Judge

ORDER GRANTING REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

2007, at~ -p-.m., before the Judge Mark Rindner, at the Alaska Court System, 825

West 4th Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska, in the Courtroom 403.

DATED thisjf'day of 0 J ,2007.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that plaintiffs request for a status conference on the

trial date is GRANTED. A state conference shall be held on the 11'.!'day of Oc-lvber ,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

-----------)

FElDMAN ORLANSKY

&SA.NDERS
SOO LSlREET

FOURTH FLOOR
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501

TEL: 907.272.3538
FAX: 907.274.0819



ORDER GRANTING REQlJEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE

TrURO JUOICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

IN TIlE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

STATE or- ALASKA, )
)

Plainliff, )
)

n, )
)

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY, )
)

Defendant. )
-_._---,._--_._~

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED thal plaintiffs request for a status eonferencc on lhe

,," ..1,1"0 ;, nll to. NTFO A .tete conference shall be held on the If!day oCOdI!lztL,

001618
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which "seeks a six-month extension of all Court-imposed deadlines in this action.

On October 2, 2007, Eli Li1ly and Company ("Lilly") filed a 23-page motion

Page 1 of)
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OCT 1, REC'D

•

State of Alaska Superi~r C
Third Judicial Distnct

in Anchorac:""

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIY

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

•

vs.

After conferring with tl,e parties, the Court issued a Routine Pretrial Order in tl,is

REQUEST FOR STATUS CONFERENCE
ON THE TRIAL DATE

IN THE SUPERlOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

It is apparent that if any of the pretrial deadlines are extended more than one

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT AT ANCHORAGE
RECEIVEL

STATE OF ALASKA, ) J~~~~~~d~:'
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

case on January 10, 2007. The Order established the date the trial would commence

Curiously, Li1ly did not request a new trial date.

(March 3, 2008) and a1l the usual pretrial deadlines.

month, the present trial date wi1l no longer be viable. Therefore, Lilly is really asking not

only for a change in the deadlines, but also anotl,er date to commence trial.

Request for Status Conference on the Trial Date
Stale ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company, Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIY

FElDMAN ORLANSKY

& SANDERS
SOOLSTREET

FOURTlI FLooR
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501

TF.L: 9072n.JSJ8
FAX:907274.0819



FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS

•

Page 2 of3
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BY_~-;!!-:--':;:--;;---;- _
Eric T. Sanders
AK Bar No. 7510085

GARRETSON & STEELE
Matthew L. Garretson
Joseph W. Steele
5664 South Green Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
(80 I) 266-0999

Based upon the foregoing considerations, the State requests that the Court

There is no good reasoo to ignore the real question: should the March 3, 2008 trial

date he changed? If the answer to this question is "yes," Lilly's motion is moot.

schedule a stalus conference to determine whether the trial date should be moved and, if

so, what new deadlines shall be imposed. Because the deadline to serve written

discovery is October 29,2007, and the deadline for producing expert reports is November

12,2007, the State requests that the conference be held as soon as possible.

DATED tllis 12'h day of October, 2007.

Request for Status Conference on the Trial Date
Sit/Ie ojAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company, Case No. 3AN-06-5630 ClY

FEWMAN ORLANSKY

& S.wOEllS
500 LSrnlET

FOURTH FLOOR
ANcllORAGE.AX99SOI

Ta: 907.272.3538
FAX: 907.274.0819



AttorneysJar Plaintiff. State ojAlaska

•

Page 3 of3
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RICHARDSON, PATRICK, WESTBROOK
& BRICKMAN, LLC

H. Blair Halm
Christiaan A. Marcum
P.O. Box 1007
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29465
(843) 727-6500

•

Barry Boise, via email (boiseb@pepperiaw.com)
Pepper Hamilton

~~te 12m 4,hJ;1

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Request for Status
Conference on the Trial Date was served
by messenger on:

Brewster H. Jamieson
Lane Powell LLC
30 I West Northern Lights Boulevard, Suite 30 I
Anchorage, Alaska 99503-2648

Request for Status Conference on the Trial Date
Stale ojAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company, Case No. 3AN-D6-5630 CIV

FElDMAN ORLANSKY

& SANDERS
SOOLSTREJ:,,.

FouamFLOOR
M'CIlORAOE, AK 99501

TEL; 907.272.3538
FAX: 907274.0819



Plaintiff,

Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines.

•

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIY

•

Mark Rindner
Superior Court Judge

BY THE COURT

!JlWz~L-

001622

ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION TO FILE
OPPOSITION TO LILLY'S MOTION FOR EXTENSION

OF COURT-ORDERED DEADLINES

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

Defendant.

vs.

ENTERED this~ day of October, 2007.

IT IS ORDERED that the plaintiffs Motion for Extension of Time to File

STATE OF ALASKA,

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Plaintiff shall have until October 26, 2007, to file its opposition to the Lilly's Motion for

Opposition to Lilly's Motion for Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines is GRANTED.

FElDMAN ORUNSKY
& SANDERS
5OOLS11lEET

FOl]RTII FLOOIl
ANcltoRAOE.AK 99501

Ta.:907272.3S38
FAX: 907274.0819



DATED this 12th day of October, 2007.

Lilly's Motion for Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines will be moot.

001623

Slare ofAloska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

Page 1 of2

tate of Alaska Superior C'
Third Judicial District

in Anchoraol"

OCT 1. RECTI

•

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIY

•

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS

BY_;:::~::-:-";;~:-;- _
Eric T. Sanders
AK Bar No. 7510085

Defendant.

vs.

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO FILE OPPOSITION TO LILLY'S MOTION

FOR EXTENSION OF COURT-ORDERED DEADLINES

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE
ECEIVEL
Chambers of

Judge Rindner

Plaintiff,

The State of Alaska, by and through its counsel, Feldman Orlansky & Sanders,

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

STATE OF ALASKA,

has filed a request for status conference concerning the trial date and if a new date is set,

opposition to Eli Lilly's Motion for Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines. The State

requests that this Court grant it a two-week extension to October 26, 2007, to file its

MOlion for Extension of Time to File Opposition
To Lilly's MOlion for Extension of Court-Ordered Deadlines

FEl..DMAN ORUNSKY

& SANDERS
SOO lSTlW!T

FotJRntfLooR
ANclfORAGE. AK 9950 I

T'E1.:907.272JS38
FAX: 907.274.0819



MOlton for Extension ofTime to file Opposition Slate ofAlaska v. Eli Ltily lind Compan>,
To Ldly's .louoD for ExtenslOD afCoun-ordercd Deadlines Case o. 3AN-06-S630 elv

Page 2 of2
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K

ARRET & TEELE
1 nhew L. arrelSon

Jo ph W. lcele
5664 oulh Green treel

alt Lake .ty, UT 84123
( 0 I) 266-0999

RICHARD 0 ,PATRI K, ~ E TI3R
& BRICKMA ,LL

II. Blair Hahn
Chri liaan A. Marcum
P.O. Box 1007
Mt. Pleasant, 29465
(843) 727-6500

•

AllomeysJor PlailllijJ, Stare ojAlaska

•

BaJTY BOISe, via email (boisebra oepoerlaw.eom)
Pepper 'Iton

Cert,fica,e of ervIee
I hereby cert.fy lila! true and correct cap'cs of
PlalOuIT's Motion ror E tension orTimc 10
fife Oppo ition to LiUy's i\lotion for Extension
Of aurt-Ordered Oeadlin and Ipraposedj
Order were served by messenger on.

By.-r7'(:!f:.~~~~"F~;;;:=-_
00'._........:---''----'-'4--=+'''--''_

Bre" ler H. Jamieson
Lane Po" ell LLC
301 W ! arlhcrn LtghlS Boulevard, SUlle 301
Anchorage, Alaska 99503·264
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•

)
)
)
)
) Ca e o. 3A -06-05630 I
)
)
)
)
)

RT r R TII£· T TE OF LJ\ KA

Defendant.

PlalOufT.

•
I. THE L,PERIOR

IFF' RE PO ETOOEFE DA TELl LILLY A D OMI'ANY'
PPEAL FROM ORDER OFTHE DJ COVERY MASTER

In the Order Re: Plaintifr Claim of Proof, this Coun observed that "Ib]oth

Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly") has appealed the Di covery Mastcr's rdcr of

I. INTROD CTIO,

THIRD J 01 I L 01 TRICT TAilOR E

T T OF \.

epternber 24,2007. regarding 'ariou motions to compel filed by thc panics. Lilly has

ELI LILLY A 0 COMP Y,

failed to amculate any error committed by the Discovery Master in arriving at his rulings.

ThIS Coun hould affirm the Discovery Ma ter's reasoned order.

panl , If necessary. may reque t that the oun or the Discovery Master impose

appropnate limitatioflS on discovery pursuant to Civil Rule 26(b)(2), Civil Rule 26(c) or

PI_muir, Response to Defendant Ell lllly_nd
Company', Appeal From Order of the DlSCO'ery Master
Slot ofAlaska v Ell Wly and Company (Case 1'0. 3AN.Q6.Q5630 CI)



menl nous la\.\ _utt.

ult III an unreah ucall) burdensome endeavor that would effecllvely end the State's

Page 2 of7
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•

recogmzed b} the Discovery Masler, .1 w uld require discovery of

•

the mlru Ion Ihl dl covery \\ uld "s,1 upon a senSlllve population of

oth<T I'I'h 1>10 '1\.1 rulr ~I 1111) )U~ht m ,II 'ove!") the mdl\ldualme,lIc,,1 m:onls of

led.. Id reclplC:nt>, tt1n~ fonh a vanet) of argument;, rcgar,hng Ihe 1)O,slblht) Ihol

u h r<c nil mllP>l prO' Ide rclevanl lIlfonnat,on LIII} needed. I he 'tale rc'I)Onded Ihnl

1.11) had not mel \\hal hould be a ub,tanllal h v"ng of need \\ hen balan cd aga,n,1

\he ,m runl m\3C) mter<: !> at take and the Igmfieant burdens to the ""gallon IllUl

Imgauon I!>elf

\\ uld ult from allo\\ .ng the dl ovC!").

D. '10 ure 01 mdl\ Idual medlcal recon.b ub)e!> a populallon of lIldlVlduols.

man) of \\hom have enoU> menial Iline . to um,ece:. aT) and IIllru I\e dlcovery. As

la ka Citizens •. equally ,mponanl I the burden the diSCO cry would visil upon Ihe

.mponant

\he medJ 31 records of many a 700 mdl\ .duals.1 ueh discovery would result III an

exponenual mcrease m both th tIme and cost reqUIred 10 litigale thiS case, and ultimalely

Stare of Alaska ,. Eli Lilly alld Company. ase No. 3AN-06-0S630 CI, Order
dated Jul) 31,2007, at S.

D. overy ,Ma ler Order: State:s Firsl MOlion to Compel, Lilly's MOlion to
Compel and Lilly S MOllon for Conuru slon of Subpoena at 6 (hereinafter "OM Order").

PI.mulr .Respo_ 10 Defendant Eh Lilly and
Company AppcaI From Orderoflhe Dtscovery Masler
SIal< ofAIIUA:a • Ell WI)' and Company (Case '0. 3AN.Q6-05630 CIl



II. ARC Mt;NT

to the Disco> ery Master.

Page 3 of7

•

ner thIS extensIVe bnefing and argument b the

nd engaged on hours of oral argument on front

•

Indeed. the D '0\ el) 1a ler pent 0\ er 25 hours con ,denng the parlie"

Due I tbe ,mponan<e f!he e I. u . th· parllC> ubmllted hundreds of page' of

f the Diseo\ cryand e,,"bl

I ,or

boe

argumen and reachon!! hI dec., n

The Di co\ery Master correctly recognized thatlhe State has brought this lawsuit

paru . and careful cOl1Sldcrat, n of the arguments by the Di covery iaster, he issued a

length} and thoughtful order addressing each of the contested i sues. e\erthele s, Lilly

has filed the instan, appeal, and has reiterated lIS pre ious arguments in an effort to

lttCl\e a different ruling based on the same facts and circumstances prevIously presented

on .ts o"n behalf and for ,ts own damages, not as a subrogation action or an action

burden is to demonstrate causation in this popula,ion of individuals, not causalion in any

c1aimll1g by and'or through any individual Medicaid recipients' As such, the State's

specific individual. Regardless, the Medicaid data the Stale is providing in discovery

allo" Lilly to identify specific Medicaid recipients (though not by name) and contains

Plainuff. Response '0 Defendant Eli Lolly and
Company'. Appeal From Order oflhe DISCOVery MaSler
State ofAlmira I' Ell LIlly and Company (Case '0. 3AN.{)6.()S630 CI)

001627

See Exhibit A, Transcript of Oral Argument Seplember I I, 2007.

OM Order al 1-2.



tnt b.

01 0' er) \1a ter appropnalely truck tin balance.

Page 401'7
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•
I mh'm II In. IIldudlllg c nloundlllg II1ll1011allon, l,lIy dall1" ,t

LIII) dlll not demo""tmle h " a Ce s to II1dlVldual n:cord' \\ ould

•

\\lnk lIlly argued ~ data I deficlenl ,n eenalll area. by "l1ue of ml"lI1l! or

·t data. the 0, Oler) \Ia 'er correctly concluded L,II) could freel) alld

defi ICOCI

D.1 Order at 6.

D.1 Order al6-7.

h I ~ ,ndi"

all cd!) I

th

ub !antlal and compelhng need for medical records sufficient 10 overcome these

efT u,<I) hallcnge ~ adm,. ,'blhl) and uffi Icn yoI' the late' c"denee based 011

Th D, o,ery M....tercorrcclly found thatlhe discovery LIlly seeks would Ilresenl

,..,habl) r ub tanuall) ad' ance the cau e of cunng defic,enc,es 111 lhe dala, at least \\ hen

balanccd agallbt the IIltru 1\ ene ; of Ihe diS 0' ery and ti,e burden II "ould pre,ent. rhe

llll) III uppon of liS po ilion, he appropriately found lilly failed to demonstrale a

hugau n He further found d,althe dlScolery \\ould Impose unworkable burdens on Ihe

ht,gauon Itself' "''bIle the DI co'ery 1aster considered each argument proffered by

• ,ub !anllal IIltrusion IIlto en 'II' e and pnvale medical in~ rrnation of nOllpanies 10 this

~1aInIltr'.RC5p<llbe to Defendant Ell Lilly and
ompany 'Appeal From Order of ,he DIscovery Masler

SkI" "/Ala.>w, Ell LIlly and Company (Case No. 3AN~~5630 Cll



tum a trial berneen two partie into a trial of hundreds of nonparties. This is not an

the order IS that Lilly is fundamentally opposed to the nature of this case. Lilly eeks t

Page 5 of7
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••
f r llll}' ""lu t I r the laiC" efltirt ledlcald cI IIns d,ttobae, this

o,e the enure All..a ledl old populauon. Tlus I a populallon that e ccds

undertaking ""luired 10 obtain information neces ary for Lilly's defense, but an effort to

make Justice for the tate unobtainable as a practical maner, wilhout years of protracled

dlsco,ery and litigation at a co llhat no plaintiff can afford. The Court should not allow

DM Order at 8.

DI o,ery Master, and Lilly has failed 10 poinl to any error in lhe Discovery Masler's

PlamllfT's Response 10 Defendant Eh Lilly and
Company's Appeal From Order of the D,sco,ery Master
S,a,< ofAlaskJI v. Ell Lilly and Company (Case o. 3AN-06-OS630 CI)

Lilly has made no better howing on these issues 10 this ourt than il did to the

da

order. Lilly imply disagrees with the decision. The true nature of Lilly's objection 10

the order further pro' ides that Lilly has lhe right to renew its mol ion for the efltire

database If It has reason to once the supplemental production is complelc.

100,000 mdl\ldual ,and c ntams mllh os of pieces of m~ nnotlOLl. Much of that data is

not rem tely rele' ant to the mquine either party mu t make in lhi hllgation.

ReganlJ ,the tate agreed to produce the data Lilly's e,pert said was nllssmg, 10 the

extenl ,t e<l t , and ha taken steps to do o. (lienee, the scope of this producti n was

peclficaJly d Igned by Lilly' own expert, not by the tate.) Bascd in part UPOII that

plan, the DI co,ery Master demed Lilly's motion regarding the database. Importantly,
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GARRETSON & STEELE
Malthew L. Garretson
Jo 'eph W. Steele
5664 Soulh Green Streel

alt Lake Cily, UT 84123
( 0 I) 266·0999

RJCHARDSO ,PATRICK, WESTBROOK
&BRI KMA ,LL

II. Blair lIahn
Chrisliaan A. Marcum
P.O. Box 1007
Ml. Pleasant, SC 29465
(843) 727·6500

::WMtfl.CAN KY& SA Dee

Eric T. Sanders
Alaska Bar No. 7510085

•

For the foregomg reason, and those apparent from the pleadmg , e,hlbllS and

Dated thl 10th day of Octobcr, 2007.

rgUmetlt> before the DI o,ery 18 ter, the tate respectfully request> the C urt allinn

llll I U e traOnhnal) and unn« I) dJ \ ery d m nds to deny the latc JU>IlCC In

the losIer' order.

PlautI1!rs Response 10 Defendanl Eh Lolly and
Company's Appeal From Order of the DISCOVery Masler
SuJt< ofAloslw, Eli LIlly and Company (Case o. 3AN.()6.()S630 ell

001630

COllflSelfor Plaintiff, State ofAlaska



• •

Brc:w ler H Jann on
Lane Powell LL
01 \\ I 'onhem LIght.> Boule, ani, ulte 30 I
uehorage, Alaska 99 03-264

Bany BOIse, "a email (boi.ebaoeprerlow.com)
Pepper mlilon

BY'-JL:,~r;I-~-¥:~~=---
Date,_-=--:..._=f1."7'-"'--<---

PLoUlllIT'. Response 10 Defendanl Eh Lilly and
Company'. Appeal From Orderoflhe I)ISCO-ery Master
Stale afAla.>ka, Ell '-'II" and Campan" (Case '0. 3A. -06-05630 el)

001631
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STATE Of AJ.ASI<A _ UUY MOTION ARGUMEt-lTS BEFOR SCOVERY MASTER
911/2007
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Suite 301

PAORe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
courtreportersalaska.com

Pages 1 - 16B
Tuesday, September 11, 2007

11:00 A.M.

at
LANE POWELL

Northern Lights Boulevard
Anchorage, Alaska '

301 West

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

vs. )
)

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY, )
)

Defendant. )
)

Case No. 3AN-06-05630 CI

MOTION ARGUMENTS BEFORE THE DISCOVERY MASTER

6

8

5

1 IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

2 THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

3

4

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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SCOVERY MASTERMOTION ARGUMENTS BEFOR
9/11/2007

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
courtreponersalaska.com

A-P-P-E-A-R-A-N-C-E-S

STATE OF AIASI<A . _ ULlY

DISCOVERY MASTER:
Judge Dan A. Hensley (Retired)
1036 West 22nd Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99503
(9071277-7354)

For the Defendant:
Brewster H. Jamieson
Andrea Girolamo-Welp
LANE POWELL
301 West Northern Lights Boulevard, Suite 301
Anchorage, Alaska 99503-2648
(277-9511)

4

1
2

3

5
6

For the Plaintiff:
7 Eric T. Sanders

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS
8 500 L Street, Suite 400

Anchorage, Alaska 99501-5911
9 (907/272-3538)

10
Joseph W. Steele

11 GARRETSON STEELE
9545 Kenwood Road, Suite 304

12 Cincinnati, Ohio 45242-6100
(801/266-0999)

13
David L. Suggs

14 RICHARDSON PATRICK WESTBROOK & BRICKMAN
27995 Boulder Circle

15 Shorewood, Minnesota 55331
(952/401-4377)

16
Christiaan Marcum

17 RICHARDSON PATRICK WESTBROOK & BRICKMAN
1037 Chuck Dawley Boulevard, Building A

18 Mount Pleasant, South Carolina 29464-4190
(843/727-6522)

19
20

21

22

23

24
25
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PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907,272-4383
courtreportersalaska.com

Barry H. Boise
4 Eric J. Rothschild (Appearing telephonically.)

George Lehner (Appearing telephonically.)
5 PEPPER HAMILTON

3000 Logan Square
6 Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103-2799

(215/981-4591)

Court Reporter:
8 Diane M. Bondeson

PACIFIC RIM REPORTING
9 711 M Street. Suite 4

Anchorage. Alaska 99501

7

.,
3

APPEARANCES (continued)

10

11

12

13

14

15
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DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Good

Let's take roll. For the plaintiffs here

For the defendants, present, Barry Boise,

MR. ROTHSCHILD: Yes. Thank you, Your

HORAGE. ALASKA; TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2007

11:00 A.M.

STAll: Of AtASM .

MR. LEHNER: Yes.

MR. BOISE: George and Eric, before you

speak, can you just identify who was speaking, for

the court reporter and the benefit of those other

than Dave and I who know your voice well enough.

DISCOVERY MASTER: There is a number of

issues pending. I'd kind of like -- I know you've

3

4

9

5 mingo We're on record in State of Alaska vs. Eli

6 Lilly and Company. This is Dan Hensley, the

7 discovery master, and this is arguments on various

8 discovery motions_

10 live are Eric Sanders, Joe Steele, Christiaan Marcum,

12

14 telephone, Eric Rothschild and George Lehner.

15 And for you folks on the phone, could you

16 hear me okay?

13 Brewster Jamieson, Andrea Girolamo-Welp. And on the

11 David Suggs. Nobody on the telephone.

17

18 Honor.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Some of the issues are crossovers.

STAn: Of

organized your arguments.

like to cut to the chase and have you address early

the argument about access to patient records and, in

addition, the status of discovery of the State's

dissatisfaction doesn't.

have to deal with today, but maybe some of that other

dissatisfaction arises over the crux issues that we

In terms of order of argument -- couple

motions filed by the State, we have some filed by the

So I'd like to address what you all

think -- I'd like you to address early in your

arguments what you all think the status of that

discovery is related to the issues that aren't

covered by the other significant issue, access to

patient records.

So

we'll start with the State, we'll go to the defense,

then we'll go back to the State and then we'll go to

the defense. And then, unless there is more that we

defense.

have to say, we'll stop there.

5 claims database.

6 I understand that since the motions were

7 filed the State has done some supplementing on that.

8 I understand -- or at least it appears to me that the

9 defendants are dissatisfied. I think some of that

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25



10 initial round of arguments the length of the 30(b) (6)

21 f1ne. Thank you.

page 6
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S: oul you prefer that we

regarding medical records first?

ERY MAS ER: Early. You can do it

Do you want to --

STEELE: Can I switch with you. David.

MR. SUGGS: Oh. certainly. Absolutely.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Leave aside in your

MR. STEELE: That would be me.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Okay. Make sure

MR. ROTHSCHILD: This is Eric. I can hear

6

8

9

7 because I'm going to talk about that?

16

17

11 mo ion and the newly filed motion to postpone the

12 Taurel deposition. We'll take care of that after

13 we've taken care of everything else.

14 So we'll start with -- are you going to do

15 it, Mr. Steele?

20

18 everybody can hear Mr. Steele. Mr. Rothschild.

19 Mr. Lehner, are you able to hear Mr. Steele?

22 MR. LEHNER: George Lehner. Yes. Thank

23 you.

24 DISCOVERY MASTER: Okay. If you can't or

25 we cut out. let us know. please.

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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20 Does the Court have the affidavit?

13 So fortunately, I guess, we have this

14 affidavit by your expert. and I think that I can

15 address some of the things that she addresses there.

page 7

n ARGU ENTS BERlR tSCOVERY MASTER

11 007

irnlg.

STEELE: Al right. Let me start with

MR. BOISE:

DISCOVERY MASTER: I don't think so.

MR. STEELE: It would have been part of the

h t I hink we can a ree on. counsel,

elpfu us and helpful 0 he process is theto

aff! aVlt of your exper whose name I'm going to

s ronounc Beth Veerig?

3

4

5

6

7 STEELE: Virnig. The difficulty we

wer having ~as the difficulty in addressing the

question of how somebody could give anybody all of

the Medicaid database. It's not like a basketball

where it's in our possession. wrapped up neatly and

12 nice y, and we can just hand it to you.

21

22

16 because I take what she is saying to be a description

17 by her of what else you need in addition to what we

18 have given you thus far. So let me see if I can go

:9 through that one at a time.

23 lengthy response that was filed.

24 DISCOVERY MASTER: Then I do have it.

25 Okay. I have it. Number? Exhibit number.

PAOFIC RIM REPORTING 907.272-4383
counreportersalaska.com
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14 get it, is in a meeting out of state until the 13th.

15 Since we just got this yesterday and I was flying, I

16 didn't see it till this morning. So I have not been

PageS

IlEfOR tSCOVERY MASTERTI ARGUM
9 II '2007

uuu

BOIS: B.

MR. STEELE: Maybe g t on the same page

ST Of

It

able to confer with him, but I have gotten Matt

Garretson and his people on the line.

Mr. Garretson would be one of our

co-counsel and also somebody who is knowledgeable in

general about what kind of things exist in the

Medicaid database.

To confer with him to see what of these

things we think ought to be there or ought to be

ava'lable and how hard it would be to get it. So I

IS 0 eERY MASTER: Got it.

STEELE: Can you turn to page 37

Because hat s what we're going to discuss.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Urn-hum.

MR. STEELE: Okay. I take what is being

9 said here to be this. Beginning at page 3, the good

10 doc or is saying what else it is that you need in

11 order to do what it is that you intend to do with the

12 data. Dave Campana, who is the Medicaid person most

13 knowledgeable about what exists and how hard it is to

17

18

19

20

2

22

23

24

25

PAQAe RIM REPORTING 907-272~3S3
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13 paragraph 2?

15 again, I'm saying this on behalf of Dave Campana, who

16 I have not been able to speak with, but speaking in

17 general with Mr. Garretson, we believe this sort of

7 underneath enrollment data. On No.2, to the extent

8 that it is available and can be de-identified - by

9 de-identified I mean take out patient-specific

10 information, like name and Social Security number 

11 we're willing to produce this information.

Page 9

001640
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MR. JAMIESON: Excuse me. Is that

MR. STEELE: That's 2 on page 3. And

STATE OF AlASKA. UUy

am pre red to go through those one at a time and say

wh t it is that we have to say about it. I think it

will probably solve some of our problems because I

think we can accommodate you on some of these things.

She begins on No.1, but No.2 is really

where we start talking about things that you want,

other words, knowing information that will be able to

3

4

5

6

12

14

18 thing is available. If it is available and it can be

19 produced, that is, if it exists and we can get it, we

20 will give it to you in a de-identified form.

21 I think we've refined our approach to

22 de-identifying information, knowing that what you all

23 are interested in, as are we, is being able to

24 identify discrete patients within the database. In

25



3 imes.

6 identifier assigned to each individual patient.

Page 10
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Moving on to No.3. We will provide the

STATE Of

So I think we will de-identify it in the

way ha we are now currently doing with a unique

know that we can infer it for something or there is

other databases that we can look in or other places

that we can get it.

We will make diligent inquiry to see if by

hook or by crook we can give you race information if

have is that it is not, but if it can be gotten

4

5

7

say, ·This is a particular patient within the

da se,· so we don't read one person multiple

8 gender information. We believe that to exist. We

9 think that we can get it for the discrete patients,

10 and we will provide it.

11 What I am told about the race data, that

12 is, what is the race of each individual recipient, we

13 don't believe that this exists, and I offer this with

14 one caveat. I'm a lawyer. I don't work for Medicaid

15 in Alaska. I'm not looking at it myself. But I am

16 told that the race data does not exist. If in fact

17 it does exist, we will closely question the people

18 involved, see if it can be obtained somehow. I don't

19

20

21

22

23

24 it is there. And as I say, the current information I

25
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, thout driving everybody crazy, we will try to do
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occurring here, in the absence of Mr. Campana, is

there are 109 -- 999 people who are treaters and

124,000 people who are enrolled but not necessarily

treating.

If it turns out to be otherwise, if there

are other treaters that exist between 100 and

umber 4. The start and stop dates is what

is being asked for there. We think that this can be

5 gotten out through the enrollment data, and if you

6 want that, we will provide it, assuming that it is

7 available in the database. We think that it is. So

8 with the other caveat about talking to Dave Campana,

9 I would say it should be there. We will give it to

10 you if it is in fact there.

11 On No.5, what is being said there is there

12 are 124,000 people enrolled, or to be more exact, I

13 guess 124,446 are enrolled. We've given you data

14 from 100,000 roughly, 100,000 plus 999 others. It's

15 claims data.

16 So the question that is raised in our mind

17 is: Did the other 24,000 make a claim? If they

18 didn't make a claim, it's not going to be in the

19 database as claims data. So what we imagine is

20

21

22

23

24

25



16 somewhere. It also may be the case that First Health

17 may have something that we don't have or have it more

18 conveniently. If it were to exist there, of course

Page 12
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ST"TE Of IU1'SM .

12 .000. we have no objection to giving you

information on treaters that may exist in addition to

the ones that you've got.

What I think happened is that the number

you got are the people who in fact treated, but I'm

going to check on that and make sure that you have

all of that.

Number 6. I don't know what to tell you on

you can have it, and I think Mr. Marcum is going to
address somewhat later those things on the subpoena
to First Health that we would not be objecting to.

So on No. 6, I don't know what to tell you

4

3

5

6

8

7

9 this in the absence of Dave Campana other than we

10 don't have what we don't have. It may be the case

11 that the people who are filling these things out

12 didn't do their jobs right, but I do not believe that

13 we have what it is that you are asking for in No.6.

14 With respect to No.6, we will ask yet

15 again if more cannot be obtained somehow or

19

20

21

22

23 other than, you know, we'll get what we can get, but

24 we don't have what we don't have.

25
Number 7, the revenue codes. If there are

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907'272-4383
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revenue codes that we have that we have not given to

? you and they can be feasibly extracted from the

10 find out. We have inquired. We don't think we have

11 it. and if we don't, we don't; and if we do, you're

12 welcome to it.

Page 13

Ul1Y MOTION ARGUMENTS BEFOR ISCOVERY MASTER
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The same answer for No. 11. You're asking

ST n: Of AJJSM v.

database. we will give you those revenue codes.

Number 8. We don't think we have it. We

will -- I don't know how to say this other than to

say. you know, we'll make double-dog sure that we

don't have it. And that's a series of these

questions. As I say, I'm a lawyer, and I'm not

looking at it myself, but we will see what we can

available. and I have reason to believe, based on my

conversation with Mr. Garretson, that it should be.

I just can't guarantee it because Mr. Campana is not

around.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

13 Number 9 is the same thing, if we find more

14 diagnosis codes, you'll be the first to know.

15 Number 10, we will give you all of the

16 pharmacy records for all of the medicines that are in

17 the database. So we're not going to make a

18 distinction about which ones do or do not have

19 something to do with things that we are interested

20 in. You can have all of that, assuming it is

21

22

23

24

25
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16 we are using to decermine whether somebody has

17 diabeces or not.

TION ARGUMENT'S BEFOR SCOVERY MASTER
9'll/2OO7

UUYSTATE OF

for he same ching really as No. 10. and again you

can have ic if it is available and if it exiscs.

I would suggest to you chat maybe the good

doccor hasn't looked ac all of che things chat we

have given you. Maybe she's having trouble accessing

ic in a dacabase, buc I know. based on our

scatiscical analysis. that some of Che things that

she's calking about in 10, II, 12 and 13, all of

which relace to medications. I believe that almost

all of chac is in there.

For example, I do believe that beta

blockers are in chere because that is a potential

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 confounder. and so I believe Chat it is there. I

14 believe thac informacion is chere wich respect to

15 diabetic medications because that is the measure that

18 So maybe she's haVing trouble figuring out

19 where these things are. buc it is apparent to me from

20 reading this that she doesn't know everything that is

21 in Chere. But if there is more with respect to 10.
22

23

24

25

11. 12 and 13. we'll give it to you.

With respect to pre-96 data. we understand

ic co be corrupted for whatever reasons it is

corrupted. If it can be assembled in a form that can

PAQFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
courtreportersalaska.com
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19 respond to the discrete database issue.

STATE Of ., •. r."•.•-"', UUY lOTION ARGUME/lTS BEFOR ISCOVERY MASTER
9'11/2007

13 That covers the database. and I think that

14 that pretty much covers everything that needs to be

15 said about it unless you guys have any other

16 questions about -- like could we have this or could

17 we have that.

Page 15

DISCOVERY MASTER: How about if you all
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MR. BOISE: Sure.

DISCOVERY MASTER: If you're ready to do

MR. BOISE: Absolutely.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Okay.

MR. BOISE: Thank you. Much of what Mr.

that.

be ransmi ted 0 you. and I don't know how difficult

2 th t is. but barring some unreasonable amount of

3 expense or effort that would burden the State system.

4 you can look at the fouled-up and corrupted 1996 data

5 and make your own judgments. And again. I haven't

6 been able to talk to Dave Campana about how difficult

7 it is to bundle this up and send it to you. If it

8 does turn out to be extraordinarily difficult, I'm

9 sure we can work something out. pay for people's time

o if they have it, or we'll figure something out. But

11 if you want to look at corrupted data. you are

12 welcome to it.

18

20

21

22

23

24

25



12 is more digging that needs to be done and there is

13 experts that need to be involved in doing that

14 digging. And that is why what we have asked for is

S eel has articulated, we certainly have had

2 disc ssions about it, indeed on-the-record

3 discussions about where similar types of, if not

4 agreements, willingness to look for documents and

5 look for data have been offered, And the response

6 has largely been: If we have it, we'll try to

7 provide it to you, and the like, Yet we still sit

8 here without the data, and that's what prompted, in

9 large part, our desire to go right to the source,

10 We don't doubt a word that Mr, Steele has

11 said that this is complex. We don't doubt that there

Page 16

TI ARGUMENTS BEFOR ISC:OVERY MASTER
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STAn Of AlASKA U Uu.y

to go to the data source itself maintained by the

agent of the State, First Health, and have our

experts go in and extract the data that needs to be

extracted from the database.

The first example that Mr. Steele addressed

was under enrollment data, and what I understood him

to say was we will get all enrollment data, but in

addition to that, YOu're going to look for additional

information on race and gender. We certainly want

that as well, but that was an example of data that

we're seeking in a database. What we don't know is

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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10 about.

13 We're told it's burdensome to package it like a

14 basketball and sort of hand it to us, and we

Page 17
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don' t know,

STAll: Of AlAS Y, UUy

t

e just received at the end of last week a

listing of all the fields in the database, and there

is hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of fields that

are attached, I think as the last exhibit to that

PAORe RlM REPORnNG 907.272-4383
cx>urtreportersalaska,com

offered to have Our own experts go in and extract

what we need from this database, and that's what

we're really asking for here,

I mean, you have, you know, the position of

the State having to go back to the one person who has

the information concerning this data which was unable

to answer now for a period of months, and I think

it's time for us to be able to see what is in that

database in its totality and be able to extract

1

2

3

4

5

6 large pleading -- it's not there, I'll get a

7 reference for you. Exhibit F, which we received late

8 last week, which gives hundreds of fields of

9 additional data items which we're just learning

11 So what happened here was we got a

12 selective cut of data instead of the whole database,

15 appreciate that, but we haven't understood or heard

16 what that burden is in any way, shape or form. We've
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Same with the pre-96 information. I mean,

STATE OF AV&A . U ULlY

fields.

perha s 0 her confounding factors or other data

h t's in there that are listed in all of those

We appreciate that the State is not in

possession of all this and all this knowledge, and

that's why we're asking for other experts to go in

and extract what we need.

The examples by Dr. Virnig were examples of

what we could obviously see and we would obviously

expect to see, while we're still kept a bit in the

dark as to what the whole basketball or whole

database ultimately looks like.

We have not seen the medication beyond

mental health medication such as beta blockers that's

referenced by Mr. Steele, and we have correspondence

from your colleague, Mr. Marcum, suggesting that what

4

3

.,

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

25

17 we have are mental health medications. So if

18 you're -- you know, maybe you can show us, have the

19 database here, and you can show us where the

20 nonmental health medications are. We're happy to

21 have that, have that data, but we just don't see it.

22 So we appreciate the offer for all

23 medication but would like at this point to have the

24 ability to go in and really extract it ourselves.



15 expert look at the data. We have a fight, a dispute

the c e here, as plaintiff is going to pursue it,

2 r ally goes to hether Zyprexa caused diabetes, is

3 one certain issue here. And important to us is

4 whether the person had diabetes long before Zyprexa

5 was ever on the market or ever prescribed, and

6 without pre-96 data, that becomes very challenging.

7 If it's corrupt, it's one more reason why we need

8 edical records, which I'll get to separately and let

9 the State address it first. But to have Mr. Steele

10 at this time go back to the State and figure out what

11 would be at issue in producing pre-96 data and then

12 get back to us at some undefined period I think is a

13 little bit late in that process.

Page 19
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What we'd like to do, again, is have our

STAn Of
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over whether we get de-identified data or not, and

we'd respect what the Court's ruling is on that issue

as we get to that issue, but if we have to look at it

from a de-identified perspective, you know, so be it.

We have reasons why we should see the whole database

in its nonde-identified form.

So I mean, these are, in a nutshell,

really I think Mr. Steele has made the argument as

to why we need to see the whOle database and have

own experts come in and make some judgments as to

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25



18 was -- it was a guy. I'm off the subject. Anyway,

19 I've said what I've said.

12 the seam must fail. With respect to the enrollment

13 data, I've said what I've said. They say -_ and I

14 hope Beth is not -- Beth is not a guy, is she, your

15 expert?

Page 20
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v. uuu..

MR. BOISE: I am. Thank you.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Go ahead.

MR. STEELE: All right. Where it appears

MR. BOISE: No.

MR. STEELE: Beth A. I thought you said it

ata we need to extract.

hav been made in the past already in our

STAll: Of

h

m et-and-confer process, but we just are still

waiting on or maybe there is some confusion about.

MR. STEELE: May I?

DISCOVERY MASTER: Are you finished, Mr.

C nc ssions that were made, and we think a lot of

3

4

5

6

7

8 Boise?

9

10

11

16

17

20 With respect to No.2, what they're saying

21 is that they want to look at enrollment files, and

22 they want to see the things that are listed in NO.2,

23 and I think we can give them that information. So I

24 didn't understand that to be all enrollment data.

25 Obviously that includes the names. I mean, one of

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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12 doing product liability cases for 30 years, and I

10 extracting it, I don't really know how that would be

11 done, but it's certainly not customary. I've been

Page 21
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Second point. With respect to the experts

srTEOF

things, and we'll give it to them insofar as what

I've said we can provide to them, with the caveats

that I have offered.

I have never seen a product liability case

where the defense data weasels walked into GM

headquarters and started diddling on their computers,

and I don't think I'm ever going to see that.

The idea that they want all is __ I think

doesn't make any sense. ~fuat they've got is a

9

he hings that's interesting about Dr. Virnig's

2 c aration is that she of course doesn't opine that

3 she needs the names of the Medicaid recipients. You

4 can look at it from stem to stern, and the good

5 doctor does not suggest anywhere in there that she

6 needs the name of the Medicaid recipient.

7 So they can have the enrollment data but

8 not the names of the Medicaid recipient.

13 have yet to have General Motors let me into their

14 computer, and I don't think that's ever going to

15 happen. What you do is you ask them for things, and

16 they give it to you. And they have asked us for
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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he doctor hat hey have chosen to

has said what she 'ants in addition to

r ady have, and we'll give it to them.

0', I think hat hat is a rational basis

As to '96, what I'm suggesting is whatever

ry~ng 0 decide

and sh

STATEOf' j\l.AS~t.A ". tu U

n h ch h Cour can make a decision. In other

rds, if you re trying 0 be the decider here,

A: d, you

you'r

Th re ~s no rational basis offered, that I can see,

as to 'hy hey need to go in and diddle on the

a basketba 1.

S ate's com uter,

If they want something, they can do what

12 h s been dane here and tell us what it is, and we'll

13 ge lt for them insofar as that can be done. That's

14 a ut all that can be said about that.

15

16 here is we're going to give it to them, and they

17 can lock at it. I mean, it's not going to __ as far

18 as I Know, it ex~sts in a discrete form because

19 nlike ~hat we're currently using, which is a live

20 database, r'ght? Where YOU -- it's alive and there

21 is inputs and the inputs happen every day and it's,

22 yo Know, something that's in use, The pre-96 stuff

23 s stored. It's Stored in the form so that it's like
24

25
So if it's pre-96, it is a basketball that
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BEFOR rSCOVERY MASTERn ARGU
112007

're g01ng to giv it to

the gripe is there, to telln'

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: Just very briefly. If we're

Our main gripe is that we don't know what

there is no gripe there if we're going to

don' even get what they're talking

Th y can look at that football or basketball

ST Of

a u

or "'. ev r it is.

So setting aside the issue of patient

identifying information which I think we can argue

s arately, I would just note that their doctor

doesn't say tha she needs it, nor would it be needed

with respect to the database. I think that's a

ical records issue, and I prefer to argue that

is no

selective portion of a database and given that

selective portion to a person who is used to seeing a

database, we're able to identify areas of just

obvio s need and issues.

What we're told here on many cases by Mr.

Steele is that you don't have all procedure codes,

12 separa ely.

13

14

15 going to get the entire pre-96 database, then there

17 get all he da abase.

18

19 we don' know. We know what we've been produced is a
20

21

22

23

24

25
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11 and we're really put in the position of saying,

18 Are there revenue codes that would show

19 additional procedures? Is there data contained in

ISCOVERY MASTER

Wha t we don't know

TI ARGUMENTS BE
9'1112007

• UU Y

y not have diagnosis codes.

STJEOf

y

eligibility files that would have more information

that would go to confounding factors, that would go

to issues of causation? We don't know what we don't
know.

We've asked for the database. We've been

told you'll look for certain items but told we're

is 'he her that data lives in a different form within

3 the database. We don't have to go within the

4 corridors and have our technology people go around

5 and play with the database if you would produce the

6 entire database, and we would be able to extract what

7 we need on our own time and without any intrusion.

8 There has been no burden argument or

9 presentation as to why that would be challenging to

10 do other than it's not in the form of a basketball,

12 ·We're going to show you a little bit of this

13 database, and if you ask us for specific things,

14 we'll give it to you, but we're not going to tell you

15 what are in all those other fields where people,

16 nonlawyers, can go in and really look and see what is

17 there.·

20

21

22

23

24

25
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we need.

Page 25

nON ARGU lENTS BEFOR ISCOVERY MASltR
9'11'2007

ULLSf TEOI'

un 'illing to do the entire database because of

urd n, All we're suggesting is if that's the

argument, we'll take on the burden and go to the

source and extract what we need. So ultimately we'd

like the full database. If that is too burdensome,

we would offer to go and extract what we need using

forensics experts to do it. So in either case, we

would have the opportunity to extract and obtain what

10 The final point that Mr. Steele made, or

11 maybe he opened with it, was there is no reference to

12 the need for de-identified information, and I agree

13 we should argue for medical records separate, but

14 what Dr. Virnig does do in here and what we do in our

15 briefing throughout is explain we need medical

16 records, and we can't identify which patient's

17 medical records we need without the identified

18 information.

19 We want to be able to look at -- how can we

20 subpoena the records, unless you're willing to

21 provide the records to us, based upon a de-identified

22 number? So if a particular patient we believe has
23

24

25

huge gaps, for example, in their enrollment data and

we want to find out what was the full history for

that patient, the only way we could possibly get that
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Without having this information at least in

DISCOVERY MASTER: I have a question for

Page 26

TI ARGU ENTS BEFOR ISCOVERY MASTER
9'11/2007

UUUYSTAn: Of

i hro gh medical records, and the only way we would

a Ie to tell you which medical records we need

either for you to obtain for us and provide to us in

some de-identified fashion or for Lilly to go out and

get them themselves is to have a patient name.

We've been able to handle 28,000 claims on

behalf of plaintiffs in the underlying Zyprexa

litigation, personal injury litigation. We've

obtained thousands of patients' medical records.

We've taken dozens of plaintiffs' depositions. We're

extraordinarily sensitive to the rights of these

patients to privacy and take all measures necessary

not to intrude unless absolutely there is a

compelling need here.

the lawyers' possession or in our expert's

possession, we're unable to identify which patients

we need to go out and tell a story here and be able

to get the full picture, not just what limited

information is contained in this database where

people, as you said earlier, may not have coded

something properly Or may not have included the

information that is key here. So that's the
response.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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19 offer that.

Page 27

ISCOVERY MASTERUllY MOTIO MGU EI'lTS BE
9'11 '2007

MR. STEELE: Well, the last is the problem,

MR. SUGGS: I don't think that they would

MR. STEELE: Really? But, you know, that's

r. Steele.

MR. STEELE: Sure.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Aside from you've never

2

3

8

4 seen it done at GM, what's the burden or prejudice or

5 risk to your client of having the defense look at the

6 database themselves, assuming you can protect the

7 identities of the patients?

9 and that is, of course, integral in the database,

10 inseparable from the database, the identities of the

11 patients. So if you're looking at the database, you

12 are looking at the identities of the patient.

13 And allow me to make this point, and I

14 haven't been able to confer with my colleagues, but

15 if -- I'd probably be willing to let them look in our

16 computers if they'll let us look in theirs. What do

17 you think?

18

20

21 something to think about is if it's sauce for the

goose, it's sauce for the gander. So if this is the
22

23

24

25

standard we're going to adopt, then for

things that Mr. Suggs wants, we want to

database and their records and have our

all of the

invade their

experts comb
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17 data fields, they can do that. They can put that by

Page 28

n ARGU 1ENTS BEfOR ISCOVERY MAmR
9 11 007

Ull

And by the way, we have given them a list

So if that's the way it's going to be done,

STA1Hlf

o know.

hro gh that so -- because we don't know what we

know. and there may be things in there that wedon't

would much like to know that they don't want usvery

way of discovery, and we will respond to it.

The question of the need for the individual

identities of the people, I mean, we're just going to

have to address that, and I will do that.

But two strong points I want to make is I

cannot separate the identities from the database.

That's why we did it the way we did it in main

measure, and if it's sauce for the goose, it's sauce

2

3

4

5

6 then let it be so. But setting that aside, what I'm

7 telling the Court, with a reasonable degree of

8 assurance, is that integral to those to this live

9 database is the names are inseparable. There is no

10 way to do that. So if they look, they look.

11

12 of all of the fields. So if they want to make a

13 query with respect to the list of all of the -- Mr.

14 Boise in his argument just said we've given them

15 hundreds of fields. We've given them hundreds of

16 fields. If they want to make inquiries within those

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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ISCOVERY MASTER

We can go poke

UUY MOll ARGU ENTS BEFOR
9'11/2007
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DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. I'm going to

MR. BOISE: And Mr. Suggs knows this and

We're asking for the piece of evidence that

ST TEOF

for ~he gander on ~ha~ little deal.

about that piece of evidence and be fUlly informed,

2

3

around in their stuff. but that wasn't the way it was

done in the MOL. We didn't go and poke through their

database to get 12 million documents. They handed us

5 what they were supposed to hand to us on the

6 discovery order, just the way that we're doing it

7 here. It's no different. It's no different than

9

8 it's ever done.

10 give you the last word. Mr. Boise, briefly, and then

11 we'll move on to the next issue.

12

13 Mr. Steele just may not. I mean, there was extensive

14 discussion and court involvement on his goose v.

15 gander argument. There was discussion. disclosure of

16 fields and what those fields meant of Lilly

17 databases. and in certain circumstances full

18 databases were turned over. There was a full history
19

20

21

22

23

24 you are basing your entire claim on, to be informed
25



11 everybody agree to that?

;n ARGUMENTS BEFOR 'ISCOVERY MASTER
9'1112007

You don't think it's

Okay. Good.

No, that's not our claim.

That's not Our Claim.

MR. STEELE: Okay. Well, I've had this

MR. BOISE: We've heard that

STTEOF

MR. STEELE:

otherwise?

MR. BOISE:

MR. STEELE:

MR. BOISE:

MR. STEELE: All right. So we don't have

it. So now the question becomes: Where do we go

about this is that there is very little in their

expert's declaration that suggests that something can

be gotten from the medical records that cannot be

gotten from the Medicaid database.

and hat's ~at e're asking for.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Thanks.

'ext let's just go the patient records argument.

~o's going to do that? And Mr. Boise. Okay, We'll

5 start again with Mr. Steele.

6

12

7 discussion with them. Is it perfectly clear to

8 everybody that we do not have a warehouse the size of

9 Yankee Stadium wherein from birth to death every

10 Medicaid recipient's medical records are kept? Does

13 representation. We understand that.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 from here? The first thing that needs to be said
22

23

24

25
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14 Medicaid database studies and has done several on

13 accessed in order to do that study. Lilly does

Page 31

TI ARGU ENTS BEFOR 'ISCOVERY MASTER
9 11'2007

UllSfATE OF AlASKA

The fact is that Medicaid databases are

used all of the time to do epidemiology studies which

detenmine how much of a disease has been caused by a

par icular agent and to -- let me see if I can start

with a larger metaphor that may explain better what

it is that we're trying to do, but keep in mind the

background here is this.

If you look at the pharmacotherapy article

that is submitted with the defendant's most recent

moving papers, that was a study similar to the one

that we're doing that was done out of a Medicaid

this is kind of how it goes. Let's say that YOU've

got a roulette wheel. The roulette wheel has got a

whole bunch of numbers on it, Pick any number that

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 database from five states. No patient records were

15 Zyprexa, In doing those Medicaid database studies,

16 patient records, meaning charts in doctors' Offices,
17 were nOt used.

18 The way that we are approaching the problem

19 is a valid scientific way to approach the problem.

20 That is a large frame around this subject.

21 The next thing that needs to be understood

22 is this, and excuse the crudeness of my metaphor, but
23

24

25
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we chink about che roulette wheel.ow,

STATEOf'

you ike. In chis case. ic is the Alaska Medicaid

pulation.

background rate of obesity, diabetes, heart disease,
and so on.

So let us say that the background rate is

zero and double zero within the Medicaid population.

So YOU've got all of these numbers plus the

background rate. The question becomes if you

che roulecce wheel there is zero and double zero.

5 Zero and double zero on the roulette wheel are the

6 background rate of the disease. So let's say we've

7 goc the entire Medicaid population. We want to look

8 ac a particular disease. the disease will have a

9 background rate because in chis world there are very

10 few things thac are simply unique to a particular

11 agent.

12 So you'll have a background rate of

13 diabetes. you'll have a background rate of heart

14 disease, you'll have a background rate of lung

15 cancer. and any agent that you want to talk about

16 that causes disease pretty much is going to have a

17 background rate. So we talk about tobacco, we'll

18 have a background rate of lung cancer and heart

19 disease. If we talk about Zyprexa. we'll have a
20

21

22

23

24

25
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BEFOR iSCOVERY MASTER

do you have in addition to

have in addi ion to theo yo

So ,'ha

-ero? Well, if you're talking about

through 6. Okay?

und ra e

'L'~Vu,~~e a art'c'lar a nt into he edicai

- ro a.d d u

Z r xa and d~abe es, wha you're talking about,

ac ord~ng to the pharmacotherapy article and other

articles, are you have zero, double zero, triple

zero, quadruple zero, quin uple zero and sextuple

z roo Zeroes

I want to g ve Mr. Smith money. For me to give

Mr. S ith money, we've got to demonstrate that it is

¥Or. Smith tha has been hurt and not somebody else.

9

10 N in order for us as the State to

11 de ermine wha our damages are, what we need to do is

12 w need to subtract the background rate from the

13 ~ncrease caused by the agent, So we subtract out

14 z roes 1 and 2 and we're left with zeroes 3 through

15 6, and hat gives us the additional amount of disease

16 caused by a particular agent. That's essentially how

17 is done in Lilly's Medicaid data studies on

Zyprexa and pharmacotherapy article, Dr. Gao's study
9 on Zyprexa.

Now, the case we are pursuing is this, and

it's gOt to be looked at differently than a

22 tradi 'onal PI case because a traditional PI case is:
23

2~

25
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BEFOR ISCOVERY MAffiR

oesn't matter what their

Mr. Whatever. It doesn't

ion, the State is

v ry dy on he roulette wheel,

o ay for zero, double zero,

I could be Mr. Smi h, it could be

S t has go

r~ e z ro and 0 on. I

n -. s ar

Yr. ones, ~ could

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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t r ~hat heir names are. What matters is we had

o pay for four . ore than we should have had to pay

for. We don't need to know their names because we're

no going to give thern any money. So that is the

11 xercise that we are involved in in this particular

12 deal. So w don't need to know their names, and

13 Lilly do sn't need to know their names,

14 The way that this works is that it can be

15 v ry difficult and it is an additional step to try to

16 figure out whether a particular person, Mr. Jones'

17 diabetes was caused by Zyprexa, whether Mr. Jones'

18 heart disease was caused by the fact that he smokes,

19 "'hether Mr. Jones' lung cancer was caused by the fact

that he smokes,

If you look, however, at large numbers,

wha you will see is that if yOU introduce tobacco

23 nto a Medicaid population, you will get a lot more

24 heart disease in addition to the background rate.

25 And if yOU introduce Zyprexa into a Medicaid



:0 id a that all right maybe there is some information

ln the medlcal records, as suggested by Dr. Virnig,

12 that ~~uld be useful, let me address how that ought

13 to be done. The issues are many and varied, and they

14 come xceedingly difficult if you want to involve

5 particular people's names.

16 The obvious reason for that is that we're

Page 35

BEFOR SCOVERY MASTER

ics in ddition 0 thedia9

lcal records.

No., lf the Court wants to entertain the

's

ca s

e h r a specific person's diabetes was

by he drug does not make any difference.

h ncr ase over the background rate.

So to do thlS scientifically, you don't need

the rson S name, and you probably don't need their

9

17 talking about people who are taking powerful

18 antipsychotic medications. Those people, under the

19 Alaska Constitution and under HIPAA, have a right of

20 privacy that by definition needs to be invaded as

21 Ii tle as possible. So the way to do it, if it were
22

23

24

25
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cotherapy on the Zyprexa engaged in.

STAll: Of IJJS(A •

in'olved in is the same kind of scientific exercise

ha Lilly engages in and the authors of

pha

me, as the referee in this matter, that is, the need

for the names -- see, the way I look at it is this.

The process we're inVOlved in here is a process of

science. It is a scientific question whether you

3

4 setting that aside and saying, "All right. How are

5 we going to be minimally invasive here," which I

6 hink is clearly what's called for, the answer to

7 that is if Lilly finds this information to be vital

8 to their defense, then what ought to be done is

9 essentially an escrow agent ought to be set up.

10 There are many firms that engage in getting

11 medical records and putting them in electronic

12 format. They could be hired. They would be

13 possessed of the names. They would go out and get

14 the medical records, they would do the de-identifying

15 them, and then they would provide them to Lilly in

16 the de-identified form. At minimum, names would need

17 to be removed, Social Security numbers would need to

18 be removed, and perhaps there are other things that

19 might need to be addressed.

20 Once you get past that and you say, all

21 right. For reasons that have not been presented to
22

23

24

25
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Let me point this out. They are saying

STATE Of~. Ull

n ed the n es or not.

ow, we have the good doctor's declaration,

and sh could have said, presumably if she believed

patent on zyprexa expires in four years, and the

longer that we can be delayed and the more expensive

it can be made, the better to protect the Zyprexa

3

13

4 i, °1 need the names for something." But currently

5 here is no scientific evidence before you that

6 suggests the necessity for individual identities. In

7 fact, quite the contrary.

8 If you look at the pharmacotherapy article

9 that Lilly has submitted to you, the individual

10 identities are not there, and they didn't know them.

11 If you look at Dr. Virnig's declaration, she does not

12 suggest that they need individual identities.

14 that they need the individual identities because they

15 need to take depositions. And they say they need to

16 take depositions before they even know what's in the

17 people'S medical records.

18 What is really going on here is that this

19 is an effort to shut down this litigation. The

20 shutting down of the litigation for four years

21 will -- it's basically this. You know, Lilly'S

22 monitor here is four more years. Why? Because the
23

24

25
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Page 38

nough money to shut down

The medical malpractice

got

nd nt c n shut down any plaintiff's

lash plain if£.

ns r rs have got enough money to shut down all the

.prac lce plaintiffs. If you let them run amok and

0 out and a e 700 deposltlons, they're going to put

s out of buslness and leave us without a remedy.

So the real hing that is being played for

here is essentlally a checkmate move where we go out,

II t he names of the individual Zyprexa users and

phYS1Cian/patient privilege. There is no waiver of

umber 2. The patient has not waived the

physiclan/patient privilege, and the patient can show

~P. and you can ask them all the questions you want

8

9

10

11

12 w depose hem, and we depose them forever.

13 Let me suggest that there are a couple of

14 pro lems here that they seem to have conveniently

5 forgotten. Thing NO.1 is this: If they subpoena

the pa ient's physicians and try to take their

depOsltions, they will be invading the

9 the physician/patient privilege, and every one of the

20 physicians who goes about telling things about his

21 pa ient in addition to the medical records is going

22 0 be liable for that to the patient.

23

2<:

25
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n ·ilege.

Th re is no waiver of physician/patient in

Page 39

"I don't

ory, and he doesn't have to

cause a subpo na does not a

e. So you can subpoena me to my

but if I have a Fifth Amendment

, I have a Fifth Amendment privilege. You

ena m to my deposition, and if I have a

on,id

can su

the a~er at the deposition to pound sand.

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-43B3
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a y law that I'm aware of. There is no waiver as to

he doc or, and there is no waiver as to the patient.

And as far as I can tell, the doctors and the

patien s showing up for their depositions should tell

001670

doctor pat'ent privilege, I have a doctor/patient

have to talk about this," and they shouldn't. So I

don t think any of that is going anywhere.

Furthermore, the question is if you have

the de-identified medical records, what in addition

wo d you need to know to what is in the

de-identified medical records? Well, I read this

affidavit very carefully, and what the good doctor is

saying is the information that we need would be, if

it's anywhere, in the patient's chart. Right?

Doesn't say you need the names, doesn't say you need

the depositions, doesn't say you need anything in



MOTI ARGl»lEtfTS BEFOR SCOVERY MASTER
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a ion 0 he patient's chart.

And you can identify discrete individuals

3 on the char. So this little problem they have about

001671

11 need to look at. Because out of the group of people
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well, you know, there

uld be a rational way to proceed if you were

need to know the patient's name from the Medicaid

atabase, we know what the discrete individuals are.

If they want to look at discrete individuals, and

this

that are there, out of the

records, and here's why we need to," then that could

be arranged.

So my suggestion would be if the Court is

going to go down this path, we start with Lilly

5

6

7

12

8 really interested, is what you would do is you would

9 say let's identify discrete individuals from the

10 Medicaid database whose medical records we think we

13 is 700-plus diabetics that we've been able to

14 ident'fy and maybe down to less than that. Which of

15 the medical of the 700 do you need to look at their

16 medical records.

17 In some cases, undoubtedly what you need to

18 know will be a part of the Medicaid records. Perhaps

19 in other cases, if people looked at them and looked

20 at the discrete individual and said, "This is what we

21 know from the database. Let's look at these medical
22

23

24

25



id tifying the names of discrete individuals, the

13 So that would be the route that I would go

4 down. I~you don't want to go down that route and

15 you want to say, "All right. We're going to give

Page 4J
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iden ifier of discrete individuals whose

STAll:

pa en

001672
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them the names of these people," then of course there

are orders that would need to be fashioned and notice

that would need to be given.

Alaska being Alaska, I think that these

people would have to receive notice that their

records are sought, and Alaskans being Alaskans,

there is going to be a hue and cry the like of which

we've never seen.

And furthermore, before we ever give them

the names, I think that the State and the lawyers for

7 say after that.

8 I cannot see anything right now before the

9 decision maker that would allow you to intelligently

10 say there is some basis here for needing the names of

11 these people. It simply is not necessary, and there

12 is no evidence before you that says that it is.

3 medical records they think they need to see, have the

4 de-iden ified medical records gathered by an

5 appropria ely neutral source, and then they can look

6 at hem, and then they can say whatever they want to

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Page 42

001673

The doctors can tell us whether what they
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And so I suggest that at this point in

time, if we're going down the medical records road,

we do it de-identified. We identify which of the

discrete individuals they think they need. We look

at those.

e would need to have n agreement by Lilly to

def nd and indemnify them for the lawsuits that

ine'i ably will follow because some of these people

are going to be mad as wet hens about this issue.

5 So if you're going to go down that route,

6 then what's going to have to happen is you're going

7 to have to fashion a very careful and very limited

8 order that justifies the invasion that we're talking

9 about of these people. That is, we're going to give

10 them names and therefore give Lilly access to the

11 people.

12 If Lilly has got access to these people,

13 that's going to create no end of problems, and I

14 don't know what the justification would be for the

15 order. In other words, I don't know -- if I was

16 trying to write it myself as the referee, I don't

17 know what I would put in there as to how I am basing

18 my position: This is why I have to give them the

19 name of Mr. Jones and Mr. Smith and Mr. Sanders and

20 so on. I just don't see it.

21

22

23

24

25
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n

fr

is in there or not, and then we can address it

tha point. That I think would be a sensible

Page 13

3 procedure.

17 rule on it yet. I decline to rule on whether that's

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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12 of this path if in fact that's not a way that the

13 State can proceed. And Lilly certainly disagrees

14 that how the State is proceeding is an appropriate

15 way to prove their case.

001674

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Thank you.

MR. BOISE: Okay. The first part of Mr.

What Judge Rindner has ruled is: I can't

4

6

5 Mr. Boise.

7 Steele's argument went as to how the plaintiff is

8 going to pursue their claim. At the very start of

9 the litigation, Judge Rindner looked at the issue and

10 said, "Well, can they even prove the claim in that

11 fashion?" Because we don't even have to go down any

16

18 appropriate or not, but the parties are free to

19 defend the case, and Lilly is free to defend the case

20 as it needs to defend the case. As well, the

21 argument was made to Judge Rindner that what

22 individuals think or how doctors make prescribing

23 decisions are completely irrelevant, and Judge

24 Rindner ruled Lilly is free, subject to constraints

25 of Rule 26, to go ahead and defend itself.
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Moreover. the medical records are essential

So a large part of what Mr. Steele has

has already been argued. and certainly the

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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there is an incomplete nature to the database that

needs to be tested, as well.

Whether Zyprexa causes diabetes and whether

there is this background risk or excess risk needs to

be examined. and Mr. Steele would acknowledge this by

looking at confounding factors. looking at whether

perhaps the diabetes preceded the ingestion of the

Zyprexa. Is there a temporal relationship? Were

there other medications. such as beta blockers, which

would help explain or be an alternate cause for those

'ssues? These are all SCientific issues where the

8

Sta is. you know. subject to motions for summary

jud nt and like. free to proceed. but so is Lilly

5 free to proceed in defending itself. and Lilly

6 doesn't choose to defend itself using solely

7 statistical methods and solely epidemiology.

9 to start to test the accuracy of what's in this

10 database in the first place. We've already been told

11 it's only as good as what's coded, and there are a

12 lot of procedure codes that aren't in there. A

13 person may go in for seven procedures and only one

to be listed 0 two listed in the database. So
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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ine i is 0 get a full picture of a
Page ~5

3

rson' m dical history.

But that's not their only claim. Their

claim also is that Lilly inappropriately marketed the

5 product and that there were prescriptions for Zyprexa

PAORe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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need for medical records.

We are very sensitive to the arguments

about patients' rights here. And in our briefing we

suggested, Lilly suggested that we get some form of

de-identified medical records, that the State has the

right under the Medicaid contract it has with the

6 for off-label uses; that patients were given

7 medications to which there was no benefit. Well,

8 certainly the database isn't going to tell you

9 whether a patient benefited or not from medication.

10 Certainly the fact that going to the

11 medical history and saying that they have failed on

12 virtually every other medication but seem to do

13 better on Zyprexa would certainly give you an

indication there.

15 So Lilly's defense is going to be centered

16 on yes, you do need to prove specific causation; yes,

17 it is important why the doctor wrote the

18 prescription; it is important what the cause of the

19 diabetes are. And that is why there is a compelling
20

21

22

23

24

25
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16 records.

15 absolutely need, and we need additional medical

Page 46
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Louisiana has sued an atypical antipsychotic

manufacturer, Jansen, Johnson and Johnson, over a

Lilly competitor product, Risperdal, espousing

similar theories, and we attached the Court's order

in that case.

There was a dispute as to whether medical

records are obtainable in that litigation, and HIPAA

~olle s 0 obtain medical records. And if the

S a e ants to go chrough the burden of

de-i ntifying to protect its interests, that Lilly

is in favor of that process. And we went further and

said, to meet the doomsday scenario painted by Mr.

Steele that we're going to take 700 plaintiffs'

depositions, we said before we take a single

8 deposition of a person who is suffering from mental

9 illness, we're going to come back to you and say here

10 is the type of people we need to depose.

11 But before we can even begin to make the

12 judgment as to depositions of prescribers or

13 plaintiffs, we need, A, a fuller database so we can

14 make he assessment of medical records that we

17 And there is only one other case I'm aware

18 of that's proceeded in this fashion. The State of
19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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C ncems and rivacy concerns were raised, and the

cour tered an order, said yes. you're entitled to

at e st a sam ling of medical records, and ordered a

s ling of 6.000 parties. Ultimately resolved on

6.000 medical records to be produced in that

litigation.

And at a minimum, we would see a sampling

preexisting diabetes. We see a patient that doesn't

have schizophrenia by a Coding mechanism, we go into

3

4

5

6

7

PADRe RIM REPORnNG 907.2n-4383
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8 of those medical records to begin with. As it's

9 going to take time to collect all of them anyway,

10 let'S get started on a sampling of those that -- on

11 Zyprexa, those not on Zyprexa, so we can start to

12 unpeel what is really going on here and start to look

13 at specific people, whether it be by name or number,

understand what this case is all about.

15 We think we are entitled to the medical

16 records for each enrollee here ultimately to test it,

17 but this has to be done in some incremental fashion.

18 There is only so many that can be collected in a

19 period of time, and we need to start this process so

20 we can start to get this going.

21 r mean, even what we find from our

22 experiences in the personal injury litigation, what

23 we find is that a person -- medical records reveal
24

25
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we're never going to know that. They may have

entered the system, and someone didn't check that

case-bY-case basis why this causation theory of

epidemiology just doesn't hold water when it's put to

th ical records, and we realize they do have

schizophr nia. It gives much insight into what is

a y ne ed to be done here. And we have, you

kn " proof of terrific efficacy of this product that

is i r ant for, we think, a jury to see here.

6 ow, while the State may want to ultimately

7 try their case in some sort of mathematical model,

8 epidemiological model, Lilly should be free to defend

9 itself by showing the jury what this medication is

10 and how it works and hear from perhaps recipients if

11 later deemed appropriate, hear from doctors who

12 actually prescribed the medication. Or, at a

13 minimum, let's look at the medical records and let

PAORe RIM REPORTING 907.272'4383
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21

22

23 box. And C, we want to be able to show on a
24

25

,.>,~.__,_he ~e ords start to speak for themselves on these

15 issues that are really at issue here.

16 So from Lilly's perspective, we see a

17 compelling need in order to, A, be able to test the

18 accuracy of the data we're getting; B, to tell the

19 full story, as we're told there is corrupt data prior

20 to 1996. So if a patient had diabetes prior to 1996,
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e cha lenge of ac ually being tested by medical

records and che real-life facts that exist in this

3 pa ent population.

4 The State is undoubtedly seeking millions,

11 assessments based on those. And from Lilly's defense

12 perspective, it's essential that we have the same

13 opportunity here.

5 ens of 'llions, hundreds of millions. I don't know

6 what the ultimate claim here is going to look like.

7 And there is certainly some cost to this litigation,

8 undoubtedly. Certainly the product liability

9 litigation has gone forth where we looked and

10 received medical records and were able to make

MR, BOISE: Louisiana.

DISCOVERY MASTER: I have a question about

Angeles -- L.A. I wrote.

001680
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DISCOVERY MASTER: That's Louisiana?

MR. BOISE: Yes, sir.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Maybe I'm missing

something, but my impression from reading that

material was that, 1, it was -- the court issued a

consent decree; and 2, at best it was based on a

fairly brief decision by a judge or magistrate

without -- I didn't see the background material on

that that analyzed the arguments yOU all are making,

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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In f ct. I sa -- at least a comment said of course

hey're entitled to the records. and you went on with

3 a consent -- somebody went on with a consent decree.

4 Is there some more background in there that I'm

5 missing?

19 understand--

7 understanding of the consent decree under Louisiana

8 law is that it was -- this was a very much contested

9 motion. and if we're able to get the briefing from

10 both sides of that issue to prove to Your Honor that

11 this was very much a contested issue. we could

12 certainly provide that.

001681

MR. BOISE: Yeah. there is. And my
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DISCOVERY MASTER: To the extent I'm asked

DISCOVERY MASTER: I don't doubt it was

MR. BOISE: We have the opinion is what we

ested. I guess my question is the basis for the

I don't see the basis for the decision in

the materials that you gave me. Is there a basis.

art.U:ulated basis for the decision?

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right.

MR. BOISE: -- you know. to be the basis.

I mean. our basis for the request is certainly the

Compelling need to understand what's really going on
here.

6

13

18

20

21

22

23

24

25



21 representation that they've spoken to the Counsel in

22 hat case and what the issues were, but my

23 understanding from Counsel in that case was that it

24 was a very much contested iSsue.

Page 51

a very

c s , at lea

I d dn' s

nderlying decision hat

I guess that's the

ON ,ARGu~,eNTS; BEl'ORI~ISCOVERY MASTER

d cr

e hlng, I'll go read it.s

don't know if they've made a

BOISE: Tha s the opinion that the

baSl for h

iss

And

sltion I'm posi ing, and mayb somebody can tell

i

rc

I've be n assured by the parties in that litigation

that that was not a consented litigation in that

regard. I know he State has made that claim in the

briefing. but I think it'S belied by the record.

Coor lS ued.

IS 0 ERY ~~STER: All right.

MR. BOISE: Certainly extensive briefing on

th tople, if that's something of interest to Your

Ho or. I mean. the issues there are not dissimilar

13 0 h reo though. in that there was opposition to it.

t ere were HIPAA concerns ra·sed. and those

issu s w re dismissed in albeit a short order. But

20

25
MR. ROTHSCHILD: And Judge Hensley. this is

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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on the law of the case, at the end of

P"9'! 52
r1gh h re is ex ensive

s nSlV ar ument on the

se ssu s. I do think that he

and wha reasoning you find h r isnC 8. l jud

e ost c pIe e description of what the Court s ys .

. re 18 qui e a bi of 1 ad-up to it.

ISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Thank you.

id yo hav re?

BOISE: If you have questions.

ISCO ERY MASTER: Go back to Mr. Steele.

MR. STEELE: Sure. Let me address just

very briefly the "Judge R1ndner has already ruled."

I' sorry. With all due respect to these guys,

and we

tha t on I said to Judge Rindner, "With all due

respect. before we begin talking about the invasion

of hese pecple's privacy, we're going to have to

r~ve a hearing on the subject."

And Judge R1ndner said, "Yes, I understand

t is a very serious matter, and there will have to

be a hearing on the subject."

I would stipulate, and I'm sure they

proba ly will too, that if yOU, for example. wished

to aSK J dge R'ndner if he has ruled on that subject

20

21

22

23

24

25
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BERlR SCOVERY MASTER

0, we can continue. Thank

him if wh t I say, is it true,o s

co 0

DIS OVERY MASTER: Hold on a second.

o et your guy back on.

MR. BOISE:

MR. BOISE: If we lost him, he'll come

DISCOVERY MASTER: But listen, I read what

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yes.

MR. STEELE: Okay. Do you recall the

DISCOVERY MASTER: I read that.

MR. STEELE: Okay. Good. All right. So

d

you. hough.

DISCOVERY MASTER: I thought maybe we lost

law?

7

PAClf!C RIM REPoRnNG 907-272-4383
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8 h'.

9

10 back.

11

"2 dge Rindner said, and I have my own view of what

13 Judge Rindn r said. So you don't all have to tell me

have my own view.

Did you read, though, the

hearing that we had with Mr. Rogoff On the issues of

18

19

20 discussion at the end of the hearing on that issue?
21

22

23 moving on to the next point, Mr. Boise's point about

24 did they have diabetes pre-Zyprexa. That is answered

25 by the Medicaid database. Were they on beta
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for example. one of the ways that

hac is answered by the Medicaid database.

to know

DISCOVERY MASTER: Lec me interrupt you.

MR. STEELE: Yeah.

D SCOVERY MASTER: I don't think the

lock rs.

As I have said, mosc of che chings chey want

are in che Medicaid database. and that fact.

course. is demonscraced by the fact that the two

examples chac Mr. Boise can come up with are both

Chings thac are covered in the Medicaid database.

The idea Chat Medicaid studies don't hold

wacer. thac chis isn't che way to do it, that's

really going to be bad news back at Lilly because I

can cell you

question is whecher epidemiological studies are not

valid scientific studies. I think the question is

what are valid ways of challenging epidemiological
studies.

MR. STEELE: I chink that's exactly right.

Okay. But the firsc question is -_ in other words,

what they're saying is they didn't agree with you.

In ocher words, Mr. Boise didn't say what yOU just

said. If Mr. Boise is saying what yOU just said,
chen I agree wich you.

Let me address the challenging part of it,

2

3

4

5

6

1

8

9

10

11 Lilly used -_
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13

4 _

15

16

11

18

19

20

21
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24

25



o gh. The chal enging part of it really has got to

ddressed in two ways: No. I, can they be so

3 challenging as to put us out of business? Right?

4 Because anybody can do that to anybody if you're a
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6 need for the information, right?

7 It may be true that in defending my

8 whiplash cases, the defense lawyer, I would like to

9 have all of the medical records of all of the

10 witnesses to Mr. Smith running the red light. It may

11 be true that I want to depose everybody that they

2 know to see if they are a chronic liar. But that

13 doesn't mean I get to do it.

4 JudgEt Rindner limi ted our discovery in this

15 case so as not to undUly burden Lilly. So we've got

16 our ten depos, and we've got Our limitations on

17 discovery. And what I'm suggesting is that they

18 should not be allowed to be so invasive as to be able

19 to put us out of business, and they should not be

20 allowed to be so invasive as to unduly burden people

21 who do not need to be unduly burdened.
22

23

24

25

5 multibillion dollar corporation. No.2, what is the

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: Okay. First of all, the

response to the epidemiology. I'm not suggesting

epidemiology doesn't have a place in science. The

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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alr 'ay to d fend against

s place in th courtroom to

p rtantly. or equally

a

15

l~·. 'hat i

and pr sen an alternate story or an

he claim that Zyprexa has

h s horrible hlngs. And I think -- all I've

re nted ~hat Jud e Rindner ruled was that Lilly,

on

r

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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su Ject 0 Rule 26 0 11ga ions, is not limited in how

t's going 0 defend ItS case. That's all I was

sug estln by the order, and I think that's what the

pain anguage says here.

rSCOVERY MASTER: Judge Rindner ruled that

001687

point.

MR. BOISE: Ultimately declined __ well,

yeah, ultimately decided __

ISCOVERY MASTER: Leave that to someone

t.at for Sure. He went on to say, I think and1'1 take your heat. I won't debate what the ordersays. 1'11 leave it there.
Mr. Steele challenged me to Come up with

tems that are not in the database.
Diabetes family

13 he d cided he wasn't going to decide that at this

17

:8 e se.

:9 MR. BOISE: He ultimately declined whether

20 that heory will be adequate. He declined to rule on
21

22

23

24

25



s ory. Pr tty im rtant. Not in the database.

Ther is allegations of weight gain associated with

this medication and history of weight gain and what

obes~ty -- what's the role of obesity. Not in the

2

3

4
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1.4 program.

15 Medical records is what -- are used to

16 assess whether a medical history, which is crucial

17 to our claims. Whether a patient felt better on this

18 medication versus another medication isn't in the

19 database. You know. certainly Lilly'S defense is

001688
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going to be this is a terrific medication that helps

people; that the Alaskans should hear that part of

the story, too. that theY're not going to hear

through some statistical analysis.

There is more examples. and Dr. Virnig

certainly presented a few more as to. you know. the

5 database. Being able to show whether a patient had

6 diabetes prior to 1996. Not in the database. What

7 other -- whether they had all these other

8 ,edications, whether they ultimately were coded

9 properly is a very open question.

10 The database is only as good as what it

11 possibly can be, and it wasn't designed, and it's

12 certainly not implemented to be a form of -- a source

13 of this type of evidence. It's help running Medicaid

20

21

22

23

24

25
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n you know, for medical records. We have

nc and briefing in addition to the affidavit

lays it ouc in fuller decail as well.

So che issue really is will Lilly be denied

che righC co present ics case in a manner which will

arll'

which

1

17 well, then in chac situation, give us the names, and

18 we'l go ouc and subpoena thern.

19 If the issue is, well, that's not

20 satisfactory because we want to protect the privacy

21 interests and we need to do the de-identifying and

22 that's the burden, well, that's the burden. I mean,

show the medical issues in a way other than

7 epidemiology, or is Lilly forced co defend its case

8 in che sole theory that plaintiffs have chosen to

9 presenc their case.

10 And I'd submit it's fundamentally unfair to

11 say chat Lilly is limited to the manner in which the

12 State has decided to pursue its claims; that

13 ultimacely this may be -- there is some burden

14 associated witQ that that I think is -- certainly

15 should be considered. And if the burden is it's

23

24

25

we're prepared to collect the medical records on our

own, at our expense, have thern subject to a

protective order, take all effort and respect with

PAClAC RlM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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13 one. and have one last word as well. Go ahead.

MR. STEELE: Sure. The burden of getting

Page 59
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DISCOVERY MASTER: Okay. Address the last
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MR. STEELE: Let me just address that last

Ul sa records and not contact a single person about

air medical history without coming back to this

court.

e're willing to take every step necessary

to make this not a burden on the individuals. and not

a burden on the State. for that matter. and address

the needs in any way that will allow us to get the

records that we think are just essential to defending

ourselves.

2

3

11 point.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

15 the medical records. Lilly wants the medical records,

16 If the medical records are to be gotten, they should

17 bear the burden of it. The way that it is done is __

18 the way that it should be done is the way that it is

19 always done. There are many services that go out and

20 are in the business of collecting medical records.

21 They can do that in electronic format.

22 The way to do it is to give that service.

23 as an escrow holder. the names of the people so that

24 only they will have them. and we can all be assured

25 they won't go somewhere that they shouldn't. and then

PAQAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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MR. STEELE: Sure. They should pay for

MR. BOISE: We made that proposal.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Is the beef who's going

MR. BOISE: For the process of collecting?

DISCOVERY MASTER: You want to take 10, 15,

DISCOVERY MASTER: On the record. And we

ST.-lE Of AJJoSM .

4

3

h y can co leet and de-identify the records.

2 h' it should be done.

6

7 it.

8

5 to pay for it if you go that way?

9 We're perfectly well to go out and hire a medical

10 collection service and go out for the burden of

11 collecting those records. Whether -- you know, who

12 pays for the de-identifying process, if the State is

13 going to pay for the process of document collection

15 along the way, I think it should be subject to

16 discussion as to how the burden of production

17 ultimately is done, or further order from the Court.

19 and then we'll move on to other issues?

20 (Recess held.)

18

21

22 have -- on the phone, who do we have?

23

24

MR. LEHNER: This is George Lehner.

MR. ROTHSCHILD: And this is Eric

25 Rothschild.

PAQAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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OIS 0 'ERY MASTER: Okay. Go ahead, Mr.

MR. STEELE: One thing that our side wanted

OISCOVERY MASTER: Would you like to

and we are willing to, at least within our

to expedite that which we can do to move

forward. So I just wanted to put that frame

our discussion.

MR. BOISE: Just to add to it, you're

familiar with the history here of the Judge's desire

and then declination to cut to the chase on what the

proofs would look like. And really in earnest

discovery began when the Judge ruled on August 1 as

STAll: Of

"'II S eel .

3

4 to point out as sort of a general frame around all of

5 his discussion is that one of the things that Judge

6 Rindner has very clearly ruled on is that we have a

7 March trial date. And a concern that we have, I

8 think, with respect to all of the things that we're

9 discussing here today is that we proceed consistent

10 with the wishes of Judge Rindner and that we fashion

11 our approach to completing the discovery in a way

12 when it -- so that it can be accomplished within

13 those time frames. I think that that's -- I know

19

20 respond or add to the frame there, Mr. Boise?

21

22

23

24

25
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12 Let's move on to the other issues, and although so

13 far it seems to me that arguing issues discrete issue

~4 by discret . Salle has worked. pret.ty well, so let.' s

15 continue with that unless you all want to frame this

16 some other way. And we'll go ahead with the State's

Page 62
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UUY

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Thank you.

he claims were going to look like or not

o rule. And Lilly is looking for an opportunity

o .

ook 1 e or opted, as is his ultimate prerogative,

no

motions first, and then if there are other issues

after the State has covered them, Mr. Boise can do

that.

But what are you going to do -- Mr. Suggs

has taken the lead seat here. What are you going to

2

3

11

4 0 defend itself. and if it takes more time to do

5 that. that might be a consequence of the fact it

6 takes more time in a hugely complex case.

7 We are willing to make the efforts to do

8 what we can to speed the process along, We're

9 sitting here still without workable data, and that's

10 just the reality of where we sit.

17

18

19

20

21

MR. SUGGS: Our First Motion to Compel.

MR. BOISE: Your Honor, just one point. I
think it might be helpful, In essence we reverse

22 address, Mr. Suggs?

23

24

25
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8 some of the issues in the State's First Motion to

Page 63
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DISCOVERy MASTER: yOU mean things that you

MR. BOISE: Correct.

MR. SUGGS: Well. usually when I bring a

DISCOVERy MASTER: Well. if Mr. Boise is

ST:Tl:Of

el. I'm happy to do that if you think it would be

Lilly's tion on the database and medical

ords, all ing the State to go first. and I felt

r

r

ha was very helpful because ultimately some issues

through meet and confer and otherwise were resolved.

which narrowed the dispute and I think greatly

c

MR. SUGGS: Okay.

DISCOVERy MASTER: If he limits his

comments to that, why don't you go forward.

MR. SUGGS: Let me ask this. Is there

anything that you're offering in addition to what was

in your response?

shortened the argument.

7 To the extent that I can maybe tick through

9

10 likewise useful.

11

13

12 think will reduce the dispute?

15 Suggs?

16

17 motion. I like to argue it first.

18

19 going to tell you what you don't have to argue.

20

21

22

23

24

25
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BOISE: I chink so, yeah.

MR. SUGGS: Okay. LeC's hear it.

MR. BOISE: I chink so. I mean, the -- I

STAlE Of

name in particular that we understand and are ready

for production.

We still dispute the representatives of,

quote, other public payers. This has been about

Medicaid information.

3

4 guess I'm firsc addressing Plaintiff's First Motion

5 co Compel, and the first category, and I'm on page,

6 you know, 2 of chat mocion where there is a number of

7 interrogator1es and requests for production that have

8 been grouped together where the State asks for the

9 names of individuals that communicaced with the

10 Alaska Medicaid program, represencatives of other

11 public payers and representatives of any formulary

12 interaccions, as well as representatives of the

13 Executive or Legislative branch.

And he areas -- an then it- goes 00-£01:

categories of information about interactions with

patient advocacy, the APA, TMAP and CNS, and I think

where we can narrow the dispute is Lilly has

'dent'fied two names and will identify other names of

19 representatives that dealt with the Alaska Medicaid

20 program and produce their files. There is one more
21

22

23

24

25
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15 extent that it's seeking information beyond that or

16 seeking information regarding TMAP, we would say it's

17 still on the table.

Page 65

ISCOVER MASTERn
91

I
.EU ll.

MR SUGGS: I'm not sure I understand. So

" .ar

ISCOVERY MASTER: Don' t make your

J st tell me 'hat's off the table.

MR. BOISE: Fair enough. Off the table.

So public payer still on table. Interactions with

5 Alaska formulary we would treat as off the table,

6 that ~~ would give you the identity of the

7 individuals that dealt with the Alaska formulary

8 decisionmakers. Employees of the Executive and

9 Legislative branch to the extent not included in that

o would still be on the table and would be still

8

19 of the four bullet points on page 4 of our motion,

20 YOu're Willing to give us the discovery request on

21 the first two but not the last two, or did I

22 misunderstand?

l' subject to the motion to compel.

12 On the patient advocacy groups, the APA and

13 C S, Alaska-based individuals that dealt with those

--I ,......>-....JJrg . zat .ons we wOJUd taka o.f f. th tabla. To the

23

24

25

MR. BOISE: For the first, second and

fourth bullet point, we're prepared to give yOU the

information from the Alaska-based fOlks, the people

PAOAC RIM RfPOR11NG 907-2n-4383
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11 Alaska-based folks that deal with those areas and

17 interrogatories that deal with call notes.

Page 66
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MR. BOISE: We'll give you the names of

MR. BOISE: Yeah. On page 7, there is

STTEOf

'0

MR. SUGGS: Well, okay. Then I -- so

table.

1 ~ich Alaska on these issues. Since we think

ch re ar none for he third bullet point, the TMAP

re erence, chat would be not. Would be still on the

1

3

4

5

o

6 you're -- the important caveat here with respect to

7 chose items on the page 4 is that you're only

8 prepared to give us the names of Alaska-based folks

9 who deal with those areas?

12 produce documents, whether from those or others, that

13 reference, refer to interactions with Alaska.

15 Mr. Boise?

16

SUGGS: Excuse me. Can I interrupt

19 here? What I would suggest is that we deal with

20 these chunks first, and this first chunking, he's

21 already addressed that. And he's now getting into

-+"~""'----_~9'{E

22

23

24

25

part B of our motion, and I would suggest that we can

probably keep things more under control if we deal

with these in chunks. Would that be acceptable?

DISCOVERY MASTER: You want to argue them
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5 requests there which are noted on the -- do you have

6 our brief there?

001698

tOn AAGU ENTS IlEI'ORE ISCOVERY MASTER
9'11/2007

UUUY

MR. SUGGS: Yes.

DISCOVERY MASTER: That's fine.

MR. SUGGS: Okay. Okay. Our first set of

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yes, I do.

MR. SUGGS: Okay. On page 2, continuing on

STATE AlAS

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
courtreportersalaska.a>m

MR. BOISE: Yes.

MR. SUGGS: Okay. And will you also give a

description that we asked for in our interrogatory as

to where those folks fit in in the chain of Command?

Because part of Our interrogatory was to identify

those individuals with those responsibilities and to

identify for us where they fit in the reporting

1 in ch= s?

2

J

4

7

8

9 page J. Now Mr. Boise indicates that they are

10 willing to give us the information regarding

11 representatives of Alaska Medicaid program and also

12 our request regarding communications with members of

13 any organization, committee or authority responsible

for determining which prescriptio drugs will be on

any Alaska formulary, pharmaceutical and therapeutics

list or preferred drug list.

Now, are you also offering to give us not

8 only the names but their -- an their documents?
19

20

21

22

23

24

25



x cutive branch.

Then with respect to the other four. the
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rting structure.

_ n up to th chi ft

'ay u to the CEO. I think w can

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907.272-4383
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-h her, you know -- but through their

struc ure. their direct reports and

all h

ana

ory tha glV s their r

ef ~ith in that first chunk on page 2 and 3

r anlza

th c ny.

ISE: C r ainly e c n answer the

It would be our position that we're

nti ed to that informa ion as well. The relevance

th ir S ond re rts a ve that so you have a point

of rspec lve I don' have any objection to.

MR SUGGS: Okay. So then the things that

we'r

of these discovery requests regarding those

categories is apparent. Our Complaint includes

c aims for failure to warn, fraud, misrepresentation

and unfair trade practices. Evidence that Lilly

is ed p blic payers and representatives of the State

regardlng risks and benefits of Zyprexa is relevant

to those c aims.

of our motlon was the same categories of information

regaro ng th lr con acts, communications with

repres ntatives of ather public payers and the
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uroscience Or aniza ion, that is not

C' ory

r hensiv

tion, th re r th

h ve a concern wi h

h was only offering to giv

docum n from those individuals

ho are la5'a- s d. For xampl , with the

c

S ries, whiCh hey describe on their Web page

MR. SUGGS: Comprehensive Neuroscience puts

out a product called Expert Consensus Guideline

they describe as utilizing unique content,

development, methodology that harnesses the unbiased

expertise of prominent thought leaders in

ne ropsychiatry.

They publish these consensus guidelines,

and to t e extent that Lilly had a hand in providing

misleading °nfOrmation to Comprehensive Neuroscience

17

15

18 can give you a copy of their Web page here. Which

an las a organization. It's a national

or anizatlon. And par of the thrust of our

9 diSCOV ry th re has to d al with -- if I can find the

10 ocw nt here. Has to deal with a product that th y

11 p tOt hat was referred to as the Expert Consensus

12 GUl Iln series where -- which is described on their

13 h b page as utilizing a unique content --

14 (Off record.)

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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id line seri s, w think

tion hilt w ou ht to be

o.

And s dously dou t that hey had

y 0 as s in laskll makin those

Cll 10n wi h Co preh nsiv uroscience. If

s

c

th re were such communications, it was probably with

s y bilc' llt h II quar ers in Indianapolis. And

in fac such misr presentations and misleading

info ion was provided to them and it went out on a

nil ionlll baS1S, it could have an impact in Alaska

v n 1f he communications didn't occur here in

ill stra e the re evance of this. Your Honor.

I'm handing you an e-mail which is dated

J ne 28, 2004, to John Lechleiter, who was the

president and chief operating officer of Eli Lilly.

4 The. same is true with respect to the

15 discov ry regarding the Texas Medication Algorithm

16 Project, and I should probably take a moment to

17 d scribe for you what that is. I have another

18 doc ent I can hand up to you here that will help

19

20

2

22

23 And the subject of this e-mail is: FYI. Linkage of

24 Li Y with exas Federal Mental Health Initiatives.

25 And it notes -- it attaches a press report from 2004
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project sparked controversy when a Pennsylvania

government employee revealed state officials with

influence over the plan had received money and perks

from drug companies who stand to gain from it.

And at the bottom of the second page, they

note that Eli Lilly, manufacturer of Zyprexa, one of

the drugs recommended in the plan, has multiple ties

to the Bush administration.

h t President Bush pI nned to unveil a

ing men al he Ith initiative that recommends

scr ening for e ery citizen and promotes the use of

expensive antidepressants and antipsychotic drugs

5 favored by supporters of the administration.

6 On the following page it notes that the new

7 freedom initiative, according to a progress report,

8 seeks to integrate mentally ill patients fully into

9 the community by providing services in the community

10 rather than the institutions, the British Medical

11 Journal reported, and critics say the plan protects

12 the profits of drug companies at the expense of the

13 public.

~4 ~his Texas Medication Algorithm Project was

15 a program held up as a model medication treatment

16 plan that illustrates an evidence-based practice that

17 results in better consumer outcomes. But the Texas

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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This Texas edication Algorithm Project was

sically a publication that came out recommending

he use of various types of antipsychotic drugs under

par icular conditions and recommending how and when

the drugs would be used.

To the extent Lilly provided -- well, that

7 TMAP project was then published and could have

8 influenced people here in -- prescribers here in

9 Alaska, and we believe we're entitled to discover

10 what information Lilly provided to TMAP and how they

11 tried to influence the drafting of those guidelines.

12 And again, that would be something which

13 was probably not done by someone based in Alaska but

rather hy someon based back. at Lilly -headquarters in

15 Indianapolis.

16 Similarly, the American Psychiatric

17 Association also publishes guidelines for treatment

18 of psychiatric conditions, and we believe that Lilly

19 may have again provided information to the American

20 Psychiatric Association that may have influenced how

21 they wrote up their recommendations for Zyprexa. And

22 to the extent that was done, it could influence

23 prescribers here in Alaska. but I'd seriously doubt

24 that people based in Alaska would have been the ones

25 having those communications.



11 surrounding allegations of misrepresentation or fraud

12 to public payers. We asked the State interrogatories

13 and asked the State do you have any evidence of

Ijl. aud. wha.mad the misrepresentation.. was there any

15 allegation of misrepresentation to a State agency as

16 the State would be uniquely qualified to know whether

17 any statements. let alone misrepresentations. were

18 made. and we were told they are aware of none. And

ac iv! 1 S in Alaska but with respect to activities

hat may have influenced prescribing behavior of

physicians in Alaska. as in states all around the

Page 73
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DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Mr, Boise.

MR. BOISE: My turn for that chunk?

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yup.

MR. BOISE: Okay. The first argument

So his is an instance where we're seeking

ry not just purely related to the conduct and

ST"'~Of''''C>,h'''1UUY

scov

country.

that was really the basis for -- you know. for the

statement about. well. you know. that really isn't

the Scope of their claim.

And when you look at their Complaint and

the allegations even in their Complaint. it's not

speaking in terms of direct fraud on a State public

payer. whoever those public payers mayor may not be.

7

8

9

10

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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STATE OF

So tha was -- that 'as a big part of the response to

not agr ing, I guess keeping it on the table, any

n eractions wi h public payers in Alaska.

As far as the other category in this chunk

as to the Executive and Legislative branch, again

there is no allegation of interactions there or no

connection or effort to connect up any communication

with any employee of any Alaska Executive or

Alaska use CNS, and what we understood and what we

have in an interrogatory response is that there is

one specific program that Alaska uses regarding a CNS

project. Are there any algorithms? No. There is

just this BPRS - I may have the initials wrong. I

can get them right for you - is the CNS product used.

So again, the extent that there is a CNS

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 Legisla ive branch to this process. To the extent it

10 involves medical decision making, formulary access,

11 those type of issues, we're agreeing to produce those

12 interactions, but a broad interrogatory or document

13 request hat seeks any interaction with any

l.egislature 0 any employe.e 0 an.y legislature or

15 executive we think is just not linked to any fact or

16 allegation in this case.

17 There is also reference to CNS and what Mr.

18 Suggs had handed up to you about CNS. We asked does
19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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4 mlght have been with a nationwide organization

5 concerning products not utilized in Alaska we think

6 is beyond the pale.

7 It's worth noting here that at virtually

8 every hearing before Judge Rindner, there is concerns

9 expressed bY the Judge, and ones that you should be

o mindful - I hope you're mindful of, too - are that of

11 keeping this litigation focused on Alaska. The

12 plaintiff's lawyers here have other interests as

13 well. They have other states as clients as well.

Page 75
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in Alaska and there is fair discovery on

understand h • but broad allegations of,

~OW, we're curious about what your interactionsyou

They have othe.t: actions against Lilly, both personal

injury litigation as well as other state attorney

generals action, and we're very sensitive to the

notion of keeping this litigation about this

litigation.

And Judge Rindner at every hearing, and I

can cite you to some testimony if it's of interest,

has really focused on that issue and expressed that

concern of keeping discovery pertinent to this

litigation for use in this litigation and not opening

it up to broader speculative efforts that may be of

use where there is a tie to a state that's not

3

14.

15

6

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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9 to Alaska.
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A s a.

And, you kno', P is -- the Texas

ication Algorithm Project is an example of that as

11. Alaska doesn't use that Algorithm in its

dec1sion making, in its Med caid decision making, at

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yes.

MR. SUGGS: I think it will be helpful to

look at the exact language of what we're asking in

people in the executive branch.

Interrogatory No. 6 asked Lilly to identify

MR. SUGGS: If I could briefly respond?

our interrogatory regarc:ii.ng commun.icat.ioLls with

any employee or agent of Lilly who was responsible

for lobbying or communicating with any employee or

representative of Alaska's Executive or Legislative

branch of government - here is the key language _

regarding the efficacy, benefits. risks or costs

associated with the use of Zyprexa from October 1996

to the present.

We're not -- this is not a fishing

operation, trying to find out what lobbying

3

4

5

..

6 east that's what heir interrogatory responses

7 reveal. There isn't an algorithm utilized, and

8 issues concerning TMAP are beyond what is pertinent

10

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25



16 the present regarding the development of Expert

17 Consensus Guideline Series."

18 That's exactly what we're talking about

19 here. Alaska prescribers could easily obtain this

20 material from Comprehensive Neuroscience. It's not

Page 77

SCOVERY MASTER

If in fact Eli Lilly was actively engaged

or costs associated with the use of Zyprexa.

ati nships they hav enerally with Alaska. It's

£i ally wi h respec to he efficacy, benefits,s

r s

restricted in its availability by particular state.

And to the extent and it's -- as I pointed out,

they bill themselves as putting on an impartial

consensus of expert opinion.

t's cl arly relevant to our failure-to-warn case,

clearly relevant to our misrepresentation claims,

clearly relevant with respect to what they knew about

7 the risks and benefits of this product and what they

8 w re telling the public.

9 Also with respect to Comprehensive

10 euroscience, again we see that this product here,

11 these guidelines that they publish, are available on

12 the Internet. That's how people get them. And the

13 interrogatory specifically there says, "Identify any

1~ and all Lilly employees responsible for communicating

15 with Comprehensive Neuroscience from October 1996 to

21

22

23

24

25
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MR. SUGGS: Not as of yet, Your Honor.

MR. STEELE: I'm quite certain there will

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Are you

ro'id ng material, then one could question the

na ure of that product that was be1ng put

MR. SUGGS: Yes,

DISCOVERY MASTER: And is there any expert

DISCOVERY MASTER: Your ordinary consumer,

ordin ry doctor argument is going to be, at least by

your theory of the case, be presented by expert

estimony?

CNS?~ ~__~ ~. .~

PADRe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
courtreportersalaSka.com

MR. SUGGS: Yes.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: Just in brief response.

s no allegation of misrepreSentations to the

Legislature on the safety efficacy profile of

9

10 testimony in the record that would indicate that the

11 ordinary Alaska consumer would rely on

12 co rehensive -- Alaska consumer doctor prescribing

13 these medications would rely on any of these, TMAP,

15

16

17 be. We haven't gotten that far yet. Now that you
18 mentioned it.

19

20 finished, Mr. Suggs?

21

22

23

24

25
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MR. SUGGS: Not that I'm aware of.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Unlike the allegations

MR. SUGGS: Not that I'm aware of, Your

connec ed up to their claims. If there was a

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Next

MR. SUGGS: Okay. Our next chunk, Your

STATE OF

he Executive branch or lobbying in any way, shapeor

or fo

DISCOVERY MASTER: The question is

answ may be na...no." .but it may.be yes ~ateJ:..

isrepresentation to the Medicaid agency or what

Lilly knew about Zyprexa, that certainly has been the

5 scope of exhaustive discovery that Mr. Suggs has

6 helped lead and take, I think, just about every major

7 deposition in the underlying litigation and the

8 analysis of nearly 15 million pages of documents,

9 getting to what Lilly knew on those issues. And I

10 don't -- our objection is to looking at what was said

in a lobbying effort or to an executive not connected

12 up to this case.

13

14.

15 there any allegation that the Alaska Legislature or

16 the Alaska Executive Branch, other than Medicaid,

17 took any actions to influence the use of Zyprexa?
18

19

20 that are similar to the allegations made in the TMAP?
21

22 Honor.

23

24 chunk.

25
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sales representatives in Alaska from October 1996 to

the present, and I believe that the identities of

those sales representatives and the document.s in

their possession relating to Zyprexa are clearly

relevant to what was -- what information was provided

to practicing physicians here in Alaska.

That discovery is clearly relevant to our

claims for failure to warn, also with respect to Our

claims regarding misrepresentations, overpromotion,

and violation of the Unfair Trade Practices Act.

It is the custom and practice of Lilly

Hon r, calls for -- relates to interrogatory No, 4

and ur corresponding reques for production at No.

3 7, and these have to do with the identity of Lilly

4. sales representatives in Alaska from October 1996 to

5 the present, And also calls for production of a

6 da abase of so-called call notes generated by those

7 sales representatives.

8 Zyprexa went on the market in October of

9 1996, and the State is alleging that from the outset

10 of marketing to the present Lilly has consistently

11 failed to adequately warn about the risks of Zyprexa,

12 engaged in fraudulent misrepresentations, and

13 violated Alaska's Unfair Trade Practices Act.
~4._

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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This is -- the database

nta ch c 11 that th y m k

th Y r er to as "C 11

sev ral it r ion of that

M L litigation. I have on

and I hink I c n probably

10 cl ar r as to what we're asking and

in an Excel format, so it's searchable.

MR. S GGS: Yup

c1S P

onor.

ffi. ISE: As Dave knows, I've seen th se

1 S r levance if I can show that to you, your

firs and last. The city, the state. And then they

have ov r here something called "action," which, as I

~~aers and i , is -- to the extent there is a record

10 fore.

11

12

13 It sh s the call date, the caller 10, the name of

the physician. I'm sorry, the name oL the sales rep

ov r here in this column. The prescriber's name,

n here. communication that the sales rep made to

20 he dOctor. And then there is another field

21 over here called "reaction." And then follow-up, and

22 then the other is the identifying prOduction

23 information of the MOL. One of our principal
24 c aims __

25
ISCOVERY MASTER: Is that it? Everybody

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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re, bue you can sit down for ehe timeyou so e

ST:rEOf

s s~anding p round here.

SUGGS: ell, I'll com back to it to

being.

sh

drug company to promote the use of the drug for uses

that are not listed in ehe indication section.

Ie is our claim thae beginning in the fall

of 2000. Lilly promoted the use of Zyprexa to primary

care physicians who typically did not prescribe

antipsychotics for their patients. and that they

promoted the drug, instead of promoting it for

schizophrenia. which was one of its approved

indications. and also promoting it -- or promoting it

for the acuee manic phase of bipolar disorder. they

promoted it for what ehey referred to as complicated

One of our principal claims in this

li igation involves our claim that Lilly began a

7 program in 2000 of overpromoting the use of Zyprexa

8 0 primary care physicians. Although Zyprexa was

9 indicated -- I'm not sure how familiar Your Honor is

10 wi h the term "indication" in pharmaceutical

11 litigation. It's a term of art. An indication is a

12 section in the label that describes the particular

13 uses of the drug which have been formally approved by

the FDA. and if. a -- it. is improper and illegal for a

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PAClFIC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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15 who they referred to as the prime example of someone

16 having these complicated mood disorders. No way

Page 83

persowas

n ARGU ENTS BEFOR ISCOVERY ~lAsreR

9 II 2007

cd. thought and behavioral disorders.

STTEOf

so tion in

perso refecred.. to as Donna. AncL.Do

could this person have schizophrenia, and it's also

clear that she did not fit the other legal indication

for the drug, which was the acute manic phase of

bipolar disorder.

We've seen in the MOL production of the

call notes that if you do a search here for an action

and you do a search for Donna, you come up with a lot

of hits. I'm going to do a search right now.

Somehow it seems to be a frozen hour glass here.

4

disorders.

They also referre to -- described Zyprexa

3 0 primary care physicians as being the safe, proven

5 And we have internal documents indicating that they

6 said that mental orders (as spoken) is intentionally

7 broad and vague, providing latitude to frame the

8 discussion around symptoms and behaviors rather than

9 specific indications.

10 And what they did to promote the drug this

11 way was to develop what they called little patient

12 exemplars, one of which was a -- one of their

13 favorites was sort of an exemplar patient, fictional

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PAORe RIM REPORTING 907.272-4383
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12 sorry, it's the same one.

13 Zyprexa improves behavior, mood and

. ttl-mul ti,ple

ENTS ISCOVERY MASTER

new patient DPDns:id

If you go to the next one. Zyprexa -- I'm

. ha o do he se rch again here.

Okay. Here's one call note where they say

Zyprexa his is in the action section of the

database. So this is what the sales rep is telling

thought.4

11

)

4

5 he treating doctor. 'Zyprexa improves behavior,

6 and thought.' Those are not indications for the

7 drug. 'Consider new patient type Donna with multiple

8 symptoms, i.e., mushy middle. ZYP,' stands

9 for Zyprexa, 'is truly broad-spectrum psychotropic

10 properly framed, weight change and diabetes.'

15 symptoms. I.e, mushy middle. Zyprexa is truly

16 broad-based psychotropic. Japanese label changes.

17 Verbatim.

18 Zyprexa improves behavior, mood and

19 thought. Consider new patient type Donna with

20 multiple symptoms, i.e, mushy middle. Zyprexa is

21 truly broad-based spectrum psychotropic. Same

22 message he's giving there.

Donna on DVD. Showed the Donna DVD to

responsive because I'm not sure they think Zyprexa

23

24

25

these doctors. I feel these doctors were very

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907.272-4383
rourtreportersalaska.com
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h s pati nts.

atched the Donna DVD.

I an, you can tell from these call notes

hey were telling the doctors here, and

n they s e his patient. All doctors said that

hey s

JUSt wha
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DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: Okay. Thank you. As you can

see from Mr. Suggs'S presentation, there has been a

substantial call note production already made to

plaintiffs which certainly the State has access to.

And in particular, there was 100,000 random call

notes throughout the country that were produced, of

S

6 it's our represen -- our claim that every

7 representation they made here about Donna was an

8 example of off-label promotion. Under our unfair

9 trade practices claim, we're entitled to discover all

10 of he improper promotion that they made to all

11 physicians regardless of whether the physician

12 ultimately wound up making a prescription for Zyprexa

13 or not. It's a violation of the Unfair Trade

Practices Act to make a-rni~representationor to

improperly promote a product in the state regardless

16 of whether anybody buys it or not,

17 And that's essentially the thrust of our

18 claim there, Your Honor.

19

20

21

22

23

24

2S



MR. BOISE: In the MOL or state court

15 of those call notes can we isolate to Alaska?" And

16 we've approximated that number to be about 40.000 of

Page 86
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11 number of them were Alaska-based call

A call note is not a verbatim record. It

STATE Of

h'ch a s

notes. a couple of hundred. In addition. to the

extent tha there were prescribers that prescribed

Zyprexa and the claim is that diabetes was caused as

a result of that prescription. call notes involving

certain of those prescribers were also produced as

part of the litigation.

DISCOVERY MASTER: In the MDL.

10 actions as well. What you have here. then. is if

11 there was -- there is a mechanism that was set up to

12 do some form of sampling of the total database. Now,

13 what we've done in response to the plaintiff's

17 these entries. And what we have proposed is a

18 similar system as to what we have utilized in other

9 fora which is sampling method to extract a certain

20 percentage of those, or to the extent that there are

21 dOctors that they believe have been deceived, we can

22 identify those physicians and produce call notes for

23 those doctors so we can get at what is really going

24 on in that note.

25



22 before you continue?

DISCOVERY MASTER: May I ask you a question

But if there is certain allegations that they're

making they want us to look for, extract and produce,

we are all for some reasoned approach.

Just so you get a fuller picture of mood,

thought and behavior -- and this really ties to the

database argument a little bit.

page 87
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jo ting sed by sales representatives to jog

ry 1n the short term. So it hardly

ts the full nature of any communication, and to

the full measure, certainly we would have to get

information around that communication above and

ST~TE Of ...,,,... ,-'1-11 UU

15

r fl

s

II

beyond perhaps the call note.

~~at I heard today for the first time,

which I think is interesting, is the emphasis really

on Donna. And certainly the database is searchable,

and we could, for example, search and produce the

Alaska call notes that reference Donna or mushy

middle or things of that nature --

MR. SUGGS: It's not just Donna.

MR. BOISE: Absolutely.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Do you object to

producing the call notes other than overbroad and

16

17

18

19

20

2

23

24

25
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why you're not willing to produce
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If you bjec to produce a random

. BOISE: The full data set? Yeah, the

MR. BOISE: Yes.

MR. BOISE: Alaska call notes.

MR. SUGGS: Your Honor.

DISCOVERY MASTER: On Zyprexa?

DISCOVERY MASTER: And you say there are

DISCOVERY MASTER: You have to look at them

I? Or tell

all.

s

MR. BOISE: Yeah, and, you know, there is a

lot of long discussion about, you know, how much

DISCOVERY MASTER: I don't want to

interrupt his argument. I'll let you respond when he

finishes.

3

4

9 the math for --

5 burden is in our history. And we have a long history

6 of pr ucing call notes in the litigation. It's

7 about -- the review-and-produce time is about two

8 minu es per call note of review time. So you can do

Page B8

18 individually?

17

10

15 Zyprexa. We have to look at them to see whether they

16 involve Zyprexa.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

12

13

11 40,000 Alaskan?

~.J.'l- MB.. BlllSE:-We
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uld pursue any physician's deposition,

STATE

ha Lilly

d c ry of phys ci ns is going to take place

ti ly'n th1s case. And certainly the extent

somehow gets to a database, that that means it's

nonindicated, we would say that's exactly why we need

to look at medical record which would show the

elements of bipolar disorder.

You know, it's a new disorder, and that's

exactly what the Donna profile, to use the example,

is going to. There is certainly a profile consistent

3

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
COUrtreportersalaska .com

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

4 would do 'hat we have always done in the

5 underlying litigation, is produce the call notes that

6 associate with that physician. So those interactions

7 are part of the discovery record, that we take it on

a physician-by-phys1cian basis. If there is more

9 reasoned way to get at this to meet the State's needs

10 short of 40,000, whether it's, you know, searching

11 certain terms or not, we're willing to discuss that.

12 ~e jus have not had the opportunity to discuss

13 whether anything short of this is even of interest.

_=I,~l' Just &0 th a el1atio doesn' t ~o uns id.

15 I know we're not trying the case before you today.

16 Bipolar disorder for which Zyprexa is indicated is a

17 mood disorder. So when the plaintiffs claim that if

a doctor wri tes mood down in a record or "mood"



ds.

h actual r ps, w

on call notes, pro uc

c m up with Om

o

0>/ ,AAGl»Il:NT5 BEfORE ISCOVERY MASTER

su s

ract from th call note

r.

re son is -- gain referring tO~"~ ~II; ___

n W1 h he S a e 0 m t th ir n

As far as 1 n 1fyin

he reps tha worked in Alaska and get th t

W 11ing 0

of in iv'd als 0 h State to take that off the
1S

a e. s well

As far as -- now, going forward in trying
o coll c all h hI s of all the people that ever
rk 1n Alaska. w would suggest that that is

ld

d abas

unn c ssary for a number of reasons.

a da abase production hat Lilly has made in Lh

und rlying litigation that the State has access to.

Mr. S ggs is pUlling documents to show Your

re , which is highlighting~__~ __,~,__

19 he fac theY've had discovery on many of these
20 iss es.

21 One issue where there has been extensive

22 discovery, are there resources that are available to

23 sa es repreSentatives. There is a database, which

24 Mr. Suggs knows well, called Knowledge Management, or

5 r~. wh'ch is the resource guide for which sales reps

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
COUrtrepQrtersalaska.com
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So if there is a rep of interest, again,

MR. SUGGS: As part of our unfair trade

been suggested.

nformacion co ucilize in che field.

They have chac c ncralized database and

source, and co go out and then co try to collect

8

th piec s for a rep here they have the source from

5 which they pull the information is duplicacive and,

6 yo know, has largely been rejected in litigation as

7 such.

9 what we've done in the litigation is say, "Here'S a

10 rep we're really interested in. Let's talk about it.

11 Let's see if their file is pertinent to the

12 a legations that are made." And we in certain

13 circumstances certainly produced those files. But to

15 information that's already been produced from the

16 source" we think is inappropriate, and we think there

17 are better ways to get at the call note database than

19

20 practices claim, we're entitled to try and establish

21 the communications that they had with all physicians

22 in the state, not just particular physicians.

23 This call note database, they can sort this

24 by state. So they can pullout all the Alaska with

__clo~i,-="Ot~wh -c oth "go nd collect from the field

25 the c ick of a button, just like I did right there.

PAORe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
CXlurtreportersalaska.com
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a ut 2500 pages of documents in a banker's box.
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just doesn't stand,

h re is bout thr e or

by S t

hat ther is 40,000 records

can' imagine- that in these

ut four boxes' wor h of documents

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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It just doesn't

sues.

h Y c a

They also talk about privilege, review for

alking

Honor.

reo If you'll note her

ha would fill a sin Ie page. So if

in abou four en ries per page, YOU're

ut: 40,000 entries, you divide by four,

t:hat's u 10,000 actual pages. 10,000 -- there is

You'r

h reo is what: we're talking about: for the entire -

it's h equivalent in paper of this database with

re t to the Alaska call notes,

They've represented in their pleadings it's

to take them 300 hours to review that: volume-

19 no es that are here that are a partial record of

20 communications with the sales rep or the doctor, that

21 t ere 's go'ng to be any privileged information or

22 any work-product type information. And if that's an

23 iss e, we could have as part of the production a

24 claw-back provision, which is something that's

25 frequently ernp oyed in discovery of electronic



documents.

think this material. it's easily

page 93
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But it shouldn't be held up

tter that comes up, they can

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Next

privi eged

nts wh re if n fact as it urns out that there

SfAll: Of AlASIiA. ULlY

iss

r act tha later on.

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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Ii erally claw back that part of the information and

for this 1300 hours of review of four boxes of

_____~MR. SUGGS' Okay. '£he next chunk. Your

Honor. has to deal with Interrogatory No. 7 and

corresponding Request for Production No. 10. In

those discovery requests we've requested the

teen ities of those responsible fordev~l~ping and

19 implementing marketing programs to support access to

20 Medicaid recipients and any documents regarding the

21 same.

13 chunk.

8 pr ucible. It doesn't take that much time to

9 review. With the claw-back provision, it can save a

10 lot of that review time. And it's clearly relevant

11 to our Unfair Trade Practices Act claims.

22 Their specific objection is based on their

23 claim that the State is only entitled to discovery of

24 Lilly's conduct directed specifically to physicians,

25 and that's simply incorrect. Their communications

12
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ccess to Zyprexa by Medicaidat

tion for the State's Medicaid population

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: And we've agreed to produce the

MR. SUGGS: Okay. Well

DISCOVERY MASTER: Is that what yOU want?

c iv' ies ai

STA1Hlf

an

or for pr

MR. BOISE: We've agreed to produce the

Alaska folks and search more broadly for references

to marketing to Alaska Medicaid.

11

12

ar ce tral to our claims here.

A key el~~ent of our common law statutory

C aims is that Lilly's misconduct resulted in

6 increased Medicaid expenditures, and these requests

7 seek information and documents related to marketing

8 programs that may have directly resulted in those

9 increased expenditures. The information is clearly

10 relevant to our claims, Your Honor.

MR. SUGGS: So this is one where you are

20 giving us what we're asking?

21

22

23

24

25

13 individuals that were responsible for implementing or

--~~~'~~ommun'catin with the State Medica'd program for

15 Alaska. And they can see their documents and what

16 was actually done in Alaska as opposed to, you know,

17 the broader issue of what was done in 49 other

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
oourtreportersalaska.com
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HR, SUGGS: Sounds like they've agreed to

MR. SUGGS: Yup.

DISCOVERY MASTER: -- and 10, Interrogatory

MR. SUGGS: Yeah. The next chunk, Your

o us.

DISCOVERY MASTER: That's all you want on

ST :n: OF AlASI(A v. UUY

giv i

d f'n their burden in relation t

information. And frankly, since Lilly is a publicly

traded cOrporation, it's therefore required to

maintain and periodically report similar information

2

3

4 7--

5

6

8

9 Honor, was Interrogatory Nos. 12 and 13 where we

10 requested specific financial information on an annual

11 basis related to the sales of Zyprexa both globally

12 and in Alaska. They objected by saying that this was

13 unduly burdensome and overbroad, but they failed to

to that requested by the State. So-we think- their

19 claim of undue burden is unfounded.

20 More importantly, Your Honor, the

21 information is clearly relevant to the subject matter

22 of this action. It's relevant to show state of mind

23 and motive to engage in fraud, misrepresentation and

24 unfair trade practices. And moreover, evidence of

25 increasing financial gains after certain promotional



typ s of informa ion hat plaintiffs seek and would

Page 96
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f by h S ate was implemented.

Ie. he off-Ia I promotion to

phys1cians is clear evidence of the

r

of hat conduc •

ISCO ERY ~STER: Mr. Boise .

. BOISE: L1lly is a publicly traded

y, and it does report publicly some of the

least responsive to the allegation or the need

ry car

a

r

c n u- c

r s

c •

o show some sort of mo ive. That is, there are net

sa es figures that are available on publicly

a\'ailable documents, and if Mr. Suggs can't locate

h I can certainly help him, where net sales would

~n for yprexa nd othe data th t is sought.

w~at we've simply objected to was trying

to -- you know, the actual request includes: What is

he income before taxes, or what is the cost of

accounting exercise to get at the very general issue

20 t at Lilly is a publicly traded company, that it's a

21 for-profit Company, and it publicly reports the types

22 of information that is sought but not the specific

23 information that is sought.

--I'"11!--product sId? I mean 0 engage in some form of

2~ If the allegation is increase in sales

25 yields, increase in revenue and there was increase in

PAORe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
courtreportersalaska.com
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12 certainly the Medicaid sales is certainly something

13 that we can produce or something that you already

Page 97
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uu

MR. BOISE: To address the Alaska point,

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right.

MR. SUGGS: Your Honor, our next chunk was

STATE Of

MR. SUGGS: Well, Your Honor, we think

we're entitled to the profitability information, not

just sales.

11

al s over periods of time, Lilly doesn't object to

2 producin he publicly available information where

3 ha information can be derived, or alternatively,

4 suggest the State can pull it up today and see the

5 net sales figures for the product.

6 MR. SUGGS: Well, we're not just asking for

7 net sales figures. As you know, we're also asking

8 for measures of profitability, and we're not just

9 asking for the corporation-wide figures but also for

10 the sales and profitability in Alaska.

~v acc s to. I don' know 0 a waY. beyond

measuring Medicaid sales how to get out the issue of

all sales in Alaska. The information is not kept in

that way, it's not maintained in that way. But we

certainly coulu give you a proxy, whIch would be

19 Medicaid sales over time, and have no objection to

20 doing so.

21

22

23

24

25

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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party withholding information it

os. 19 and 20 and corresponding

J?rocedure,

STATE OF

In errooatory

Requ s s for Production Nos. and 19 and 20.

claims is privileged has to make the claim expressly

and describe the nature of the documents,

communications or things not produced or disclosed in

manner hat, -without revealing the information

itself privileged or protected, will enable other

parties to assess the applicability of the privilege

or protection.

They have not done that in this instance.

They have not produced any information, not any sort

of privilege log. They just had a blanket objection,

·Well, this is all attorney/client privilege and work

2

3 requested the identification of any civil or criminal

4 invest ga ions or actions involving Lilly and Zyprexa

5 and the identities that involve Lilly employees or

6 representatives and any corresponding witness

7 statements, testimony or other related documents.

8 They have objected by asserting 14 of their

9 general objections. They also assert attorney/client

10 privilege and work-product protection, yet they

11 failed to demonstrate how either concept applies to

12 the particular information we're seeking.

13 Under Rule 26(d) (5) of the Alaska Rules of

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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and therefore you can't have it."

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: This is the clearest, the

cpr

2

3

4 clearest possible example I can think of of

5 attempting to get at information that is not about

6 Alaska. In Lilly's public statements, in its public

7 reporting, it certainly discloses certain other

8 government investigations by other state entities,

9 other state attorney generals, and those

10 investigations involve actions and conduct within the

what discovery or information did those other states

get concerning conduct in their borders pursuant to a

fl--snbooen r cr-c±vt 'nvestigative demand?

So Lilly cooperates with a government

investigation involving the state of Illinois where

it produces information responsive to Illinois

information, and the price of that is somehow it gets

subpoenaed or requested in the context of Alaska,

I think it's important to note that to the

extent there is information that is otherwise

11 borders of those states.

12 To give you some feel for this, there is a

13 multi-state investigation by individual states that

aska has expressly decide it does not want_co

participate in. And now what Alaska seeks is, "Well,

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PAOFIC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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that involve those states. If it involved

we would produce it here. It doesn't involve

nsiv 0 these requests, the fact that it's been

uced elsewhere is no bar to us producing Lilly

r s

pr

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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producing information to here. The question is does

he broad category of everything ever produced to

Illinois or everything produced to Ohio, or whatever

s ate you want to pick, in itself responsive. And I

think our brief lays out the cases as to why other

investigations are not the subject, because -- there

is a number of reasons.

calculated to lead to discovery of information that's

responsive to other states.

There is no withholding of information if

it involves the scope of these other diScovery

requests. It's just a scatter-shot attempt to

collect other information that would help, perhaps,

I mean, first, states could investigate

without a Complaint, and most do. So there is no

there is no relevancy argument in responding to that

13 information. Lilly can provide information around a

"l'h±s-i~-ea~d to lead t'o- di-scovery

19 of information concerning conduct in Alaska. It's
20

21

22

23

24

25



17 that these other investigations that are going on
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with particttra conduct in

HR. SUGGS: Your Honor, I can't imagine

eel tQ..prx..int~what Qthe states. at:e
It
__

STATE Of /U..SII.A Y. U UllY

calc

this type of litigation, yes, there is a state

Component, bu you're also lOoking at what was going

on back in Indianapolis, because the conduct of this

company is clearly directed by the mothership back in
Indianapolis.

1 .e plaintiffs in pursuing other state attorney

~ gen ra represen ations, and that is just a huge

3 conc rn here.

4 And I know Hr. Suggs doesn't agree with

5 that or isn't concerned about that, but it is an

6 absolute concern. We think the record bears it out

7 as far as comments that Judge Rindner has made

8 throughout. And if it's Alaska-based or otherwise

9 responsive to anyone of these discovery requests

10 that's ordered to be produced, we certainly would

11 produce the information. We're not withholding it

12 because it's there. However, it's not calculated to

13 lead to discovery of any information. It's

15 investigating.

16

14

19 particular states. I mean, the fact of the matter is
20

21

22

23

24

25
ow, we've asked for this information
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oepend±ng-npon- how- you

If it called for

Well, certainly if there was

PADRe RIM REPORTING 907.272-Q383
COlJrtTeportersalaska.com

DISCOVERY MASTER: I'm hearing a relevance

MR. BOISE:

STAl<OfAlASMv. UU

ting 0 these other investigations. They've made

Id asser ion of at orney/client and work product

r

a

attorney/client communication and was otherwise

ordered produced, we would produce a privilege log.

We are saying there is no circumstance where the

information is producible in this form.

If there is conduct in Indianapolis, as

~~. Suggs would put it, and it's otherwise responsive

12

13 argument today.

3 riv lege. Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure say that

4 h y have to make that claim expressly and they have

5 0 describe the nature of the documents,

6 co unications or things not produced or disclosed in

7 a manner that allows people to make a determination

8 of whether there is in fact a legitimate claim of

9 privilege or work product. They simply haven't done

10 that. They've just made a bald assertion, .Well,

1 this is attorney/client privilege and work product."

H--- =_BQISE:.. CQuect.__

15 DISCOVERY MASTER: Do you also have an

16 attorney/client, work-product claim?

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

--r~'l!I'--f£-th =matron- wa

interpret the request.



15 nons tate-specific data has been produced in a

16 government investigation and has been requested here,

17 otherwise we would produce it.

Page 103

tha th

Your Honor

TI ARGU ENTS BEFOR ISCOVERY MASTER
911/2007

We

v. UU

DISCOVERY MASTER: Have yOU produced it?

MR. BOISE: Well--

u d be produced. but what they're trying to do

STAlC Of

lt

MR. SUGGS: He can't represent that.

MR. BOISE, What's that? I can represent.

I mean. certainly there has been diScovery taken in

the MOL where plaintiffs have access to information

that has also been produced elsewhere, in other fora,

2

1 or per inent to a request that Alaska has made. then

(- PPlicab.i.1.it.y~ T.o. the..exte

3 is swe p well beyond that.

4 If the question is what did Lilly know

abou an XYZ topic. and the court determines that

that topic is the proper subject of discovery, we

7 would produce information responsive to that request

8 irrespective of whether it was produced elsewhere.

9 and the fact it was produced elsewhere is completely

10 beside the point to anything pertinent here.

11 What I hear Mr. Suggs saying is he's not

12 interested in anything that was state-specific, that

13 he's only interested in broader statements of

9

20

21

22

23

24

25

-,I'"i.·B---__~
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DISCOVERY MASTER: Unless they're

ld be part of a production. So the answer

STATE Of AIASIiA. UUY

hich

o tha quest~on would be the extent that it's been

requested and sought, would we produce it? Yes.

governments are asking the company, who is

voluntarily cooperating with investigations, to

produce in addition to what is otherwise sought.

If there is a request in here that calls

for the production of information, we are not

withholding that information merely because it was

produced e sewhere. We would produce it in response

3

.,

9

4 Have we produced it? Yes. What we're objecting to

5 is producing, you know, the entirety of an

6 investigation that by definition has nothing to do

7 with Alaska. By definition, an investigation by

8 Illinois has nothing to do with Alaska.

13 virtue of another discovery request.

10 investigating the same issues that are being

11 investigated here and the things theY're asking you

12 for are similar to what's being asked for here by

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

15 producing it here in response to another discovery

16 request. But what this discovery request is

17 calculated to do is sweep beyond what Dave asked for

--t-i1il--m""1lno-ebe1-d±seovery reqnes an s-ee- wht!.e-e-:J:.se-e he
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MR. SUGGS: Well, Your Honor, one of the

ST TE Of AiJ,5l(A. UUY

docwuent-productiOJJ f-'ve- eve se

the case is yOU write document request

interrogatories asking about particular subject

matters. You say give me all the documents on

13

o t:.his request:..

If, hypot:.hetically, Alaska call notes were

sought:. 'n s .e ot:.her government investigation and you

order Alaska call notes to be produced, we produced

5 Alaska call notes, not because they were produced in

6 another place but because theY've been independently

7 sought and either produced or objected to here.

8 The way in order to tailor discovery to

9 this case is to tailor discovery to this case, not

10 ask what's happened in other government

11 investigations which are geared towards conduct

12 within their borders.

15 about, well. to the extent the documents deal with

16 another -- regarding a particular subject matter,

17 they've been produced. The MOL had the most bizarre
18

19

20

21

22 subject x.

In the MOL, documents weren't produced that

In the MOL, we had an order -- I was not part
way.

23

24

25 of this partie lar __
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ISE: You were part of the team,MR.

MR. BOISE: It's more than that. It's much

MR. SUGGS: Well, in any event, it was

STATE

s r.

extent that those other investigations have been

have been able to unearth information regarding the

conduct of Lilly at the corporate level and coming

MR. SUGGS: I was not responsible for the

4 order tha came out, but basically what the Court

5 sa d in the MOL, the Special Master there ruled that

6 Lilly only had to produce documents from, I believe

7 it was 60 individuals.

8

9 more than that.

10

11 not with respect to subject matter but with respect

12 to the custodial files of particular individuals. So

13 that's one problem that I have with what Mr, Boise

15 with regard to every subject matter that we're asking
16 for.

17 And as I said before, I cannot believe,

hes~t:he 'nvest:igat±olls are

19 fOCusing solely on what happened in Arkansas or

20 Georgia or wherever. Simple reality of corporate

21 life is that the policies are set at the top,

22 direction is set from the top down. And to the
23

24

25
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UllY

MR. STEELE: Would it be possible for me to

STAll: Of

ply with the Alaska Rules in terms of making a

ou of ndianapolis hat has an effect on states

ev ~here, including Alaska, we'd like to have that

discovery. And if they claim that that material is

privileged or work product, then they've got to

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right.

MR. STEELE: And what I can say about it is

c

this, and Mr. Boise and I of course have corresponded

to how they were going to sell their drugs were

nationwide policies, and while I will agree that

Alaska and Utah are probably the first states that

will secede from the Union, nevertheless, they are

currently part of the United States, and the policies

that were set that were prevalent throughout the

United States are the subject of investigation by

3

4

5

7

6 description of that.

8 say something on this subject since I'm involved in

9 the Utah litigation and the civil investigative

demand there, so I know something about it.

PAOFle RIM REPOR'l1NG 907-272-4383
COurtreportersalaska.com

15 which is being investigated in Utah, it is certainly

16 broader than what in particular was done in Utah as

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

17 Mr. Suggs suggests.

1"11!-------'I'~e_pol_±c±es_tha fri±l:y-se wh respeC1:_-- It__



13 whistle-blower action or any state or federal

12 against Lilly, including but not limited to any

Page 108

001739
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Sf TE Of AU""'" v.~u UUY

h.

So as the Court suggested, these

inv stigations are far broader than just what

ha pened in a particular state.

MR. SUGGS: And, Your Honor, I should also

NO. 19.

Interrogatory No. 20 says, "For any

investigation or action identified in response to

Interrogatory 19 above, identify any and all

individual employees Or representatives of Lilly

involved in such investigation or action and state

------ It· s askin them to- identi"fy-th

5

6 point out, if you look at the particular language of

7 our interrogatories, the scope of the information

8 that we're asking for here is a lot narrower than

9 portrayed by Mr. Boise.

10 Interrogatory No. 19 says, "Identify any

11 civil or criminal investigations or actions of or

PAQRe RIM REPOR'TlNG 907'272-4383
courtreportersalaska.com

18

19 investigations. That's the extent of Interrogatory
20

21

22

23

24

25

_·I...l~~lm:;w:IJ!Ilfl~t,,.Al.ltthi:W.tY;..iJ::Llles t ...· .............-"J~ ..................,.....o......M...."

15 in any way to Zyprexa, including but not limited to

16 any such investigation or action related to the

17 marketing or promotion of Zyprexa."
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Now, to the extent we've got a lise of those

I can't see how it could possibly be

ST"TE Of ...a.. """'I~ 1 ULlY

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: Yeah. So the request, and that

includes -- the toeality of your request on this

'or e ch. A. ehe role of ehe individual employee or

represen a ive of Lilly in ehe inveseigaeion or

3 aceion; and B. ~heeher ehe individual or

4 represenea ive of Lilly gave any seaeemene or

5 eseimony. wheeher oral or in wrieing. including any

6 deposition or sworn testimony, in the investigation

7 or action.·

8 So we're asking them to identify any

9 witnesses who have been identified in those cases.

10

1 witnesses, we can then compare that with the list of

12 people who were ordered to -- they were ordered to

13 produce documents from in the MOL, and we can see if

15 who it turns out have been involved in these other

16 states' inveseigations from whom there has been

17 material produced that was never produced in the MOL.

18 Th' i~ a way 0 getting a tha.

19

20 burdensome or Oppressive for them to identify the

21 inveseigations that are ongoing and any employees who

22 have been involved in that investigation,
23

24

25
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th n, is to identify the investigations and to

the names of individuals that have testified

t. ic.

give yo

in hose invest1gations. Is that as I understand the

MR. SUGGS: Well, that's --
MR. BOISE: No documents?

MR. SUGGS: Interrogatories 19 and 20 are,
and then the requests for production, let's see what
those say.

MR. BOISE: And this maybe speaks to the

Production 19 calls for you to produce any documents

that were produced in any civil or criminal

investigational action identified in response to

IrCCOlnpanying- Interrogatory l~Jti-ch-were not-

previously produced in the Zyprexa MOL.

And No. 20 is, 'Produce copies of any

statement or transcript of testimony by any

individual identified in response to accompanying
Interrogatory 19.'

MR. BOISE: So you are still seeking __ can

3

4 request?

5

6

7

B

9

10

11 absence of a meet and confer on this topic because I

12 read 1t a little bit broader, and hence the need for

13 objections, relevance and breadth and the like.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 I ask a question of __
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19 you're not interested to those in addition to the

20 MOL. You are interested or not interested in __ for

21 instance in Mr. __
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. UUUY

there-±s- documencs specifie-tcr

MR. SUGGS: Our interrogatories and

MR. BOISE: I just heard your argument to

STAn; Of

that have been taken in conjunction with any of those

investigations.

MR. SUGGS: If it's __

MR. BOISE: Let me just finish.

MR. SUGGS: If it's with respect to a

particular detail guy in Arkansas, I don't care about

DIS OVERY MASTER: Yes.

MR. BOISE: I don't mean to be so informal.

3 Are you still seeking information that is specific to

4 the state? For example, Mr. Steele raises Utah. He

S asked for specific information about employees in

6 Utah as part of your CID. Is that excluded from this

7 request?

8

9 document requests are what they are. We're asking

10 you to identify the investigations, we're asking you

11 to identify the individuals who are involved in those

12 investigations, we're asking you to produce any

13 documents that were not produced in the MOL, and

22

23

24

2S
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MR. SUGGS: Right.

MR. BOISE: -- in those, and produce those

MR. SUGGS: Correct.

MR. BOISE: Can I talk to my client about

DISCOVERY MASTER: Sure.

MR. BOISE: -- now I understand the

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Next chunk,

MR. SUGGS: The next chunk has to deal with

Sf 1! Of 14U~, V.l:U UUY

t.hdt.

6

. BOISE: So as I understand the request,

i s identify government investigations such as Mr.

S eel's CID, identify individuals who have been

5 deposed or who have given a statement

7

8 documents to the extent theY're not specific to, you

9 know, a sales rep in that action or otherwise haven't

11

12

o been produced in the MOL?

13 that? Because I don't think there is that much of a

15

16

17 request. So I'd ask just to table that for a little

1ft bi. I~l try to-get ahold- 0 someone perhaps at the

19 end and get back to you, if I can, today shortly

20 thereafter, but it's not that far from __ it

21 addresses many of the concerns is what I would say.
22

23 Mr. Suggs.

24

25 the~r direct-to-POSition promotion in Alaska. And--
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tGU'~EN1rs ~EFOf~ISCO MASnR

S ER:

SUGGS: This would be Requ st for

s. 4, Sand 6, and basically this is

doc en s r lating to communication

Pr

r

be n Lilly sales reps, Lilly thought leaders.

that's in quotes, or consultants or any other

1 ly-re ained or paid medical doctor and any health

car providers in Alaska.

A ain, they're seeking to limit the

roduc ion of such documents to if there is any

physicians that we identify for it. We don't know

~hat all physicians they promoted to here in Alaska.

13 They clearly do.

5 Trade Practices Act are not conditioned upon any

16 articular physician ac ually writing a prescription

17 for Z}~rexa but only require proof that Lilly's

--I-il'-~conduc had the capabili y to m±Slead. Thus- all of

19 Lilly's co unications 0 any physicians in Alaska

20 with respect to Zyprexa is relevant and discoverable

21 to Our claims.

22

3

24

2S

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: Maybe I'm again a little bit

unclear on what exactly is being sought. Maybe I

read this broader than what was intended. You're

PADRe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
CXlurtreportersalaska.CDIT1
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You guys have got the documents.

MR. SUGGS: Request for Production No. 4

MR. BOISE: And I believe those for sales

MR. BOISE: And just __

MR. SUGGS: Maybe it's a memo that the guy

I don't know

ng Li ly's interactions with physicians in

laska s op sed to Lilly's interactions with its

!1

wrote to his regional sales manager.

what it is.

don't.

2

4

3 o~~ consul ants.

11 Zyprexa.

12

13 reps would be call notes you're talking about.

5 calls for the production of any and all documents

6 relating to. referring to or embodying any

7 c unications between Lilly sales representatives

8 and health care providers in Alaska from October 1996

9 to the present relating or referring to the efficacy.

10 benefits. risks or costs associated with the use of

15 it could be any -- I don't know what materials you

16 guys have. It's any and all documents relating to,

17 referring to or embodying any communications between

S- Leii.l sales representative and health car

19 providers.

20

21

22

23

24

25
MR. BOISE: That would be the nature of the
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v.fUU

uld simply be -- you know, to try to

MR. SUGGS; Well, I could start -

DISCOVERY MASTER: Hold on. Hold on. Hold

MR. BOISE: To the extent that there is a

DISCOVERY MASTER: Have you looked to see

MR. BOISE: Have I looked? No. Have I

STTEOf

unica 10n ever made on the topic of Zyprexa is

hing that would -- I'm not sure how I would go

tigure 0 t over a ten-year period what was any

<:' jec ion,

c

s

5 abou it.

6

7

8 on.

9

8 thought about and discussed how-would I find that

10 database which reflects those communications, that's

11 the call note database that I think we've already

12 discussed. So the objection would be

13

15 tried to figure out how to find that kind of

16 information?

17

19 information? Yes. And I'm a little bit at odds on

20 that. I don't know how I would go about it short of

21 trying to locate every person that worked in Alaska

22 as a sales representative and seeing whether they had

23 any communication concerning the topic of Zyprexa and

24 undertaking that type of path, and what we've said is
25 that--

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907.272-4383
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2 han sal s reps? Leaving aside have you looked, have

11 discovery .

12 So if there is issues concerning a

13 prescriber, there is certain data that we've produced

Pllg@ 116

'Tl ARGU ENTS BEFORE ISCOVERY ~1ASTER

911l!2007

STER: How about persons otherISC VERY

ried to figure out whether that kind of

STATE Of ."''''',l y'"RI

MR. BOISE: Sure. There is information

you

information exists and if so, how you can find it?

3

4

5

6 about interactions with, quote, thought leaders, and

7 we've produced in the MOL for prescribers that are

8 pertinent to the action a portion of a database

9 called TLPS, is the portion of the database or the

10 extract as part of what we call case-specific

15 data sources. That would include this thought leader

16 partnership database, as well as call notes, as well

17 as some other data points.

1 So yes, there is a -- there is-a process

19 for trying to get at interactions with physicians.

20 The question is which physicians. What I'm hearing

21 is any interaction with any Alaska physician __
22

23

24

25

MR. SUGGS: Any--

MR. BOISE: -- at any time.

MR. SUGGS: Exactly, because it could be a

violation of the Unfair Trade Practices Act.
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ULl

DISCOVERY MASTER: Got to help me. What's

ications that you had with the doctors that you

ST" Of

co

detailed in Alaska."

The second aspect of this is Request for
."

Production No.5, which calls for documents

referring -- pardon me, relating to, referring to or

embodying any communications between any thought

MR. SUGGS: A thought leader is a guy __ is

a doctor who is thought to be prominent in the field

and who is respected in the community, and so that

they would have -- they would hire these guys to go

out and give presentations about how great Zyprexa

And Your Honor, there is really three

d ffer nt hings here chunked together. One is

c ications between the sales reps and the

doc ors. Okay. They know who their sales reps were.

They can go to -- they know which sales reps detail

6 Zyprexa, and they can go to those sales reps, and

7 they can say, "Give us your documents relating to

8

9

10

11

12

13

15 paid by Lilly, and health care providers in Alaska.

16 I mean, this is very focused on Alaska.

17 They know who their thought leaders were. They know

18 who their outside ~onsultants were here in klaska.
19

20 a thought leader?

21

22

23

24

25

PAQFlC RIM REPORTING 907.2n-4383
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18 with -- what are your objections, now that you know?
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DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Help me

MR, BOISE: Sure, I agree with Mr, Suggs,

I ~on't know how many they had in Alaska doing

ut hey certainly knew who they were and can

p the documents relating to those people.

And the third aspect of this chunk is for

o produce documents relating or referring to

unications between any medical doctor that is

STTEOf

w s.

h

anyc

inquiry, Is it any request on any topic for any

purpose relating to Zyprexa Or is it something else?

2

3

5

6

13 Lilly's medical department in Alaska going to

7 a regular employee of Lilly and any health care

8 provider in Alaska.

9 And they had a medical department that

10 and people in the medical department that would

11 respond to requests for information from physicians,

12 And to the extent that there were letters from

15 information about Zyprexa, that's the subject of that

16 request,

17

19

20 There is a way to get at requests made from Alaska

21 physicians and what the response to that request

22 would be, The question becomes what's the universe

23 of physicians for that, what are the topics of
24

25
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ENTS BEfOR ISCOVERY MASTER

MR. BOISE: Yeah. And

MR. SUGGS: We want to know what this

STATE Of

company was telling doctors here in the state about

MR. BOISE: Well, no. What we have said in

Our response of his briefing is that this is the type

of information that we produce for specific

MR. SUGGS: ell, if you just look at the

2 requ st for production. It says produce -- this is

3 o. 6, 'Produce any and all documents relating to,

4 referring to or embodying any communications between

5 any medical doctor that is a regular employee of

6 Lilly," that would be an in-house guy, "and any

7 health care provider in Alaska between October 1996

8 and the present," key language, "regarding the

9 efficacy, benefits, risks or costs associated with

10 he use of Zyprexa." We were very specific here.

11

an w 've g .•a!.!ti.... .. Il-__
15 it several different ways with the sales reps, with

16 the thought leaders, with the in-house medical guys.

17 I think we're entitled to that information. They

18 haven't given it to us, and they refuse to give it to
19 us.

20

21

22

been the Subject of some fraUdUlent conduct. There

is research that we can do and undertake on a

23 prescribers of interest. You claim prescribers have
24

25
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uld get to the issues that

ddressing. and we certainly --

DISCOVERY MASTER: Can you do it for every

MR. BOISE: Can we do it? Yes as to

r. SU;lgs 1S

wha 's available.

it has to be done On a person-by-person basis.

Call notes we've talked about and what

those interactions would be.

3

4 physician in Alaska. not limited to prescribers of

5 interest. if that's the -- I mean, that's a

difference of opinion you all have. Can you do it if

7 he prevails?

8

9 certain topics that he's talking about. Yes -- and

o by topics. I should be more clear. Not all data is

maintained going back for all years. So there may be

limits to what the call center data source has and

15 question it goes back to '99 time frame. That's true

16 for many of the data sources. So that would be one

17 limiting factor. But with that caveat aside.

18 certainly those databases could be searched and

19 information could be extracted as to communications

20 with Alaska physicians on requests for medical

21 information by Lilly employees. That's something

22 that we are capable of doing. It's just done on a
23

24

25
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DISCOVERY MASTER: How about thought

STATE Of .0'0,,,,,., v.tl1 uu

MR. BOISE: That's what I've just

addressed. A Chought -- the thought leaders is a bit

of an odd term, actually. I mean, I think Mr. Suggs'

MR. SUGGS; Yeah. What are their

documents? Are chere any documents relating or

referring co or embodYing those communications?

1

3

As far as geccing ac whac the -- what any

consultanc ever said to any physician, I don't know

h I ould get at chat information. I jusc don't

know how thac would be captured. I haven't seen

5 that. There is not a data source, there is not a

6 place to go co say, ·Okay. This is the communication

7 chac was made,· ocher than if it was reflected in,

8 you know, one of these other sources.

9

10 leaders?

15 can we get at a physician's consultant, perhaps.

16 Not really a thought leader. Let me push beyond the

17 definiCions.

18 I think what he's asking for is is there

19 someone who is paid by Lilly to go out and present

20 information to Alaska physicians, and, yOU know, who

21 are those people and what have they said, is what I

22 understand.

23

24

25
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1
MR. BOISE: And, you know, who those people

Page 122

15 that's quite fair. I don't think that's quite fair.

16 I mean

12 apparently no attempt was even made to try and get

13 this stuff.

2 are that would be based in Alaska, I just don't know

3 how I would get at that information as it was sought.

4 You know, I could find out and report back promptly,

5 but, I mean, certainly the -- as I looked at the

6 issues in the past, and I've been involved in

7 discovery in this case from the very beginning, I

8 haven't seen a way to get at that, but I'm not

9 prepared to represent to you that it's not possible

10 should it be ordered.

Beyond that, I guess what was

Sure.

QIS.E.: Well, tha~',,-"",,--,-,do' thinK.-~ ~l-_

MR. SUGGS: What I'm hearing is that

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. I'm good on

MR. SUGGS: Your Honor, our final -

DISCOVERY MASTER: Just a sec. Just a sec.

001753
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MR. BOISE:

MR. SUGGS:

being -- I just have one more point, which was

Mr. Jamieson's point, is that we have a list of

11

17

18 this one.

19

20

21 I'm sorry.

22

23

24

25
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1 Alaska prescribers from the Medicaid database of

2 Medicaid prescribers, and is that a place to begin if

3 we're doing research on individual prescribers, and

4 that would be one -- one way, perhaps, to go at it.

5 MR. SUGGS: You know your -- the

19 call notes, as we're requesting, one would assume

17 who the prescribers are.

25 Last chunk, I think.

assuming that the sales reps

that's inconceivable.

MR. SUGGS: In fact, if we got all of the

MR. BOISE: I'm not denying that we know

MR. SUGGS: And in fact --

MR. BOISE: Well, if they're reporting to

MR. SUGGS: Well, I can't imagine that your

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Next chunk.

that we would have

that's just

were conscientious in preparing those call notes, we

would then have a list of all the doctors in Alaska

upon whom the sales reps called.

8 the database, you would know them I think with equal

7

6 prescribers better than we do.

9 force.

PAQAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4363
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18

20

21

22

23

24

13

15

16

11 sales reps would not know who the physicians were in

12 the area in the state that they called on. I mean,

10
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1
MR. SUGGS: It's sort of a grab bag, Your

2 Honor. It'S relating to Interrogatory Nos. 5, 15,

3 16. 17 and 1B, and Requests for Production Nos. B,

15, 17 and 1B, and the -- these were all particular

5 requests where Lilly has either agreed to produce

6 documents or directed us to documents it has

7 previously produced in the MOL litigation. However,

B Lilly's production of documents in the MOL, as I

9 pointed out, was not by subject matter but rather was

10 in response to particular -- they gave us production

11 documents from particular custodial files of

12 individuals. Thus, there is the very real

13 possibility that some of our requests which are not

14 related to specific Lilly witnesses or custodial

15 files require responsive documents which have not

16 been previously produced.

17 Moreover, in many of their responses,

1B they've said, "Well, it's in the MOL. Go look

19 there." The MOL production they claim is now 15

20 million pages of documents. We don't think it's an

If in fact there is our documents that were

appropriate interrogatory response or production

request response to say, "Well, go look in the MOL.

It's somewhere in that 15 million pages of

documents. "

001755
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previously produced in the MDL and they're directing

us to that, they need to give us some specificity as

to where that can be found by Bates number. I mean,

we can't just go pawing through 15 million pages of

documents every time they say go look in the MDL.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: Yeah. I was involved in the

8 initial production in the MDL, and Mr. Suggs'

9 colleagues on the plaintiff's steering committee were

10 also involved, and I think just a tiny bit of history

11 as to how this production was made is very much

12 responsive to the comments made by Mr. Suggs.

13 In litigation involving the array of issues

14 that we£e present in the MDL and which are present in

15 these document requests, at some point a reasonable

16 search needs to be defined. And what the steering

committee for the plaintiffs and Lilly did, with the

assistance of the Special Master, was help define

what a reasonable search would include by making sure

that not only custodial files or files from folks in

marketing and medical and regulatory and all the

different categories where you would expect

information to live that's pertinent to Zyprexa and

issues concerning diabetes and its promotion

generally, in addition there was databases that were

001756
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1 produced. I mentioned some of those earlier.

001757

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

There was intense negotiations, discussions

and ultimately a ruling on how documents would be

produced, and what Lilly was burdened with in the

outset was producing documents and providing to the

plaintiffs not only the documents in the electronic

form, that they are electronic documents, but also

producing with it a database of objective coding

which would provide author and recipient and other

objective information that was fully searchable.

So what the plaintiffs got were documents

themselves that were searchable in part but not in

whole and also a database which contained objective

cod~ng which a ~owed agditional identif~catiQn of

information, and then attached to our papers here was

a declaration by the head of the plaintiffs' steering

committee on the tremendous efforts that the

plaintiffs had made as part of this MOL repository to

further OCR documents, scan them, have them

searchable, have them categorized to allow Mr. Suggs,

primarily Mr. Suggs, to take the deposition of dozens

of Lilly's witnesses.

These 15 million documents have been pawed

through, categorized for years, and they've been

pawed through and categorized for years because they

PAOFIC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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1 are produced in a form that made them amenable to

2 that.
3 The bargain there was not to have to

4 identify each document by Bates range in response to

5 ongoing discovery requests because they were produced

6 in a form that made it equally accessible to either

7 party to go forward and put things in little packages

8 that they felt were more useful.

9 So the argument here is that the

10 information is produced in a form that is equally

11 burdensome on either side to put information into the

12 packages that they now seek to place the information.

13 And that's what we objected to doing now after

4 inves 'ng and being forced to invest and e~gage in

15 production which includes all of this type of

16 objective coding, as well as electronic documents,

17 now packaged for them in a different form.

18 I'll add that productions that we're making

19 in Alaska, we are, I guess without negotiation,

20 agreeing to use the same format. I mean, it seems to

page 127

21

22

23

24

25

have worked through three years and nearly 15 million

pages of documents, so we're continuing to produce,

to the extent that we can, electronic documents and

documents with objective coding so they're searchable

in multiple ways.

PAOFIC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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the zyprexa MDL with beginning Bates No. ZY," and

it's got the specific number there, "which notes in

the second question and answer that the FDA told

Lilly it believed there was a causal relationship

between the use of zyprexa and the development of

diabetes, please, A, identify the representative of

the FDA who informed Lilly that the agency believed

there was a causal relationship; B, identify the

employees or representatives of Lilly to whom that

statement was made; C, state the date on which the

statement was made; and D, identify all documents

.Wit respe~ to th~ do~umeQt Po odu~e py Lill in

The burden of noW trying to go back and say,

.WelL does this document respond to this request?"

is of equal burden to either party.

MR. SUGGS, Your Honor, I think it's --
4

1

2

3

24

25

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

5 it's my fault. I lumped these together. We need to

6 talk about the specifics of this to show what's

7 really involved here. For example, Interrogatory No.

8 15 here. All of these -- a lot of these requests

9 deal with very specific information. We've tried to

10 use the database that Mr. Boise refers to to find the

11 information. We've been unable to do so. That's why

12 we're addressing it here in these interrogatories.

13 For example, Interrogatory No. 15 states,

PADRe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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9 in Lilly's MOL collection concerning interactions

20 how to answer these questions, and we'll do that

21 subject to the MOL protective order?

17 Boise, we can't find that any easier than you can; or

18 we'll make it -- we know where it is. We know where

or know

DISCOVERY MASTER: Is your answer, Mr.

unicacion from che FDA chat it believed there was

MR. BOISE: Yeah, I mean, I think it'S the

former articulation. I mean, for us to go through

and look at documents and locate -- there is

documents around that material and around that

these documents are, and we'll make them

c

~hich rela e co or refer co or embody che

2
3 a causal relationship between the use of zyprexa and

che developmenc of diabetes."

5 They give their laundry list of objections,

6 and then at the end they say, "Subject to and without

7 waiving these objections, Lilly will respond to this

8 incerroga ory by making available documents contained

22

23

24

25

19

16

12 Well, we haven't seen anything, Your Honor.

13 We're asking very specific questions about very

14 specific documents which make very specific

15 statements.

10 with the FDA upon entry of an appropriate protective

11 order."

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907·272-4383
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1 particular document that Mr. Suggs references. They

2 can look at the context of those documents like we

3 can look at the context of those documents.

4
MR. SUGGS: They could go to the author of

in the document. State whether there was a meeting

of the endocrine board which preceded the creation of

the document and formed the basis for its creation.

And if so, state the date of the meeting, identify

the members who attended the meeting, identify the

5 that document who wrote that the FDA had told Lilly

6 that they thought they believed there was a causal

7 relationship, and they could ask that person these

8 questions. You know, who in the FDA said that? When

9 did they say it? Who did they tell this to? I mean,

10 that's what we're asking for in these answers to

11 interrogatories. Or pardon me. That's what we're

12 asking for in these interrogatories. They're very

13 specific questions. They have got control of these

1 people. W do 't.... .__

15 Interrogatory No. 16 is the similar kind of

16 thing, ·With respect to the document produced by

17 Lilly in the Zyprexa MOL with beginning Bates No.,"

18 and has a very specific number there, "which refers

19 to an endocrine advisory board, A, identify the

20 members of the endocrine advisory board referred to

21

22

23

24

25

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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16 answered this interrogatory?

25 Mr. Suggs.

12 board that he references has been the subject of

13 discovery and production and depositions in the MOL

4 tQ~ wqiQq Mr. Suggs t~k. I me~, I

001762
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MR. SUGGS: Well, then why have you not

MR. BOISE: And the endocrine advisory

DISCOVERY MASTER: I'll let you respond,

DISCOVERY MASTER: Hold on. Hold on. Hold

Are you telling me that it's just as easy for

MR. BOISE: Yes.

MR. SUGGS: That's not a correct

statement.

MR. BOISE: I mean -- well --

Mr. Suggs to find that information as it is for you?

on.

22

23

24

17

18

19

20

21

15

1 employees or representatives of Lilly who attended

2 the meeting, and identify all documents relating or

3 referring to the endocrine adviSory board. "

4 And their answer is, they give us all these

5 objections and say, "Subject to and without waiving

6 these objections, Lilly will respond to this

7 interrogatory by making available documents contained

8 in Lilly's MDL collection related to the endocrine

9 advisory board."

10 Well, where are they?

11
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11 Medicaid database that we don't see.

18 your people and to find out from these people who

19 you know, where that -- what that information is.

12 So.perhaps this is one where we can have

13 further discussion on. I don't object to that,

001763
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MR. SUGGS: The discussion needs to be with

MR. BOISE: That's fair, and I would

certainly if -- what I hadn't heard before, frankly,

was that there was an effort to look, that it

wasn't -- that information wasn't available to you,

that you couldn't have, and I'm certainly prepared to

have an ongoing dialogue with you, David, about

h y' g f ~tbe d's~s~ns anQQelping you get

For example, Interrogatory No. 17. It

says, "With respect to the document produced by Lilly

in the Zyprexa MOL," with the Bates number, "which

notes that Lilly'S advisors had informed the company

that it looked foolish taking the position that there

is no differential risk of diabetes among atypical

3

4

5

6

1

2

7 issues that you say, "You know what? We've made

8 efforts to look at this stuff, and we're not finding

9 it." Just as I asked Mr. Steele to help me with

10 information that he said was already produced in the

15 information if it's not -- if you're having trouble

16 finding it.

17

20

21

22

23

24

25
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9 I mean, if you look at this document, you

10 will see that this is a document that's a memo

1 ancipsychotics in spite of the differences in weight

2 gain, please identify the advisors who so informed

3 Lilly, identify the Lilly employees or

4 representatives who were so informed, and identify

5 all documents relating or referring to or embodying

6 any communication with or from Lilly'S advisors that

7 the company looked foolish taking the position there

8 was no differential risk of diabetes."

11 written by somebody who made those statements that

12 our advisors are telling us we look foolish. So

13 we're asking, "Okay. Who were those advisors? When

4 d' Q t ey. S..aY. . t?" Md, YOU lmow, we. get t.hi.s

15 response with, you know, all your general objections,

16 and you say -- finally you conclude by saying, "Lilly

17 will respond to this interrogatory by making

18 available documents contained in Lilly'S MOL

19 collection."

001764

You know, I don't object to

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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MR. BOISE:

MR. BOISE: You know, David, I don't -

MR. SUGGS: These are -- this is very

DISCOVERY MASTER: Finish your argument so

20

21

25

24 Mr. Boise can respond.

23

22 base--
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going to the source for documents where there is an

individual and answering this question. I don't

. ba k d seeing if they can provideobject to g01ng c an

information. Whether they have it or not I can't

18 obtain that information.

6 information.

001765
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But I don't object to getting that

MR. BOISE: -- if there is information that

MR. SUGGS: And I don't know that we

MR. SUGGS: Well, see, the fact that you

DISCOVERY MASTER: -- 19?

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. That's not

speak to.

7

19

11

12 really contributing to the argument. You'r~telling

13 me you're going to go back through 15, 16, 17, 18 --

15

16

20 addressed 18, Your Honor, but that's a very critical

21 interrogatory. There is a group within the company

22 called the Global Product Labeling Committee, which

23 is responsible for reviewing any label changes, which

24 is clearly relevant to our failure-to-warn case.

25 And Interrogatory 18 asks them to,

17 can be responsive, if it's -- and see if we can

8 say that you don't know whether they have it or not

9 tells me that you never even went to try and find

10 that out in the first place.
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1

2

"Identify any and all members of the Global Product

Labeling Committee from October of 1996 to the

3 present and for each, state the following: A,

4 whether the member was an employee of Lilly. S, if

5 the member was an employee of Lilly, state the dates

6 of membership on the Global Product Labeling

7 Committee and the employee'S position or title. C,

8 if the member was not an employee of Lilly, state the

9 member's relationship to Lilly and the member's

10 capacity or relationship to the committee."

11 Again we get the same type of, you know,

12 general objections, and they say that upon entry of

13 an appropriate protective order, Plaintiff may have

category.

001766
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It may be that every one of the members of

documents containing information responsive to this

But as I pointed out before, the MDL

production was only from particular individuals, 60

of them, and I don't know if those people were on the

Global Product Labeling Committee or not, which is

the whole purpose of this interrogatory, is to find

out who the members of this central, very key

committee were so we can find out do we have all

their documents.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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the global product committee from 1996 to the present

2 was included in that group of 60 people from whom

3 they produced documents. I doubt it. But, you know,

4 we would like to find that out.

19 State's first motion, correct?

001767

12 collection and could try to confirm that for you to

13 alleviate some of these concerns.

DISCOVERY MASTER: As to 19, Mr. Boise.

MR. BOISE: There certainly has been Global

MR. BOISE: Thank you.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. That's the

PAOFIC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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MR. SUGGS: That's the first motion.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Sanders.

MR. SANDERS: We obviously disagree about a

lot of things, but there is one thing we do agree on

and the parties agree on, and th t .a 1S we want to go

to trial in March, and so in the spirit of keeping

5

6

7 Product Labeling committee documents produced and

8 it's been the subject of testimony. I will confirm

9 for you - I can't represent here - that the secretary

10 or the maintainer of the documents was among the

11 individuals that were in the list of the MOL

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

S~QYERY MASTER: All right. I misspoke.

15 We were speaking about No. 18, not 19, just so the

16 record here is clear.
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1

2

3

that trial date for the parties that they both want

so much, when are we going to get this stuff from

Lilly?

001768
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14 on record. You all resolved or were in the pro~ess

15 of resolving some things over the break, so let's put

16 those resolutions on, and then we'll move forward.

MR. BOISE: Sure. There was a pending

MR. SANDERS: Okay. Great.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Let's take a break.

(Recess held.)

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. We're back

DISCOVERY MASTER: Well, I have a list of

things that you all have agreed to do, and I have

some other things that I'm prepared to tell people to

do, not everything that's on the table, and at the

end of our proceeding today we're going to talk about

deadlines.

4

5

6

7

8

9

18 dispute concerning the length of time for Lilly's

19 notice of deposition for a 30(b) (6) witness and

20 whether that would be limited to nine hours. Lilly

21 has agreed to, in good faith, attempt to complete the

22 deposition in nine hours, and the State has agreed

23 not to call time in bad faith should the questioning

24 continue and need to go beyond nine hours. So we're

25 all going to do our best to make the deposition as

10

11

12

13

17
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expeditious as possible, recognizing that it'S

2 possible, in good faith, it may go beyond nine

3 hours.

4 DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Marcum, is that

9 know about?

8 Anything else happened over the break that we need to

20 of the issues that you wanted to address in Lilly's

21 motion?

001769
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MR. BOISE: Just to answer your question, I

MR. MARCUM: Fair enough.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Okay. That was all.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right.

MR. BOISE: On that data source.

DISCOVERY MASTER: So we've addressed all

MR. BOISE: That's correct.

DISCOVERY MASTER: One way or the other?

MR. BOISE: I think that's right, unless

Your Honor has some questions concerning that motion

6

7

5 right?

10

11 think the issues concerning the agent of the -- for

12 the database, P~rst Health, I think·tha~s been

13 fairly encompassed in my prior arguments, and unless

14 Your Honor has questions concerning that that you

15 want to pose, I think we've -- I think the point has

16 been made on those.

17

18

19

22

23

24

25
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25 Mr. Sanders.

13 As I guess a point of convenience in

21 counsel wanted to address at least the issue of

22 whether we should take this up or not.

001770
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MR. SUGGS: I believe my esteemed local

MR. SANDERS: Taurel's deposition.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right.

3

2

or those papers.

DISCOVERY MASTER: I don't.

MR. BOISE: And the other point I would

make - I didn't talk to Mr. Suggs about this - would

5 be there is I think two things left, which is the

20

6 motion on Mr. Taurel's deposition, as well as the

7 plaintiff's Second Motion to Compel.

B I think that arguing the Taurel dep may

9 potentially limit or narrow the issues focused on the

10 State's Second Motion to Compel, as they're not

23

24

14 addition to that, I think the logic is right.

15 Mr. Lehner has been involved in issues concerning the

16 Taurel dep and may have a timing issue if we go more

17 than another hour and a half today, and that's

1B another reason why I would ask that we take that out

19 of turn.

11 wholly unrelated, and just ask that we take them in

12 that order.
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15 five o'clock or 5:30, I had delivered to me a motion

7 be done under seal. Our motion was filed under seal,

8 and it involves matters of some confidence.

10 them yet. When we get to them, I'll ask State's

11 lawyers what their position is, but right now we're

12 just talking procedure. Okay. Mr. Sanders.
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MR. LEHNER: Thank you very much.

MR. SANDERS: So procedurally, yesterday at

DISCOVERY MASTER: We're not getting to

MR. SANDERS: Maybe I'm missing something

in the procedure here. but if I understand what

happened is that yesterday

MR. LEHNER: Can I make one point? If

we're going to discuss any of the substantive matters

around Mr. Taurel's deposition, that this part would

5

6

1

2

3

4

9

13

14

16 on the Taurel deposition. Not a motion for expedited

17 consideration, a motion with nothing in support of

18 it. And my position is that we should follow normal

19 procedures, and if we're going to leap-frog through

20 all these normal procedures that we usually have,

21 motion, opposition. reply, if you want something said

22 on expedited. it should be done, first of all.

23 Second of all, this is something that was

24 ordered by Judge Rindner, and I'm not in favor of the

25 notion that when Judge Rindner orders something be
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2

done. that we get to come to you and try to get you

to overrule Judge Rindner. I think the procedure is

18 to those two arguments.

12 file to get it set up, that we've been trying to take

13 his deposition for six months. And so if it's going

14 to be heard, we think it should be heard by the trial

15 judge.

3 Judge Rindner issues -- you issue an order. we can

4 appeal to Judge Rindner, but I don't think we can

5 appeal to you from Judge Rindner's rulings. and so

6 It's not ripe, as far as I'm concerned, and

7 it shouldn't be heard by the Discovery Master. No

8 offense to you. But it's -- they're asking Judge

9 Rindner to change his order about the Taurel

10 deposition.

11 This was the result of a motion we had to

001172
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MR. BOISE: Can I respond to procedure?

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yeah, respond in order

MR. BOISE: Yeah. The case manager order

which referred discovery matters to you provides for

a provision for expedited hearing of matters, and my

reading of the order also provides that issues

concerning discovery are within your jurisdiction.

We're not asking you to upset an existing

order or that Mr. Taurel's deposition not be taken

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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that has been ordered. We're simply asking for,

under Rule 26(c) (7), that it be taken in a, quote,2

3 designated way. That is, that it be deferred for 30

15 side of the table and certain people on that side of

16 the table over the course of several days trying to

17 get this worked out. Given all of our presence here,

19 agreed upon scheduled for next week, the

20 circumstances warrant that we try to have this

21 resolved here and now if it at all possibly can be so

22 resolved.

001773
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given the deposition is noticed

MR. JAMIESON: I did place calls and write

e-mailstobothMr.Steele.Mr. Sanders and Judge

Hensley yesterday advising that -- I mean, we were

4 more days for the reasons set forth in our inner

5 motion. and that we look for ways to eliminate any

6 perceived prejudice that could possibly accrue to the

7 State when balanced against that.

8 So we believe that you are the person who

9 has been vested with this issue in the first instance

10 and that the procedure for filing and getting a

11 matter on expedited hearing has been followed under

12 the case management order.

13 There has been, by way of process,

14 extensive discussions between many people on this

18

23

24

25
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1

2

3

4

scill in ongoing discussions when those e-mails

occurred.

So ic's not like this came out of the blue

as a total shock and surprise to anyone on the other

11 The spirit of the -- what order are we talking about?

13 getting a copy now. There is procedure called out

14 there for emergency or expedited consideration.

15 We've given adequate notice under those rules, under

16 that order.

17 And once again, the very nature of what

18 we're asking for is time-sensitive, and it's not

19 coming as a surprise to anybody on your side of

20 the -- or on the State's side of the table.

001774
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MR. SANDERS: Just point of clarification.

MR. JAMIESON: The protective order. We're

MR. SANDERS: Okay. Well-

DISCOVERY MASTER: Your response.

MR. SANDERS: It's coming as no surprise.

Well, I don't know when -- I don't have my file in

front of me because I wasn't -- I didn't expect to

5 side. We told them very clearly this issue was

6 important, ic was going to be -- we were going to try

7 to raise it today. And so that's -- I think

8 procedurally we've met certainly the spirit if not

9 the letter of the case management order.

10

21

12

22

23

24

25
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MR. JAMIESON: It was after I talked to Joe

MR. SUGGS: It was back in January·

MR. SANDERS: January. So in January· And

MR. SANDERS: Okay. So I wouldn't exactly

call this I've known about it for a long time,

because the first thing I knew about it was when I

have to argue this right now. But it was maybe six

23

24

25

4

5

19

2 months ago when we first notified Lilly we wanted to

3 take Taurel's deposition.

20 several times and after other of my co-counsel had

21 spoken with your co-counsel over the weekend and last

22 week. So that was yesterday.

1

14 When Brewster says this was brought to our

15 attention ahead of time, it's now ten days before the

16 deposition is set to go. and first I heard about this

17 was __ Brewster. when? When was the first time you

18 talked to me about this?

11 okay, we'll give them 90 days. So we set the

12 deposition. That's been set for monthS and months

13 and months.

6 then they wouldn't allOW us to, so we filed a motion

7 which they opposed. We had hearing in front of Judge

8 Rindner. Judge Rindner ruled in our favor and said

9 you got to produce him within 45 days. Lilly then

10 came to us and said we need 90 days. And we said

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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13 same room, and I'm here.

15 motion on shortened time with all the accoutrements,
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DISCOVERY MASTER: Just on the procedure.

I
STAll: Of foUSt<A v. tU ULlY

the plaintiffs and say: Can you respond to it? Can

you argue it fairly? If you can't, how quickly can

you argue it fairly? So that's my question.

11R. SANDERS: Let me just talk about

8

got a call yesterday. so --
I don't think this is appropriate, what

they're asking to do. procedurally. So that'S -- I'm

not going to go to the substanCe of it. but just -

if we have to go to the substanCe, I'm going to let

somebody else argue it, but procedurally I'm opposed

22 procedure. I mean, again. I'm not aware of any rule

23 or procedure that says when you file a motion, that

24 you just file a motion. you make a lot of factual

25 allegations without any support for it. And so I'm

18

19

20

21

16 the same thing would have happened today that's going

17 to happen today anyway, which is I'm going to turn to

14 And I suspect that if somebody had filed a

9 forgetting expedited hearings on things, I prefer

10 following the formal procedures for shortened time,

11 but I understand why the defendants wanted to hear

12 that today since we're all here and we're all in the
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23 You're saying

25 Affidavit as to why it needs to be heard earlier or
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DISCOVERY MASTER: What kind of affidavits?

MR. SANDERS: With or without an affidavit?

DISCOVERY MASTER: Well, it'S procedurally

MR. SANDERS: The substance of it?

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yes.

MR. SANDERS: If I had an affidavit, I

STAn: Of AlASKA v.l: UllY

22

24

noC in a position to knOW because there is no factual

allegations here except a memorandum. There is no

affidavit supporting it, no affidavit from Taurel

saying this is what's going on or anybody else at

DISCOVERY MASTER: So my question to you

7 is: Can you article the motion to continue

8 fairly today; or if not, how much time do you need to

9 argue the motion to continue?

20 teed-up to the point where I need to know when you

21 can fairly respond to the substance of the motion.

19

17 with no affidavits supporting the allegations in the

18 memorandum. So--

13 would probably be ready to argue it today, or maybe

14 Mr. Suggs would, but right now it's not a

15 procedurally teed-up motion. There is no

16 memorandum -- there is no -- there is a memorandum

10

11

12



22 respond to --

11 you don't have enough information to know how to

12 oppose it; is that correct?

14 close to substance, but we're not there yet. I

15 didn't understand really why you wanted a

16 continuance. based on what you gave me. So if that's

17 what YOU're saying. Sanders. then -- I didn't get

18 enough information. So my question to the plaintiffs

19 is--

Page 147
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DISCOVERY MASTER: -- how quickly can we

MR. SUGGS: Your Honor --

well, let me tell you this. We're getting

DISCOVERY MASTER: Your complaint is that

MR. SANDERS: No. I'm talking procedure in

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. You kind of

STAn Of /IJ.ASW'. .Ju ULLY

MR. SUGGS: -- I'm prepared to argue based

on -- you know, as it stands right now -- I mean,

we've almost been dancing around this issue. I mean,

an affidavit to support the substance of the motion?

MR. SANDERS: NO. substance.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Okay.

MR. SANDERS: I'm beyond the procedure now.

-

23

24

25

8
9 terms of a -- typically a motion has a --

6

5 You're saying

7 went back there. take one more shot at it.

20

21

1

2

3

4

13

10
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I said, "Well, why George?"

And he said, "I don't know."

MR. BOISE: Okay. I don't know.

DISCOVERY MASTER: I want everybody to be

DISCOVERY MASTER: I'm not sure we're there

MR. SUGGS: Okay. So anyway, I get this

phone call from Mr. Lehner, he says, "We need to

change the deposition."

MR. BOISE: Well, let's -- if we're getting

those dates, but why? Why are we doing this?"

And he said, "I don't know."

21

22

23

24

25

20 careful.

17 yet.

18

19

16

1 the fact of the matter is the basic nature of our

2 objection is there has been no showing of good cause.

3 We had the judge order that his deposition

4 take place. we granted an extension of time to

5 September 19 as an accommodation to Lilly and as an

6 accommodation to the witness. And then last week I

12

13

14

7 get a phone call from Mr. Lehner who said that they

8 need to reschedule the deposition. And he said, you

9 Know, 'We've got these three dates in October that we

10 can offer.'
11 And I said, "Well, glad to hear you got

PAOFlC RlM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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look, this deposition was ordered.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Let's go under seal at

STAn: Of fIUSt<Av~ ULlY

MR. SUGGS: Yes.

DISCOVERY MASTER: I don't think we're

going to need it transcribed, frankly, so -- but

MR. JAMIESON: Can we further say that this

portion of the transcript will not be transcribed for

30 days?

view that we

Well, that to me is just incredible. I

said, "Look, before I agree to change the deposition,

I want to know why, and then I can" -- I said, "I'm

going to have to get back with my colleagues and find

25

24

7

20

21

22

23

4
5 out from them, you know, what their view on this is."

6 And I conferred with my colleagues, and it was our

15 this point, and just so that, the words

16 "confidential" and "under seal" sometimes have

17 different meanings, we'll define that. Which means

18 access to this by the lawyers and the Court only. Is

19 that agreeable, access to this portion?

1

2

3

14

8 I've changed my schedule to accommodate Mr. Taurel

9 before. I've had to modify my professional and

10 personal obligations to have this deposition date of

11 September 19, which was already an accommodation to

12 him. And there has been no showing of good cause as

13 to why the deposition should be postponed.

PAOFIe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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access to lawyers only without dissemination to

2 anyone else.

3

4

MR. SUGGS: That's fine.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Other than clients. I

10 circumstances. under our protective order.

8 we were saying would have been part of a file. and it

9 would remain under seal. under the same

I don't know if

Your Honor, this all stems fromMR. SUGGS:

* * * * *

* * * * *

cover.

(Excerpt RE: Taurel Deposition bound

under seal and under separate

MR. BOISE: Yeah. just as earlier was what

the March 28. 2007 letter from FDA.

Your Honor has had a chance to study that. but there

DISCOVERY MASTER: And let's hear argument

on that plaintiff's second motion -- State's Second

Motion to Compel.

7

5 guess. Is that what you want? Is that what you mean

6 by under seal?

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PAQFlC RIM REPORTING 907·272·4383
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7 timing-wise? Christiaan has got to get an airplane.

18 several submissions to FDA regarding a combination

19 drug known as Cymbyax which is a combination of

20 Zyprexa and also Prozac.

21 The timing of those submissions are laid

22 out in the first paragraph of the letter that's the

23 subject of this motion. And part of that interaction

10 out that discovery in the MDL essentially stopped

11 after 2004. When we got this letter in 2007, it was

12 submitted actually by Lilly'S counsel to Judge

13 weinstein in the MDL in conjunction with the summary

14 judgment motion, and I don't really quite know why

15 they submitted the letter, but in fact they did. And

16 it was at that time that we learned that apparently

pardon me, Lilly had made

(Off record.)

MR. SUGGS: First off, I'd like to point

in the fall of 2006, FDA

MR. SANDERS: Can I say something

First I'd like to point out to Your Honor

that discovery in the MDL essentially was not after

2004.

that.

were a couple of things I wanted to point out about

8

9

4

5

6

1

2

3

17

24

25

that they were having with FDA at that time was to

deal with the labeling for that combination drug.

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907'272-4383
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19 hyperglycemia, but also those who had elevated

11 use _ that's the same as zyprexa - whether taken

12 alone or in combination with fluoxetine. Which is

II

001783
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And after reviewing the information, the

In fact, although the ratio, the tenfold

difference, held true with respect to both groups,

and the folks who had normal blood levels to start,

theirs went up to about three percent incidence of

hyperglycemia, and whereas if somebody already had

levels.

<L.t:hen-the-Y-Iloted_thaL..appaJ::e~tLY_LillY

had submitted to FDA some studies which showed

basically that there was a tenfold increased

incidence of hyperglycemia, not only in patients who

were normal but also -- normal in terms of

the generic name-for Prozac.

20

21

22

23

24

25

15

16

17

18

1
2 FDA noted that: A primary concern with this

3 application and the primary basis for our not taking

4 a final action is our view that we lack important

5 safety information needed to adequately update the

6 labeling with all relevant risk information. In

7 particular, we are concerned that the labeling is

8 deficient with regard to information about weight

9 gain, hyperglycemia and hyperlipidemia that is

10 associated with the Olanzapine, O_L_A_N_Z_A_P_I_N_E,

13

,.
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notes that apparently there had been a letter from

FDA to Lilly asking what was happening with that New

York Times article and asking questions about what

was disclosed there. And Lilly had apparently

high blood glucose. abOut 50 percent of those

patients went over the top and into the diabetic

level. so hyperglycemia.
This is a stunning development for US in

this litigation. It is very rare in either an

epidemiology study or in a controlled clinical study

that you would find an increased incidence of ten

22

23

24

25

9 evidence of causation.

8 times due to a drug effect. That is very compelling
7

15 documents relating or referring to that study,

16 including analyses and so on and so forth.

17 And the letter also addresses several other

18 aspects. They noted that -- well. Mr. Boise has

19 referred to a disclosure of the MDL confidential

20 documents in the New York Times in. I believe it was

21 January of 2007. And this letter to Lilly in March

1

2

3

4

5

6

10 AS you can imagine. we want to get

11 discovery of this. we wanted to get discovery of the

12 studies that were done. which we have not had

13 produced to us~ We want to know who it was that did

e-wan.t-to-ge.t-discoyery oLalL t
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1 responded to hat on February 20, 2007, and the FDA

2 then responded hat that letter, the February 20,

3 2007 letter, quote, has not been particularly helpful

4 in addressing these concerns. So again the FDA was

5 calling for more information.

6 So we want to get discovery of the

7 information regarding those letters and the

8 correspondence back and forth between FDA regarding

9 the New York Times article. I mean, I can track

New York Times article.

001785
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We think all this information is clearly

relevant, not only to our -- the issues of whether

Lilly's labeling was adequate or not -- in fact, I

will note here that in the FDA's letter, they said

that we do not feel that current labeling for either

Cymbyax or Zyprexa provides sufficient information on

these risks, referring to the risk of diabetes.

Clearly this is relevant to our failure-to-warn

back and forth between Lilly and FDA regarding the

all the information regarding those communications

through all the specific elements or the particulars

of our requests regarding this, but basically we want

to know everything, soup to nuts, about those studies

showing the tenfold increased incidence of

hypex:glycemia tha.l:...-are... referred_co .in here and.. also_

25

10

11

12

13

14.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1

2

3

4

5

claim.
It is also relevant with respect to our

claims of misrepresentation, unfair trade practices

and so forth, and it's also highly relevant on the

scientific issue of whether or not Zyprexa can cause

10 Mr. Suggs. Mr. Boise.

6 diabetes, a fact which they deny. And this finding

7 here of a tenfold increased incidence is very

8 compelling evidence.

12 Mr. Suggs noted, the -- Cymbyax is a distinct

13 molecule from zyprexa and accordingly has a distinct

14 regulatory history. Producing everything, you know,

15 soup to nuts, involving Cymbyax would be involving

16 the production of supplemental new drug application,

17 a voluminous document, an evolving document, one that

18 goes over time involving a drug that is not at issue

19 here. And in fact, I think in the reply briefing

MR. BOISE: Okay. A couple of things. As

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Thank you,

In response to discovery requests by Lilly

as to when the State knew -- had knowledge of the

score.

that I saw, maybe it was last Wednesday or Thursday,

on this issue, plaintiffs -- I think the State claims

they're not really interested in Cymbyax on that

9

20

21

22

23

24

25

11
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18 There was a date scope involved generally

19 in litigation, and there is good reasons for them. I

13 the medication. If the State continues to, you know,

14 permit reimbursement of the medication, it did so in

15 full knowledge of the allegations of the fraud that

16 they claim exists and full knowledge of those claims

17 going back to 2005.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

20

21

22

23

24

25

fraud, the fraud being the misrepresentation about

zyprexa and whether it causes diabetes or

misstatements to physicians, in interrogatory

response No. 36, the State said, "Well, by the summer

of 2005, we knew that -- we knew that there has been

misrepresentations and that misrepresentation had

caused injury," and therefore filed a complaint by

2006.

Certainly there could be no further

reliance by the State on actions by Lilly when they

were well aware of this claimed fraud and

misrepresentation concerning the safety profile of

mean, with a medication that is still on the market,

new documents are invariably going to be created

every day, and there comes a point where you need to

put a stake in the ground and say, "Here's where your

discovery obligations end," so we can litigate and

ask questions about the time period of relevance as

PAOFlC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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2

3

4

opposed to the time period that goes years past the

time period in which the complaint here was filed.

In the prior litigation, that date was a

full year after Lilly changed its label concerning

19 There was a response to the illegal leak of

20 information that resulted in the December New York

21 Times articles that Mr. Suggs references, and we

22 certainly would be prepared, as that addresses

23 Zyprexa, to produce that information. But to have an

5 zyprexa and diabetes. So there was a label change of

6 interest to the State in September of 2003. The

7 State got to see and the MOL plaintiffs got to see

8 for a full year after that label change the fallout

9 and effect of that, and that's been the date scope

001788
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ongoing obligation for information that has yet to be

created and then pretend that we have to go back and

24

25

10 that we have used.

11 That's not to say for any discrete issue

12 there aren't issues that could potentially be

13 relevant, but as a general matter, having to engage

14 in ongoing discovery obligations in this setting

15 makes conducting discovery really impossible as new

16 facts are going to be learned every day, just given

17 the nature of the product and what we're talking

18 about.
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19 set of discovery that we sent to them. I mean, we're

10 think if there are specific issues that we can zero

11 in on that make sense to provide supplemental

12 production -- we've always engaged in discussion and

13 dialogue surrounding those issues and could so around

14 those claimed New York Times response documents.

001789
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DISCOVERY MASTER: Yes, you can.

MR. SUGGS: This is a very, very targeted

MR. SUGGS: Your Honor, can I briefly

So I think the date scope makes sense. I

If you track through the order, the

asking them very specific questions, and we're not

asking for all of the Cymbyax regulatory materials.

We're asking specifically for the studies that are

specifically referenced in the second paragraph of

that letter.

9

1 take up positions and the like for facts not yet ever

2 known just makes it intolerable to litigate.

3 Certainly the State knew of facts

4 sufficient to file its complaint, knew of facts

5 claiming fraud and unlawful conduct alleged by the

6 company, and, you know, really to go beyond that time

7 period puts us in really one of the dilemmas that we

8 are here.

20

21

22

23

24

25

17

18

16 respond?

15
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14 last point. In unsuccessfully arguing for the

15 postponement of Mr. Taurel's deposition, we're

16 prepared to produce what we think is otherwise not

17 responsive, to take that issue completely off. I

18 think the allegation is not well-founded. We have

19 legitimate objections and concerns here, and, you

20 know, deposition is going to go forward. Maybe there

21 is facts that are -- these discussions could go on

1 proposed order that we have, I think you can tell

2 that, you know, we're not on a fishing expedition

3 here, and we're not saying, "Open up the doors. We

4 want everything having anything to do with cymbyax or

5 zyprexa since 2004." Everything that we've asked for

6 is a very specific targeting relating to this letter,

7 this particular letter, which they themselves, by the

8 fact that they've been trying to delay Mr. Taurel's

9 deposition because of the negotiations and the

10 discussions going on about this letter, I think shows

11 just how important and how critical that information

12 is.

001790
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MR. BOISE: Just in brief response to that

through 2008, 2009. We're going to open up discovery

every time a new fact comes out concerning the

medication that is subject to constant oversight by

the FDA. And that's why we would ask for the date

22

23

24

25

13
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DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Thank you.
2

1 scope and the second motion to be denied.

1 ignore but --

6 one comment in going back to the prior -- not to

001791
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MR. LEHNER: Defendants, yes.

DISCOVERY MASTER: As to under seal, I

MR. LEHNER: -- so I make clear? If we go

DISCOVERY MASTER: This Mr. Lehner?

MR. SUGGS: Have we covered everything?

MR. LEHNER: Your Honor, could I just make

8

9

5

4

25

3 Other issues?

20 understand -- and I didn't bring that with me because

21 I didn't think we were going to get in it. I only

22 brought one bankers box of material.

23 I understand that Judge Rindner ordered

24 that deposition under seal and restricted.

19

10 forward with the deposition on the 19th of

11 Mr. Taurel, that it will be done under seal and with

12 the adequate protections to ensure that whatever may

13 be disclosed there relevant to the points that

14 we've -- we're talking about are sufficiently

15 protected and that we could have a transcript that

16 would not be produced for 30 days or at least until

11 some reasonable period after the deposition that

18 matters might be more certainly certain.
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MR. LEHNER: That the transcript not be

DISCOVERY MASTER: So are you asking in

3

1
2 terms of that process anything more than that?

22 me outside the room for two minutes.

11 essentially agree.
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MR. BOISE: Mr. Jamieson wanted to speak to

MR. SUGGS: Okay.

MR. LEHNER: Thank you.

DISCOVERY MASTER: That will be the order.

MR. LEHNER: Yes, we will designate our

MR. BOISE: We use a service that would

MR. JAMIESON: That will be Lilly's court

MR. SUGGS: We have no objection to that.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. That will

DISCOVERY MASTER: Sure. If not, the only

other thing I think we need to take care of is I'm

going to go back through things you all promised to

8

7 be--

5

6

23

24

25

4 produced for -- at least until October 19.

9 reporter that

19

20

21

15 I'm not going to do that in writing, but we'll have a

16 transcript of what we just talked about here. So

17 that will be one of the limitations on the

18 deposition.

14

13 court reporter and that the lawyers will be --

12

10
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I

SCOVERY MASTER

MR. LEHNER: Thank you, Your Honor.

STATE OF!'JJ'SAA v. ~U UUy MOTION AAGUMEN"TS BEFOR
9/11/2007

3 appreciate you letting me participate on by phone
2

1 do and put some deadlines on them.

24 And I'd like, you know, a deadline on that. I'd like

25 also, to the extent you can't find things, to

18 want specifics, we'll refer back to the transcript.

19 You promised to do additional investigation, and if

20 you found certain items in the database that are

21 identified in the affidavit of Dr. --

001793
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MR. BOISE: virnig.

DISCOVERY MASTER: virnig, to produce them.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Mr. Suggs?

MR. SUGGS: No.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. Let's go.

MR. BOISE: No, sir.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Back on record. Are

DISCOVERY MASTER: Sure. So we'll go off

pretty general, but we'll refer back to

8

22

23

5

6 record.

7 (ReceSS held.)

4 today.

17

15 On the database, the State promised to do a couple,

16 three things. One is -- and this is going to be

11

12

13

14

9 there any additional issues you all need to raise?

10 Mr. Boise?
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1 describe what you did to try to find them in that

2

3

4

same response.

And finally, you made the suggestion that

you think there are some things in the database

7 on that as well.

15 Getting near the end of the day, and I'm starting to

12 three of those things, ten days. Can you do that?

MR. STEELE: I offered to help them find

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. So on all

MR. STEELE: Yes.

DISCOVERY MASTER: All right. All right.

MR. BOISE: Yes. The only caveat would be

8

5 that's there and they can't find it. I want you to

6 offer to help them find it, and we'll have a deadline

9 it, and I would be pleased with any deadline that you

10 care to make.

11

13

14

20

16 be able to not read my notes. But, Mr. Boise, you

17 promised to produce some additional things, and I'm

18 not going to make a list, but you know what you

19 promised. Can you do those in ten days as well?

21 the interrogatories that we went through, I need to

22 do some more investigation as to what's involved, but

23 we'll push those in that time frame if at all

24 possible. If I can't, I'll report back.

25 MR. SUGGS: Okay.

PAaAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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One thing on our ten days, if

Page 164

13 orders.

15 Mr. Boise, on one issue?

8 by Friday. Okay.

MR. BOISE: Yes. That was the

MR. BOISE: Yeah. That will help.

MR. STEELE: Okay.

DISCOVERY MASTER: I had bigger plans, but

I have questions or need to seek clarity, may I do

that with Mr. Boise? That would be my preference.

DISCOVERY MASTER: I would hope so.

MR. BOISE: I would hope so, too.

MR. STEELE: Okay.

MR. JAMIESON: We're getting a transcript

2

3

4

5

6

7

16

14 You were going to check with your client,

17 Interrogatory 19 involving government investigations,

18 and I will have a response back to the Court and

19 opposing counsel by the end of this week if at all

20 possible.

9

10

11

.12 I'm fading, so I'm not going to make any additional

21

22

23

MR. SUGGS: Okay.

MR. BOISE: Tomorrow is a travel day,

Thursday is a religious holiday for me. So it may be

24 the following Monday.

25 MR. SUGGS: Okay.

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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18 would be a Friday.

23 idiot, so that makes us a heck of a combo.
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MR. STEELE: Okay. Well, sometimes I'm an

MS. GIROLAMO-WELP: 21st is Friday.

MR. JAMIESON: She's a savant. She can

MR. JAMIESON: Either the 21st or the

MR. JAMIESON: Let's just pick a date

MR. STEELE: Is day one of my ten days, is

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yeah. pick a date.

DISCOVERY MASTER: We'll go with the 22nd.

MS. GIROLAMO-WELP: The 22nd is a Saturday.

MR. JAMIESON: It will be the 21st? That

STAll: OF AlASKA v. t!U ULLY

7

8 that tomorrow and then so on?

a ruling on it.

MR. BOISE: I will do that as soon as I

6 possibly can.

DISCOVERY MASTER: Yeah. For me, if you

agree to produce it, tell me, so I don't deal with

it. If you don't, just tell me briefly that you want

9

19

20

21 tell you the day of the week on any day you want.

22

13

14 22nd.

15

16

17

10 certain.

11

24 MR. BOISE: I'm personally unavailable that

25 day. It's--

PAOAC RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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1 MR. STEELE: I'll talk to you in the

2 meanti e.

3

4

MR. BOISE: Right.

MR. STEELE: I'm just saying when we ought

18 get it done.

5 to be done. It's the 21st, I guess.

15 to talk to you because I don't know that you're

16 continuing to have a problem unless you tell me, "I'm

17 continuing to have a problem." So I'm just trying to

The 21st is definitely a

MR. BOISE: Right.

DISCOVERY MASTER: On State's

MR. JAMIESO

MR. BOISE: Right. If I ask for an

MR. STEELE: Right. I just want to be able

accommodation if I have to be involved for that

Monday, 1'11 just ask for it.

MR. STEELE: Yeah, sure.

MR. BOISE: It's a day I actually don't

7 Friday.

6

13 work.

19

20

8

9

10

11

12

14

21 Interrogatories 15, 16, 17 and 18, I'm going to order

22 Lilly to answer those. Or if you cannot, explain

23 what efforts you made to answer them and were unable

24 to answer them. I'll explain the reasons when I put

25 out a final order, but I want to give you a head

PADRe RIM REPORTING 907-272-4383
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3 give you a date certain, 27th. That's not 15 days,

4 is it? 27th is fine.

001798
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Anything else? All right. We're done.

(Proceedings concluded at 3:50 p.m.)

start on working on those, and we'll get 15 days for

those. So that takes you up to the 27th. I'll just

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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I, I E M. BONDESON, Registered

Professional Reporter and Notary Public in and for

the S a e of Alaska, do hereby certify that the

foregoing proceedings were taken before me at the

time and place herein set forth;

That the proceedings were reported

s enographically by me and later transcribed by

compu er transcription;

That the foregoing is a true record of the

proceedings taken at that time; and

That I am not a party to nor have I any

interest in the outcome of the action herein

contained.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my

hand this FOURTEENTH day of SEPTEMBER, 2007.

Diane M. Bondeson, RPR
My Commission Expires 9/6/10
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.ate of Alaska Superior C
Third Judiclol District

In Anchora~""

ttL. QO?, 27Z.3538

fAX: g07.274.081 g

1 agree witb Brewster Jamieson's statement in his October 9, 2007 letter to you
that Judge Weinstein's Order does not have any impact on the above-captioned case.

October 10, 2007
ia Messenger

The Honorable Mark Rimlner
uperior Court Judge

Alaska Coun ystem
825 West Fourth Avenue, Room 638
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-2004

Re: State ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case o. 3 -06-05630 Civil

Dear Judge Rindner:

Very truly yours,

FE~AN ORL';NSKY & SA

Erilk::

ETS psc
cc Bfe\\-'Ster Jamieson

DERS
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BYTHECOURT

IT IS ORDERED that the plaintiffs Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time to

001801

Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

State ojAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company

r0 J It jOt- Case No. 3A -06-5630 CIV

~>j::r~

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

,s.

l' TEOF ALA

k~Mark Rindner -------

Superior Court Judge

ORDER GRA TI G EXTENSIO TO FILE
OPPO ITiO TO LILLY'S APPEAL FROM DISCOVERY MASTER'S ORDER

--
NGI.....

Order Granting Extension to File Opposition to
Lilly's Appeal From Discovery Mas,er's Order
Page I ofl

Plaintiff hall have a one-day extension until Wedne day, October 10, 2007, to file its

opposition to the Eli Lilly's Appeal from Discovery Master's Order.

,,"';YI
E TERED this -lL-- day of October, 2007.

File Opposition to Lilly's Appeal From Discovery Master's Order is GRANTED.

ELI LILLY A D COMPA Y,

o
CO

'"==.......
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LSA!'~DDS

SQOlSTlf.n
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TE.L. 907mJ.HI
FAX.: 907214 0119



Plaintiff,

DATED this 9th day of October, 2007.
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Slale ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

•

ase 0.3A -06-5630 CIV

•

'OPPOSED MOTtO FOR EXTENSIO OF TIME
TO FILE OPPOSITtO TO LILLY'S APPEAL

FROM DISCOVERY MASTER'S ORDER

FELDMAN ORLANSKY & SANDERS

:~,.~
Eric T. Sanders
AKBar 0.7510085

h THE PERIOR CO RT FOR THE TATE OF AL KA

THIRD J DI I L 01 TRI T T A HORAGE

Plaintiff, tate of Alaska, by and through its counsel, Feldman Orlansky &

vs.

Defendant.

anders, requests that this Court grant it a one-day extension to October 10, 2007, to file

T TE OF ALA KA,

Unopposed Motion for Extension ofTime to File Opposition
To lllly's Appeal from DISCOVery Masler's Order
Page I of2

its opposition to Eli Lilly's Appeal from Discovery Master's Order.

ELI LILLY A DCOMPA Y,



Brewsler H. Jamieson
Lane Powell LLC
301 WCSI orthem Light Boulevard, Suite 301
Anchorage. Alaska 99503-264

Ccnlficate of e"icc
I hereby cenlfy that true and correct COpICS. of .
PlalllufT's Unopposcd lotion for E,tcnSlon ofTllnc to
FUc Opposition to Lilly's Appcal from Discovery
;\1a tcr's Ordcr and Iproposcd) Ordcr were served
b) mcssenger on:

001803

SUlle ofAlaska v. Eli Lilly and Company
Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CIV

•

RI HARD 0 • PATRICK. \ E TBROOK
BRICKMAN. LLC

H. Blair Hahn
Counsel for Plain/iff

GARRET 0 ,TEELE
1auhe\\ L. Garret on

Joseph \. teele
Coullselfor Plain/iff

•

By ~

Date /pI 09 101

Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time to File Opposition
To LJIly's Appeal from Discovery Master's Ordcr
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